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PART ONE

DEMOGRAPHIC AND
EDUCATIONAL TRENDS IN ASIA

DEMOGRAPHIC AND EDUCATIONAL

TRENDS IN ASIA

A. Demographic Trends
I. Introduction
Since the First ASian Populatian Conference was held in 1963, there
have been significant developments in the demographic situation of the
ECAFE region. One major aspect of these deyelopments is the progress
in the field of population policy and planning. Greater recognition of the
adverse effect:of rapid growth of population on national development and
'on the standard of living of the individual family has led to a revolution
in the formulation of population policies and family planning activities in
countries of the region.
Nevertheless, development planning and population planningcontinue
to be separate spheres. There is no close co-ordination between population planning and .planning for health services, education, housing, em-

ployment, industry, agriculture, trade, developMent of natural resources, transport and communication and other sectors of development.
Similarly, the effect of economic and social development on
the components .of population growth has received very little attention,
and population is being used merely as a denorn;nator in the per capita
income and consumption equations.

'Although recognition of the important interrelation between populaton and developmental factors is emerging among demographers, family planners and economic planners, no common approach has yet been
developed.

The absence of such an approach is not only giving rise

to an imbalance between population growth and economic r.;evelopm.ent,
but has led to the emergence of new problems of ecological imbalance.

In order to create more favourable conditions for development, it is
important that due priority be given to this interrelationship in the
formulation and implementation of development plans. It is'in this
context that the demographic situation in the region should be viewed.
Prepared by the Unesco Secretariat as a synopsis of two papers presented to the Seminar: "The Demographic Situation in the ECAFE Region" by hCAFh Secretariat, and
"Educational Trends in Asian Couritries" by Unesco Secretariat.
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H. World and regional population trends: a ceniurytof growth

Th,e nineteenth century was:a century of demographic revolution
in Europe but its estimated 4800 population took more than 100 years
to double. Although-the demographic transition in Europe began during
the late eighteenth century, average annual rato of growth for the
periods 1800-1850 and 1850-1900 were as low as 0.5.and 0.8 per cent,
respectively. In spite of such low increments the nineteenth century
was regarded as a period of declining mortality rates and rking growth
rates in Europe, a problem "roughly similar, though different in magnitude, to that .being experienced by the ECAFE region in,thi's century.
The region which is now the ECAFE region was, during the nineteenth century, still characterized by high-fertility and high mortality,
and its population increas 5y only 50 per cent to about 915 million by
Comparing ninete,:711.0-century Europe with twentieth-century
1900.
ECAFE region, the estirr..cd annual rates of growth in the latter for
the periods 1900-1950 and 1950-2000 are 0.7 and 2 per cent, respec-

tkely.
Recent United Nations estimates show that the more developed
regions of the world during the period 1800 to 1850 had a crude birth
rate, of 39 and a crude death rate of 32, and for the period 1850 to 1900
a crude birth rate of 38 and a crude death rate of 29. The corresponding estimates for the less developed regions for the period 1900 to

1950 are 41 and 32,and for 1950 to 2000, 37 and 14. The major difference

occurs in the crude death rate which has begun to decline more rapidly
in the less developed regions in the se'cond half of this century than in
the developed regions in the second half of the last century. The rate
of natural increase in the less developed regions for the period 1950 to
2000 is thus estimated at 2.3 per cent per annum as compared to 0.9
per cent per annum of the more-dekeloped regions for:the period 1850
to 1900.

The 1970 population of the ECAFE region was estimated at 1,994
million and is currently approaching 2,100 million. At the beginning of
the century its population was 915 million; by the end of the century
it is estimated to be 3,569 million, impl:ying a four-fold increase and
a net addition of 2,654 million. The two major sub-regions with respect
to population in the ECAFE regionarid in the worldare East Asia
They have different population growth trends. At,
and South Asia 1
o's

South Asia, as used in this paNr, does not indude South \Vest Asia. For definitions
See Table I, note ;.
1
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the beginning of the century East Asia had 85,.million more people than
Sduth Asia's population,of 412 mi!lion, but in 1960- the latter region as
27 minion ahead of the former, and by 2000 it is eXpected.that South
Asia will have about 700 million more people than East Asia. It is no t. this

reversal, but the sheer size of the population of South'Asia - 2,128
million' in the year 2000-which provides a great challenge to national
and international planners, scientists and administratorS.
Table 2 shows the percentage increases of population -during the
period 1900 to 2000, by decades and for the entire century. The difference between the more and less developed regions of the W'orld is
striking. The population of the more 'developed regions during this
period wili increase by 158.7 per cent, as comparNi with 365.2 per cent,
of the population of the less developed regions. It should be noted that,'
whereas the population of Europe did not even double itself in the last
century, the population of the ECAEE region is likely to quadruple by
.
the end of the present century.
The sub-regions of East, Middle South and SoAth Last Asia', constk
tuting the Asian part of the ECAFE regiOn, with their many acute developmental problems, contain over halt' the worid's population. These
sub-regions are more meaningful for understanding the pcpula,tion problems of the region. The population of South Asia and the Oceania
regions i likely to inc'rease five-fold or mo,re while that of Eas't Asia
will 13ave tripled by the end of' the century. By the sear 2000 the number
of inhabitants in thc.F. ECAFE region will almost equal the total for the

world in 1970. This will occur in spite of significantly slower growth
in East Asia, a trend which reflects the su;:cess achieved by China,
Hong Kong,. Japan and the Republic of Korea in reducing their rates of
growth.

Rapid increase in the less developed regions in general and in the
ECAEE region, in particular', is anticipated during the remainder of
the century, according to the, medium variant population projections
prepared by the United Nations Secretariat. One might however argue
that, given the current upsurge in family planning activities in the, region,
the population is likely to increase more moderatel and may not exceed 3,500 million by the end of the centur.

Therefore, an alternative exercise 1 has been undertaken by the
ECAFE Secretariat, based on a more optimistic view with regard to
1.Relerred to as Series B hereunder. in contrast to Series A vthich reflects projections made h the l:nited \,ations Population Oh IN 1611.
3

.
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Table 1. Population of the world and major regions, 19002000
(population in millions)

World and regions

.

1900

1920

1930

1,650.0

1,859.9'

2,068.6

More developed .;,u,

562.0

672.6

Less developed LI

1,088.0.

133.0

World total

1950

1960

1970:

1980

1990

2000

2,295.0

2,485171),

2,981,611 3,635.241 4,467.3a:1

757,9

820.7

857.8.1-ii_

1,090.)11 1,210.2iY,

1387.3

1310 8

1,474.3

1,627.94.1

2,005.411 2.544.6'11 3,257.1L

'142.9

163.8

191.5

217.3

269.6

344.5

456.7

616.0

156.0

,205.2

241,6

274,2

328.4

412.1

5i0.8

637.8

709,0

Latin America

(74.0)

'(89.6),

(107,4)

(129.8)

(162.4)

(2114)

(283.3)

(377.1)

(500.0)

Northern America

(652.0)

IPA)

1115.7)

(134.2)

(144,3)

(166.1)

(198.1)

1227.6)

(260.7)

(199,0)

(333.0)

9;'.5.0

1,023.1

Africa
Americas

Asia
Europe
Oceania

4

1940

USSR

296.0

1,120.2

.

1,244:4,

324.8

353.9

378,9

6.0

8.5

10,0

ILI

134.0

155.3

179.0

195.0i

s'

6,515,0a,1

k 5,061.0'11
818.0
.

05.0

1,355,3

1,645.4

2,055.8

2,581.1

3,177.0

3,77.8,0

392,0

424.6

462,1

197,1

53),.0

568.0

12.6

15.8

19.4

.24.0

30.0

35.0

180.1

214.2

242,6

270,6

302.0

330.0

.

EWE region
ECAFE region

914,7

1,001.5

1,097,2

1 ,216.0

I ,3: I .2

1,600.0

1,994.3

2,496.1

3,037.0

3,568,5

Asian part 11

908,7

993.2

.1,087,4

I ,205.,4

1,308.8

1,584.7

1,975.5

'2,472,9

Easl Asia

3,008.7

3,535.1

496.6

552.7

590,5

;633.5

656,1

779.0

-928.6

1,093.8

1,255.0

1,407,3

'43,8

55.4

6;1,9

71.4

82.9

93.2

103.5

1)6,3

,125.1

02,8

452.8

497.3

56.6

562.1

573.1

685.8

825.1

977,4

L,129.9

1,274,6

440,5

496,9

571.9

65'1.8

805.7

1,046,9

1,379,1

1.753,7

2,128,4'

333.0

70.7

480'6

588.2.

760

1,0011,7

1,261,5

1,5:3,8

Japan

Mainland and other
South Asia

Middle South

311,5

South Easi

100,6

O'ceimia part

6.0

8.3

.

12,6.3

.149,9

,172.2

271.5

285,4

378.5

489.1

604,5

9.8

10,7

12,3

15.3

18.8

23.2

28.4

32:8

15,4

18.8

22.6

25,8

3,4

4,4

5.7

6,9

Australia and
New Zealand

Other Oceania

-4.5

.

6.6

8.0

1.6

1.8

8.7

10,1

12.7

ource: 1'6' orld and re!!lons: Far' 0(10.nutand,
phicalsocirtr, Vok

"hpanion

\o;, junc 11)67, p,

Nations publication, Sales No. 66. XIII,

orld Population," Proctiolingi of the .1ffiericon Philaso.

for 1101.1(0, World Population Prowcfs (IA tissessed
p,

1963,

33. For 1950-2000, reference has been made to internal working paper of

be Foiled 'at,ions Population Di\ Hon. I rhan and rural population: individual imuntries 1950-145 .and regions
and major areas.1q50.000," F.SAII)11).3'.ii.Ro. I, September Kin.
For RAI fejnol, data for 1900 hav,' been estimated hi fhe 1..C.111. Population hision

dli riderme to (hi: aboie

sourct'5, ocert for Jaran for iihiLitt referenLie iias made to Bureau of ..Statists, Office of he

Prime s1 nster, Japan

'Skaidicul )eurhook, 1971 (Tokio, 1972i,
N(!lii:

KCBS': of rounding, totals are not in all cao the suni of the 1%rris.
lailudnig Europe, I'SSR, Northern ,Aniericalapan.leiniwalL. South Anieica, Australia, No Zealand.

Induding tast Asia ewer( lam, South ASia,

tatin 11nakii les\ temperak' South America, and Oceania

less Australia and No; Zealand.

countries of fhe suh-regions of the

re1;ion

Mai/plod other. China, king kou, \lonolia,Dernocratic rople's Repuhft, of Korea andReptihlk of
Korea.
,Viiddle South I w
AfghaMstan, Baulaksh, Bhutan, India, Iran, )erdl,
Lanka.
'South Last sia

Brunei, Burma, Milner Repuhrv, Indonesia, Iao, \la lai sia, PhIlippinles,SinWre, That
laud, Repuhllc of 1,iet-tiain ad Democratic Repuhhc of Viet-Nam,

,Olher'Oceatua

a'

British Solomon Islands,Cook klands, Ii n, \aunt, Papua \oCiuinea,Tonga,Western Samoa,

Not adjusted for discrepancies in international

,Lha. kr Rill, vith adjustments, torld total is ?,i\en

1.,()StJ nuilhnn, less de\ JopL'd reinons as 2,0111 inilhon and Asia as 1,00 million, tile difference of
milhon oc-

curring for Iainland Last'Asia.

Table 2. Population of the world and major regions,
percentage increase, 1900-2000
1900- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- 1960- 1970- 1980- 1990Regions

1940 1950 1960' 1970

1900- 1950- 1900-

1950 2000 2000

1920

1930

12.7

11.2

10.9

8.3

20.0

21.9

22.9,11

22.1

19.4

50,6

162.1

294.8

More 4evelopa

19.7

12.7

8.3

4.5

138

11.7

11.0

10.5

8.8

52.6

69.5

158.7

Leis developed,

9,1

10.4

12.5

10.4

23.2

26.9

28.0

26.5

22.8

49.6

110.9

365.2

7.5

14.6

16.9

13.5

N.

27.8,

32.6

34.9

32.8

63.4

276.4

515.0

31.6

17.7

13.5

19.8

25S

24.0

24.9

25.3

23,3

1105

199.9

531.4

21.1

19.9

20.9

25.1

31.4

32,7

33.2

32,6

30.4

119,4

301.5

781.1

41.1

16.0

7.6

15.1

19.6

14.5

14,5

14,7

11,4

102.5

1005

306.1

10.6

9.5

11.1

8.9

21.4

24.9

25.6

23,1

18.9

46:5

178.7

308.4

Europe

9.7

9.0

7.1

3.4

8.3

8.8

7.6

7.2

6.6

32.4

44.9

91,9

Oaania

42.0

17.9

10.1

13.7

25.3

22.9

24,0

24.9

16,7

109,6

178.4

483.3

I.SSR

15.9

15.3

8.9

-7.7

19,0--

13.2,

11.6

11.6

9.3

34.4

83.3

146.3

World total

Africa
Americas

Latin America
'Northern America
Asia

1980

1990

2000

ECAFE regiOn
ECAFE region

9,S

9,6

10.8

8.6

21.1

24.7

25.2

21.7

17.5

44,4

170.1

290.1

Asian part

9.3

9.5

10.8

8.6

21.1

24.7

25.2

21.7

17,5

44.0

170.1

289.1

11.3

6.8

7.3

3.6

18,7

19,2

17.8

14,7

12.1

32,1

114.5

183,4

26.3

15.3

11.8

16.2

12.4

11,0

.F2.4

7.5

6.1

89.1

60.1

202.8

9.8.

5,9

6.7

'2.0

19,7

20.3

18.5

15.6

12.8

26.6, 122.4

181.5

6.9

12,8

15.1

14.1

23.4

30.0

31.7

27.1

21.4

58.4

226.1

416.5

Middle South Asia

6.9

11.3

13.8

13.9

214

29.5

31.4

26.4

20.5

54.3

217.1

389.2

South East Asia

6,9

17.4

18.7

14.8

26,3

31.3

32.6

29.2

23,6

71.1

251.2

500.9

38.2

17.9

9;6

15.5

24.0

22.6

23.6

15.6

106,1

165.5

447.2

New, Zealand

46.4

20.1

9,0,

16,2

25,3

21,2

20.5

14.1 .

123.3

155.2

69.9

OlherPceania

12,4

'8.0

11.6

12.5

17,9

29,6

29.4

2L4

52.4

212.5

376,4

East Asia
Japan

Mainland and other
South Asia

Oci:an,ia part

11

Australia and

Sources: see Table I.

11

30.1

reducing populatioii vrowth rates, and taking due account of the objectives

of family plannin! ,proprammes of various countries in the region. In
essence, it was
!d that, by the last decade of this century, average.annual populatk- towth rztes would be reduced to 0.7 per cent for
the Asian part, and to 1.1 per cent for the Oceania part of the ECAFE

region. The results of this exercise show that even if great success
is achieved through the expected breakthrough in science and contraceptive technology, the population of the ECAFE region by the end of the
century will stiH exceed 2,800 miHion, more than double the 1950
population. Accoi-jingly, even if all resources and efforts are mobilized, the growth of population will still be significant.
While lack of space does not allow detailed exposition of poriulation
projections by individual countries, some highhghts for a few countries
may be useful.

The current population ofChina, the largest unit in the region and in

the world, is estimated at about 800 miHion. It was estimated to be
540 million in 1950, reaching 1,178 million by the year 2000 undei. series
A, and 954 million under series B. Currently China has more than onethird of the total population of the region. The current population of
India, the second largest unit in the region and in the world, is estimated
at 586 million under series A and, 563 million under series B, as against
359 Million in 1950.. In the year 2000 the estimates are 1,081 million

under series A and 834 million under series B. Currently India has
more than one fourth of the total population of the region. Indonesia is
the thin) most populous country in the region,and the fifth most populous
in

the world. Its current population is estimated at 129 million under

seris A and at 122 milhonunder series B, and by the year 2000 its population may increase to 262 million under series A and 186 million under
series B. The fourth most populous in the region is Japan. Its current

population estiMate under both the series is placed at 106 million. In
1950 Japan had a population of 83 million,and the estimates for the year

20(X). under the two series are 133 million and 128 million. It will be
noted that in 1950 Japan had 6 million more people than Indonesia. In
1960, however;

the Indonesian population exceeded Japan's population

by about a million, and it is estimated that by the year 2000 Indonesia
may have twice as many inhabitants as Japan.

The foregoing summary of .past and projected population trends
sug-gests that the rapid decline in mortality during the past two decades
has .made a substantial contribution to oopulation growth in the countries

of the region, and that, where there has been a decline in fertility, it
has generally not been sufficient to offset the decline in mortality.
7
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A more detailed description of the situation with regard to changes in
fertility and mortality rates is given in the next section. The population
growth trends in the countries of the region indicate the urgency of thL
problem and the need for pohcy-makers, planners, administrators and
researchers to co-ordinate their activities, as it is by mutual support
and co-operation that a realistic solution to the people's problems will
_be achieved.

Ill. Components of population growth
Because vital registration systems in most de\ eloping.countries of
the region are less devekiped than their censuses, rehable data on fertihty and mortality are more scanty than data on population size, growth,
distribution and age composition. The situation \\ ith regard to statistics

on internal and international migration is even morc unsatisfactory.
The presentation in this section on fertihty and mortalit trends and
levels is ther4ore based on scattered and sketchy evidence.

Fertilit) Aeve1s and trends

Recent estimates for the period 1950-2000, as given in Table 3,
show that during the period 1950-1970 the crude birth rate in the lessdeveloped regions was almost twice as high as that in the more developed

regions. During the period 1960-1970, although there was a smaH decline in both., the difference further widened.

Table 3. Estimated projected crude birth rates of selected regions and
sub-regions, 1950 to 2000
1950-1960

1960-1970

\lore (.1(...%clorc,1 ri..!....low.,

1970-1980

4.:(

41

l'J
3s

\1R1J1(... South si.:
South F.;(st Asia

4-

45

4:

4,(

44

41

Jarr1

:1

1..css Dcclor,...(.1 rctnotic,

East Asia

StnIri

1

In

ilt'
:71

\III

4. lat'1,2

8

13

1980-2000
11-1

31

j

15

1111111,.
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Of the three Asian sub-regions, East Asia shows the lowest fertility
and a greater decline for the period 1950-2000 than Middle South Asia
or South East Asia. Japan is listed separately in this table because it is
the only country in Asia which has completed its demographic transition.
In general, data on age at marriage are not available for most
countries of the region. But the actual age at marriage in countries
where fertility is declining, is increasing and education seems to be
the major factor in this change.
For example, the average age at

marriage is considerably higher than the legal:minimum age at marriage
for both sexes in Japan and the Republic of Korea. Sri Lanka is another
example, where education and increase in age at marriage seem to have
played an important role in the declining birth rate.

With regard to achievements in fertility regulation, the current
position is summarized in Table 4:Countries which are making significant progress at present contain 47 per cent of the total population of
the region, as shown in categories I and IL. It is noteworthy that, with
the exception of China and the Republic of Korea, about which official
information has not come to hand, all of these Countries have satisfactory vital statistics. Although almost all countries, even those in cate-

gory V. have some activities in family planning, half of the region's
.population lives in countries which have made no significant progress.
Mortality levels and trends
It is the rapid decline in mortality following the Second World War
which has changed the course of demographic history.. Recent estimates
for the period 1950 to 2000, as given in Table 5. show that the decline
in the crude death rate (CDR) during the period 1950 to 1970 was higher
in the less developed regions than in the more developed regions. It is
anticipated that if food supply and other necessities of subsistence keep
pace with increase in numbers, by the year 2000 the less developed
regions will have achieved .a lower level of mortality rate than the more
developed regions. The slight difference results from the higher pro-

portion of young ages in the former regions. For East Asia, Middle
South Asia and South East Asia, it is estimated that the declines in the
crude rate will be at least 60 per cent over the period 1950-2000,
whereas the decline in the CBR of these sub-regions, as shown in
Table 3, could be at the most 45 per cenL This implies that the rate
of national increase, except in East Asia, might e%en rise between 1950
and the year 2000.
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Table 4. Fertility level and population increase in
countries of the ECAFE region, classified
by achievements in fertility regulation
.:hare nf
ClassificaZion arki countries

Total all ,:ountric
I.

Lokk le\ e

Projected population

Current region's increase, medium variant
papulation 1970-2"
CBR
Number) Percen- Annual
level!iln 1972
rate
(per (ent) millions) tage
101).0

1,574.(i

44.5

44),3

7S.()

2.))

01 tertilio

aLhie ed: Australia, Ch ITU
110117 Kong, Japan. Nev,

Zealand. Singapore

H-22

1.4

Noti,..2ahle louering of

heing evenened:

Republic of Korea,
4.i1alasia, Sri Laiika

sh.o

2.1

149.0

2.3,

W. Programmes established hit
...ttect on tertrIC riot

meaurah1:

IA

Bangladesh, India. Fakistan

37_44

Programmes In c.:rh stages:
Indonesia. Iran, N4t-al,
Philinin.2s. Thailand

14_cri

No announced rofic and
rrogramme or no a\ ailahle
iaforma:ion: -Afghanistan,
Bhutan. British Solomon
Islands, Brunei, Burma. Cook
Islands. Khmer Reruhlic,
Democratic Peorle's Republic
of Korea. Laos, N1oneolia,
Nauru, Parua Ne (;uinea,
Tonga. Reruhlic of Viet-Nam,
Democratic ReruNie ot
ict-Nam, estern Samoa

a/
h/

P3cai

120.0

5.

Assessed after consulting %arious sources.

ri(411.S

104.4

42.5

This range might he diffrent if information on China had been aailahle at the
time ot nt mg,
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Table S. Estimated and projected crude death rates, selected
regions and sub-regions of the world, 1950-2000
1950-1960

1960-1970

1970-1980

'1101.L2 IL:\ Clore:kJ rl:r11,11s
L:S1

11.1

cIorc,1 rt..!.!ions

sist Asia (c.tcl.

21

,i,i.111c South Asw

Sk,alti Last sia
Jd

1980-2000

l)

2.;

rhe "01-0 PiTti kill'"? Situation in 19'(,

XIII. 4, tlic

ilitc1 NatIon,,imihlication.tialcs No.:

IV. Age composition
Reliable data by sex and age are urgently needed to divide populations
into -..),%."-groups for the preparation of deelopment plans and family

paiii
how:.

programmes. In many deyeloping countries of the region,
information on sex coniposition is affected by sex-selective

under-..mumeration, and data on age are often inaccurate and deficient.
Although attempts are being made to improve the quality.of data, progress is slow anti deserves the special attention of governments.

Table 6 shows the estimated age composition of the total populaucrof the ECAFE region in selected broad age groups for 1970 and 1980.
It is estimated that the number of pre-school-age children will

grow by about 50 million by the end of the current decade, increasing
the 1970 Figure of 306 million 1:o 356 million in 1980. The gain in this
age group is of special concern to those pros iding for health services
and future development. As a substantial proportion of these children
in developing countries of the region are all eadv suffering from malnutrition, a further increase in their number desenes special consi) deration.
The estimated population of school-age children (5-14 years) is 484
million in 1970 and will expand to 609 million in 1980, adding 125
million over the perio ; of a decade. This increase, amounting to 25.8
per cent, will be greater than the relative growth of the total population.
Such a large addition in the number of school-age children in a region
in which school enrolment ratios are already low will place a severe
burden on the meagre resources of developing countries.
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Table 6. Age composition of population oi the ECAFE
region, 1970 and 1980

(millions)
60 and

Totali

0.4

5.14

0.14

15.24

15.49

15 .59

over

Dependents

1970

Both sews

1,993

306

484

789

379

961

1,087

M'ales

14009

156

N7

403

193

487

551

983

150

237

386

186

474

536

Females

117

9117

459
hI

448

.

1980

Both sews

2,494

356

6(19

965

469

1,:06

1,372

158

1,1:3

Males

1,:66

182

311

493

NO

613

697

76

569

Females

1,9

174

:98

47:

:7.9

593

675

8:

554

23.7

:5,5

:6.:

35,0

:3 8

NA

25,9

:6.5

35,7

:4,0

:3J

25.1

:5,9

34,4

:3,6

Percentage increase 1910
11

Both sews

:5.1

16.3

1

:5.8
11

25,5

Males

16.7

.

1. ft

11

Females

25.0

25,7

16.0

1980

1,

,

1

Dependency

Peicentage sage distribution
ratio
1970

N.3

39,6

19,0

48,2

54,5

5,8

:4.5

39,9

19.1

48,3

54,6

,) 5,5

IS.:

24.1

39.3

18.9

48.:

54,5

100,0

14.3

NA

38.7

18,8

48.4

55.11

Maks

MO

14 4

:4.6

38,9

19,0

1

1

55.0

Females

100.0

14.:

:4.:

38.4

18,6

Both sews

100,0

Males

100.0

Females

100,0

Both sews

15,4

83

1980

Sourc&Medium sariant projections prepared h

54,9

the PoNlation Diision of the kited Nations

6,3

8:

6,7

(designated as series A in

thk paper).

a/ These totals do'not include .population of Bhutan, British Solomon Islands, Cook Islands, Nauru aft'. Toop, for
hich age hreakdoun as not bailable.

The youth population (15-24) was estimated at 379 million in 1970
and is likely to increase to 469 million bN 1980, impking the net addition

of 90 million. As existing educational and traiMng facilities in most
deeloping countries -of the region are inadequatk: to meet current
demands, this increase will have serious implications for countries
in which high rates of underemployment and unemploment already pre-

The age group 15-49, particularlN its female compiment, deserves
special consideration by those concerned with t'anu1 planning. The net

addition of 119 million femaks of reproducti%e age is particularly
' significant, because its relative increase during the decade will be
higher than that of the total population. This suggests that the fertility
potential v.ill be accelerated by the end of the decade.

The anticipated increase in the population of working age, 15-59,
from 1,087 million in 1970 to 1,372 million by theend of the decade
is important, as it shows a gain ol about 285 million. impling the need
tbr higher capital investment and the creation of additional jobs.
The figures of dependency ratiolshown in the last column of Table

6 are higher by about one fourth than those for the more developed
regions, imply-ing that, in spite of underemployment, unemploment and
low wages, the economically active population will have to bear a heavy

burden of dependency.

Finall),, the population of older persons, age 60 sears and over, will

increase from 117 million in 1970 to .158 million in 1980. With the
increase in life expectation, this group will grow at a much faster rate
than the rest of the population. Significant in% estments in facilities to

meet the needs of older persons and additional funds for their pensions
and social security v.-ill have to be provided.

V. Population distribution and urbanization
While the concept of planned famil size has gained general acceptance, there appears to be only tentative recognition of' the value of planning, at the national and sub-national levels, to replace extremely high
concentrations, uneconomic dispersion and other forms of maldistribution with a morc balanced distribution of population. To accomplish
I,..12,:nit.m,% rat 0
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this, data concerning quality of land and resources, distribution of
educational facilities, the level of technology, and productivity need to
be related to population characteristics and trends, but unfortunately
such information is not yet well developed.

Distribution
Average population densities, admittedly crude indicators of' distribution, may yield general inferences as to the extent of population
pressures. The possibility of loss of good land to urban areas, housing
for the growing population in the rural areas, industries, highways and

other accompaniments of industrialization is increasing with the increase of population.

Some countries of' the region, even. excepting Singapore and Hong
Kong, are among the most densely inhabited in the world; Bangladesh
is the outstanding example. Others may have what seems to be an equitable ratio between population and area, but when arable land is considered, a less favourable picture is presented. Extreme cases are Indonesia, Japan, the Republic or Korea and the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea. The problem.of maldistribution within each country
may even be more serious. For example, the. island of Java in Indonesia
is one of the most densely settled areas in the world, while several other
islands are sparsely populated. Similar examples may be found in other
countries.

Urbanization
Bythe end of the century, the proportion of urban population in the
ECAFE region will probably increase from about 25 per cent of the total
pd'pulation in 1970 to about 44 per cent in 2000. Compared with other
major regions of the world, this region has a low ley el of urbanization,
but in numbers its urban population exceeds the total population of each
of the Other continents.

ACcording to Table 7, the estimated total urban population of the
ECAFE region in1970 is 50.7 million,and this figure is likely,to increase
to 737 million in 1980 and 1,561 million in 2000. The rural popUlation
will increase from 1,487 million in 1970 to 1,759 million in 1980 and
2,007 inillion in 2000. Although both urban and rural populations will
increase, the urban population will increase at a much faster rate and
will triple by 2000, while the rural population will grow by only 35
per cent.
)4
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Excluding the highly urbanized countries of Japan, Hong Kong and

Singapore, the urban proportion

in roughly half of the remaining
countries will about double by the end of the century, may possibly'

increase somewhat more steeply in India, Indonesia and Sri Lanka, and
may even triple in-Bangladesh and Nepal. The increase in the urban pro-

portion fOr Iran, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the
Republic of Korea may be 50 per cent, while for China, Pakistan and
Philippines it may be around 65 per cent.

the..

Table 7. Total, urban and rural population estimates and
projections, ECAFE region, 1970-2000
Population (thousands)
Urban

Year Total

Average

increase

Rural

Number % Average Number % Average
increase

%

increase

/0

Total ECAFF region
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990

2000

1,994,301
2.235.041

2.496.108
2.774.517
3,037.015
3.568.468

2.3
2.1
1.8
1.6

507.455
694.179
737.07!
905.584

25.4
27.0
29.5
32.6

1..095.366
1.561.491

36.1

4.2
3.9

43.8

3.6

3.6
4.1

1.486.846 74.6
1.630.862 73.0
1.759.037 79.5
1.868,933 67.4
.941.649 63.9
..9)16.977 56.2

19
1.5
1

2

0.8
0.3

Total Asian ['CUT. reOon
.

1970

1 1975
1980

1.975.537
2.214.199
2.472.908
2.748.696

1985
1990

3.008..661

2000

3.535.692

2.3
2.1
1.8
1.6

494.461 25.0
589.519 26.6
720.538 '9.1
886.983 32.3
1.974.653 35 7
1.537.012 43.5

3.6
4.1

4.2
3.9
3.6

.

.481.076
.624,671

.75',370
.861.7!3
.934,008
.998.680

75.0
73.4
70.9
67.7
64.3
56.5

1.9
1.5

9.8
9.3

Source: Total population proietikins: Population Proietions of United Nations Population Di.ision.- medium ariant. For 1970 estimates of urban and rural population. reference vas made to United Nations. Growth of the 14'orld's Urhan
and Rural Population. 1920-2000. Nev, York. 1969: kingsle Da% is. World
rhanization 1950-19M. Volume 1: Basic data for Catcs. countries% and Regions: Institute of International Studies. UM% ersit% of California Berke le%
(19691. 1 rhan and rural p)pulation estimates after 1970 are hivhl conieLlural.
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In some instances, countries may have rapid urbanization forced
upon them, not so much in response to induStrial development as from
growing pressure of numbers in a relatively mall arn. In other
countries an increase in the numbers-of rural inhabitants aggravates
under,employment and unemployment, and further depresses general
living conditions in the rural areas. The exodus from thesLs areas terminates in urban centrs which are already socially and economically
inadequate and overcrowded. The scientific understanding of this problem
of migration is conditioned hy the lack of data, hut whatever data are
already being made available by the censuses are not heing fully utilized
to analyse the problems. Another factor %hich may increase the rate of
urbaniza:tion is the impact of modern technology on sizable village

settlements, transforming them into centres having some of the attributes of urban localities. Such settlements rnay also he on the fringes
of cities and may be absorbed by them.

This brief survey of variations .in the pattern of population distribution, and of the problems associated.%ith the increase in urban and

rural populations of the region emphasizes the need For "intensive
research on individual countries in order toassess the dynamics underlying the urbanization process in each, and the implications for future
devdopment".1
B.
1.

Educational Trends

Patterns of quantitative expaason

The unprecedented expansion of education in Asia throughout the
sixties has mainly been caused by two factors: mounting pressure of
public demand for education that came in the wake of decolonisation
and' accompanied governments' efforts to speed up human resource
development; and, secondly, the unexpected, rapid growth of the population, particularly the school-going age groups.
0

As a result, enrolment nuMbers at all levels have grown much faster
than even the less conservative projections had envisaged in the early
sixties. Table I presents country-wise enrolment trends by level of
eOucation, calculated in index points to make the picture more comparable. Enrolments have tended to rise more rapidly at.the second and
third levels than at the first levei of education. This has led to a
1. RrIr-t

Rt,WW11,11 Seminar (111 ECoiogical hnrItcalwnc of Rural and Vrhan popPOP
PC.2 BP '1 I.

!dation GrotIth. :5 Auvto,t - 3 Scrtcruhr IYI.
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gradually shifting composition of total enrolment - a process which,

in itself, inevitably increases overall expenditure, because unit costs
at secondary and higher levels are conspicuously higher than in primary.
education.

Whether, on the whole, the population growth factor or the increasing
demand for education within school-going age groups have contributed
more to the "student explosion," is not easy to determine. Demographic
pressure as a cau)sle of quantitative educational expansion apparently
differs in weight from country to country' and from elementary to higher
levels of education. 'For all countries, of Table I combined, a computed
value of r = 0.28 for Spearman's rank correlation coefficient would
suggest a positive, but hardly Significant correlation between the 1960.7
1970 increase of priMary,enrolment and the corresponding increase of
the population aged 5-9 years:However, when calculated for the second
and third level,thiscOrrelationdoes not hold,as the influence of relative
demand factors begins to outweigh population growth factors as a cause of
educational expansion.

The quantitative expansion of educational systems in Asian countries

has also been reflected in rapid increases of public expenditure on
education. For the whole region, educational expenditure rose by an
average annual rate of 7.2 per cent between 1960 and 1968. Table 2
demonstrates that this implied mounting claims on Gross National Products. Expenditure projections according to the Asian Model 1, as giv en
in Table 2, imply that all countries of the region will have to cope with
a continued expansion of educational expenditure in the decade ahead.
As educational planners in Asian countries look at the decade ahead,
there is little prospect that the quantitative expansion of education will
reach a saturation level in the near future. The forces which have been
at the heart of this expansion in the recent past are likely to continue
their influence or, indeed, to gain in momentum. This is true of relative
demand for education which is bound to be accelerated further, as those
who have received a basic education in the past will claim more and
better education for their children. It is equally true of the population
growth factor, considering the slow progress of family planning programmes in many Asian countries, the growing share of younger age
brackets n the population, and the considerable scope for further reductions of infant mortality.
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Table 1. Enrolment trends by country, 1960, 1965,

First Level
1960

Afghainsta
3angladesh

Burma

100

1965

Second Level
1970

:04

1970: index points

1960

1965

308

100

:79"

1970
735

100

:05

440

100

N6

507

100

187

34:
:85

1970

,11

161 (69)

loo

194

100

140

:08 (69)

10o

159

:6:

166

100

)501

19611

100

158

100

.170

:05 ((9)

100

146

339(69)

100

156

100

46

642 1681

100

140

200

100

,1:4

561 (69)

100

165

184 (69)

100,

144

100

1:9

150

100

190

:50

Iran

100

153

:04 (691

100

174

314

Japan

100

38

100

1:1

98

100

Korea, Republic of
Laos

100

Malaysia(West)

loo

Nepal

19,65

1:5

Indonesia

Mongolia

1960

100

India

Khmer Republic

Third Level

100

1)

140

18(),(6)

100

::9

136

159

11K1

137

16:

:19 (691

143,

(691

(69)

1)

337'

(68)

:21
354

(69)

1:6

100

213

3::

:00

100

140

197

(69)

100

:14

175 (69)

1010 1)

150 1)

24511

16(11

100

171

364 (69)

100

257

300 (69)

100

153

204 (69)

lOU

153

209

(69)

100

196

100

138

176 (69)

308 (69)

IOU

159

115

(6y)

100

16

17g

100

1:8

22( (69)

100

191

238

Sri Lanka

100

118

100

110

114 (69)

100

150

153

Thailand

ris

(69)

100

21:

100

141

100

1:6

(87.

(69)

100

105

Pakistan

Philippines

Sinfapore

Viet-Nani, Republic of

100

130

t,

188 (69)

100

,182

1

'

140

1)

31011

30

400 (69)
1.0

Source:

Progress 'Of Education in the Asian Region, Stall stical
Supplement,
Bangkok 1971.

11r)esco Regional Office for Education in i\$ia.

1) Secondary generai education only,
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Table 2. Recent trends of public expenditure on education as per cent of G.N.P., and projections to 1980
according to the Asian Model (1: 4% growth of G.N:P., 11: 7% growth of G.N:P.)

and prospective

Recent trends ....

Countq!

//
,

/

,

/

196C0 1965

1966

1967

1968

Laos--

....,

..

r\fghaniqau

Nepal

1.9

.India
1=6

z

Indonesia

Iran

0,6

0.5

Vo
,,, .

....

Viet..Nam,

epuNie of

I. 1.60

2,41

3,54

..

2,7

.

I

I

I 97

51

:
',..4

15

...

.

2.5

2.4

2,7

3,7

4,2

.,

i

,...

...

..
01
g 0c

3,3

'il
. ,'

1.5

1.2

1.3

1.4

1,0

1.9

,.

I.1

...,

\

n0

.

0,9

,

..,

'

,longol ia
Pak i stan ,I,{

1980

nc

--

0,7

.

Khmer Republik.

'0.6

,.,6

.

,

:c

2,3

,

1975

,.

4

.

1970
.

1

Burma

('!velopniats.

,

,

3,75

4,77

5,91

II: 3.54

'3,91

'4.10

4,69

5,15,

3.84

3',66

1:

.

.

,

,
,

Korea, Repubhc of

...,

1.8

2.0

3.4 1)

3,5

3.5

Philippines

2.6

2.h

Singapore

..

Sri Lanka

\ialal. sia '24.

2.4

3,,t

5.0

5.6

01

2,8

2,8

3.1

cc

4.3

....

4.1

3,7

;13

4,3j

4,1

4,3

4.4

..

31

,, / t

3".,1

,

Thadand
,

.

sou": a) Unesco, Statistical Yearbook
h) tineseo, Growlh and Change: Perspectires education in Asia,
Educational Studies and Documents, No. 7, Paris, 1973.

* Grouped as in the Asian Modek
111ncluding data for Bangladesh

Actuai data refer to 'West Malasia orib

26

311961

0,

;o

..'
3

te

2

.

1: 4,27 ',
(I: 4,04

.

The major problem emerging from tlieSe quantitative trends seems

.

to be this: can the rapid expansion of educationin terms of numbers
and financial resources still, be regarded as a positive stimulus to the
cieyelopment of. other sectors and the' society at large, or will disproportionate emphasis on education .ventually distort the balance
between progfess of' single sectors andOverall developmebt in Asian
countries? Growing budgetary tensiohs with other -ministries may set
in. Already, educational systems tend to produce more graduates than
the economies of-most developing countries in Asia can absorb. The
ensuing problem of educated unemployed implies serious consequences

for social integration, economic 'progress, and political stability. On
the other hand, it is obvious that in, the absence of raclicalcostreducing reforms the_share of educational expenditure in Grosis-Na.tional Products will have to'continue to expand if' important educational
goals are to be attained.
fr.ack of adjUstment of the education sector within the Overall social
and economic framework will finally tend to produce major disruptions
with in educational systems themselves. As educational systems in
Asian countries are forced into the role of a buffer between pressing
demands of rapidly growing .numbers.-el young people and the limited
absrptive capacity of soci.ety; the quality and internal efficiency with
which they perform their functions is likely to sUffer.
11. Quality And internal efficiency

EducatiOnai plauners, assessing the progress made thiring the past
decade, increasingly realise that the.rapid.expansion of education for-.
ced.upon thern by gr2wing public demand in conjunction,With incessant
population pressure, could take place only'at the expense of stagnating
or deteriorating quality standards, and,widespread educational wastage
in the form of excessive repetition.and dropout.
.

.

,

- Althongli the causal links between qualitative aspects of education
lend themselves easily to direct veri-'
and population ,;dynamics do
fication, the.y necessarily form ,an important part. of the picture.

Trends of' total, educational expenditure per pupil May. be useful
as' a 'first and global measure of qUality imprOvem.ent in education. At
face value, the ,amoUntS spent per pupil have' risen in all vounti-ies Of
the region, though with.4narked variations between countries. However,i
:because- such trends are kt adjuisted for price increaSes that occurred
during the same pettiV, the). would hardly reflect realimprovements
.,in the -provision of eduCationat goods and services per pupil. COmpari;',

t'
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sonS .with the parallel increase of consumer price indices indicate
that in the majority of Asian countries, \kith the exception of Korea,

Laos; Singapore .and Thailand, the bulk of additional.expenditures per
pupil during the period 1960-1969 may have been due mainly to price
increases, leaving little room for langible quality improvements.

The trends of: pupil/teacher ratios at the first and second levels
of education in Asian countries, as presented in Table 3; seem to underscore this suggestion. FOr primary education, Table 3 reveals improving pupil/teacher -atios for a number of countries: but high or deteriorating ratios for many of the 'countries: Negative trends of pupil/
teacher ratios are the dominant feature in secondary general education.
The ,majority of' Asian countries haVe apparently' been unable to supply
new secondary school teachers at a
equal to the rapid growth
in Student numbers.

0

Although less than the required number of' teachers tend to be
employed, teachers' salaries typically absorb the bulk of-current-educational budgets in Asian_countries. Resources are seriously de_fic-ient for such essential items of recurring educational expenditure
as administration and supervision, school transport, maintenance of
school buildings, textbooks, instrUctional materials. It seems that at

present most countries devote not more than 15 to 25 per cent of current

educational budgets to such iteMs. The,dilemma in which.,they,find
themselves is obvious, considering the need to keep teachers' 'salaries
at -competitive levels and to replace low-paid, unqualified teachers by
qualified teachir:g staff tanning higher 'remuneration.

As a conseonence and .orollary of' the quality gap in education,
excessive school droiout and repetition have developed into one of,the
majOr problems facing educational planners in, the Asian. region. Underachievement ani abS'enteeism lead to frequent repetition of grades
and eventual dropout of many pupils, thus endangering -the internal
efficiency of tite schooling process which, after all, constitutes the
largest and most expensive public ...enterprise in many developing
countries.
(
One way of indicating t.he magnit'ude of the probleMs involved is oy
looking at the retention capacity or holding._power of the school systems.

This is what Table 4 attempts to do for first level education in Asian
count ries.

Although the data given do not account for the incidence of grade
repetition, a fairly clear-cut picture emerges: there appear to he very
21
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Table 3. Trends in the number of pupils per teacher in primary and
secondary general education: Asian countries.

Country.

Primary

Years EducaticM

Ighaii ;tan

Bangladesh

Burma

1962
1965
1969

Secondary

General
Education

%laid% s la

19611

29

28

(\k,osti

28

4

25

114,5
197( i

26
26

44

1969

5;

'f)

1960
.1965

5;

4o

I Ohk)

51

1955

33

s

28

1964

36
;()

I ()65

42

loiwol

kU

1965
1969

Paki stall

1

i

196(,

.

33

35

1960
1965
1970

35
-,8

25
33

26

19

1960
1965
1968

.1j

20
25

Singapore

24

Sri 1 anka

I

I8

19hc

;4
;5

28
28

196ii

;6

-,9

1965
1967

;I

45

3( i

37

196i i

I96i i

2()

I (4h5

,,)

197i)

2()

;1

I 967

26.

4,,;

Repuhl I c

Korea,
Repuhl i

Laos

of

1960
1965
197n

I 960
1965
I 969

48
48

Him land

3,

58

41

62.

37

57

40

32
33

'I

ict - Nam,
ot

22

196i

.

Khmer

21

:5

Ifl

Philirpines

34

21

32

21

17

1960
1965
1969

;2

I

1965

3c)

Japan

General
Education Education

14

41

Iran

Secondary'

'5

1Q6.5

Indom:

Primary

ch.
54

Ono

Illd ri

Years

Country.

-

1960
1965
1968

;6
;4

18
17

,,

20

196i)
1965
196s

53

58

37
39

18

Sonr(:(=: Progress of Education w the clan Region, Skit trt ical Supplement, I nesco
Regional Office for Education in Asia, Bangkok 1972.
Primary classes attached to secondan schooh are included under
\otc:
"secondary general education.1-)
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Table 4. Retention capacity of first level education in Asian countries: Grade
enrolments as percentages of initial enrolment in Grade I

Cohort Starting
in ...

Afghathtan

Grade I Grade II Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI Grade VII

1964

100

9:

88

71

Bangladesh

1965

100

60

5:

44

Burma

1960

100

:9

::

18

India

1961

IOU

58

48

41

34

Iran

1964

IOU

88

8:

78

74

73

Japan

1964

100

100

1 00

RIO

100

99

Khmer. Republic

1963

IOU

67

59

46

35

31

Korea, Republic of

1965

100

95

93

9:

90

89

--taos

1964

Inn

46

37

:6

:0

:0

tif.a.10 sia (likes()

1965

IOU

IOU

98

95

91

85

kiongolia

1967

100

99

97

93

Nepal

1965

100

41

37

31

...

Pakklan

1964

IOU

70

6:

59

50

Philippines

196:

100

84

79

71

6:

56

Sri Lanka

1%1

100

75

71

61

53

45

41

Thailand

196:

100

74

70

61

16

15

13

V lel.Narn, Repuhk of

1964

IOU

77

67

56

49

,

.

,

6:

5:

37

_
Source: Progress of Education in the Asian RegionStatistical Supplement,
Bagkok 197:,

nesco Regional Office for Education in Asia;

few countries in Asia that, succeed in channelling a majority of their

first-graders through the primary cycle within the prescribed time
span. In the majority o'f countries more than half of all pupils in grade
tend to drop out before completing the cycle, or are retarded by one
or more years due to repeated grade repetition. It aliflost seems as
though the practice of* universal school admission were being offset
by subsequent heavy selection which adju.sts student numbers to the limited schooling facilities available.
I

While dropout and repetition inflate public education expenditure
per graduate, keeping children in school over the full cycle would on
the other hand considerably increase the financial burden to be borne
by parents. It is at this point that the relevance of demographic factors
becomes evident: as the demographic dependency ratio increases with
rapid population growth, the task of giving a full education to an ever
increasing number of dependents puts a severe strain on the limited.
economic means of adults whose share in the population is decreasing
anyway (hence child labour is used and this constitutes one of the causes
for school dropout).
IH. Problems of educational equality.

The process of population dynamiCs seems to have an indirect but
strong bearing on problems of equality of educational opportunity. As
the quantitative expansion of education continues, pushed forward by
rapid population growth, educational planners are tempte.d to save
funds by curtailing or postponing programmes to alleviate persisting
inequalities of educational provision.
Education of girls
Existing inequalities assume particular significance, when the
educational status of girls and women comes to he considered. Intensify-

ing and extending education for girls undouhtedl forms an essent:al
cOntribution to the task of mastering the problems of rapid population
growth in Asiar; countries. Marriage tends to be postponed as girls
are enabled to continue their education, and educational attainment is
known to be a Major factor shaping attitudes towards and practice of
family planning. Table 5 throws some light on the educational advancement of girls in Asian countries during recent years. Female enrolment as a fraction of total enrolment has increasod slowly at the first
and second level of education. In higher education, the pace of advancement has been somewhat more marked.
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fable S. Femalc enrolment as percentage of total, by level of education,
Asian countries, 1960, 1965 and 1969

1960

.11ghanistan

Bangladesh

Burma

India

Indonesia

Iran

Japan

1965

1969

1969

1960

1965

3:

36

37

Priman

11

15

13

Secondan General

:1

19

15

Secondan Genenl

iglier

1:

:0

15

Higher

1:

17

15

Priman

:8

31

3:

%la \ sia

l'rknan

43

47

48

.iecondan General

8

13

16

(Aest)

Secondan General

3

38

4))

Hiither

6

7

8

Higher

37

33.

30

Primon

14

15

Secondan General

15

17 (68)

Higher

18

19 (68)

Iiios

Priman

44

461)

Secondan General

33

39

Higher

...

35

37

Priman

33

36

37 (68)

Secondan General

:4

:5,

Higher

17

19')

Priman

43

Secondar\ General

33

Higher

:I

...

:8 (Wq

Priman

33

34

37

Secondan General

:9

3:

Higher

11

Priman
Secondan General

'Higher

47 (66)

Nepal

.

Pakktan

(0)
4

46

fhilippes

Priman

Priman

:1

:4

:5

Secondai) General

15

:1

:5

Higher

17

20

:2

Prin.\

48

48

48 (67)

&condor\ General

45

49

50 (67)

5:

54 (66)

Higher

Priman

44

46

47

33

Secondan General

39

45

47

:4

:5

Higher

31

49

49

49

48

48

49

46

47

47 (67)

lq

12

43 (68)

Priman

47

47

47 (68)

38

41

41 168)

:0

:4

:8

Singapore

Sri Lanka

()nun
Secolidan General
Higher

Khmer

Priman

30

39

41 (68)

Republic

&condor\ General

15

:0

:4 (68)

Secondar\ General

Higher

:9

I"

15 (68)

Higher

:9

:14)

4: 10)

41)

43

45 1681

37

39 081

:3

3:

Thailand

Korea

Priman

45

48

48

Viet-Nam

Priman

Republic of

Secondan Gene:al

:8

37

39

1epuh1ic ol

&condor\ General

Higher

17

:5

,

:4

Higher

18

Source: Progress of Education in Ihe Asian Region. Statistical Supplement, koco Revional Office tor Nucation in Asia,
Bangkok 1971,

I) 1963

Table 6. Enrolment ratios at specified age groups by sex,
and by urban and rural areas,
selected countries (percentages)
Country and
Census Year

Age Group 5-9
Sex

India I
41965 tthl
)

Indonesia

%II

(1(461 )

%1
1

Iran 2)

Pakistan 3)

(1963/

1)

2)

Urban

Rural

7c ;

62.8

g.ia

14 4

49.ii

.1().9

79.8

49.4

31.8
30.2

84.1
75.4

4Y.0

.;(1

29.2

46.4

41.9
53.5

9.(a

29.1

4!--..5

Urban

Rural

39 N

8.6

55 8

).;

12.3

(().9

48.2

I 8.'
7.4

1

6.9

I

69.ti

13.9

75.8
84.3
66.5

26,4
3t).7
21.5

13.3

41 .2'

1(t .6

'(1.()

6.9

17..1

48.9

'h.()

12.7

8.9

32.'

27.8
U.

123:

0.9

79.8
80.4
79.2

72.4
73.9
71.0

81.4
83.2

7:;.ij

49.8
51. '

37.5
41.1
33.8

%I

%11%I
1

Source of basic data:

Rural

31.6
47.8

1

Sri Lanka

Urban

8.13)

A11

t 1961)

15-19

%1

%11

t 196h)

10-14

76.i)

SUM

71.1
69.9

48

I

12.5
1.6

f Children and loulh. Sumleincnt to the Statistical
earhook for sia and the Far East, 1968, ( ECAFF), 1969.

Stall Oic

knrolment data from Second ,1/1-Indtu Educational Stirrer. Population
estimated on the ha s s of the 1961 twe-dktrihul
l'itmres in column "Ate t!roup 5- 9" refer to at!e vrour
Includintt data for Bamtladesh.
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Rural-urban disparities
Educational inequalities in Asian countries are equally apparent in
the rural-urban dimension. Despite the fact that the vast majority of
Asians live in rural areas, that the economies of Asian countries will
continue to be mainly agriculture based, and that development efforts

must give priority to improving rural living conditions,educational

systems still seem to cater mainly for urban minorities. Table 6 describes rural-urban disparities of educational provision for a few Asian
countries, selected on the basis of data availability. It can be seen
that while the rural-urban gap already opens at. the primary level,
it widens markedly as children climb up the educational ladder. For
the age-group 15-19, enrolment ratios for urban youth tend to be substantially higher than in rural areas. In addition, rural-urban disparities are apparently stronger for girls than for boys. This quantitative
picture is corroborated by what little statistical information there is
about the different quality of rural vs. -urban education. In general,
rural schools have higher pupil/teacher ratios, less qualified teachers,
and a higher incidence of educational wastage than their urban coun
terparts. Many rural schools provide less than the required number of
grades. Outlays per pupil place tend to be just a fraction of what is spent
on urban schools.

In the light of these disparities, educational reformers often pin
their hopes on increasing the opportunities for non-formal education
in rural areas. However, as stressed in the final report of the Singapore
Conference of Education Ministers, the patterns of out-of-school activities in Asian countries are at present very scattered and usually
still in an experimental stage. The uncontrolled expansion of formal
school systems may not only have absorbed available resources, but
also part of the innovative energies of educational planners. Ontil more
emphasis is placed on non-formal educational facilities, especially in
rural areas, being out-of-schooi will remain tantamount to being without
real educational opportunity.

IV. Conclusion

To a large extent, educational trends in Asia during recent years
can be related to the underlying process of population dynamics. However, to argue that rapid population growth is to be held responsible for
whatever problems have emergeci in the educational realm, would be an
unwarrantably wide generalization. For instance, the figures presented
suggest that much of the recent expansion, notably at higher levels of
education, is due to the steep rise in public demand for education no
27
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less than to demographic growth factors as such. Similarly, educational
wastage in Asian countries is related to a whole group of factors in and
outside the school system; excessive inflow of new pupils and a growing
demographic dependency burden form part of this syndrome, but are
not solely responsible.

What needs to be emphasized, then, is that none of the educational
problems outlined can be properly understood and cured if viewed in
isolation from the process of population dynamics. Analysis and practical action on the part of educational planners must give more explicit
attention to the role of the population variable in educational development.

35
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PART TWO

THE DEMO-GRAPilIc OBSTACLE
TO EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

36

1. THE PROBLEM

The Population Var:able in Socio-Economicand Educational
Development

1. Population dynamics and socio-economic development

The adverse effects of rapid population growth on social and econo-

mic development are increasingly eng4ing the attention of political

'leaders all around the world. In the majority of Asian countries, national
development plans consider population policies.as a necessary corollary
of economic and social planning. This is beginning to be reflected in
the creation of new interdepartmental bodies which integrate population
analysis and planning with the other dimensions of social and economic
development.

What remains of earlier controversies about the population issue
would seem, to a large extent, ideological or based on misunderstandings.

First of all, the concrete and short-run aim of developing countries
to

adjust fertility levels tc the precedent fall in mortality is one thing,
while the long-run global need to control population growth on the planet
earth is quite another. Furthermore, emphasis on the pOpulation issue
is not to displace but to support efforts for socio-economic development. And, thirdly, current population policies in developing countries
do not try to impose upper limits on population numbers; in fact, they
are not at all concerned with optimum population size, but with the timing
of the'process of population dynamics, the pace at which, say, a doubling
of the population is likely or desirable to occur.
-

In addition to such possible misunderstandings, the polialation iSsue
also carries deeply root,.:d cultural, religious and political connotations.
This is why the development planner may find it difficult to look at
the socio-economic effects of population dynamics in isolation. However,
what is needed in development planning is to identify and bring about that
particular rate of population growth which swill be in line with the rates
at which other basic factor's of production can be expanded according to
available Plevels of technology, and which will leave governments with
sufficient funds to perform the essential social and infrastructural
services needed. ft is only when this essential balance in the growth
of. different factors' of socio-economic development is achieved, that
overall development can assume an optimum pace.
by the Unesco Secretariat
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The question, then, is whether present population growth rates of
2 to 3 per cent in Asian/Countries are above, equal to, or perhaps lower
than the economically and socially desirable "equilihriurn" growth rate.
We restrict our comments to four points:

Shortage of capital'

.

Can the stock of physical capital in Asian countries he increased with

sufficient speed and continuity to match current rates of population
growth?

As the formation of capital depends on the'aggregate rate of investmeat, ,the capacity of_ a country to save and invest part of its income
turns out as the decisive variable. However, in developing countries wher..:

modest total income is, spent on feeding a large, economically
dependent, and rapidly growing population, practically all income goes
into consumption and the savings rate remains al a minimum point.
Compared with the population growth rate, the rate of indigenou capital
formation is, therefore, desperately low. As thc pace at which utilization
of natural resources can be expanded is, in turn, a function of thc
availability of capital investment, development tends to be doubly slowed
the

down:

Historically, heavy income inequalities,producing affluent minorities
amidst general poverty used to yield at least some investment, however
socially wasteful.- These conditions are clearly no longer acceptable to

either industrialised or developing countries. Hence, if fertility fails to
decline, massive inflow of foreign capital in the forrn of aid or private
investment - with all its inherent problems - may be the only feasible
way to expand capital stocks in Asian .countries at a pace equal to that
of current population growth rates.

The employment dilemma
A. capital stocks cannot be expanded easily, development planners
are left with the alternative of improving prevailing levels of technology
so as to yield more income and production with limited capital stocks.

However, more productive technologies require transition from labour-intensive to capital-intensive, i.e. labour-,,dving modes of production. The apparent dilemma, then, is that the objective of raising productivity collides with the powerfu: imperative to provide employment
to the masses. To curb unemployment, jobs have to bc created with
30
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minimum delay and on a massive scale, regardless oV whether there is
sufficient capital endowment to maintain siisfactorv standards of productivity. Thus, the necessity to generate employment on an ad hoc
basis contributes to slowing down the required structural transforma-

tion of the economy of developing countries. Low-productivity agriculture still provides the basis of economic life, and rapid rural population growth often leads to half-disguised unemployment in agriculture
or, despite the successes of the Green Revolution, to an over-elaboration of labour-intensive farming methods (agricultbral involution").The
emergence of small-scale industries in and around the cities often

amounts to little more than shifting human resources to yet another sector or low-productiv.ity work. Therefore, the introduction of labourintensive indigenous technologies which absorb unemployment and are,

at the same time, .sufficiently viable ih terms or productiity, is assuming utmost importance.

Without the pressure of rapidly growing numhers, the problem of
generating employment wOuld lose much of,its urgency, so that the countries of Asia could embark,on a concentrated effort to introduce and
spread modern technologies which would raise productivity on a large
scale.

Rising costs of social and infra-structural services

For a 'dual reason, ra id population growth necesS'itates

hea
increases in expenditure in We fields of social and infra-structural development: Firstly, the a tual and desirable quality of pubiic services

in the fields of health, nutlrition, education, Or housing is usually deter.mined on the basis of ce tain per capita figures, Such as hOspital beds,
doctors:or paramedical Jpersonnel per 10,000 inhabitants, protiin consumption per head, 1ite6acy rates, or living space per ramily. This
makes public outlay in hose, essential, sectors of social development
directly dependent on th rate of population growth. As a consequence,
national develOpment

p ans in Asian countries have to cope with a
quasi-automatic, built-ir tendency of social and infrastructural ex-

penditures to rise in keeping with the growth of the population..

The second significant aspect is that the costliest and most iMportant social services are particularly sensitive to an increase of the
younger part of the population. This is obvious in the case of education,
but the main thrust of- health and nutritional programmes it. equally
on the young. Now, it is a well-known consequence of rapid population
growth that the proportion of younger age brackets within the total
populatioui tends to rise considerably. In fact, an average of 40 to 50
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p-er cent of Asia's Population is today ,ounger than 15 ,ears', as against

an average of 20 to 30 per cent in Europe and !ortli America. The
consequences for the costs of social sen,ices ol such differences in
age composition are no doubt a' matter of great conccrn.

Social and infra-structural expenditures are
in the longrun and, moreover, justified on grounds other than t:Lonornic. Howoer,
their immediate effect is cleart.; to divert the scarce resources of

developing countries from directly productke use. This is perhaps
particularly felt in the cities, where the massive inflow. of ,oung.rural
migrants fortes municipal authorities to spend the bulk of their limited
budgts on preventing a breakdown of local 'transport, trying to prbvide
adequate housing, water supply, proper sewerage facilities, and so on
for destitute newcomers. Demands, for social and infrastructural servi;
ces are certainly no less pressing at the national level nor, for that
matter, in rural areas. Inevitably, these inflated costs are met at the
expense of production and investment in capital, thereby slowing down
overall development.

Direct and 'spillover' effects of population dynamics
impact of population
Finally, development planners looking at
dynamics on socio-economic deVeloprnent have to consider the fact that
the various social. anu economic sectors are strongly inter-dependent.
For example, failurei:, or neglects of healt,11 policies are 1,'ery likely
to lead to serious consequci-ices in the nod-, of education or child nutri

tion,-and via versa; faire to 'Cope with enOroninental degradation which may be caused by, say, ex-cessive immigration and squatter settlements in urban areas - will inevitably have adverse effects on public
health; programmes in the fields of housing andpublic transport depenyi
heavily on each other; if communication and information networks remain underdeveloped, rural health and family planning programmes
can make little headway, and so on.

Other examples could easily be added. What they make abundantly
clear is that development planners caimot afford eVen a temporary
emphasis on one-particular social sector to the exclusion of others however tempting it might be.'to concentrate efforts and budgetary
means on one specific field for a limited period. Although overall pro-

gress may be slow and costs heav,, it is-imperative that social and
economic development proceeds in an integrated manner, developing
education, employment-, health, nutritional,- environmental, an&-Qt_hsk
prokrammes at a sVnchronizedi and balanced pace.
3.1
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'It is precisely this inter-dependency that has 0 he taken into account,.,...
as we look at the impact of population dynamicS on social and economic,;.:
development.. Not only ;is' each single sector of development directiy;:',.
affected by tne process of.population growth and changeytut.indirect
repercussions which result from the 'influence of demographic factors

on otlier, close.ly related sectors of development may turn ou

be

equally imPortant.
/

Therefore, for anygiven sector, direct and."spillover" effects of
population dynarirricS have to ,he assessed separately. For instance,
"develoMent planners 'in Country,,..V may have calculated tfrat lowering
the crude birth rate fr rn 30 to 20 per thousand would benefit the educational system only insi4, ificantly and onlY in afew years hence hy, say,
reducing
idrnissionoprimaryeducationy5 per Cent and, eventually, saving .s.)ine 2.5 pest rent of the.education.budget. They.may, therefore, conotude that further investments in family planning would-yield
insufficient returns. However, these direct effects do not giVe 'the full
picture. Reducing the birth rate would, at the same time, considerably
influence
maternal and child health as well as nutritional standards
among children. These improvements", in firm: would.have strong, positive "spiiiover" effects on education. Children would tend to show better
i

physical .and inteliectual deyelopm9t and pupils' achievement would measurably improve, thus remedyi g- one of the major causes ot schdol
retardation and dropout. It is oplv when these and many other 7spillover"

effects from other sectors

t
social development have been crossanalysed and weighed that the total etThcts of population dynamics on
health, education, or any other parlixular field 'can he fully.assessed.

II. POpulation dynamics and educational de/eIopment
When c- lmining the i,mpact.of population dynamicS on educational
it is helpful to distinguish between the
quantitative, qualitativeand equality dimension of- the problem.
development in particular,

The quantita,tive dimension
The quantitative consequence,. of rapid population growth are probably the most obvious ones. The economic burden which societies hear
by maintaining and e..;panding their educational systems becomes heavier
as rapid population growth increases the number oftoung and economically inactiive dependants relative to those who are economically active.

More directly, however, rapid population 'growth forms a paramount
obstacle to attaining essential educational targets in the quantitative
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realm. Educational planners of the early s;xties who set desirable target
figures for enrolment ratios, teacher-student ratios, and general literacy
levels were not sufficiently.aware that they were aiming at a moving target. Valuable case studies doneiinder the auspices of 1.1.E.P..and the Population coune,i1, from which sOme results are presented in this voiume,
have given proof that rapid population growth in Asian countries bas
in many, cases outpaced the progress made in terms of absolute student
numbers..

For instance, the Conference of Asian Ministers of Education at
Singapore in 1971 noted that absolute enrolment numbers in the agegroup
5-24 had shot up by 61 per...cent between 1960 and 1968, whereas enrol-

ment ratios for this age group - and this is the more important figure rose by only 29 per cent. The total number of teachers in the region
in spite
rose from 2.7 million in 1960 to 4.3 million in 1968, but
of an increase of this magnitude, the supply of teachers in most countries

has not kept pace with the rate of enrolment expansion. This disparity
between the supply and demand was reflected in the pupil-teacher ratios
which have tended to rise at all levels." 1 Similarly, the adult illiteracy
i-ate. went down from 66 per cent around 1960 to an estimated 58 per
cent for,the region in 1970, but owing to excessive population increase
the absolute number of illiterate adults in Asia continued to increase.
Thus, the quantitative repercussions of population pressure on
education during the recent past are obvious; in the future, the capacity
of Asian countries to finance the planned expansion of their educational
systems will Largely depend on their ability to curb rapid population
growth.

The cihalitative dimension
In the qualitative dimension, the inflation of student numbers through
increasingly' younger, populations has often left -little
room for necessary improvements in quality such as upgrading of teachers, providing more and better school buildings and introducing modern educational technologies. Also, very little funds remained available
fast growing,

for experimental programmes and/or pHot projects designed to test
innovative educational strategies. Annual additions, to education budgets

went largely into the recruitment of new teachers simply to prevent a
deterioration of prevailing student-teacher ratios.
1. Final Report. Third Regional Conferenee of Minkters of Fducation and "Those Responsihle fbr Economi:. Planning in Asia. Singapore. 1971. p. 15
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The problem of school dropout and retardation would als,, appear
to be related to population pressure and the resulting quality crisis in
education. It is hard to imagine the enormous addifional numbers in
school and university if there were no dropouts. In a sense, the dropout
phenomenon can be looked at as an understandable, albeit undesirable,

reaction of school systems to rid themselves of part of the excessive
inflow of students. School dropouts are thus oien casualties of uncoil-,
trolled educational expansion pushed forward by rapid population growth.

The equality dimension

Pressure of population, apart from its effects on quantitative and
qualitative educational development, tends to curtail the contribution of
education towards more social equality . Experience suggests that programmes to alleviate educational inequalities between boys and girls,
between urban and rural areas, and between upper class and poorer
sections of society tend tobe sacrificed first, as scarce resources available for these programmes are devoured _in providing for basic minimum needs of rapidly growing numbers of students.
Lack of equal educational opportunity is, of course, a vital problem
its own right. However, it assumes additional relevance if it is realised that those who tend to be neglected by the school system are the
very ones who are least responsive to attempts at reducing traditionally
high fertility patterns. It is not in the first instance overall lack of
educational provision as such, but lack of equality in education whi.41
contributes to continued high fertility amongst specific sections
in

society.

There is little hope that population pressure on education will ease
in the near future, as even the most successful population policy involves
large time-lags. On the contrary, available -demog'raphic as well as
educational projections seem to suggest that pre:;ent conditions may

become even more acute in the future. However, while population
pressure acts as a major obstacle to the achievement of quantitative
expansion, qualitative improvement and equality of opportunity in education, it may also work as a positive stimuli's towards educational reforms which might have remained unattended ifeducational systems were
under less
pressure. It is thus the very dialectics of development
that may open up room for innovative action, using population dynamics
as the prime mover.
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Impact of Population Dynamics on Educational
Development in Asia and on the Definition and
Attainment of Educational Objectives

I. Popu;ation dynamics and socio-economic development
Socio-economic development covers a variety of. areas. Usually
it relates to changes in the conjugal statis, households, housing development, food supply and nutrition, education, health, social security
and welfare, social mobility, manpower, labour force, employment and
11L., social dependency and transport and communication developi,Juding interpersonal communication. These ardusuaHy regardrnc:
ed as the areas of social or socio-economic enginecring, amenable to,

planned manipulation, not only for guiding the direction but also for
regulating the pace of change.

In any country population has its own dynamics the three important
factors in the dynamics being the birth rate, morbidity and mortality'
rates and the migration rate. Cnanges in these rates bring about changes
in the characteristics and structure of the population and these dynamic
changes in the population have their effect on the programmes of soda!
change. In their turn, the processes of social change have their impact

on the factors of population change-in short, on population dynamics.
A population with stable birth and death rates and very little migration maintains a regular, evenly tapering age pyramid against which
all demands for investment and consumption can be easily projected.
In populations where the birth rate or alternatively the death rate fluctuates w:dely (on 'account of famines and wars, as in the case of the
USSR between 1920 and 1947) the successive age pyramids built for the
past and projected into the futu-e would tend to give the impression of a
bolus passing through the intestines, leaving the bulges and pinches of
peristalsis on the shape of the pyramid over time. This paper is mainly

concerned with the bulges and pinches of the peristalsis of population
dynamics. primarily in relation.to educational development and attainment of educational objectives in this part of the world. It will not
concern itself with other aspects of social development, like housing,
food supply; nutrition and health, manpower. labour force, employment
and income, transport and communication.

Awk %fitra.
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II. The effects of population change

One may as well begin with the obvious consequences of population
dynamics as it is commonly referred to. A higher birth rate for five

years from now will mean a larger young population demanding (1) pri-*
mary education from five to nine years from now; (2) secondary education f om 10 to 14 years from now; (3) higher education from 15 to 19
years from now, or even up o 24 years from now; (4) accelerating)

demands on all the thre

ounts from 20 years,again from now (or
account of the faci that-2-0 years.from now many joersoris born today will
hav,e married-and have startc rroducing children who will make fresh
demands)iA higher birth rate will increase the demand on.the resources
of (I) obstetrical, gynaecological and hospital facilities, public health,
maternity and child care, immunisation, nutrition and pediatric services
immediately, (2) pediatric services, immunisation, nutrition-and school

feeding programmes 5-14 years from now, (3) more dispensaries,
pUblic health, immunisation, obgyn, general and special hospitaLfacilities, family planning services 15-44 years from now, and (4).annually
increasing demands for facilities listed in (I), (2) and (3) twenty years
or ,so onwards from now. A higher birth rate would also lead to (1)
larger pressure for employment and creation of jobs.15-29 years or
even later up to, say, 54 years from now; (2) a larger population ripe
fnr marriage and production 20 years from now if not sooner; (3) a
larger presSure for migration from 15 to 49 years from now (rural to
rural, rural to urban, urban to urban, urban to rural); and (4) a more
stubborn problem of adjustment of populatiOn in all areas right from
now.

An immediate drop in the birth rate will have the effect of decreasing the demands listed above only after the lapse of the years specified
against each item above. Similarly, atcelerated declines in demands,
on account of steady declines in the birth rate, can start only after the
lapse of the periods mentioned above.

Sudden and temporary marked falls in birth rates or increases in
death rates of short durations only will_ result in marked peristaltic

pinches and bulges throughout the age pyramid for the cohorts born in
these specific periods. But, since these are sudden and temperary,
and not long-term or permanent trends they cknnot substantially in-flu-.
ence the committed trends in planning on education and welfare, en

as facilities have to be sustained and cannot be partially dismared

during the vacations of an academic year. But if a sustained decline in
birth rate starts right from now, this decline Will bring subst
.7-C.:lief to expenditure on education, beginning 6 ears from now in primary
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education, 15 years from now in secondary and higher education, on

the rate of reproduction beginning 20 years from now, and on employment and income programmes 15 years from now.

III. Impact of population dynamics on education
The impact of population dynamics on.educational systems will be
a steady increase in enrolments which will reach their maximum as
first level schooling is enforced. To prevent the national waste of'
dropouts and repetition, the educational system will need to be qualitatively improved all round which alone v. ill guarantee an improvement
in the retention and dropout rates. This will automatically imply continuing improvements in teacher qualifications. This, in turn, will mean
an increase in the long term trends of the unit costs of educational
systems. Apart from capital costs and costs of' replacements, the most
palpable burden on the public exchequer will be the salary costs of
teachers.

A simplified formula represents educational expenditure as:
E. = E Cap

+

E cur

=Ecap + (PxTxSxE cur)
P

T

S

where E = total educi., anal 'expenditure. E cap capital educational
current educational expenditure, P = number of
expenditure, E cur
pupils, T/P = teacher-pupil ratio, S/T = average salary per teacher,
and E cur/S = the ratio of current expenditure to salaries.
P may be defined as the size.of the releN ant age group multiplied by

the enrolment ratio, or, alternatively as the site of admission ag;-, popthe intake rate x average length Of schooling.
ulation multiplied by
But these are for any country as a whole. Within a country, planners
will have to take various norms for E cap .R. E cap .U, E cap .BA,
etc. for rural, urban and backward areas.

Similarly, E cur will be the sum of a number of components like
E

cur

.R, E cul .U. E cur .BA a,id so on. Then again, T/P will have

to be broken up into several components depending on rural, urban

and backward areas, industrial areas, agricultdral areas, and high inmigration or outmigration areas.
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Similarly aku, SIT wU have to be broken up into several components defined according to specific zones cf the country'. P again will
have to be modified by assumptions of dropouts, repeaters, and overage and under-age admissions.

While the overall
national assumptions are easy *to make, the
differential rates of population growth in States in a federal structure
and the facilities for obtaining teachers, teaching aids and school
buildings which vary from one State to another render the standardization ot' norms very difficult. Moreover, cultural factors,particularly
those relating to girls, reflect on admission and leaving ages. The

difficulties of sending teachers to rural and inaccessible areas add
dimensions to various types of capital and current expenditure, like

capital expenditure on the housing of teachers, current expenditure on
replacements, etc. In the end, current e ucational expenditure is far

from being merely a simple linear function of population growth along
with such parameters as intake rate, length of schooling, teacherpupil
ratio, teachers' salaries and the allocation of current expenditure that is spent on non-sa-laried items. In a federal structure with
central planning machinery, the temptation to work on simplified

educational cost formulae comes into conflict with the specific demands
of constituent States, and a central linear calculation does not always
contribute to sharpening awareness among political leaders and planners
of the need for education and its specific requirements for their own
States. But even on the basis of regarding growth in educational expenditure mainly as a simple linear function cf population growth,
studies undertaken at the International Institute for Educational Planning ha'.,e come to the conclusion that on thy: assumption of a medium
rate of population growth between 1971 and 1989, recurring costs of
primary education will be multiplied in Sri Lanka (which already has

almost universal schooling and literacy) 3.4 times; in Tunisia 4.2
times; in Colombia 4.8 times; and in Tanzania (where the fertility is
high and literacy is still the lowest of all the four countries) 8 tirnes.1
The differences are mainly due to differences in the.rate of fertility
in these countries assumed up to 1989. As the study points out, they will
also depend on the differences in the trend between the base year

and the horizon year of variables like intake rate, retention rate, percentage of qualified teachers, and average level of salaries. A factor
'which has not been taken into account in the NEP Study but which has
become real in several developing countries, reflected through the ratio
1

Ta N:!oc ChZin Population Growth and Casts. of 1-..thwatlon In Developing Countries.
ncsco, Inh2rnational institute for Educational Plannintt, Paris, 1(472.
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rk.n. Age, is the
salaries to the GDP per person oi
This
effect of inflation on the zoerage leNel of teachLm'
iiie
very
brings about constraints which, though artificial

of teachers

.

real in actual practice.

Recapitulating, therefore, the' broad areas of irnNct of population
dynamics -on educational development, the growth of total admissions

system will depend on the growth ()Hirst level
new entries, intake rates, and, in a smaller measure,
late entries. These will determine largely the projection of total and
specific teacher need, the breakdown of teacher needs by level.ot
qualification, and the supply of' teachers by length of service. A
separate exercise will have to be undertaken of projecting teacher
training costs on the basis of progressive teacher training enrolments
and costs of teacher training. Although the ratio of the population in
school to total working age population will depend on government
policy, population growth itself will have the effect of raising the proportion of the GDP devoted to first level education on account of the
to

the

educational

enrolments,

high ratios of children under 14 to population of working age in developing countries.

IV. Educational planning, demographic change, and economic development.

At this point one feels the need to bring in the wider issues of the
impact of population dynamics on educational development, and more
particularly on the definition and attainment of educational objectives
of developmental planning as a whole.
iv 'he wider
Educational planning is intimately concerned with development
plarning and will depend upon the general view of the policy makers on
wi-ia; shape the country will take interms of the development of the main

sectors of the economy, namely, agriculture, prirnar industries, secor 'arv industries, transport and communication, trade and commerce,
ant t..:rtiary services. Viewed in this light, educational planning in the
context of population dynamics boils down to manpower planning,
Lh ,)articular reference to issues of rural-urban migration, furnibackward regions with qualified manpower and peopling sparse
st..7.
r. c.is with population adequate for energising the region.
For this purpose, particularl y. in the context of planning educational
facilities to answer local and i-egional needs, population projections by

relcvant age and
treakdowns,

sex

groups are very important for rural-urban

agriculture, mining and other industries, services, track
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and commerce, and transport and communication. A certain view will
have to be taken of how much population is intended to be transferred
-" from agriculture to industry or from industry to agriculture in particular regions, of the volume of' physical migration to be encouraged
between rural and urban areas and between one region and another,
particularly with an eye on the development of backward areas.
The running thread of all these projections will be as close an
assumption as possible for persons in various age-sex groups put in
gainful employment. In short, the impact of population dynamics on the
definition and attainment of.educational objectives will be most evident
and fruitful if a population balance-sheet is attempted on the above' lines
and the provision of educational facilities are tailored to each se.ctor
as it emerges. Instead, most countries are carried away by the inertia
of' investments already made, the pattern and content of education
already inherited, and the allocations of populations by age-sex groups
already sanctified by tradition. In consequence, most .educational
planning which presumes to take 'into account the impact of population
dynamics' is reduced 'to mechanical exercises of financial costs of housing, teaching aids and teacher requirements, and little more.

V. Setting Priorities in educational development
On a rough cakulation, about 60 per cent of the population iii the
foreseeable future in many countries of Asia will continue with the
existing technology of production, mainly in agriculture and household
industries. What the new technology of the Green Revolution demands
is in reality a reinforcement of the existing technology with an ability
to
read and write the instructions on how to apply the inputs and touse the new agricultural implements. The houSehold industries and the
servicing sector will also need more than 4-5 years of formal education
at the primary level. Another 35 per cent of the.population will still be
employed in areas of intermediate technology, including the urban services and offices, while the level of education needed will be more than
that available between classes IX to XI followed by technical education
in polytechnics. Training in the paramedical services should be available in polytechnics and vocational institutions in States rather than in
colleges. At the outside' not more than 2-5 per cent of the population
of any country, whatever the base of the population, are really needed
in higher technology, in the fundamental sciences and the humanities,

or for h'gh policy and administrative purpose.i. Education in higher
technology is a highly subsidised area. An engineering graduate in India
costs the public exchequer about Rs 90,000_ of which the student gives
back not more than Rs 10,000 by way of fees and other charges. This
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means that for.every engineering graduate, the State spends about Rs
80,000 from the'taxpayer's money, for which it does not always get
back adequate returns, for often the engineering graduate is one too
many and laid up for long periods in unemployment.

If the working age bracket is reckoned normally at 15-59, and if the
age group which should be compulsorily at school up to class VIII is
reckoned at 14, up to class XI at 16, at college between 17 and 21, and
then on in higher education up to the age of 23 or 24, then a further full
ten years are taken off from the working life span of an average citizen.
By taking away these full ten years from the working life span,the Gross

Domest;c Product per capita is reduced while consumption by way of
maintaining the young person is increased and becomes a burden on
the public exchequer.
VI. Education up to age 14

In underdeveloped countries, whatever the assumption on the rate
of growth of population, the economic reality is very evident in that (a)
education expenditure will cause greater dependency and (b) it is most
important to reduce the eatio of population in dependent age groups to
the population in working .a'geS. All education beyond age 14 in the developing countries therefore has a depressing effeet on the Gross Domestic Product and an inflationary effect on consumption. Any years
devoted to higher education beyond the age of 14 will have to be compensatal for by .a corresponding rise in productivity. That means to
say, education for persons beyond 14 must be highly selective, depend
rigorously on merit and potential and must be tailored to the emerging

technological needs of the country as a whole. Otherwise, there is a
danger of a large population in the age bracket 15-24, the most productive among young and shortlived populations, being supported at the
cost of the working population whose proportion and output will tend to

diminish. The IIEP calculated1 that in Tunisia, Colombia and Tanzania, the population of age group 5-14 is as much as 52.2 to 58 per
cent of the population in age group 15-59. In Sri Lanka this ratio is
around 48, but in France it is as low as 29. I: countries of the Indian
sub-continent it will be around 55. Although
expectancy of life at
birth is more than 52 today, neith_r our life cw,..itions nor our employment situation will permit the official age of r( tirement to.go beyond
58 to 63 for some time. On the other hand, then! is pressure following
the trend in developed countries to raise thr lower hmit of entry
into the labour force from 15 to 17 h acEing three more years of
1-

ee Ta Nroc Ch2u. or.cit.
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Compuisory schoohng, which may not be necessary under our conditions
of teachnological progress..

One might argue, following this trend of thought, that it would not
be necessary even to impart primary education which would keep children up to 11 or 14 away from employment. But the case for primary
education has been proved beyond doubt all over the world. At the beginning of the Meiji era, the Emperoro0apan took no responsibility for

any other meesure

of social welfare except compulsory primary
education. By the turn of the nineteenth century, Japan was well on the
road to universal literacy. In the early 1920's when the Soviet Government wanted to put most (If its resources on industrialisation and electrification (Goelro Plah), Strumilin succeedej in persuading Lenin that
four years of compulsory formal education at school, which thz. Soviet
G9vernment could ill afford at that moment, was essential for impro-.
ving the productivity of the Soviet people and the implementation of
industrialisation on which the country was determined. Between 1820
,and 1870 the neo-Malthusians in England left no stone unturned to
advocate birth control among the poor and working populations in that
,..''country, but nothing availed until the Primary Education Act was promulgated in 1870 requiring parents compulsorily to send children up
to 10 years of age to school, thus withdrawii..j them from work at home
and also from the labour force. This had the result of reducing the 'value' of the child overnight and increasing its 'cost' simultaneously. As
a consequence, even though the technology of birth control was primitive; even those methods of birth control began to show decisive
results after 1870. At the same time, the enforcement of compulsory
primary education gave England her lead in the second stage of the
industrial revolution in Europe which sustained her up to the 1930's.
VII. Education for economic development

The current pattern of educational planning and financing in many
countries of Asia has therefore had the effectof keeping more and more
people at the most productive stages of their life away from work.

At the same time, more and m6re people have purchased time at the
public expense and remained unemployed in the hope of.improving
their market value, but this process has not compensated for the national loss in work efficiency and productivity. What is more, a small
but expanding elite group.endowed with higher education in the humanities, sciences and technologies cannot operate as effectively in a general
sea of illiteracy as it would in a milieu of literate workers.

For very many purposes, therefore, the definition and attainment
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of educational objectives in developing countries should concentrate on
5 to ,7 years of compulsory formal education in the age group 6-14,
followed by effective courses in polytechnics covering a wide range
of vocations which wili improve the general orientation and reinforce
it by- health care, nutrition, and population education. The Curricula
of technical education beyond the age of fourteen should be so designed
to turn the population of ages 14-17 as quickly as possible 'into the
stream of the working population. Admission to higher secondary education and still higher education in collegc!s and universities should
be rigorously screened and limited to no more than 2 to 5 per cent oic
the population admitted at the primary stiges, in order that education
at the higher stages may be properly servced, financed and subsidised
for the public good. Instead, investment in 'education is step9ed up

merely to stave off the spectre of unemployment, but that is !ardly
the way to break the vicious circle of educated unemployment. In
developing countries, especially those suffering from overpopulation,
the aim of educational programmes must be to match the productivity
of each sector with a perspective for the next ten years or so. In short,
the idea must be to train the population more adequately for the local
technological and production situation, and not to produce square pegs
for round holes.

In countries ofthe Indian sub-continent, an administrator touring
in rural areas in the. late 1940's would be overwhelmed with requests
for primary schools and drinking water. Primary schools would be the
first on the list of demands. If the same administrator were touring
in the late 1960s in the rural areas he would have found primary
schools rather low on the list of priorities of demands, even in areas
not provided with schools. This can only imply that these populations
no longer find the school curriculum satisfying their needs. The lesson
is that it is high time that the school curricula should be chang:d and
addressed more specifically to the needs of a locality.
These imperativesare more and more forcing themselves upon policy makers and administrators. Nonetheless, eVen now edifeational planners are content more with finding out how much money is aailable
and how it can be Allocated among the existing channels of education,
making allowances for certain rates of population growth, Most educational authorities in the Asian countries end up by supporting precisely
those areas which they most actively condemn and almost in the same

proportions as they had enjoyed before. The old educational mould

in some ways becomes the most stubborn vested interest in a nation's
life. Further, in few developing countries have education and health
presented much of a:' challenge to their governments. In moSt of these
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countries health and education'have been the cbarge of junior tvlinisters
and junior administrators who have had little more than a peripheral
voice in the main decisions of economic and developmental planning.

VIII. Priorities in education: the case of India
An objective lessOn may be drawn from the Report of the Steering
Group on Education for the Fifth Five Year Plan released by the Planning
Commission of India in May 1973. The folloWing Table gives the outlay
on education, distributed between various sub-heads:
,
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Thefollowing Table relates growth of National Income and expenditure on edupt-ipri 6etween 1950751 and 1C-17H-7 I
.

:I

Table 2. 4towth of national income and expenditure
on education : 1950-5L to 1970-71
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This Table deMands a word by way ofexplanation. Educational expen-

diture as percentage of the National lnome more than doubled during
the' rriod 1950-51- to 1970-71, anCthe Percapita expenditure on educat-0\during- the same period the per
tion increased about six times.
capita Nationar Income increased by Tittle more than twice: from
Rs. 264 in 1950-51. to, Rs. 577 in 1970:71. The increase in the educational expe, nditure has, however, been at. eurrgnt prices and does not
-indicate th e. real increase. During 1951-56. theNholesale price index
increased by one and one-half times, indicating thereby that the-per capita
expenditure on education in real terms increased from Rs. 3.2 in
'1950-51 to about Rs. 8 on:y in 196.54,-; instead of Rs. 12.8 as indicated
in-the Table:
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If we turn to Fable 1 we shall find that elementar education ,;;irted
very %ken %kith a claim of as much as 56 per cent on ttte total outli.y
the First Plan, which diminished to 35 per cent in the Second Plan. 0
in the.Third Plan, 20 in the period 1966-69, hut %kent up to 28.5 per cent
in the Fourth Plan period. The outlay on teachers' training diminished
t.rom 4 per cent in. the Third Plan to 3 per cent in the period 1966-69
and 276 per cent' in 1969-74. The outlay on technical education started
%kith a small 13 per cent in the First Plan, rose to 18
per cent in the
Second Plan, to 21 in the Third Plan and to 25 in the period 1966-69,
hut descended to 15.2 per cent in the Fourth Plan period.

Table 3. Suggested sub-headwise outlays on education during 1974-79

(Rs. in millions)
Fifth Plan

Sub-Head

Fourth Plan
Outlay Percentage Outlay Percentage
'o Total
to Total -

Elementar Education
(21 Secondar Education

2,347.4

28.5

10,300

1.i83.2

46.8

(3) rnikersitk 1-..ducation

1.835.2
211.7

"z

3,000
3.700

13.6
16.8

(5) Social EducalHr,
(6) Cultural P r-01' i ,n me

8 ;.(1

14.4
__...
2.6
1.0

-

500
500
250
1,850

(11

(4) Teacher Lducation
-:

(7) Other Prow., .itn.-,
a. Ph sica! 6 , .ition and

1_49
1187.5

I.

14.4

.

' Youth Wellarc and Garnos
h. De%.dopment of
Languages
c. Iducatior.,i1 Planning

and Administration*
d. Scholarships.

c. Libraries
.

f.

Book Production

200.0

430

2..0

489.7
153.0

5.9

0.7

'5.0

150
500

0.3

170.0

2. i
85.1

100
170

9.4
0.8
91.4
8.6

7,010.7**
1,231.7
8,242.4

Include

-

500

1.8

(91

(10) Total Education

.

1.2

8.4

149.8

(81. General Educn

Technical Edikat:.

'2.4

2.3

1.9

\

\ 14.9
100.0

20 100
1,900
22,000

100.0

other prorrammc, llhcrc allocation IN flegIli!lbie

ri

Fourth Plan outlas at items 1-7 add ur to R. 6Q7.7.t) milioii %%hen:as
against item 8 iN R. 701(1.7 million. 'Fite suh-headssise
hreak-ur of the difference of R. 37.8 million is not aailahle
the, outlas shossn
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On the other hand, se,:ondary education started %%ith a 13 per cent of

the total outlay in the First Plan, went up to 19 per cent in the Second
Plan, climbed down to 18 in the Third ,Plan, to 17 in the period 1966-69
and 14.4 per cent in the Fourth Plan period.
University education, however, has been e\hihiting a stead, trend
of increase, from 9 per cent of outlay in the First Plan to 18 per cent
in the Second Plan, 15 per cent in the Third Plan, 24 per cent in the
period 1966-69, and to.22.3 per cent in the period 1969-74.

Table 3, taken from the same Repoi-t, gives the suggested suboutlays on education in the Fifth Plan Period, 1974-79.

heads). ise

This Table shows a welcome restoration of emphasis on outlay in
elementary education and a corresponding reduction on seconda:y and
university education. But it could have showed .iore coisistency if
instead of reducing the proposed outlay in teachers' education it had
increased it as well as the outlay on social education, which undoubtedly
includes adult education, and cries out for attention in the subcontinent.
The most noticeable inconsistency centres on the outlay on technical

education which goes down from 14.9 per.cent in the Fourth Plan to
8.6 per cent in the later Plan._ This dimension of outlay on technical
education will obviously be quite inadequate to siphon,off pressures that
are likely to arise for admission to secondary and university education
streams.

IX. Public and private support of education
It seems iMperative irtdeveloping'countries to differentiate between
urban -areas and
scales of capital investment on schools in rural and
backward areas. It also seems imperative to devise ways of enlisting
voluntary contributions from the community..,Education is.a state resin.developing countrics, but the area of voluntary andprivate

.!..tort must be expanded to cope with the problen-i\ otpopulation dynamics.

Otherwise, the spiralling ot' costs of salaries linked to the wholesale
price indices will cat up additional allocations without conferring any
real benefit to additional populations. In most dev,eloping countries primary and secondary education has essentially depended upon private
munificence. The contribution of the Buddhist churches in Sri Lanka,
Burma, Thailand and the countries of Indo-Chinaliave been-enormous:

the near universal literacy in all these countries was really more an
inheritance from thc Buddhist churches than from\ihe present educational_ system. There are still instances in the Indian subcentinert where

the bulk of the capital outfay on school buildingS, furnitures, etc;:in
48
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rany parts of these countries depended upon either public charity or
mall compulsory contributions levied on each household 1 Even
now, teachers in many places are sustained not by the government treasury, but contributions from the rural community by way of services,
clothing, housing, transport etc. R will be beyond the capacity of many
developing countries to enforce universal primary education without
restoring these channels of private investment 'nto education. These
countries may also have to Make it compulsory for all educated persons
0:

to do teaching stints in what may be called an operation bootstrap in the
educational field, to bring themselves to universal literacy within
a fixed time horizon.

X. Population education
One of the major educational objectives that is fortunately coming up
for serious consideration at all rings ot the educational ladder is population education. This has acouireo particular urgency not onh, on
accoUnt of the seriousness of the t:-eatened impact of population dynamics on the capacity for economi,. and social investmenat, but also on
account of the serious notice thai the growth of population per se has
received in the past decade and k going to receive in the World Population. Year. There is the %possibility of a large range of governmental
and non-governmental institutions, trusts and foundations wanting to put
their money into population education programmes. Besides population
education, few countries have yet built up any worthwhile programme of
imparting sex education to young and adolescent pupils. Population education, which sonic people may imagine to be a simple subject to weave
into 'school curricula, can prove a complex proposition, because this
universe of.discourse can easily engender inconvenient questions in the
minds of young people and make them hostik to what they may regard
quote troll) a comment recci%cd: -In the indior tons ot
Bornho.
CaLtutd and AIddras, rerionali and at times relivious vrours form theruscke., into
(Allat are Lalled'assoctations' - re(!.istered tx)klies - and run schook. rartiL.ulark up
I

to NIL' [11VnCr
assoi.iations liv% on thk:. rarcnt,, ot each (Auld
adinittd and educated in these schools %%hat af-L
d011alltrik,. 1%u-cuts helont,to the roorest class be(nv esemrted (hut mull e\emr(101(.., arc
;km( iar
hch% eeri). nd thesc donations ;we (lot onI utilised tOn L drItal c\ronditure Orl St_11001
blifidInt,. addit(onal furniture. pro\ ision of lahorator ean.ront. etc.. hut also th
in

tgr recurrinr c\renditures pro, ilhfIC

Mari !. kinds ol aincintles to the
At the same tune. the Gmertirrient's F'OlIL i
tid to hc 'tree eduLation*
ur to Jass % III. But a conirarkon of the number of si.liciols that ha% e sr r
ur Ji
"donations' dnd the imestancrits. (urual dnd re.ur-rinr. that :!() intothe administration ot those schools On the one hand. iid ol the runnher
sdhools set ur
((merriment and loLal adniunst(- ((ions :ind the hinds In% 'sted
kali
sLhools
the other.
re\ eallny.
rerhar\
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as inadequate government programmes for economic and social development. This is certainly not an area for eager heavers.

At an ECAFE Seminar devoted to cost-henefit approaches to family
planning, the present writer observed tha'. "the cost-benefit technique
demonstrates the superior effectiveness of a fainily planning programme
over investments in alternative projects to such an overwhelming degree
as to be almost self-defeating.

Shorn of complexities, the benefit of a new child to a family may
be expressed, as follOws:

Benefit of another
child (desire for
litional child)

'Value' of child
'Cost' of the child

x

Increment in income

.This,
ii any showing, will be the ultimate heart of the matter in
population education. The benefit of a child diminishes to the extent that
the value of a child is reduced and its cost increased. The 'value' of a
child will diminish to the extent that its labour will no longer be required

in household chores or in agricultural operations or in attending to
miscellaneous business, like running errands or standing in queue at
the stores. In western countries, the value of a child is rapidly diminishing on account of improvements in domestic fuels, dorm.stic appliances,
improvements in home delivery systems along with improvemeht in
other labour-saving devices and implements. The value of a child has also
diminished on account of the extensiye insurance and social security
network, as well as health and other welfare serv ices that have developed particularly in the present century. On the other hand, the cost of a
child has gone up, firstly on account of the enforcement of universal
primary education which keeps children from being employed at home or
on the farm until they have grown up,and secondly on account of the tremendous increase in employment opportunities for women outside the
home, in consequence of which women find it more and more burdensome and undesirable to go in for more children than they need. The cost

of a child has threatened to far outweigh other opportunity costs of
prospective mothers. There are also many other ways in which the Cost
of the child has gone up and is ever on the increase.

In any worthwhile scheme of population education it is important
to relate the message of education tO the realities of the value and the
cost of the child in particular historic,social and economic situations,

the context of the prevailing governmental policies affecting
these two value premises. If the governmental policies affecting these
and in
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two value premises are not strong or positive enough, the message of
population education is likely to be lost or regarded as odious. It is
therefore essential to modulate the content of population education
to those government policies which have direct or indirect bearing on
reducing the value .and increasing the cost of the child in a given situation.

6

2. EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION AND EQUALITY: CASE STUDIES

Demographic Trends and Educational Development in Japan since'1950
Education in Japan has undergone a remarkable development since
the end of'the Second World War and this has led to an important change
in the distribution of* the wocking-age population accordMg to the level

of edw:ation reached. To give just one example, whereas in 1940 the
peroentage of the working-age population to have received higher education was 1:7 per cent, in 1968 it. was 8.0 per cent. Various factors have
contributed to this development, among which, undoubtedly, the very

.

rapid growth of the economy figured quite prominently. Howeyer, one
should also note the rapid decline in fertility since 1950 which has certainly facilitated this progress. The .interaction of the different variables
which may influence the development of education is very complex and
it would be pointless to try to isolate any.one of them. Thus the aim of*
this study is not to estimate the impact of* the decline in fertility on the
progress made in education. Nor is it to suggest that a less rapid decline
in fertility would have resulted in slower progress.

I. Demographic change in Japan
Population change in Japan since the end of the war is however of
great interest, particularly when compared to that observed in other
Asian countries. Therefore, it may be useful to analyse, as a basis for:
comparison, the relationship between:population change and educational

and to illustrate in particular the role played by the varifactors in the increase of expenditure and costs. It would then be
possible to compare the specific situation of Japan with that of other
Asian countries which have experienced different population trends and
which, partly because of a more rapid growth of the school-age population, have not succeeded in making the same progress.
development
ous

In

1912

the Japanese

population was around 50 million. It passed

100 million mark in 1967, and has thus doubled in a period of 55
years, that is, at an ave,'age annual growth rate of 1.3 percent. This increase is well below that observed at the present time in most Asian
the

countries. In Japan, the (1,:.cline in the death rate has been accompanied

by a similar decline in the birth rate.

Even before the Second World War, the birth rate had begun to
Summar of a rarer h "ra tigoc Chau and Leon Gani, International Institute tor I-ducational Plannuw, Paris, Frant:e.
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decrease, but very slowly.

The crude birth rate dropped from 35 per
thousand for the period 1920-24 to 29 per thousand at the beginning of the
war. At the end of the Plr a r , Japan, like othc. countries, experien;:ed a
rapid increase in the birth-rate which was :nen higher than the pre-war
leel. This increase in fertility was, howtner, of er short duration because of the passing of the law on eugenic protection hv the Japanese
Diet in July 1948. The effects of this law began to he felt as early as
1950.. The crude fertility rate which was 34.3 per thousand in 1947 went
down to 17 2 per thousand in .1957. Thus, within a ten year period, it
decreased practically by half. Since then, it has been more or less stablc
and only began to show a slight increase again in 1965. At the present
time, it is 19.2 per thousand.
Excluding the war years, for obvious reasons, it can be said that the
death rate decreased regularly. The crude death rate which was 23 per
thousand in the early 1920's went down to 16 per thousand at the beginning of the warand to 7.8 perthousand in 1955. Since then it has continued

to decrease but at a slower rate. At the present time it is 6.6 per thousand.

The fall in fertility sinCe 1950 may be explained hy hoth the decrease

in the fertility rate according to age and hy the later age at marriage.

For example, the average age at which women first marry has gone up
from 23 years in 1950 to 24.5 years in 1960. Since then, it has remained
at this level,
but has tended to decrease ve.ry slowly since 1966.
With this sharp fall in the birth rate, population growth hF.s decreased.
However, due to a parallel fall in the crude death rate, it has remained
around 10 per thousand since 1956. lt is to be noted that this positive balance between births and deaths does not gke an exact idea of the long,
term trend. The net reproduction rate, for instance, fell below one at
the end of the 1950's and the beginning of the 1960's. Since then, it rffs
increased and is currently around one.'

II. Population change affecting educational enrolment
The combined action of this trend in the hirth and death rates has

affected the school-ate population at three periods, each period having
different trends; a period of moderate growth corresponding to the fertility trends during the years 1935 .to 1946. a period of rapid growth
resulting from the increase in fertility in the immediate post-war years,
anti a period of decline as a consequence of the fall in fertility. These
thrt-:e periods are reflected.first in the population corresponding to compulsory educatiOn, then in that corresponding to upper secondary education and finally in the population corresponding to higher education.
53
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We thus ht,.ve three different trends in the school-age population, reachthe three levels of education. It may be interesting,
ig
therefore, to see how these different trends have affected educational

development, both from the point of view of thc increase in enrolment
ratios at the non-compulsor y. level.s and from that of the improvement
of teaLhing conditions:
The decline in fertility bts,gan to have an effect on compulsory education in i962, on upper secondary education in 1965 and on higher education
fertilitecline ori comin 1969. Graph 1 illustrates the gradual effectofa
pulsory education. Because of this lagged effectoffertifity decline On the
various educational levels, and especialty because of the fact that in the
non-ompulsory levels of education the growth of enrolments does not
(.1,2pend only on the school-age population but also on the enrolment ratios,
the inf:rease in enrolments has been verydifferentat the different levels
of educatlaii. Taking the period 1950-68as a whole, it can be seen that enrohnents have fallen slightly in compulsory education, have multiplied
by 2.1 in upper secondary and by 4 in higher education. However, what is to
be noted7above all is that unit costs at constant prices have multiplied
by 7 jti compulsory education, by 4.4 in upper secondary and only by 2.3 in
higher education. The trend of' unit costs has thus been exactly.opposite to
that a the increase in enrolments. lnother words, the slowing down or the
decrease in enrolments has not been matched by. a slowing down of total
expenditures but by an increase of unit costs In the case of Japan, this
has meant a narrowing down ofthe cost:p!.ramid. While in 1950 unit costs
in higher education were 8 times gre;:ter than those in compulsory education, in 1968 they were only 2.6 times so. The narrowing down is even
more striking for upper secondary education. In 1968, in aS far as unit
costs zinc concerned, there is i ;ignificant difference between compulthe difference being only 12 percent.
sory and upper secondary educ,

What is true in comparing the three levekofeducation is equally true
for one level .of education if we analyse each of the three periods described above. During periods when the population has increased slightly or
t: fortiori decreased, the enrolment ratioilndtin:t costs have increased
more rapidly.

In other words, it is during these periods that.teaching conditions
improved the most. In compulsory c.ducation, for instance, the number of
pupik pey teacher began to deci'ease in 1959, going from 33.4 to 24.3 in
1969. In upper secondary education, this ratio began to increase, particularly between 1960 and 1965 when the combined effect of a growtnschool-age population and increasiRg enrolment ratio led to a sharp increase in enrolments. Since then, it has declined and in 1969 the pupil/
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Graph 1. Change in the pyramid of the school-age population corresponding
to compulsory education
sors
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m, woere the fall in the birth ratc
teacher ratio was 21.6. 1,, tv0
r.,or'jcr
of Audents per teacher has inhas hardly bcgun to be lt, th ...

creased regularly. In the universities, for example, this ratio has increased from 19.9 in 1955 to 25.6 in 1%9. What has ju been said regarding the improvement of the pupil/teacher ratio, is also true of the
.improvement of the qualification profile of the teaching ;talf.
Moreover, thc enrolment trend at one leYe ha.s a certain impact on the

enrolment trends at the other levels of education. Thus, from 1962 onwards when, due to the decline in fertility, compulsory education enrolment began to decrease, the growth of enrolment in upper secondary
education.has clearly accclerated.1
While the growth of the school-age population has been fairly irregular
due to fluctuations in the birth rate over the period, the growth of enrolment in non-compulsory cducation has been more regular. As a result
the increase in enrolmtnt ratios has been more or less erratic. This is
especially truc for thc increase of new entries to higher education. From
1959:. to 1962, the 18 year old population 'remained relatively .stable and
the admission rate increased moderately. From 1962 to 1964, this population decreased because of the birth deficit during the period 1944-46, and
the admission rate increased steeply. In 1965, with the larger cOhorts born
in the immediate post-war years reaching the higher education level, the
admission ratc fell and only regained its 1964 le,',e1 in 1968 whcn the effect
of the decline in fertility began to he felt on the 18 year old population.

M. Educational expenditure and equality of opportunity
In

spite of the decline in fertility which has led to a decrease in

enrolment in compulsory education and even ni upper secondary educa-

tion, capital .expenditure has increased regularly. This .has resulted
partly from the fact that ,:..opulation migration, notably from rural to
urban areas, has made it i:ecessary to build new schools in spite of the

fall in enrolment.-One consequence has been a considerable iMprovement
in school buildings. Over the past decade, the percentage of schools

built of wood has gone down from 90 per cent to 63 per cent for compulsory education and from 82 per cent to 40 per cent for upper secondary education. The growth of capital expenditure is even greater in
higher education where enrolment has iocreased constantly. In 1965, for
instance, the capital expenditure/recurrent expenditure ratio was 0.6
in'private higher education! In other
in public higher education and
words, capital expenditure tis almost as highas recurrent expenditure.
1

.

6raph 2
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GRAPH 2. Trend in enrolments in compulsory education, upper secondary and higher education (base: 1950:100)
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On the whole, in spite of a decline in fertility, educatiorial expenditure at constant prices increased at an annual rate of 12 per cent from
1950 to 1968, one of the highest rates in tlic world.1 Related io National
Income, the share of educational expenditure did not increase signilicantly, but this is a consequence of the exceptional growth of the Japanese economy over the last two decades.
1

See Tahle I
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Table 1. Growth of educational expenditure at constant prices
(millions of yens, 1968)
Year

Public
expenditure
327,610'
569,779
865,000
1,564,827
2,032,458

1950
1955
1960
1965
1968

Private

Tc

expenditure

ex.,enditure

I

Private expend. as %
of total expenditure.

28,947

.:56 ,f 57

S. ic,'

195,539
455,838
560.546

1 ,(160,539

18.4':,
:22.bei

2,020,605
2,59 ; ',04

Annual growth rate at constant prices

1..-ri

195(1-55

I 1.7';

28.0c:

1955-N)
1960-65

8.7(7.

14.5e;

9.7i

12.61;

..18.-Fi

13.7`.,

1 (m5-68

9, Iri

1950-68

/ 0.7ri,

7. 1 ci
17.

8.7i

Remarkable progress has thus been achieved in the expansion of the

school system as well as in the improvement of teaching conditions.
It should be noted, however, that apart from compulsory education,

access to education remains very unequal. It is unequal for girls as opposed to boys. It is unequal from one region ofJapan to another; and
it is especially unequal among different socio-professional categories.
Whereas the percentage of upper secondary school graduates entering
higher education is 70 per cent for children of company managers, it is
only 9 per cent for workers' childreif.1 Although these figures speak
for themselves, they do not give the whole picture, sin'ce the proportion
of workers' children who leave school at the end of cOmpulso'ry education and consequently do not even enter upper secondary school, is
much higher than for other socio-professional categories.

This inequality results from various factors, and one of these is
the fact that, apart from compulsory education, -all other education in
Japan must be paid for '.1though 'school fees represent a decreasing
and relatively small part of recurrent expenditure on public education
(in 1968 this part was 10.6 per centfor upper secondary and 4.8 per cent
for higher eduction), fees in private education comprise almost the
total expenditure. There is, in other words, a sizeable difference be-

tween school fees for the various types of institutions. In addition,

private education has under'gorie much..greater exPanSion than public
See Appendix Table I
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A
education. In upper secondary education, enrolments in private inStitctltions represent 32.7 per cent of total enrolment, but. in the large
cities this percentage is much higher. In Tokyo, for instance, it reaches
60 per cent. At the higher education level, private education is even
more important. In 1969, enrolment in private education accoUnted for

75 per cent of total university. enrolment and for 90 per c'ent,,,oc total
Junior College enrolment.1 Moreover, at this level of edilcat:on, unit
costs of private institutions are three times less than those in public.

education,2 which would indicate that it is not altogether the .same type
of education. Finally, Japan is undoubtedly one of the feW. countres where
educational expenditure financed from private sources (not including indireet expenditure borne by parents) has increased regularly, going up
from 8.1 per cent in 1950 to 22.0 per cent in 1968.
It may thus beG'Said that development of :N.1u,ation in Japan has been

influenced by a very strong private demand which has led. to a rapid
expansion of private institutions. In as much as tuition fees are relatively
high in these institutions, this may accentuate the inequality of access
between the various socio-professional groups, and may also lead to
disparities in other respects: it is significant, for inStance,. that in
the private universities enrolmerts are particularly high in arts (19 per

cent) and in law and economics (47 percent), Precisely where unit costs

are low. In public universities, enrolments are, on the contrary, high
in science, engineering and agriculture. A slower expansion of publiic
universities ma'y thus be detrimental to certain technical subjects whiCh
are parlicularly needed in economic development: /
N.

IV. Educalional development and increasing manpower needs
Furthermore;. despite the rapid development 6f education, edacational optput is still not sufficient to meet Japan's need for qualified
manpower. The ratio between supply and demand for upper-secondary
,school graduates, which was 1.2 in 1958,.rose to 4.9 in-1968. Over the
same period, the ratio for graduates froni higher education has gone
up from 1.1 to 5.7. The shortage ofqualified manpoWer has become more
and more acute.

Until now, the effect of the dz:cline in fertility has only been felt in
the school-age population, but in ,the future it will also be felt in the
working-age population. FrOm 1950 to 1970, the pr.oportion of the population aged between 0 and 14 years fell from 35 per cent to 23.4 per cent.
1

2

.

Sec Appernik Table 2
Se?. Appendix Table 3
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At the same time, the percentage or the working-age populat:on
years) rose. frorn 60 per cent to 69 per cent: How e% er, as the population
the Terai I become .reiatively "older" owing to the decl ine of ferti I
alsodecrease. Compounding
tive size of the working-age population
this ,demographic 'process will be the cocregse in the activity rate, re-.

suiting from longer .studies. EntrY to ;tctive life takes place at an in, creasingly later age. Undoubtedly., in the short term, this ageing of the
"population and the drop in
ctivi-ty rate may he compensatedfor by
increasing productivity as was true uuringlhe past decade.
Another compensating factor may he the. greater participation of:
women, particularly in qualified occupations. This is only possible vith

the progressive 'elimination of certain social pressures and with a
change in attitudes. At the preSent time, managerial and other highly
responsible' positions are almost inaccessible to women.Women
ates
"do not generally find employment corresponding to their general..
culture and to the skills they have acquired. Moreover, most of the
timethe young woman student does not continue her uisiy studies

with a precise aim in mind, since she knows that ithin,th.,. present
sOcial framework, she is not intended to have a pr fessional career.
.

Qualifications are thus vague, with a feW exceptions, a d she is content
to wait for marriage." 1 It is signjficant that 82 per cent of students in
Junior Colleges arc girls wherea'S the percentage of' girls enrolled in
Universities- is only 18.3 per cent. 2 In view of' such constraints., and in
order to.solve the problem of manpower shortage resuiting from economic development, some quarters have in fact been advocating policies
to increase the birth rate again.

1

Ht.thrt Bronchier, Le !Wrack Economique Japonai, 1950-70.

'2

Levy, 1970.
See Appendix'Table 4
,
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Calmiinn;

Appendix 1. Percentage of upper secondary school graduates continuing
their studies in higher education, 1968

Father's socioprofessional category

No. of graduates
Admissions to
from upper secondary higher education

Norkers
Sailors and fishermen
Agricultural %orkers
Artisans and merchants
Emp Imces in the rmjte ,,ector

.; 1111

17,000

2 .111111

14
04f1 f

24

II

.1

195.111)fi

Selt-emploed
Emplo.ees in the ruhl I: sector
iheral rrofessions

f,4.f

14f.f.iluo

4

45
; 1 it

Managers
Miscellaneous

I

lilt

7t)
21

Iota)
.Sour(

12

IS

1 .294,fil

I

%Iinistr of !Alm at son. 1 tirtiNi %lied do( untc#11\
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Appendix 2. Enrolment in public higher education and the percentage of
total enrolment
Year

Public education enrolment

Universities Junior Total
colleges
1959

210.999

Jf) 1

174

1

;
1

1)5

257.7Ir

16.204
19.518
1,799

Universities Junior
colleges

;20.784

Sour( r. I &ICU/IP/al

;

;()

21,64).1

258,411
279.365

2/042

352.s20

/OM id 1-f / 1

I II JUrkl/ 1.

/ -H. or.

61

69

Total

21.5,

227.26S.

239.69'

1967
1 901

Percentage of total enrolment

32.1c;

17.8',

28,w;

14.7;

2(4'
22.3'i

Appendix 3. Recurrent unit costs and tuition fees per student as a percentage of recurrent expenditure in higher education

(public and private) /
(1968 yens)

Recurrent
unit costs

Tuition fees as
% of recurrent
expenditure

Tuition fees
per student

Year

Public

Private

p)5n

Public

Private

Public

Private

n.SS(i

36.47'2

6.9
lo.()
7.6

73.3
67.4
n5.7

5.5

(,2.3

l'+5n

In.S45
1-.410

42.8f)t)
-5-.503
'15.434

11.1.;.421

.S.ource: Lanirilcd Iroin (Lt1.1 in Ilducutl.mul

'1,..mdard% in .1.aptul,..1977;.

, L. p.:51

Appendix 4. Enrolment of girls in universies and in junior college4
and their percentage of total enrolment
Year

Enrolment of girls

Universities Junior

Percentage of total enrolment

Total

Universities Junior

1,),3

4'.211
I

Oh I

,+4,ssti

I 'J

121).n53

I ,m5

14,4.(c

Tota

colleges

colleges
14.5
1 c+5

15 r,

II,..3`s

1n.5

I

1-Jui dtional .!&i,iIu,-I

P1 Japun,

r
62

70

-1).5
71.'s

24.n
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Some Results of Country Case Stu es : Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Thailand, Singa ore
Educational planning is a highly people-oriented activity whose
ultimate aim, as with al planning, is to maximize the welfare of the
population.

But the day-to-day and year-to-year success of education
is-more intimatt-ly-bound-up with peopfe on a personal and group level
than is the success of, for example, a highway-building project, where
technical -considerations are dominant at the implementation stage.

Educational planning, dealing as it does with a "target population"
which is constantly changing in number, age and sex composition and

geographic distribution, must inevita b). include a large dose of applied
demography.
For example, the rapid growth of particular suburban
areas -of large cities resulting from migratory movements can draStically alter needs for educational imestment in particular areas in

the short term, and hence a rational educational development strategy..
is imperilled by ignoring such movements.

Beyond this need for a technical demographic component in educational planning, however, is the need for educational planners to interest
themselves in the broader questions or population trends and their implications. Educational planners cannot be content to sit hack and "see
what happens" to their target population. Trends in the proximate de-

tef-minants of population growth-i.e. fertility, mortality and migrationv,ill affect not only the ease with which educational goals will be at-

tained, bat also perhaps the very legitimacy orthose goals as instruments for the attainment of optimum le%els of welfare with the scarce
resources available. Therefore longer-term educational planning cannot
be divorced from considerations about population policy, based on a careful examination of the implications of alternatke population trends for
ooth the basic educational goals of the society and tlie possibilities of
attaining these goals. Moreover, educational de%elopment will itself
influence the nation's population trends; the interrelationships and floweffects between educational and population trends are both complex
and significant.
Educators, then, ha.e no option but to give serious.
attention to population policy issues. It will be only through pooling the
understandings about the implications of alternatke population trends,
gained by educational planners and othr planners with regard to their

particular area of responsibility, that a logical and reasoned national
porulation policy can be developed.
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In the present paper, I would like to present some results from case
studies of Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore and Pakistan Which illustrate
the effects of alternative population trends on the attainment of educational goals; the reverse effects, of educational, trends on population
growth, cannot be dealt with in the space of this shOrt paper.1

1. Demographic structure as a barrier to educational progress:
parison of Thailand and Europe.

com-

The countries with furthest to go in-terms of educational development are, unfortunately, precisely those whose demographic structure
is least favourable to achievement of universal and high quality education. The demographic barrier to educational progress in these countries can be demonstrated by an example: a comparison of Thailand with

the countries of Europe-which will seek to isolate the eff:cts of age
structure. on the burden of education by. simulating to some degree
the dynamics of the situation.

Thailand's crude birth rate in 1970 was approximately 41 per WOO,
compared with 17 per WOO in Europe, and the rate of population growth
approximately 3.0 per cent compared with 0.8 per cent in Europe.
27 per cent of Thailand's population was aged 5-14, compared with 16
per cent in Europe. Thailand is still far from its stated goal of achieving

7 years compulsory primary education tor all children, but a pattern
of educational development is hypothesized ijt this example which would
!ead to attaironent of near-univer-sal primary educatkin, and significant
improvement at higher levels of education, hN the ear 1990.
Let us suppose that we can put tho educational dock hack in Europe,
and assume that Europe had achie%eu oxactl the same enrolment rates
for the various levels of education in 1970 as in Thailand. Suppose further that the recurrent costs per child in sLhool 2 at the diff.:rent le\ els
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were exactly the same in Eurou
ailand. Using actual European
labour force participation rates
1-1?-ope and South Asian rates for
Thailand, we find that the costs
-lication per worker would be 84
per cent higher in Thailand (sec Table I).

For simplicity, assume that labour force participation rates and
educational costs per child in school at each level do not alter after
1970, but that enrolment rates are improved. Table 1 shows the result-

ing trends in costs per worker, given expected population trend.: in
Europe 1 and two alternatives for population growth in Thailand: one
assuming a rapid decline n fertilitv after 1970, the other assuming
only a slight decline. 2

Costs per worker in Europe would rise from USS7.2 to USSII.9,
mainly because of the improYement in enrolment rates., the population
structure in Europe would alter very little during the 30-year period.
In Thapnd, costs per worker would also rise, hut if fertilit y. declined

rapid1Vhose costs would level off by .1990 and then begin to fall. If a
slower decline in fertility took place, costs per worker would continue
in.rise, but proportionately not as much as in Europe. This is because
-over time, the population structure in Thailand would he shilling in
favour of the Working-age as compared with the school-age population.
Columns 3 and 5 show the ratio of educational costs per worker in

Thailand to those in Europe. 'f'he ratio fali., over time, hut even after

30 Nears of declining fertility in Thailand, educational costs per worker
would still he 30 per cent higher than in Europe. If only a slow fertility
decline took place,. costs per worker in Thailand would still he 63 per
cent higher by the year 2000.

If tnis example were applied to most deloping countries, we would
need to make further allowance for the fact that unemployment rates
are higher than in the West. Hence the edu,Jational cost per employed
worker would compare even less favourahlv with Europe. Since
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Table 1. Education costs per worker in Europe and Thailand,
assuming Thailand's enrolment rates and costs
per student apply in both cases. I

Year

Educational cost per worker
Europe

Excess cost in
Thailand

Thailand

(assuming fp

2

pidly declining

(1)

,

'Educational cost per

Excess cost in

,

Thailand

Thailand

worke't;

(assuming only slight

(4)

decline in fertility
after 1970)

fertility after

,

,

1970)

,

,

(1)

(2)

,

(5)

(4)

(3)

.

e

1970

13,3

13.3

1.84

1,84
,

Nil

9,2

16,5

1.7')

16,7

1,S3

mg)

11,1

16,6

1.5u

1(),1

1.72

20(111

11.q

15.5

II.31)

14).4

1,63

1

74

7.2

Age specil;ic lahour

lora participation ralo

coNant alILT 1Q70,

unemployment rates are not very high in Thailand, this factor has
been ignored in the present example.

The two conclusions to be drawn frcm this example are that a
decline in fertility in the developing countries would make fora population'structure more ,favourable to rapid educational develOpment, but
that the legacy.of the present high-fertility, heavily dependent age structure cannot quickly be removed.
II. ease studies: Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

The benefits of declining fertility for the achiev em,mit of educational
goals can be demonstrated in slightly more detail hy presenting some
results of case studies conducted in Pakistan and Sri Larka. 1
The
Pakistan study, conducted as it was before the creation of Bangladesh,
includes Bangladesh (that is, the former East Pakistan) as part of Pa-

kistan.

There is not space to set out all the underling demographic assumptions in detail, but in both studies a slow decline in mortality levels

was assurned, and ..three alternative trends in fertility hypothesized.
In Pakistan the igh projection assumes constant fertility after 1965,

whereas the medium projection assumes moderate declines and the low

projection more rapid declines (11- 50 per cent in 30 years). In Sri
Lanka, in all three projections fertility was assumed to -each the
same low level in 1998 but by three different time patos: projection I

assumed early and rapid fertility decline,
decline and projection 3 a delayed hut

!;

The resultant differences in populatio:.
turally sharper in the Pakistan exam;.^
tility is being compared with fairly
theless, the iniportant differences in pc',JiLi
ferent Sri Lanka examples illustrate
time-path of fertility decline that is foi,
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and slower and faster
Pakistan the enrolment rate approach
ci
situation
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increases in enrolment rates compared
In
Sri
Lanka
the
progr.'ssion
rate
approach
was used
rolment rates.
'(as a proxy for more precise data .on pr.-v,)tion, repeater and dropout
of each entry cohort of
rates), to approximate the study of the
s case, changing progression
pupils through the school system. I
rates were compared with constant
Alternative trends in educational ..pro&T..:
k'y
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Table 2. Trends in numbers in sckoolgoing age.groups, Pakistan
and Sri Lanka, according :Iiternative assumptions
Numbers in schoolgoing Base
age groups

yn..:11-1
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Aftcr
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After
30

20
year::7

years
I 12,699*.

" S5

Proi...L non

% increase,
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-2b

I c. Pro;L:,:tion

86,583"
65,618"

period'
182`,+
I 17:4-
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6,782
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Th.: effect of a decline in fertility on education enrolments is delayed
hcause typically children do not enter school until they are aged 6. At
,ipper levc;s of cducato9, the lag is even greater: the secondary school
students of 1984 ar ieadv horn. Over time, however, the effect of
r chool enrolments is quite marked. Take, for
example, the case of Pakistan. If we assume a rapid rise in the primary
school enrolmnt rate, from 34 per cent in 196u to 90 per cent in 1985,

a decline in fertilit

then the pzrcentage increal..;:, in enrolments in selected 5-year periods
will differ as follows, a ording to whether fertility rates remain
constant or decFr,

7

Pakistan: Percentage increase in enrolments

High fertility
Declining fertility

1965-70
40%
40%

1975-80

' 1985-90

50%
29%

5%

Within 10
theonset of fertility dechne, thenthe growth
of primary 3c;if..nt .-::w-olments has dropped substantially , to a rate little

more than hair. Ivat n ,the high fertility example. The imrlications of
this sharp difference for educational planning are clear.

The same example for Pakistan illustrates the lagged effect of the
fertility decline on secondary school enrolments compared with primary
school enrolments. During the 15-year period following 1965, tfu: increase in enrolments is as follows:
Primary school enrolments
Secondary school enrolments

high fertility
declining fertility

:

208 %
I 35 %

high fertility
260 %
declining fertility
'34 %
By 1980. the effect of fertility decline has just begun to "bite" at the
:

secondary level, whereas at the primary school leYel the absolute annual.
increase in enrolments at that stage is less than half that in the constant

fertility projection.

The absolute saving in enrolments resulting from a decline in

fertility 'is. of course, greater if enrolment rates are being raised.

However, the relative saving in enrolments is pre.:isely the same whether

or not enrolit rates are raised. Viewed in this light, a rapid rise in
enrolment rates does not "wash out" eYen slightl% the enrolment advantage of reduced fertility. The relatke saying in enrolments caused
in any given time period-by the decline in fertility can be altered only

by.altering the speed of that decline.

The saving in enrolments resulting from a decline in fertility
are translated directly into savings in requirements for teachers if

teacher/pupil ratios are left.unchanged. It is here that the major sayings
in educational costs are effected, because teacher salary costs typically.
constitute 60 to 80 percent of the total recurrent costs ofan educational
system..

However, beyond the question of teacher requirements

there

per se,

are a number of other questions that are of crucial concern
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to educational planners. For example, wih it he possible to increase
to untrained teachers? If the rate at which
the ratio of fully-trained
trained teachers are produced by the teacher training colleges is given,
then a slower increase in pupil number.s resulting from a decline in

fertihty will clearly lead to a more rapid increase in the proportion
of trained teachers in the school system. This is because the kiv en
number of trained teachers being produced will constitute a higher
proportion of the annual increment needed in the teaching force than
if school enrolments were increasing more rapidly. But the aim may
differ from this. For example, the goal ma y. he to ensure that all new
teachers entering the (eaching force are fully trained. What will be the
required number of enrolments in teacher training colleges from year
to year to ensure that this goal is realised?
In answering this kind of question, the weakness of the "enrolment
rate" approach becomes evident. tvlore,detailed annual estimates-of enrolments and teacher requirements using the "grade-cohort" approich
are needed.

In

the Sri Lanka study, 4fter estimating annual enrdl-

ments and teachingforce required. needed enrolmiints in teacher training inslitutions each yeal were projected hackwa:-ds, using various
assumptions about attrition rates, rates of re-entr !. of former teachers,
The results of this e.xercise are shown in Figure I. The goal
etc.1
was to ensure that all new primary school teachers after 1971 should

be 2-year trained, implying the gradual elimination of uncertificated
teachers, who at the beginning of 1970 constituted 25 per cent of all primary school teachers. The influence of the alternative paths of fertility
is very pronounced. For example, in the 10-year period 1975-1985,
well over four times as mans teachers would need to be graduated

from Teacher Education Institutes in projection 3 as in projection I
(124,000 as compared with 26,000). The reason for these marked differences is that teacher training requirements are hpvily influenced
by changes in the number of pupils, and alternative paths of fertility
have a much sharper effect on the increment to the itudent population
than on the absolute size of that population.
It is

clear from Fig.

1

that when there is no attempt to improve

progression rates, projection-1 would require little rise on the recent
crc uNed m thec
lolloA in aun1rtIcfl1
L mt rcr
hat dropout from Ow tcaLhing for-Le is 4
ttt grah) Fhat entn into the teaching fOrce of trained t.:achers other Ohm Iii
.ent rer Annum. 1111:e
duating from the FcaL. her Training lii'tItutL'
otild N. mosti tOrnicr teachers re-entering the ,.er\iLei.
That dropout from each %ear ot the teaLh::r traminc ,_ollrNe Is 3 rL:r Iit rer
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enrolments in Teacher Education Institutes to ensure that all new teachers are fully trained; in fact, from about 1975 to 1988 even fewer
enrolments would be required than.. in recent years. B contrast, projection 3 would require more than .a doubling of such enrolments by
1980. In the-,example, with imprOving prOgression
rates, the 0.bsolute
gap between the two projections is even wider. This serves to illustrate

the great importance of the particular titne path of..fertility decline
that is followed: it must be .remembered that fertility in'Sri
Lanka
is assumed to reach the same ilow level in 1998 in all three population
projections.
III. Savings in educational costs resulting from, lowl:red fertility
By making reasonable assumptions about trend's .in 'certain key components of educational costs (e.g. teacher salaries for various categories -of teachers, non-teacher recurrent costs, capital costs per new

pupil place) it is possible to project the costs of rn,..eting given educa-

tional goals, according to Oliferent trends in population growth, and hence

to derive estimates of the savings resillting from lowered fertility, Of
course, increases in the dollar costs of education,
or in the dollar
savings in educational costs resulting
from lowered fertility, have
little meaning in isolation: the G.N.P. and government budgets can also
be expected to increase substantially' over time. The key 4ariables
that should interest the planner are the projected trends in educational
costs as a proportion of government budgets or of G.N.P., a7id the projected savings resulting from towered fertility, also as a proportion

-of budgets and of G.N.P.

An example of the results of such a study are given in Fig.11, 2. In
this study it was assumed that

the growth of total G.N.P. would nOt be
affected by the trend in fertility. This implies that per capita income will
grow faster in the projection with more rapid fertility
decline. This is
consistent with Cc results of a number of macro-economic--modelS'
v.hich
idtegrate demographic variables; how eNer, other assumptions
could also
he used without greatly affecting the results.

According to the assumptions used, total .costs increase spectacu-

larly in all projections, but then so does G.N.P. Evidence on the rela-

tionship between educational costs and G.N.P. is given in- Figure 2, which
also shows the percentage of G.N.P. saved in the given years and accord-

ing to the given targets if fertility declines rapidly. Clearly, the ralin

factor governing trends in educational costs is trends in enrolment ra) s.
Where these are held constant, the share ofG.N.P. required
for-edu.:ation
rises only slightly especially if.fertility declMes: where enrolment rates
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. rise as postulated, this share multiplies, eYen if fer ty declines rapidly.11 pupil/te41ier ralios are lowered as well, anu the non-teacher
salary component of recurrent costs raised, education's share of the
G.N.P. climbs 1:6 6 per 'cent And above by 1985, everf if fertikity declines
rapidly..Thisfigure does not include ie costs of higher education, including teacher training, which will also be increasing and Might well ac-'
cdunt for a further 1 or .2 percent of G.N.P.ty the end of the projection
period. Atthe present time 8 per colt of G.N.P. is asmuch.as any "country in the world spends.on educ'ation, and althOugh it yl.cfuld not be impossible for Pakistan to reach" this level from the 1..7 per cent of G.N.P.
actually spent on education in 1965; this would reCruire a very'' basic re-

ordering of priorities.
haYe 'cry little effect on
A_ rapid decline in -fertility after 1965
costs for .about 10 vears., hut Figure 2.demonstrates,that it will subse-

quentfy be Of 'substantial benefit' in, the struggle to up-grade_ the education
sy stem, and its effect will grow cumutatikely as time goes .bv.'Etv 1990,
for example, declining fertility would result in a saY ing.of 1.6 per cent
of the G.N.V. -each year in reachi7:;, the goal of increased enrolment
rates and improved pupil/teacher ratios: it,,fi-gurealmostidentical to the
entire share of thc G.N.P. going to education in 1965.

In Pakistan, where enrolment rates are low to begin v.ith, the massive
-increase in enrolments and teacher requirements needed to effect a rapid increase in enrolment rates is formidable. Oen in the absence.of
population groWth. ThiS in no sense weakens the case for population control. It merely underlines the pOint that a country- such as Pakistan wouid
find it impossible to- provide uniyersal. high,quality eduation within a
decade or two ey en if fertility were to decline quite rapidk.

The Pakistan case study ields results consi'stent ith those of other
Asian case sfudies. GiY en the aim of gradually improy ing 'school en'-.
sts `Iere higher by the following
.annual educational
rolment
in the yarious studies
rrojection
ir.
die
higher
fertility
percentagc:s
conducted Ivy

he tinrhor:

After 15 years
Republic of Korea
compared -Aith ,-apid fertility decline
compared _With slow dr fertility decline

After 25 years

21)r,I

19(i.
Soci

Pakistan
lt)`.;

Thailand
Sri Lanka

17:
74

82

33ci

The wide differences in these figures are caused primarily tr; differences in the assumed speed of the fertilto decline in the respective
"low- projections.
Th..: higher costs in the higher-fertility examples constitute 'a real
drain on national resources.
A significantk higher share of national
resources
he needed to achiese the same improvements in the
average educational level of the young adult population in the higherfertility than in the lower-fertility projections. ln the conte)t of a strong
commitment hy governments of most deseloping countries to broaden
the coverage and improve the quality of their educational sy stems, a
very important result of a decline in fertility is to widen the options
available to the planners. They can achiese a gis en improsement in the
cos erage and .quality of th2 cehool sy stem with a smaller commitment
of the nation's resources 1.han....if the fertility les el were higher. The
resources saved could he used to:
(a)

further improse the coverage and quality ofthe education system,

(1,)

or
on other developmental actisities; or

(c)

on some combination of (a) and (b).

IV. Fertility decline and educational quality
Of the three options mentioned in the previous paragraph as resulting

from ia decline in fertility, option (b): disersion-of all the savings into
other developmental actis ities seems moSt unlikely lobe followed. Indeed, given the way in which budgetary dec,ision-making is usually done,
it would he unrealistic to expect even a sharp-and prolonged .fertility
decline to lead to much dkersion of resources from education to other

activities. (Nor perhaps should it, when siewed from a strictly tostbenefit vantage point). More likely , the gain from fertility decline 'will
be through faster attainment of enrolment rate goals and qualitative
improvements. This implies that the feedback from the fertility decline
into the process of economic des elopment sia its effects on education
will probably result in a taster rise in the proportion, but not number,
of trained people in the young groups entering the workforce, and an impros ement in the quality of the education which they (or someof them)
are receiving.

In relatior io this claim, a comparison hetween recent educatibnal
expericace in Thailand and Singapore is instructise (see "table 3). Both

countries achieved rapid economic growth during the 1960's, which
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permitted a sharp increase in educational expenditure. But population
trends were quite different.
In Thailand, pobulation growth during the 1960's ayeraged approximately 3.0 'per cent.per .:rinum. Fertility levels were high and apparently rather steady, with the result:that the annual number of births

probably increased by 'about one third- over the decade. The proportion
of these babies surviving was also rising. Thailand had virtually achieved universal compulsory four years' education by the beginning of the
decade; expansion of enrolments at this leNel had therefbre to cope "only" with population growth. Early in the decade, hovNever, the govnment committed itself to the expansion of compulsory schooling from
4 .to 7 years of education. As a resultf/tremendous efforts went into expansion of the upper primary level of education,Nk here a 125% enrolment
increase was achieved. Even so, theHgoal of' 7 years' compulsory education is still far from being reached: in 1969/70 the overall progression
rate from 4th to 5th grade was still only about 44 per cent,1 and in 1970
the ratio of upper primary enrolments to the numbers of children aged

11-13 was only 30 per cent. Repetition rates in the primary schools
ha,.e remained rather high, but the average ethicational qualification
of the teaching force has "risen, mnd this may he partly responsible
for the surpt-isingly large rise in the expenditure per pupil at the primary'
school level.
Secondary

school

enraments almost doubled during the 1960's,

most of the increase occurring towards the end of the decade, when the
poHcy of restrictin'g the growth of secondary. enrolmentS appeared to
break down under increasing pressure from the public. (The ratio of
secondary school enrolments to the numbers aged 14-18 was still only
12 1/2 per cent in 1970).; Enrolments in teacher training institutions
increased rapidly, particullarly toward the end of the decade, though

in other institutions of hither education enrolments expanded at only
about 6 per cent per annum, again- due to deliberate restrictions on
uni..ersity entrance.

Singapore 'started the decade with a more athanced education system than Thailand', The goal of' universal four years' primary education
was almost reached, and eni-olment ratios for the primary and secondary' levels of eduCatio9 Combined were 76( pe cent of' the relevant.age
groups, .compared With 59 per cent in Thailand. Population trends during
1

1, "Problems of Financing the Thai Educational System During
Eth:cation,
1960s and 19/0's," EducationLl Planning Di% kion.

Nicholas Bennett et
the

Bangkok, June 1972 dnimeo).
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Table 3. A cervarison of educational development in Thailand and Singapore, /960-70.
1960

1965

1960-65 1965-70
% increase

1970

THAILAND
I. printan solool enrolments (1100)
Secondar) school enrolments ('000)

2.

3. Tertiar It! \ el enrolments r0001
4. Ratio of aboe primary to total enrolments
5.

Recurrent gmernment educational expenditures

(current prices) (Bt. mill.)
6.

Recurrent go\ ernment educational expenditures

7.

per pupil (Bt.) 3/
Recurrent go\ ernment esrelldltUrek. MI primar\

8.

education per primar) school pupil 1131.1.2_
":,! of current education c spenditure on primar\
school.

.935.;

4,630.4
357.6

289.0
sit.9

53.4

7.9':

8.2;

5,604.2
593.7
71.0
10.2';

18
5

I,
21

33

(1993)

I .696

2,716

( 1969)

59

350

(1963 i

.395

Sr);

(1999)

35

236

( 19931

's7

408

(1969)

92 .1-

1,409

63.3

;11993)
(

67.6

6S. 3

(

SO

,

-1--

56 ..-.

I 90())

SINGAPORE
I., Primar) school enrolments (.000)
2. Secondary school enrolments r000) ...
3. Tertiar) le\ el .mrolments ('000)
4. .Ratio of ahoC primal-) to total enrol ments
5.

7.

8.

363

8

14

14

29.2,

30,3',

IS.; c;

Recurrent go)ernment edm.:it lona! expendour,-.

(current prices) IS S'(0(0
6.

291
59

Recurrent go\ ernment educational expenditures
per pupil .iS S1
Recurrent gmernm en. t expenditures on primal- \
education per primal.) school pupil (S St
c'i of current education expenditure on pr(man
school.

115

146

99

-1

57.100

11 2.till6

1:4.4)2

(il.;

159.5

229.9

350,9

44

53

128.2

179,9

210.5

41)

17

95.3

57.7

44.4

.

Sources: Thailand- Nichola,. ficunett et al.

.)1 Isiwnring the Thai Educational Sy.stem Dw-ing 1he1960's und 197()'.v,"
Educational Plannim,
%Imistr, of Education, Bangkok. June 1972 (mimeo).
Singapore - Tan Peng Goo. "Education inSingapore,
Puhlications
,It- of Education. Singapore. 1970,
.Note.:

s5

Tables 3A. I2A and 14A; unpuhlished data supphed h) Uniiir) of EdUcation.
Although educational expenditures are expri..sscil i current prices, trends iFi inflation were roughly comparahle iii
both countries'. 1 Singapore, the' consumer price Index rose 12 per cent over the decade, compcire,d with approsiIna (NJ. 20 per cent in Thailand.

2

3

1963-,5 trend extrapolated to 5-year period.
1965-69 trend extrapolated to
ear period.
,In these rov,s, go ernrnerit expenditures are related to the number-of pupils in
go) e rnment schools only.

the 10W's contrasted dramaticall% with those in Thailand. In Singapore,
fertilit% rates began to decline in 1057, and the de.:line was dramatic
edough to hake the gross reproduction rate in 12 %ears. 'The absolute
number of births fell froc: almost 62,000in 1960 to less than 45,(X)O in
1969. This decline was rehected, with a lag of 6 can ,. in primar school
entrants. Howe\ er, numbers of prospectke i2Londar% school pupils v.iIl
not begin to decline until the mid-I070's. 13\ the mid-I060's, primar%
school enrolments had leelled out and h% the em.! of the decade tho
%,2re actuall\ starting to dechne. It was therefore possible to put strong
efforts into the secondar% and higher lecls of education. Secondar
school enrolments %%ere raised 146 per Ccrit during td f e %.ecade, and pri expenditures oer the decade
'
mars education's share I.11t .ota e-tica,ional
I

declined from 65 to 44 per cent.
.Apart from documenting the long lead time hetween a fertilit% decline
and its effect on enrolments, what are the main imp!ications of the Singapore-Thailand comparison?

Om: is that rapid population grov,th cannot he onsidered an insuper-

able harrier to educational progres. Thaila

.1i/S made modest, hut
real progress Irl e\telldlIng the cmerage and impro% mg the qualit\
ot its education s% stem. Howe\ er, there has bccn a good deal of."tatIL

expansion" to cope with rapidl increasing nurnhersof school-age children,,. and th .:. basic structure of the school s% stem has altered little.
A roughl% similar increase in puhlic eduLation e\perldIttlres III Thailand
and Singapore has been associated 'xith little n,.rease in the ratio of
post-primar% to total enrolments in Thailand, hut a sharp increase in
Sing4ore.

A second implication would appear to he that it is unrealisti% to
expect a &chile 111tertillt, e%ell One as sharp as ill SlfWapore, to lead to
con:liderable deLeleration in the rise in educational e,penditure.
Certainl%.theri_ has not %et been an\ slaLkening 01 edikational expenditure
inn Singapore and none is in prospect, because along with the decrease in
.%11%

priman school enrolments there,are plans tor a marked expansion of
se%ondar education, mainb through the expansion of technical and
%ocational education totake those pupils whoare not fitted for the acade7

rnic st:eam, and of post-secondar eduxation, through opening [ley, ocat;onal institutes, 'a technical institute and a minor college. In addition,
expenditure per pupil at each leel of edu._ation has been increasirg
sharpk, due to repla%ement of inadequate huildings, upgradnig of the
!

the,:
inn
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and so on.

In other kkords, the main contribution oflertilif% decline to educationin Singapore has not been in ,slo\\ ing domi the rise in
educational expenditures, hut rattle, in rapidl increasing the average
educational attainment of voting people and in impros ing the qual 'y of
the educational system.
al de\ elopment

V. Policy implications for population control efforts
Fertility del:jile, Ne ha \ e show n, ields substantial sak ings in reaching educational targets expressed in relation to the eligible population,
and hence opens up the possibilit of heighteued de\ elopmental cflorts
in both education and other fields. This conclusion has immediate implications for the cost-henefit evaluation of effLrt,, towards population
control. it, in fact, effecti \ e means .Call be found to srinmue a decline
in fertility which would otherv Ise not ha\ e occurred, or to accelerate
a decline alrearj, under wa:,, it w Ii from an economik: point of \ icv, he
justified to in\ est in such means, up to the point Micre tue rate of
return,on such in\ estments is no higner than that on alternati\ e de\ elopmental (mestments. In calcula 'jug th rate of return on 111\ estments in
population limitation, the sa \ ings in costs of attanung gik en educational
goals are of considerable importance.

Family plannirr; programmes ha\ c Keen adopted almost universally
throughout Asia in an a .tempt to lower ter-Wit\ rates. Although evaluation oLtheir demographic impact is a complex question, there is certainly evidence that tf-.:y can ha\ e an independent effect on fertility levels.1
It-may therefore he of interest to compare hriefl \ the costs of an expanded family pla-ming programme ui Asian countries o\ er the coming years
with the potential sa\ iogs in educational costs resulting from various
rates of decline in fertility.
The case study of Sri Lanka provides 'some useful evidence
on this question. The costs of the national famil ',planning programme
to include foreign contributions and imputation of costs.
directly budgeted to the family planning programme) were
projected on the assumption of further expansion of the programme
in the early years, followed by' a period where cost increases are
geared to slow growth -in the scope of the programme but gradually
rising salary levels. Given -these assuniptions, it 11/4as calculated that

(adjusted
not

1.

John A. Ross at. al., "Findim! from famik rlaiminw r,:,;:areh," Reports on Popululitm,rnmily Plontimg, No. 11, Oct. 1q72. r
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the cost of a stepped-up famil y. planning programme during the next 30
years Would be greatly exceeded by the saNings in educational costs,
ir the family planning programme caused populatjon tbroi:.)w Projection
I

rather than Frojection 2 (i.e. sha-rp deint; in fertility rather than

steady decline in Fertility). Indeed, saving i educational expenditures
in Sri Lanka in such a case wnuld be 7 times- grcater. than the ccsts
of an expanded hat iona I ram i , planning prog ra

inc.' Although we cannot
calculate with any precision the impact or the raw i
lanning programme

on the birth rate, these rindipgs lead to one ver iir .-wrant conclusion:
the potential savings in educational costs alOrw reszi
from a family
planning programme would exceed the.'cost of such
mime unlc,s the effect of the family plarmin.g procramme on '1.(i1.
,yre very
small indeed. And cr cot.rs..: man); other economic bene
flov,

from the decline in fertil.

trt from those arising

sector.

Similar results folloNN from
Thailand, and by 0.P. Vig for in:f
the importance or the populatioo
the education sector can both
from, a decline in fertility'.
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Implementing Universal Primary Education within
A Context ;.if Rapid Populatiori Growth:
The Problem of Regional Disparities with
Reference to Thailand
I. Summary and conclusions

In the early 1960's, Thi iland was one oF the fe.w Asian countries to
have achieved universal prmar edu..-ation. Although the proportion of
late entries was rather high -7- and this proportion is still sizeable at
the present timeneart every child was admitted :into primary education. Taking into account the attainment of this important objective,
one may have thought that from then on th.: expansion of primar education would only have to eep up with the paee of population growth. In

the long run, the burden of orialar education ex~,-)enditure could e%en
be alleiated with the possible decline in fertilit-. l'nder the pressure

of. private demand and because of ver high rate of population growth
experienced in tne past, enrolment 'lad increased er,- quickl during
the 1950's and the earli ")60's. lo addition, the implenn.:ntation.of universal primar education implied that 7ducation should he developed

even in the most remote areas. Fhis rapid increase of en-olment v-as
not follm% cd, however, by a parallel improement of the teaching
conditions. To some extent, the att.: .nment o the qw:trititate target
expressed in enrolment terms Itas been ()Mai! 2d Pt the expens,.: of the
"quality of education." At' ary i at,. the petition rate v.as high, especiall 'in the lowest grades, ant. thc proporti, of unqualified teadiers
was sizeable, although significant i:irogr.ss has been made in recent
ears. In addition to this, the disparit; s hetv ,'en. the arious regions
of the country..have tended to w lien ai the
contlidous ar.. far
from being the same in the different toes of scnools in the different
changwads (districts).

This situation is in no way unioue
tries and throkr.;hout the devAloping
In many instanc s, they art_ even more ac"'::.

'. In many Asian ct, e:
problems can he feu.A.

This unequal development of education in the al ious regions oi the
country and the disparity which can he found in ,eachi: conditions are
of great concern to the. Thailand Gover:. ien an0 among the )b.jeciives
and policies stated in the Third Eductional in 97 2,76) t.so at least
are directly related to this problem.
.

H

It.:01. Int 'r'n;itIorl.t1

\tttut: t.
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'To accelerate the production of teachers to meet the demand.
(
Also, to promote vvelfare and security for teachers, especially tor those
teachers living in regional or remote areas.
(2) To promote equality in education hy improv ing and expanding
in regional areas. Also, to accelerate the organiration of
education suitable for each locality, especially in areas vvith special
cha rade ristic
education

A detailed analysis of the various aspects of the disparities in the
development of primary education Nv ill he made later on in the study
but .ve feel it yyould be useful to present here the main conclusions and
to shoyv some of the implications,. at the regional ley el, of a general objective such as univi..rsal primary. education.
Broadly speaking, there are three types of disparities:

the disparity. in the development of upper primary education in
the various regions of the country,
the disparity in the teaching conditions in the various types of
schools and also in the ..arious regions of the country,
and finally, the disparity. in the level of recurrent unit cost.

Whereas lovver primary education is equally available throughout
the %%hole country, the development of upper primary education is more
limited and also much more unequal 2 In the metropolitan area and

more generally in -the urban areas, the transition ratio from lower to
upper primar y. school reaches nearly 100 per cent but in rural areas it
is much lower and it varies idelv in the different parts of the country.
It can he as lov as 15.2 per cent in Eldong Thani or as high as 81.4 per
cent in Ranong. Of course, this inequality is even more pronounced in
secondary education. In upper secondary, for instance, enrolment in the

metropolitan area represents almost 60 per cent of enrolment for the
hole kingdom.

The teaching conditions arc also very different. They are different
in the various types of schools. 'Fhey are very goo k. in the Ministry of
Education schools, hut much less so .a the cha ga schools vvhich arc
mainly situated in rural areas. llovvever, even among changYvad schools
1.
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there are very large differences in teaching col .ntioru.. While the average
pupil/teacher ratio for the changw ad schools as a whole is 35, tf!.. ratio
ranges in fact from 23.2 in Pattani-to55. in Kainp..ieng Phet. Th._ same
holds true for the qualilication prodie of the teaching force. The percentage of teachers haying fess than! :dim= qualifications ranges from
10.3 per cent in Prachuap Khiri to 48.5 per r..kit io Lampang. The disparity in the flow rates in primar education is also %er great. Grade I
repetition rate, for instance, varies from II .7 per e;nt in Sakon Nakhon
to 59.3 per cent in Chiang Rai. A detailed anaksis of the situation in the

different changwads does not show, how eei. aw. clear relationship
between the flow rates and the pupil/teacher ratio or the qualification
profile of the teaching force,

Teachers' cost being the most importaru component of total cost,
the large difference observed in the pupil/teacher ratio and in the
qualification profile of the teaching force has a direci ,..1.!;:t on the
leel of recurrent unit cost. Ohipu.sly_Alie_lex-ol of recurrent cost is
much higher in the Ministry of Fdhcation schools and in the municipal
schools than in the changwad schools, hut here again, the range is
yer large in the changwad schkools over the whole country. If the national
used as a base, the recurrent cost index
goes from 64.2 in Nong Khai to 147.8 in Nakhon

aerage recurrent unit cost

:From this brief( analysis of the %arious aspects of the disparity in
the development of primar education, it seems that some general conclusions can be draWn.
It

is

clear that a glohal target conceked as rrh!rely increasing

enrolment for the whole country is cerr:inly insufficient. This aspect of
the problem has been cleark seen by the Royal Thai Government and in
the current Five Year Plan, detailed projections have been made for

each changwad.

A close analysis Of these projek_tions show s the important effort made

towards equalizing the opportunities lo children to progress to upper
primary school in the different changwads.

It is also clear that an ohjectke such as unive, al r. imary education
will riot be very meaningful if teaching conditions c not improved evenly in all the regions. In this perspectivk a simple anak sis of the resources n,.eded, based on enrolment projections, will hardly he sufficient. The analysis should examine in depth the present s;:hool network.
A detailed and careful anaysis, at the regional le.el, of the school
network, with particular emphasis on staffing characteristics, teaching

conditions, and student achie)ement, ma) lead.to.some %et.) interesting
conclusions and ma) help in planning the modification of the school
neNork in order to improve the teaching conditions. hi the longer term,
the planning of the expansion of the school net»ork should have as its
main concern:the adaptation of the school net»ork to local characteristics -- of which population dynamics is a. principal factor and thc
hest use of availahle resources, especially of teachers: In other words,
a clear polic) of school location based on i qiorough anal)sk of the various regions of the countr) seems to he essential.

All these actions direLted tmards the remodelling of the.school
netv.ork will certain!) not he successU if the financing method and the
hudgetary process is not improved in order to assure a more even distribution of educational resources.
Finally, and in a more general »ay it should he said that thc various
disparities found in the school system are only one aspect of a much

more general problem. Similar disparities also exkt in the other
fields or social and economic development. Any effort made towards
the reduction of disparities in the school system »ould not be very
fruittW it' not accompanied hy parallel efforts in other fiilds.

II. Disparities in the development of upper primary education
Primary education in Tha-iland is divided into two stages: lower
prirnar'y education which last four years and upper primary education
lasting three years. While lower primar) education is- available
throughout the »hole country and benefits almost every child, the deve-

lopment of upper primary education is morelimited. During the last
decade, the .transition rate from lo»er phi-liar) to upper primary
schools has increased greatly. It nearl) douNed bet»;een," 1961 and
1971, going up from .226 to .424. In spite of this rapid increase thc dis-

trihution of upper primary s,:hools i. still )ery unequal and the opportunities for children to progre:;s to upper prinlary education vary
widely according to region. One »ay ol.showing this disparity is tocompare the situation in the metropolitan areas (Bangkok-Thonhuri) kith
that in the four geographical regions.

Disparity between the metropolitan areas and the four geograr cal

jons
The distribution of enrolment at the' various levels of education in
the metropolitan areas and in the four geographical areas is indicated
in the following table.
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Table 1. Distribution of enrclment in Bangkok-Thonburi and the four
geographical areas in 1971
BangkokThonburi South Central1 North- Northeast
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As can be clearly seen, the distribution of school places becomes
more: and more unequal the higher the level of education. Nearly
chilAren are admitted into lower priman but the possibility otadvancing
from lower primary to upper prnnary and to;secondary school is very
different in the metropolitan areas and in the other regions.
Whereas enrolment in lower primarv in Bangkok-Thonburi represents only 7.8 per cent of total lower primar enrolment, its proportion, of total upper primarv en:-:-)Iment goes up to 16.7 per cent. This
inequalitk iS even mOre pronotrIced in secondao education and particuhirly so in upper secondary Ihhere enrolment in the metropolitan

area represents almost 60" per cent of the enrolment for the whole
kingdom. In contrast, in the north-east region v.here enrolment in lower
primary. is 34.1 per cent of total ent,olment, enrolment in upper seCondary is only 8.2 per cent.
Another way of .showing the unequal development of education is to

compare the school pyramid of the metropolitan area 0,ith those of
the other regions. Giving the value of 100 to low er primary school
enrolment (ibwer primary being more or less eefily spread out mer
all the r.egiow), the -dative value of enrohnent for the other levels
of education is as follows:
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Table 2. Enrolment in the various levels of education according to
region, 1971 (with base = 100 for lower primary)
BangkokThonburi
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On the basis of the same enrolment in lower prinfacy, enrolment in upper secondary would be 12 times higher in Bangkok-Thonburi than in the
south and central regions, 18 times higher than in the north region and ,
35 times higher than in the northeast region-1 Even if we limit ourselves
to the transition between lower and upper primai school, the difference

-is still very large.
In addition to this disparity between the metropolitan area and the
other. regions of the country, there are also large differences between
the different types of school.

Disparity between the different type:; of school
the responsibility
Before 1959, the entire educational system
of the Ministry of-Education w ith the exception of only a few special
institutions. Since then, large sections of the ,sy stem have been gradually transferrul to other organizations. In .1963,, all the elementary
-Sdhools situated in municipal areas were transferred to the municipa., 4
Oities. In 1966, al remaining elementary schools were.transferred to
the local authorities at changwad level. Both the municipal, schools
and the changwad schools fell under the' control of the Ministry oFthe
Interior. Thus, the Ministry of ,Education was left with only a ."..w
how..!Yer still in charge of the
hundred experimental schools. It
pedagogical, curricular and supervisory aspects of-primary education.
There are currently four broad tyres of primary school:
.

Ministry of Educaticyt "experimental- schools
Changwad schools

-- Municipal schools
Private schools

94
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All municipal schools are obviously in urban areas. The. same applies.

to Ministry of Education experimental schools. Privatc educatiop is
also availabte in urban areas.. The.typical primar, school in rural areas
is therefore the (:hangwad school. In 1970, the distribution of enrolment
in these difle:-cnt tvpes of school was as follows.

Table 3. Distribution of enrolment in lower and upper primary education by type of school.
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The above figures show ..cleariy that upper primary education is
much less extensive in the changw'ad schools than in the.barer types of
school. Whereas enrolment in changwad schools repreSents 82.8.per
,

-.

cent of total .lower primary enrolment, their proportion of upper pri-_
mary enrolment is . only 46.9 per cent. As a rcsult; the,transition
ratio between lower and upper primary educaiion is only .267 for-.changwad schools, while it reaches ' .425 fat the svstem.as a vVhole.
Of coLirse, these ratios are only-aVerage ratios. I.n ract their range
is very large when the 'situation in the diffqrent chands is analv sed.
,.

Disparity in the developmentof upp6 primary cducatiCin
in the various
-,

changwads

(

...

..

s

..

,

s

For 'administrative purposes, 'thailand.is di ided into twelve educational regions. In each of these regions there are 4 to 8 changwads arid
the total number of changwads t's'il: 'Fhe followjng table giieS,thc; aver-

age transition ratio between ,lower and upper primar i. school for the
tw,.lve educational regiontN.These regions have ban clatisified accord-,

ing to the value of thvH- transitiO ratio. 'FOr each rygion, in adt4tibn
to the ave.rage transition ratio. ve have als.o indicated; the changwads

with the highest and lowesttio.
1

In general, the iransition ratic from low'er to lappet- primary
school is higher tor the system asa whole than for the chanpvad schools

e-

Table 4. Transition ratio from Grade IV tO Grade V for the various education regions of Thailand
Transition ratio from GradelV to Grade v
All schools
Whole Region
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taken separately. This is in line with what we hae seen in the comparison of the variouslypes of school. Access to upper primary school is
very unequal for ihe different regions. The transition ratio ranges from
19.5 per cent in Region 9. to 48.0 per cent in Region 3. This inequality
is however even greater between the various changwads of any one
region. In Region 4, for instance, in the case of the changwad schools,
the transition ratio ranges from 17.6 per cent in Trang changwad
to 7$.7 per cent in Phuket changwad. Finally, if we compare all the
changwads, .taking into account all primary schools and not only the
changwad schools, the transition ratio may be as low as 15.2 per cent
(Udon Thani changwad) or as high as 81.4 per cent (Phuket changwad).

This large variation in the transition ratio indicates the very unequal
development of upper primary education in the 'different regions of the
country. It also shows that the achievement of the target of a -seven-year
primary edUcation implies a considerable effort towards equahzing the
opportunities in the various changwads for children to progress to
upper primary school. Action in this direction has alread y. been taken
and one of the goals of the Third Five Year Plan is to reduce this disparity. Detailed examination of the projection of ehrolment in changwad
schools shows that the greatest percentage increases in upper primary
enrolment .are scheduled precisely for those changwads which at the
present tiMe are furthest behind.

Disparities in teaching conaitions
Here again, teaching conditions varN, great1N from one type of school
to another, and even more so when the situation of the various changwads
is compared.

Disparities in the teaching conditions in the different types of school
a) Pupil/teacher ratio
The pupil/teacher ratio ranges from 23.8 in the Ministry of Education schools to 35.6 in the changwad schook.This.large difference is due,
less

to

the

average

size of class than to the teach/class ratio.

The average size of classes does not differ much. in the various types
of schools. It is lower in the changwad schook which -are located mainly
in rural areas where population density is lower. It is higher in municipal schools. On the whole, the class size in Thailand's primary education sector compares very favourably with that ofotherAsian countries.

The teacher/class ratio, however, varies greatly.. The average ratio
is 1.42 teachers per class in Ministry of Education schools and only 0.82

.

Table 5. Number of pupils, classes and teachers in different types of
primary schools in 19701
Ministry of Education
schools
Numb,: r of rurtl,,
Nurnher ot

Numhor ot leadwrs
rat io
Puri
1a110
ea hcr I a
.

Pupil
1

Municipal
schools

I01.75c

2711,101.1

5,42t:

7,745
S.85.1(0)

s,41)1

.;;:-/

1.14

1.42

31.5

L.L. hcr rano

Changwad

schools
4,381,124
144,256
i

2 '1 ,891)

24.4
11.52

35.6

Ilk Itkling pre-m[11;w%

in changwad schools. In other words, in many changwad schools one
teacher is in charge of more than one class. The fact that the teacher/
class ratio is rather high in the Ministry a Education schools can partly
be explained by the percentage of enrolment in'uppc.:. ,,rimary (where
teachers are specialized in the different subjects) lOich is higher in'
On the other
Ministry of Education schools than in changwad
remote
art:as
not
all teaching
hand, one should point out that in some
filled
because
of
the
difficulty
of recruitposts in chanewad schools are
ing teachers willing to go to these remote areas.

As a result of these large differences in the teacher/class ratio,

the range of the teacher/pupil ratio is larger than may be expected from
the class size. Although the class size is lowest in changwad schools,
it is in the changwad schools that the number of pupils per teacher is
the highest (36as against 24 in the Ministry of Education schools). Clearsituation is less favourable.
ly it is in the changwad schools that the
b) Teacher qualification profile

There are three basic levels of teache'r training in Thailand:
Bachet,r of Education degree level
Diploma level

Certificate level

At the aachelor degree level the most important teacher training

institution is the College of Education with its seven branches throughout

the country but most uni- .sd:ties also offer courses leading to B.Ed.
,90
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six universities out ..of eight had a firculty of education. The
programme in gereral takes four years on completion of upPer secondary education but there are also two year courses for teaching diploma holders.
In 1970,

Teachers at the diploma and certificate levels are trained in teacher
training colleges. The diploma 'courses last for two years after upper
secondary, and the certificate courses two y ears after lower secondary
school. In addition, in 19(17 a new accelerated certificate course was
started, taking ouly one year after upper secondary school.

To these broad categories of teachers one should also add a tburth
categnry, designated below as holders of "other certificates" and

corresponding to teachers who have followed training programmes
which na%e since Leen discontinued. Of course, there are also the unqualified teachers who have received a few years of secondary general
or vocational education.

Bachelor degree teachers are rarely to he found in primary educa-

tion. Typical primary teachers are usually diploma- or certificateholders. There is, however, a large numher of unqualified teachers who.
were recruited in the fifties and the early. sixties because of the rapid
expansion of primary education.
In general, the qualification profile of the teaching force has impi oved steadily over the past decade, and the number of unqualified
teachers has decreased not only in relative terms hut also in absolute

numhers. Nevertheless the situation %aries widely at krding to the type
of school.

different types

Table 6. Qualification profile of the teaching force in
of schooi
Municipal
schools

Min. of Ed
schools
Number
Bak 11lor- do.!rc,:
1)trlorna
(-crt It ILatc in FL1.

_,

I.
2,594
2.913
1.204

1,05(t

11.1

1.9.33

9.525

HAL()

758

8.()

4,535

47.h
30.6

(nItii. crt II ftati:,

2.)14
:59

1 Ihithiltrict.1
FOTA1

Number %

%

,

.

2.4
29.3
32.9
13.6
21.8

8.857 100,0
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Changwad Public primary
education

schools
Number

% Number

%

71 ,

li

24,612
49.639
19,75H

21).0
4114
16.1

25,185

22.9

31,177

22.5
39.3
15.I!
22.))

1,899

100.0

141,281

MOM

i .684
31,741

55,46f,

:1,213

1.2

The qualification profile of the teaching force of Ministry of Education schools is rather good. More than half the teachers (55.6 per cent)
hold either degrees'or diplomas. in the changwad schools, the situation
is much less satisfactory: The percentage of Bachelor degree or diploma holders is only 21 per cent, whilo almost a quarter of the teachers
are unqualified.
In addition to this large difference in teaching conditions, or perhaps
as a result of it, the "efficienc,." of primary education varies also
from one type of school 'to anothe,.

c) Flow rates in the various types of school
k-omotion in thc Thai educational system is based entirely on examinations. An examination is taken at the end of each grade of primary
education. In order to be eligible to sit the examination, a minimum

attendance is required. In analysing the examination results, one should,
take into account three kinds of indicators:

Examinees/enrolment ratio
Passes/examinees ratio

Passes/enrolrmmt ratio
The examinees/enrolment ratio can he considered as an indicator of
dropouts. Those who cannot sit the examination are those who have
dropped out during the year or those who have not the minimum attendance required.

The passes/examinees ratio is restricted to the achievement ot
students, in as much as an examination can measure this. It relates
therefore more to the teaching conditions.

FinaHy, thc passes/enrolment ratio gives an overall picture of
examination results. It depends both on the examinees/enrolment ratio
and the passes/examination ratio.
The figures below show a rather specific pattern of examination
results. The number of passes are much lower in Grade I and to a
certain extent in Grade II than in the higher grades. They also show a
large disparity betvveen the various types of schools.
The examinees/enrolment ratio is very high in the Ministry of Education schools. It is lo w. in the changwad schools and in the private
92
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Table 7. Examination results in the various types of primary schools
Grade

II

III

9s .5

q8.()

I

VI

VH

IV

V

(48.1

98.8

q(4.h
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schools. Early dropout and lo'A attendance seem therefore to he more
frequent in these two types of schools than in tht others.

For the passes/examinees ratio, the position of the Ministry of
Education schools is also much more satisfactory. One should note,
however, that the disparities are large only at the beginning of primary
education, i.e. in Grade I and in Grade II. In the higher grades, the difference is much less. From Grade III onv,ards the pass rate ranges

from 90 to 99, per cent. The pass rate however is not very significant in
so far as access to upper primary education is concerned. Those who
pass the Grade IV examination do not necessarily gain access to Grade V.

In reality, the possihility of passing from Grade IV to Grade V does not
depend upon the achieyement of the student hut upon th:. aailabilitv
of a school offering upper primary grades and, as we have seen, this
differs from changwad to changwad.

Let us now turn to a more detailed a!
teaching conditions in the various changwads.
restrict the analysis to the changwad s';:hools.
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:s of the disparities in
. this.purpose, we will

Disparities in teaching conditions in the various changwads,

1

As we hake already indicated, from the point of 10.1 of adirinistratike organization of education, Thailand is "dikided into 12 regionS and
The size of these chang%kads is hokkever very different.
1968, the average enrolment in lokker primar y. grades in chilngwad
schools, per changwad, is 52,000 but it ranges from 169,500 in Ubon
-Ratchathani tO less than 6,000 in Ranong.
71 changwads.

In

The mean size of lower primary schools also varies very widely.
One may think that there is some relationship between the mean size
of thc school and the class/teacher ratio. The smaller the size of the
school, the higher the class/teacher ratio %kill be, the teacher being in
charge of more than one class (i.e. more than one group of pupils at the
same level). In fact, the rank correlation coefficient between mean
school size and class/teacher ratio in the 71 chang%kads is very low
(.156) and it is positive and not negative as %ke might expect it to be.
In Nong Khai changwad, tor instance, %kilt:re the mean school size is
155.3 (for the four lower- primary grades), the class/teacher ratio is
2.1 (one leacher tOr 2.1 classes) On the other hand, in 'Frat changwad
where the mean school size is 91.7, the class/teacher ratio.is only J.3.

Table 8. Lower.primary enrolment and mean school size in
the three highest, the three median and the three
lowest changwads, i968
Rank

Changwad

I hon Ratchathani
2 Nakhon Patchasima
Chiang Rai
35 Trang
l6 I ita radii
.;7 Kant hanaonn
1

69 l'huket
711 Nlat: Ihmit, Son
"1

Ra110111!.

Mean enrolment

Lower primary
enrolment
169 548
153 976
151 251

Changwad.

Lower primary mean
school size

"Ilion Burl

262.4

Samut Prakhan

214.0
204.3

Samut Sakhon
Cha Chot.mg Sao

43 0'3
39 '40

Pathum Thani
Surat Than(
"Fiat

IS
7

Ranong
Mae thong Son

7 44-i4

5 974

Mean school sue

5' 034

142.1
1.41.1

140.s
(II .7
82.2

77.)

140.4

For the anals sis of the disparities in teaching conditions and in the recurrent
,ost of t harlokad st hoof', in the different chaneuads,ue ha% t* belief itted %en much

trom a pre% ions stud undcrtaken h Dr. Varner ill Ore Prwject to improve school
finance rructices in Thuihyd, Banaok, 1972
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In other words, the class/teacher ratio is determined less hy the size of
the school (which, to sonic extent, depends on the densit. s of popuiation)
than by the l'act that some changwads seem to be in a better position to
.obtain additional-teaching posts.

Of course, as one may imagine, there are wider disparities in the
qualification structure of the teaching force, the leacher/class ratio,
and the teacher/pupil ratio.
Table 9. Percentage of teachers with less than miqimum
qualifications, teacher/class ratio, pupil/teacher
ratio in the three highest, the three median, and
the three lowest changwarls, 1968

of teachers with less
Class/teacher ratio Pupil/teacher ratio
than min. qualifications
Rank

Changwad

1

3

35

6
37
711

71

Value

Value
(0)

Pattani

23.2

(04

Sakhon Naok

24.1

Mac Hong Son
Phrae
Phang 'tiga
Samut Sakhon
Chiang Rai

24..;
34.3

Nong Nha i

Pra,lluar khirikan

11).3

Surhan Buri

Phdtchhuri
Phuttalung
Phra Nakhon

11.9
11.9

Satun

20.0

Burl Ram

Ranong

2)1.4

Tham
Sakhon Nakhon

krahi

Chon Buri

'song !that
1 amrang

39.7
45.1
48.5

1.2
1.3
1.3
1.9

NOM! K1LII

2.1

Nat ional %lean

13.0

'sat 101411 mean

Non( hahon

Value

Changwad

Pattam

Kraht

, ,

Changwad

hamphaeng Pliet

34,9
35.2

44.4
48.h
55.7

Nat ional Mean

While the percentage of unqualified .teachers is on average 23.0
per cent of. the teaching force for all lower primary changwad schools,

the percentage ranges from 10.3 per cent to 48.5 per cent in the various
changwads. The difference is also very large for the class/teacher ratio
and the pupil/teacher ratio. Herc again, one may think thatthere would

be some inverse correlation between the class/teacher ratio and the
pupil/teacher 'ratio (one teacher is in.charge of more than one class
because the number of pupils per class is low). In reality, the rank
correlation' coefficient between the class/teacher ratio and the pupil/
teacher ratio is positive and equal to 2.48. To illustrate the large disparities in teaching conditions which occur between the various changwads, a comparison may be made of the situation in Satun changwad
with that existing in Nong.Khai changwad.
95
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Satun Changwad Nong Khai Changwad
-

Percentage of teachers with less
than minimum qualifications

17.7

45.1

Class/teacher ratio

0.9

2.1

Pupil/teacher ratio

25.3

48.6

In Satun not on t3. the percentag e. of teachers with less than minimum
qualifications is low, but in addition there is more than one teacher

per claris. As a result, the pupil/teacher ratio is 25.3. In Nong Khai
where almost half the teachers are unqualified, there is one teacher
for 2.1 classes, and of course the number of pupils per teacher is very
Although these indicators are very crude and give only a partlal
picture of the real situation, they do show the large disparities in
teaching conditions which exist in the various changwads.

high.

In

spite of this very large difference in the teaching conditions in

the various changwads, there does not seem to be'any clear relationship
between the "efficiency" of primary education and teaching conditions.

Here again, the indicators arc very crude. There is not yet any systematic evaluation of lower primary education by changwad. However,
as we have, seen, Grade 1 repetition rate is very high in Thailand, much
higher than that of the other 'grades of lower primary education. The
repetition rate can therefore be considered as a proxy indicaGrade
tor of the flow of students through lower primary. school.
1

Correlating this indicator with some of the aforementioned indicators of teaching quality over the 71 changwads, we find the following
rank correlation coefficients:
Variables
Grade I repetition rate and percentage of unqualified teachers

Rank Correlation Coefficient
.229

Grade I repetition rate and pupil/
.102

teacher ratio
Grade I repetition rate and class/

.028

teacher ratio

The correlation coefficient between Grade I repetition rate and the
other three variables is very low. It would seem, therefore, either that
pupil achievement in lower primary education depends upon factors
oUtside th.e school systeni or that Grade I repetition rate in the various
changwads does not reflect pupil achievement in a uniform way.
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IV. Disparities in the recurrent unit'cost of primary education
-Although the financing pattern is rather-different in the three types
of schools, as a'nalysed previously, it remains true for all three types
that_th'e government's-share is very high. The trends of the costs-borne
by the goVernment, from 1963 to 1969,..are given in Annex I.

During this period, total primary recurrent expenditures increased,
on average, at an annual rate of 12.7 per cent while enrolment grew only
at a rate of 3.5 per cent. Thus, the unit cost went up from 229 bahts to
439 bahts, i.e. at an annual rate of 9.0 per cent.t

The most important component of total 'costs is teachers' salaries
which account for approxiMately 90 per cent of total expenditures. The
proportion of teaching rnater;:iLi is particularly low. On average it
reaches only 1.5 per.cent of tot.11 recurrent costs.

The increase in teacher cw,ts is explained mainly by three factors:
the improvement of the qualification profile of the teaching force,
a slight reduction of the pupil/teacher ratio,
an increase in the teacher salary scale.

The other recurrent costs (ancillary services, teaching materials
and miscellaneous costs) grew more or less at the same rate as the
teaching cost and during the sixties the cost structure has remained
largely the same.

The macro-analysis presented above car. give only a general trend
of the average costs financed by the government. In reality, both the
total recurrent cost and the recurrent cost borne by the government
are very different in the various types of school.

Disparities in the recurrent unit costs of the various types of schools

Recurrent unit costs in primary education range from 430 bahts
in changwad schools to 753 bahts in Ministry of Education schools.
Teachers' salary cost being the most important component of total cost,
the wide range of unit costs can be mainly attributed to staffing characteristics, which we have previously analysed. The recurrent unit cost.
is very high in Ministry of Education schools since, from the point of
I. During the sarne period, the price index increased at a rate of 2.5%
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view of both the qualifiCatiOn profile of the teaching force and of the
pupil/teacher, ratio, they are in a mu& betterposition than the other
types of sc,hoolS.: in.Contrast, the recurrent unit cost is much lower in
the changwad schools where teaching conditions are far from being,the
same as those in Ministry of,Education schools and .where tipper priMary 'education is much less widespread.

Of course, the above figures are national averages:1n reality the
range of unit costs is also very large for the Schools under the sarrie.
administration. Thi.s.,can be illustrated by the disparities apparent in ..
.;

the unit , costg., of .tIte efiangwad schools in' the different changwads.Disparities in :the recurrent unit costs Of' changwad schools in the
.

different chingwads'

If..the natio4F.average recurrent unit cost of all changwad schools

is used as a-base, the recurrent unit cest index ranges irom 147.8

in Nakhoiv Nayok to 64.2 in Nong khai. As already noted, teachers'
salary cost is by far the largest component of recurrent unit cost. The
difference in recurrent unit cost can therefore be mainly_-explained by
the level of teachers' salary cost. Teachers' salary cost depends on two
key variablis: tbe qualification profile of the teaching force and the'
teacher h--upil ratio.
-In Annex 2 we have given the,index of recurrent unit cost, the pupil/
The data presented in
I repetition rate.
that Annex call for the following remarks:

teacher ratio and the grade

I. Thece is a close relationship between the recurrent unit cost
index andlhe pupil/teacher ratio. This can be seen- by comparing the
various regions of the coOntry; it is also evident in the case of the highest
and the lowest changwad.,,

2. The percentage of unqualified teachers also influences the level
of recurrent unit cost, but to a lesserextent. In Thailand, the difference
between the average salaries of the various categories of teachers is
not very great.

3. Apart from Region 2 in which the apparent intake ratio is low
(54.5 per cent), he apparent intake ratio is above 85 per Cent in the
It is also in Region 2 that the teacher/pupil ratio is
othe regions.1
.

lowest and the recurrent unit cost highest.

I. The apparent intake ratio should be interpreted very eautibusly both be:cause of
late entries and because of the unreliability ofpopulation data by age of the variotus
changwads.
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4..There is no relationship between gra.de 1 epetition rate and the
recurrent unit cost. This °derives from the fact that grade I repetition
rate seems to depend neither on the qualification profile of the teaching
force nor 6n the pupil/teacher ratio.

By way of illustration, the following are the comparative values of
the recurrent unit cost index, the pupil/teacher ratiO, tht percentage
of.unqualified teathers, and the Grade I repetition rate of the two yhangwads where the unit cost is the highest, and of the two changwads'where
the unit cost is the lowest:

Table 10 . Recurrent unit cost index, pupil/teacher ratio,
percentage of unqualified teachers and Grade
repetition rate in the two changwads where unit
cost is the highest and in the two changwads
where it iS the lowest
Two highest changwads

Two lowest changwads

SatudNakhOn Nayok

Nong Khai Chiang Rai

Ifide.4 recurrent +mit
147.4

PtipiLittacher ratio
(*i of tlitqualifivd teachers

:4.1
18.3

Grade 1 repetition rate

21.5

, 142.8

r '5.3
17:7 0
47.5

-

72.6

44.4
39..
59.3

64.2
48.6
45.1
25.1

-

From the point Of. view of .the recurrent unit cost index, the pupil/
teacher ratio and the p-ercentage of unqualified teachers, the t.ituation
is very much _Abe 'same for the two highest changwads.
Grade 1
repetition rate is 2.1.(5 per cent in Satun and 47.5 per cent in Nokhon Nayok.

The same holds irue for the two lowest changwads where the Grade I
epetit io n rate is'59.3 per cent in Nong,Khai and 25.1 per'cent in Chiang
despite the fact that there is much similarity in unit cost, pupil*/
leacher ratios and per4entage of unqualified teachers . This rather
unexpected ,situation points to the need for, a more in-depth evaluation,
of primary educatiOn, with greater emphasis on the factors which are
outside the educational system stricto senstt. 0
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Annex 1. Recurrent expenditures and unit costs of primary education borne by the government
(millit Ins of bahts)
1963

Amount
A Expenditures
Teachers', salaries
Vages

Teaaing material
Others

25.0
11.0
63.6

892.0 .

11..Enrolments('000) 3459

C. Unit costs
Teacher cost

AnclIar eosts
Teaching material
Others

229.3
7.2
3.2

1965

1964

Amount

1966

1967

Annual

1969

1968

growth

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

95,3

89,2

cAN.

85.4

1.349, 1

93,9

3.0

1.615.4
62.6
28.8

87.9
3.4

6.5

120.3

44.2
11.8
10.7

3.1

7.2

2.8
1.4
10.3

89.9
3.0

88.1

2.9

1,088.5
36.8

1,177,7

31.4
14.7
69.1

131.3

7.1

1010

1.068.5

10010

1,169.1

100.0

1.838.1

100.0

%

s8,8
2.8
1.2

3592

1.4

33.1
I

(1.6

3757

265.4
8.7

265.9
8.8

18 I

4.1
19.2

4.4
32,0

258.0

197.4

311.1

18.6

1.5

40.1
20.6

67.2

5.6

98.3

7.4

1.336.7

100.0

1.211.1

3853

100.0,

3967

1.5

1.436

1.6
1.4

I00.11

4101

4262

rate
12.6%
16.8%
17.4%

kb
.

12.8%,
1.2.7%

3.5%

296.9

329.0

379.0

8.8%

10.1

10.8
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PART THREE'
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS OF

RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION

l0

1. THE PROBLEM

I. Background
Rapid and incessant flows of migrants, most of them originating
in rural areas and bound for the big cities of Asia, are severely compounding the problems associated with high population growth and pose

increasingly acute problems of regional disparities to development
planners. Quite irresistibly, rural-urban migration moves to the fore
as a crucial manifestation of population dynamics.

The big urban agglomerations and metropolitan centres are now
expanding their populations at estimated annual rates of 4 to 5 per cent.
As much aS one fourth of this rapid increase may be due to in-migration
from small towws and rural areas. In cities like Bombay, Bangkok.

Jakarta, or Manila, up to two thirds of all inhabitants have at some
point flocked into the city as migrants.

Such figures raise doubts as to whether the classical viewpoint of
economists and demographers, viewing rural-urban migration as a
necessary and normal process of adjustment whereby "economic man"

rationally reacts to shifting occupational structures by gravitating to
areas of increasing opportunities, is, in fact, still an adequateassessment of the problem. Rather, there are strong indications that the pace
of rural-urban migration, as it is recorded in most Asian countries
today, surpasses the limits of what is economically and socially desirable.

These migration patterns lead to a mushroom growth of gigantic
urban agglomerations which already outnumber those in the more advanced countries imperilling the ecology of the cities and aggravating
the problems of urban infrastructure planning, employment generation,
,and provision of adequate social and educational services. At the same

time, excessive out-migration deprives the rural economies of the
innovative and productive part of their population. "Rural
younger,
exodus", as this drive away from the village has come to be called, may

in fact be a major reason why rural areas, and thus the economy of
developing countries at large, have not achieved faster social and economic development.
h

t nesco Secrctariat.
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The first question those concerned with educational causes and
consequences of rural-urban migration have to ask, is to what extent
education is associated with, or indeed constitutes a cause of "rural
exodus". Two aspects of this question may be pointed out here.
II. Distribution of educational facilities
It is plausible to assume that the distribution of educational facilities
is a relevant factor in directing internal migratory movements. Judging
from the empirical surveys done in connection with the family pianning
programmes of several Asian countries, the desire to provide adequate
education to children figures quite prominently in the preference structures and actual decisions even of uneducated peasant families. Exactly
to what extent school location and/or quality differences between rural
and urban schools influence the decision to migrate Cowards the cities is,
however, unknown. In fact, for many countries we have neither sufficient information as to where schools of different types are located,
nor how sigMficant the existing disparities in the quality of teaching
and instructional faciiities really are.1 One relevant feature that seems
to prevail in many Asian countries is the dearth of opportunities for
secondary and higher education in rural areas. As the demand for such
opportunities and insight into the value of schooling beyond"the primary
stage no longer remains a privilege of the urlSan educated elite, theactual school network in many countries is lessand less geared to thc, distribution of its prospective clientele. Research is needed to assess
the impact of such maldistribution of educational facilities on ruralurban migration in Asian countries.

III. The educational messagea motive for migration?
Another aspect needing closer study is the relationship between edu-

cational contents and ideologies and rural-urban migration. Critics

of the conventional type of primary and secondary education argue that
curricula are still focussed on values and learning needs of urban elites,
ignoring the practical problems, needs, and constraints of the vast majority of people li ing in rural areas. Thus, it is argued, the rural youth
is made strongly aware that his or her own environment offers but few
opportunities to apply the knowledge, values and desires instilled by

the school, and at the same time comes to see education mainly as a
stepping-stone towards urban life. Irrelevance and urban value orientation of curricula combine with the non-terminal nature of the schooling
I. See. hoskeer. the earlier contribution in this olume: Implementing linker-sal
Primar% Education skithin a Context of Rapid Population Groskth: The Problem of
Regional Disparities %kith Special Reference to Thailand. t) Ta Ngoc Chlu.
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process: the priMary school cycle, in most countries, is more conceived
as an introduction into and preparation for secondary and higher learn-,
ing than as a self-contained educational unit with a purposc and value
of its own. Thus, the rural primary school leaver who wants to climb
up to higher rungs of the educational ladder y moving to urban areas is
only following the inherent logic of the preseat-uay educational system.

According to this criOcal view, therefore, education reinforces other
search of
motives inducing the rural youth to migrate to the cities,
the kind of jobs, further educational opportunitie.i, ?,.41 life-style which
their own local environment seemingly does not offer.

Whether this view is justified, i.e. whether, in fact, education acts
as , motive for migration, is not easy to decide in Cie absence oldetailed motivational research amongst migrants. What we know mure
positively, though, is that it is typically the more educated rural youth
who ::en(.1 to migrate to the cities. Me case-studies on education and
rural-urtjn migration presented in tLi. olumel offer some evidence
to this effect, and studies undertakc i developing countries outside
Asia reveal very much the same picture.2.
:le role of education in the proces5 ol. rural-urban migration thereiore desc,-ves the strongest attention trom educational and social planners Lonc,rned with the adverse effect's of excessive migration on both
educational and socio-econognic development. The question has to be
'examined of whether the i:onventional type of education instilled in the
rural youth does not ru:i ...:ounter to the objective of regionally balanced
educational and socio-econernic progress in Asian countries. The International Commission on the D.swelopment of Education has stated the
problem clearly enough: "in many societies,exodus begins at the village.
Patterns of life are copied from the towns, the educational system is
based on imported school models, anchhoth show scant concern to help
the individual integrate into his enyit'onment.. Schools thereby push
young people out towards the towns, after having helped to turn them
away from their own native springs of life. The effect of the educated
person's climb to higher social and cultural levels is to turn him into a

rootless creature, a potential expatriate, and the path which led him

1.

2.

see p. 109.
Addo
Rural-Urban kligration in Africa and the Role of
Education in the Process. in: Population. Education. De%elopment in Africa South
of the Sahara. Report of a kteeting of E\perts. Unesco 12z. Office for Education
in AfriLa. Dakar 1071.

see. for instancc.
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from village to town, from town to capital city, tends in the end to take
him overseas ."1
To what extent these remarks are relevant to the educational situa-

tion in Asian countries, remains to be examined.. It may, however,
well be that a far-reaching reform of the objectives and contents of
.-ural education will be required as the most urgent task of education
response to population dynamics.

IV. Educational problems of migrants in the cities

Our knowledge of what migrants achieve in the cities in terms of
education, occupation, and upward social mobility is much too limited,
considering that rural-urban migration, by its sheer size, has become
a crucial aspect of population dynamics in Asian as well as other developing countries. The incomplete and sketchy evidence that is available for some countries would suggest that, in spite of their youthfulness,
as0-ations, and innovative momentum, migrants remain largely on the
rn.1 of urban society. They settle largely in urban slum areaa,
rerre:,!:: confined to low-level jobs with frequent intervals of unemployment. seem to gain little access to urban educational institutions, and
stick to traditional behaviour and value patterns that entail, amongst
other things, continued high fertility.
The quest of educational planners to improve education for na;ticularly needy sub-groups of the population requires a close look al V.e
special education and training needs of recent rural migrants in urban
areas. What part does urban education play in lurther developing the
basic edUcation migrants have received in their village, in fulfilling.
their aspirations for higher educational opportunity, facilitating their
assiMilation into the urban world, and laying the ground for regular
and meaningful employment?

It appears questionable, for instance, whether the performance
standards, curriculum contents and value orientations.of urban schools
in Asian countries correspond sufficiently with the capacities, value
orientations, and learning needs orrural in-migrants. Detailed examination would be needed of the question of whether rural in-migrants can
economically afford to make use of existing facilities for education and
training. Very often the costs of such institutions, however low they

may be, are still prohibitive to the urban poor, and adequate schemes
Commission on the Development of
I. Learning to Be. Report of the International
Education. Unesco 1972, p. 246.
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for financial subsidy do not exist. Also,the location of educational facilities within urban areas is often such as to prevent equal access to all
sections of the urban population. In this connection, educational planners should examine in what instances education and training services
have been tied up with urban slum improvement and resettlement
programmes.
On balance, it would appear that the type of education and training
which young migrants require to move from unskilled, casual job's to
regular, skilled or semi-skilled employment is not sufficiently provided
forlin the big cities of developing nor, for that matter, more advanced
countries. As-long as educational and other conditions force migrants
to remain on the margin of urban society, they are not likely to give up
their rural patterns of high fertility, thus perpetuating the same process
of population-dynamics of which they themselves are a striking mani-

festation.

The outlook for special education and (raining programmed geared
to th-.:ir needs should be promising in view of the frequent observation
that migrants tend to show, within their limited possibilities, commendable innovative momentum, high flexibility and openness to new ideas.
It should also be remembered that the urban context offers rich educational environments whi-ch could be utilized to conduct non-formal

programmes of relevant education and training for riral migrants at
a relatively low cost. A variety of existing urban organizations, such as
factories, government departments, Students and trade unions, undoubtedly have an essential, though uptapped, educational potential.

Clearly, there is a danger that improed educational opportunities
for migrants in the cities may a'4 as an additional stimulus for ruralurban migration, and thus actually compound rather than solve the problem. Therefore, whatever programmes 13(.! launehed at the urban end
of the rural-urban continuum, they will have to be preceded or accOmpanied by massive efforts to speed up educationalaprogress in rural
areas. The essential point, perhaps, is that relevant*ducation directed

towards migrant groups in cities may not only be effective in relation
to their own outlook and reproductive behaviour, but in the feedback to
the rural areas obtained when migrants visit their villages, providing
for a reverse flow of experience, new values and ideas into the rural
setting.
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2. EDUCATION AND RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION: CASE STUDIES

Educational Implications of Rural-Urban Migration in India

I. Some research findings

Educational planning is affected by migration and a number of other
demographic factors. For example, the size of the population for which
an education plan is to be prepared is dependent upon fertility, mortality
and migration. Not only the size, but even the age-structure of the population is dependent upon the levels of birth and death rates and the agepattern and composition of the migratory flows. Id turn, migration, like
fertility and mortality, is influenced by the level of education of the population. There is a great deal of evidence to suggest that those with a
higher educational level have lower fertility and lower mortality. There
is also evidence to indicate that the more educated in the rural areas
migrate,to the urban areas in larger numbers.

Some demographers have tried to quantify the effect of educational
levels on demographic factors. For example, Kiser has estimated that
"educational level accounts for over half of the total variance in fertility between a large number of countries at various phases of demographic transition and four times more than all 'other factors included in
the study taken together."1 A comparison between different States of
the 'United States of America has shown that "each additional dollar
spent on education depresses mortality no less than the same dollar
spent on health services."2 No attempt appears to have been made to
qUantify the effect of educational level on migration.

Objections have been raised by several writers to this kind of quantification. First, it is maintained that education cannot be easily measured.
Secondly, education is not an isolated process, it occurs within the
framework of a social setting. Thirdly, the relationships between
S.N. Agarv.ala. International Institute for Population Studies. Bombay. India.
ChJe 1. Kiser. "Educational Differentials in FcrtiJiR n Relation to Demographic
Transition-. London: Proceeding!, of the International Population Conference
2.

(It SSP ) ighg. ol III. pp. lQ26-19.,.5.
Quoted h% II.V. Musham. See his article.

"Education and Demograph". London:
Proceeding.% of the International Population Conference (llIS.SP) 1%9. Vol. III.

rr.

fs67.
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education and fertility and mortality are neitherdirect nor inverse; they
are as complicated as being U-shaped.1 Finally, most of the effects of
demographic variables on education are "spurious** because they are due
to

social and economic factors which are corrdated with education

rather than to education itself.2

II. Educationalplanning and rural-urban Migration
Rural-urban migration affects educational planning in two ways. First,
persons migrate to an urban area to take advantage of better educational

facilities 'available there. This migratory movement depends upon the
socio-economic conditions of the rural population and the availability of
education facilities in the urban areas. People tend to migrate when they
have economic resources to bear the cost of acquiring, education and
when the requisite education facilities are not available ar the place of
their rural residence. Secondly, educated persons`from an economically
depressed rural area may move to another place where better job opportunities exist. Such a migratory movement tends to leave the rural areas
greatly depleted of talent and may further depress the already depressed
villages. In some cases, however, an opposite trend may be observed. A
rural area lacking in a particular kind of trained persons may attract
persons with requisite training to take up the jobs. For example, doctors,
nurses, school-teachers and others are often invited from outside to
take up jobs in the rural areas. Such a migration is likely to prove
helpful to the rural areas and may not be necessarily harmful to the
urban areas, from where the migration has originated.

At the international level, the problem of "brain-drain" has been
attracting considerable attention, since trained persons in the developing
countries are migrating to the developed countries in search of jobs because of better pay-scales and more congenial living conditions, and

,

are depleting the developing countries of highly skilled manpower. tA
siilli far phenomenon is observed in rural-urban migration within a country. Normally job opportunities in the rural areas are fewer and, therefore, persons with special skills and.. those with traditional educational
qualifications move to the urban areas in search of jobs. This not
only creates an immediate scarcity of technical and professional
personnel in the rural areas, but also causes further deterioration of
the intellectual climate of the rural areas. Rural areas start experiencing scarcity of qualified teachers, of physicians and of specialists
I. J. Bernard. -Fducation as a Demographic Variahle",,London. Proceeaings ofthe
International Population-tonference(IUSSP) 1969: pp. 1876-1889.
2.

H.V. NAusham. "Ealcation and Demograph-; London: Proceedings of the International Population Conference ( IUSSP) 1969. r. 1867-1875.
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in rural health services. This encourages further exodus of such persons from the rural areas. Daniel P. Price has examined the effect of
the out-migration of non-white males from the southern parts of the United States and has conclud0 that there is "a high positive association
between out-migration and the level of education, with the resultant
lowering of the educational level of the residual population by approximately one-third of a schca year."1
III. Object of the study

this paper an attempt has been made to present data which will
throw some light on the effect of.rural:-urban migration on educational
planning. Efforts have been made to study, with the help of available
data on rural-urban migration in Greater Bombay, whether those with
better educational qualifications migrate to the urban areas,.and if so,
what kinds of educational problems does this create. Attempts have been
made to indit-ate the kinds of changes which should be introduced ir
the traditional education system with a view to offsetting this migratory
trend which is likely to aggravate the problem of regional imbalances.
An attempt has also been made to study the educational, economic and
In

social achievements of the immigrants in the first few years of their
movement to the urban area, and suggestions have been made for improving the existing educational facilities inthe urban-areas.-Lastly,
tility aifferences between the migrating and the non-migrating populations
have been brought out and the effect of these differences on the growth
of population have been studied.

It is unfortunate that there is a considerable dearth of scientific data
on the level of education and the demographic characteristics of the ruralurban migrants and the non-migrants. Use, therefore, has been made of

the relevant data available in the rural migration survey 2 carried but
by the International Institute for Population Studies, and also of the special migration tables for the 1961 caisus available for Greater Bombay.3

If additional information were available, the analsis could have been
more in-depth.

12.4."e..ts of Out-migration on Educational Le% el of Negro Population in Southern tinited States-. Proceedings of the World Population Conference.
1965. No% York. Vnited Nations. ,Vol. IV. 1967 p. 188.
\drain and otherti. Rural Mgration Patterns in Southern Maharashtra. Bomha%.
International Institute for Population Studies. 1970. (Manuscript).
Census,. of India. 1%1. Greater Bornha Special Migration Tables. Part X(1 -

Danief.P. IriLe.
2.

3.

Census of India. 1961. General Economic Tahles. Maharashtra. Part II-B
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IV. EdUcational characteristic& of rural-urban migrants
A study of rural-,urban migration carried out in the.three districts
of Maharashtra has brought out that "migration deprives the villagers
of the more enterprising and better educated persons who go out and
engage themselves in non-agricu!tura! occupations" (Table I). Yet another study based on- the 1961 Indian Census data and dealing with the edu-

cational characteristics of the in-migrants in Greater Bombay has found
that, as a result of "migration, the out-migrating areas lose the better
educated person's and the level of education in these areas declines."2
Similar results are obtained when the'level of education of the recently

migrating 'workers into Greater Bombay is compared with the nonworkers 3 (Table 2).
According to the 1961 Indian census, nearly 64 per cent of the
population of Greater Bombay, consisted of the migrants. Of those who
migrated to Greater Bombay, 16.9 per cent came from Gujarat, 12 per
cent from Uttar Pradesh, 41.6 'Per cent from Maharashtra other than
Greater Bombay and the rest from other States. In-migrants to Greater
Bombay from Maharashtra came mainly from the districts.of Ratnagiri
(44.5 per cent), Satara (12.7 per cent), Poona(10.6 per cent), Kolaba (9.8
per cent) and Thana (4.1 per cent). Further, out of the total in-migrants
to Greater Bombay numbering 1.7 million, nearly L3 million (76.5
per cent) were workers and of thcNc workers neariy 65 per cent had
migrated from the rural areas.

Table 2 shows that the literacy level ot th,t rural in-migrating workers was higher whe4 compared with the literacy loel of the non-migrat-

ing workers at the place of origin, that is, in the rural areas which
1.

The studs

as ;:arried out h the International Institute for Population Studies

co%ered IS %Wages randoml% selected and helonging to three
dktricts of Maharashtra Stat:2, namel),, Kolhapur. Sangli and Sholapur. The ohject
of the stud% %%as to find out the socio-economic and demographic characteristics
fl carI%

1966. It

of the in-migrants and the out-Migrants. See, Mrs. V. Narain and others. Rural
Migration Patterns in Southern Maharashtra, op.cit., 1970. Also see S.N. Agarala, "Socio-Economic and Demographic Characterktics of the Rural Migrants
and the Non-Migrants", Bomba%-. International Institute for Population Studies,

2.

3.

1%9 (Mimeographed). It %%as found that the proportion of the matriculates and of
v.ith higher education among the out-migrants %%as about :0 times higher
than among the non-migrants.
k.C. Zachariah. Migrants in Greater Bombay, Bornha% : Asia Publishing House,
1%9, p. 170.
This tahle has heen compiled %%ith the helpof Special Migration Tahles for Greater
Bornha% for 1961 and the General Economic Tables for Maharashtra for 1961. The
eduLitional le%els of Cuc rural migrant uorkers into Greater Bomhzio from 41%e
adjoining districts ha% e been compared v.ith those of the non-migrant korkers into
Greater BornhLo
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the immigrants left to come to Bombay. This was also found to 138 true
for the rural non-migrant workers of Maharashtra and of the five dis-

tricts of Thana, kolaba, Ratnagiri, Poona and Satara. A similar trend
was found when the literacy level of the recent migrant workers was
compared With that of 'non-migrant workers. This indicates that thosel
with a higher literacy level in the rural population are motivated
to move out .of the rural areas, perhaps, in search of better economic
prosDects.

UnfOrtunately information is not availabie regarding the employment
of the in-migrants cross-classified with their educational classification
and the duration since their migration, to enable us to find out the types
of jobs which the in-migrants get and the time-lag before they get them.
-Howevel-, some intelligent ,guesses car be made. The illiterate rural
--workers who come to metropolitan towns in search of jobs face stiff
competition from the local people and get jobs afterconsiderable a timelag and ofto at lower wages. Similar is the fate of those who in-migrate
with conventional' educational qualifications. But those wbo have sophisticated skills and specialised training get jobs with greater facility
because of lack of local competition.

From the point of view of educational planning, it is desirable that
educational facilities are created in the rural areas to train workers in
suitable skills which can be acquired in brief periods and which will
enable them to work at their homes in household industries or in their
villages in agro-inclustries. It is &so appropriate todiscourage the rural
people from obtaining conventionaS education because after acquiring
such an education they lose interest in farming and are unable to get
suitable jobs in the urban areas. This breeds frustration and swells the
number of educated unemployed in the country.

V. Literacy levels of migrants by duration of residence

Tables 3 and 4 which compare the literac leels of the rural in-into Greater Bombay by the duration of their residence bring
out that the level of literacy of the in-migrants improves as the length
of their stay ikreases. This is generally true except for the migrants
cming from the districts of Poona and Satara. This indicates that the
rural in-migrants do endeavour to acquire literacy or special skills
when they migrate to urlyin areas. Zachariah has come to a similar
conclusionon the basis of the 1961 census data for Greater Bombay. He
found that "the longer the duration of residence of a migrant, the higher
Still, the educational level of the
is his educational attainment." 1
migrants

I. 1..C. Zaihariah, ap.cit., p. 181.
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migrants continues to be lower than that of the non-migrants and thus the
migrants tend todepress the over-all educational level of the,nietropolis.
It has been observed by Gore that een though a large percentage of-

the rural migrants earn less than the non-migrants, still they feel satisfied that their economic condition is a little better than, in the rural
areas. Gore found out. that 76 per cent of the blue-collar, and 85 per cent

of the waite-collar ip-migrant workers were satisfied with their eco-.
nomic conditions.

1

However, with growing unempioyment and the propagation of the 'son

ot the soil' theory, the possibility of th ! rtiral in-migrants gating nonspecialised and unskilled jobs in the urban areas is likely to...become
smaller.

The rural migration pattern study has show n,that while 54 per cent
and 20.5 per, cent females were engaged in gainful activity at
the time of migratjon, the percentage increased to 7-8 for males and to
46 for females after'their out-migration and at the time of enumeration.
Only a small proportion of.the male migrants (18.3.per,cent) remained
engaged in agricultural occupation's and a large,.number of them were
employed as. craftsman (30 per cent), in' seriCe (19 per cent) and in
clerical, jobs. 2 A similar trend was noticed among the recent migrants.
Of the 459 male migrants who were unemployed at the time of migration, only 184 remained unemployed at the time of enumeration. They
were mostly employed as white-collar workers. Among the female migrants, however, there was no marked change in the occupational pattern, and although the percentage of workers among them increased,
94 per cent of them remained engaged in agriculture. This was mainly
the females mostly migrated to neighbouring rural areas,
because
males

and not to 'urban areas.

It may be pointed out that the percentage of the unemployed males
was high at the time of migration partly- because of the younger age of the
migrants. A significant proportion of them were below the wOrking age.
No hasty conclusions should, therefore, be drawn from the above data,

regarding the employment of the migrants.
I. M.S. Gore. hi-migrants and \rsynhOurhood.s - Two ,4 spects of life in ,1 Metropolitan City. Bomba, Tata Instinit:-11.Social Sciences, IQ70. p. 69. Professor Gore
c:+rried out a sumo in Greater Bomba in 1(0)9 ith a iew to finding out about

the process of setthng down and ot adjustment of the in-migrants in Greater Romhas .
2.

%. tiarain. Rural Migration Putternc, in Southern Maharashtra, op. cit. p. 128.,
The number of cases, how e% cr. is too small to permit am useful anal sis of shifts in
occupation after migration.
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Detailed information is not available to indicate the kinds of skills or'
the type of education which the rural in-migrants acquire after their
migratio0,.oVtor that matter, the kMds of jobs v lilun they do after their,
migratiOn and the time-lag before they acquire urbi.n jobs. .Information
...on these items is sorely needed and should be Z:olkcted through carefully planned migration. Ftldies. It is also hoped that the 1971 Indian
:ahulated by duration of migration, may proCensus data, which will
vide useful information I,: jch an analysis.
is necessary to institute special educational proIt appears that
grammes in the urban areas to suit the needs of the in-migrants and to
meet' the pressure... exercised by them dn the 'existing facilities. The
migrants compete with the residents to seek entry into schools, colleges
and in training institutions. However, with the growing tendency to fix
resident:al qualifications in'institutions of higher.learning like medical
and eniineering colleges, the migrants find it difficult to get admission
to
specialised institutions. It is easier .for them to gain admission
into sChools and colleges which provide traditional education. But such
an education does not prove, much helpto them. Special educational faci-

lities for prdviding training in secretarial work and in special skills
which can be 'acquired in short periods should he established in the.
urban ,areas to help the rural migrants to find jobs after a minimum
time-lag.

VI. Rural-urban migration and fertility
A study relating to fertilitv,in Greater Bombay has reve-aled that the
rural migrants have significantly higher fertility than the non-migrants
(Table 6). It was found that while
the same educational level
..for
the illiterate non-migrants aged 40 and aboe had an average of 4.6
children, the rural migrants had 5.1 children. Theauthors found that the
most significant reason for differences in the fertility of the migrants
1

and the non-migrants rwas the level of education of the wives. When the
average number of children horn per female was standardised for age and
educatiop, it was found that while the non-migrants had an average of
3,06 children, the rural-urban migrants had 3..12 children. It was also
found that the fertiiity of the urban-Urban migrants was lower (average
2.9 children) than of the non-migrants (average 3.0 chiLlren).
I

Sec. J.R. Rele and Tara Kanitkar. -Residence Background and Fertilik in Greater

BornhaN". Boniha Int,national Institute for Population Studies, 1971. p. 10-11

il. as carried out t-1. the International Institute for PopulaManuscrirt The
tion Studie%. Bomba, during 1966.Information on fertili0 as %ell a% on knovledge,
attitude and practice of famil. planning Aas collected frorn a representati%e sample
of 7872 currentl married female% &Greater Bomha).
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The results of the above study are inline with the findings of Ritchey
and Stokes who have based their conclusions on the data obtained from
the National Survey. of Economic Opportunity (SE0) conducted by the
Bureau of the Census for the Office of the Economic Opportunity of the
United States of America in 1967. Inan excellent paper they haye studied
res'idence-background and migration as independent variables and haye
come to the conclusion that both have independent effects. They found
that while the average numberofchildren born to the rural migrants was
2.56: it was ,2.47 for the urban migrants and 2.5 for the urban nonmigrants. 1

The higher

fertility of rural migrants with the le:vel of education

is chiefly attributable to the fact that, while migrating to the urban areas,
they bring With them the higher fertility values and behaviour. But when
they continue to live in the urban areas, they get integrated into an urban environment and this leads to homogenization. Because of these
professes, it is surmised 'that the fertility of the migrant's in the seeond generatiofttends to conic closer, to the urban "ideal". 2

WI. Rural-urban migration and population growth
If rurPi out-migration is promoted as a population polierwith-a_yiew
to reducing the preSsure of population as well as ihe subsequent birth
rate, thei: it may,be desirable to distinguish between the initial and the
longer period effects. It will also be appropriate to separate out the
effect of age and sex-selective migration on birth rate.
It is possible that rpral-urban migration tends to reduce the pressure
or population..However, in'the initial period the effect of the age and sex,'
1.

P. Neal Ritchey and C: ShannOn Stokes, 'Residence, Background, Migration arid
F.rtility". Demography, Vol.' 9, No. 2, May 1972;p. 217-230. It may, however, be
pointed out that Goldb6rg, using the data of the Indianapolis Study, found that the
fertility of the tirbanand the rvalPopulations was the same (David Goldberg, "Another look at Indianapolis Fertility Data"; Milbank Memorial Fund QuarterlY. Vol.

28, 1960. p. 23-36). Similar is-the.vier. I'Clyde Kiser.(Clyde Kiser, "Birth Rate
Among Rural Migrants, in cities". Milbank Memorill Fund Quarterly, Vol. 16,
1930. p. 369-381). But Macisco has reported that the migrants from non-metropolitan to the metropolitan areas of San Juan, Puerto Rico, hdd a slightly lower
fertility than the metropolitah non-migrants (Mac:isto, J.J., L.F. Bonvier and R.H.
Weller.."The Effect of,Labour Force Particrpation on the Relation betwesn Migration Status:and Fertility in San Juan,'Puerto Rico": Milbank /Memorial Fund Quarterly, Vol. 48, 1470. p. 51-70).
S. lutaka, S.W. Bock ,and W.G. Varnes, "Factors Affecting Fertility of Natives..and
Migrants in Urban Brazil", Population Studies, Vol. 25;, Part 1, 1971, p. 55-62.
.

.2.

6
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selective migration on birth rate is not much different. In other words,
whether the out-migrants are aged 8 or 80, the effect on the total size

'of the population would be the same. Out in the longer run, the age selectivity of the migrants has a considerable inflifence on the birth rate, and

through it on the size of the population. For example, if the migrants

largely belong to the reproductive ages, the birth rate of' the rural area
Will tend to decline in the long run. This is on the assumption that outmigrants have higher, or at least,' similar fertility to the rural nonmigrant's. Further, if a large number of' males hae already left the villages, then persuading some woffien to leave will not greatly reduce subsequent births because the husbands of these women would have been
scarce had they (the women) stayed.l

The rural migrants have a higher fertility than the urban nonmigrants. Therefore, other things remaining the samc, rural-urban
is on
migration tends to push up the birth rate of the urban areas. This Howdistribution
of
the
urban
population.
the assumption of normal sex
assimilated with the urban population,
ever, when the rural migrants get
two
groups
may
tend to become equal.
the birth rates of the

VIII. Summary
It is found that the more educated and the inore.skilled in the rural
areas migrate to urban.areas. This tends todepress the rural areas still
further, and a problem similar tothatof"brain-drain" is created. Also,

the problem of 'regional imbalance" is aggravated. It is suggested
that special eucationa pogrammes which will train the rural residents

in the hOusehold and agro-industries should be established in the rural
'areas so that rur31 talent's are harnessed for the development of that
area.

The rural migrants endeavour to improve their educational qualificatibns after migrating to the urban areas. Most of' them get employed
and their ecoreathic condition also improves. Unfortunately, detailed information regarding the types of jobs which the rural migrants get in the
urban areas, cross-classified by their educational qualifications and the

duration of their urban stay is not available tosermit an analysis in

will be desirable to collect this information through carefully
conducted migration studies. It will also be desirable to set up special
training programmes geared to the needs of rural migrants to enable
'the migrants to acquire specia! skills which would improve their chances
depth. It

of employment.
I.Nathan Keyfitz, "Migration as a Means of Population Control", Population Studie:s,
Vol. 24, Part I, p. 63-72.
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The rural migrants have a lower fertility than that of the rural nonmigrants. But their fertility is higher as compared with the fertility of
the urban non-migrants. Thus rural-urhar migration tends to increase
the overall urba'n fertilit initially. But this effect is eliminated when
the migrants are assimilated with the urhan population and acquire similar norms and values.

Rural-urban migration tends to depress the population growth of
rural areas., In the short-term the .age and sex-selective ruralurban migration has no special significance. But in the longor term, it
because of its effect on birth rate.
special significance
acquireS
the

There, is considerable scarcity of data to study the effect of ruralurban migration by educational level. It appears necessary to conduct
special surveys to obtain detailed information on various demographic
and socio-economic aspects of rural-urban migration.

Table 1. EducatiOnal level of the out-migrants ana non-migrants
aged five years and above, by sex (in per cent)

Educational
category

I. Illiterate

2. Literate without schooling

3. Primary
4. Mafticulate
5. Diploma and Degree

Total persons

Out-migrants
Male

Female

Male

44.5
8.0
33m

91.0

61.5

86.1

_._

17.6

6.;

9.4
4.4

11.5

0.4

20.2
0.6

2.4

0..2

0.1

734

951

(100.0)

(100.0)

r

Non-migrants

6,942

(I00.0)

Female

0.1

3,704
(100.0)

S.N. Agaruala, "Socio-Economic and Demographic Charauteristics of thc
Rural MigPants and the Non-Migrants", International Institute for Population
Studies, Bornha, p 13.
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Table 2. Literacy levels of rural non-migrant workers (at place of
origin), rural in-migrant workers (into Greater Bombay), and of
recent rural in-migrant workers (within oneiyear), 1961

Recent
Migrant
Rural
migrant
workers
workers
non-migrant
in
Bombay
in
Bombay
workers

Places of origin
of in-migrants
into Greater Bombay
(1)

(2)

All States and Union Territories*

62.8
53,3
64.2
61.6

I.

Maharashtra
Thana District
,Kolaba
Ratnagiri

37.4
37,0
31.7
37.7
34.7
50.0
39.9
34.2

55.2

Poona

Satara

Other Districts of Maharashtra

All States and Union Territories
Maharashtra
Thana District
Kolaba

Ratnagiri
Poo Pa

Satara

Other Districts of Maharashtra

60.7
48.4
63.8

(4)

(3)
Illiterate
.

50.6
46.4
36.0
41.4
62:4
37.7
22.0
42.1

Il. Just Literate hut without Educational Level
23.3
20.6
19.6
22.3
20.7
21.3

27.9
27.8
20.3
29.2

21.9
21.9

28.4
24.2

15.2

27.1
19.1

28.6
27,3

21.1

30.4
25.9
30.2
22.6

III. Primary or Junior or Basic Educational Level

All States and Union Territories*
Maharashtra
Thana District
Ko laba

Ratnagiri
Poona

10.0
21.2
14.7
15.2
22.9
16.9

23.0

Satara

Other Districts ot Maharashtra

16.2

25.1

18.7

27.7
28.3
23.9
29.9
21.5
27.4
26.7

24.7
29.1

23.0
17.2

30.7
41.5
24.0

IV. Matriculate and Above
,

All States and Union Territories*

3.8
4.9

8.9
7.0

9.6

1.1

7.5
19.8

13.8

Kolaba

0,9

9.2

5.1

Ratnagiri

1.2

7.1

1.1

4.3
4.0

5.2
5.7
6.2

Maharashtra
Thana District
Poona

Satara

1,6

11.2
11.8
1,9
Other Districts of Maharashtra
Sources: Computed from: faY Census of India, 1961, General Economic Tables. Part

11-13(i), pp. 260-61 & 266-67.

(h) Census of India, 1061, General economic Tables

B(i), pp. 1212-60.
Maharashtra; Par
Greater Bf,mbay Special Migration
(c) Census of India,
Tables, Part X(1-( i. pp. 264-309,
.

Note: " The figures fbr rural migrants from Goa. Daman and Diu are not included
in this category.
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Table 3. Literacy levels of in-migrant workers into Greater Bombay,
cross-classified by duration of residence, 1961
Duration of residence
Between Between 15 Years
Less

Places of origin
of in-migrants into
Greater Bombay

1 to 4

5 to 14

1 year

years

years

and
above

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5).

than

(1)

I.

50.6
46.4
36.0
41.4
63.4
37.7
22.0

All States and Union Territories
Maharashtra

Thana Distrio
Kolaha

"

Ratnagiri
Poona.

Satara

Other Districts of Maharashtra

42.1

38.8
34.9
22.6
36.3
29.6
53.7
41.8
30.7

Illiterate
36.0
34.9
22.4
.7;9.3

31.0
50.3'
36.1
36.8

36.0
38.4
37.3
36.8
37.2
49.2
44.2
32.9

II. du vt Literate but without Educational Level
21.9
21.9

27.2
29.6

28.8

Thana District

21.1

19.3

kolaha
Ratnagiri

30.4
15.2

33.3
33.0

Poona

25.9

22.1

30.'

25.8
28.2

20.7
30,6
30.5
24,0
29.8

All States and Union Territories*
Mahara sht ra

Satara

Other Districts of MaharaO:ra

22.6

29.1

,3.5

28.3
26.8
20.3

27.'
26.3

25.'
28.8
28.7

W. Primary or Junior or Basic Education Level

All States and Union Territories
Maharashtra

18.7

23.7

26.0

24.7

2 9.2

29.1

34.3

224°11'

28.6

32.7
22.5
32.6
21.6
29.8

2280..66

'3.4

28.4

Thana District
Kolaha

"

22.(i.(1)

_2;4,..14,/

Ratnagiri
Poona

Satara

.11(1.7

"

Other DistricUi of Maharashtra

41.5
24.0

24.4
2281:11)

23.'

II/. Matriculates and
8.9
7.0

All States and Union Territories
Maharashtra
Thana District
Kolaha

Ratnagiri
Poona

13.8

10.2

9.2

6.2
23.9

6.9

17.7
11.6
8.5

3.6
3.8

24.2
7.5
5.9
4.1
4.3

12.5

14.2

10.0

"

5.1

6..1.

5.'

510

"

5.7
6.2
11.2

Satara

.

.

Other Districts of Mahar..shtra

9.8
8.3

4.5
3.7

Sonrce: Census of India, 1961,Greater Bomba Special Migration Tables, Part X 1-C),

rr

264-309.

Note: *The figures for rUral migrants from Gao. Daman and Diu are not included in
this categor>.
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Table 4. Index of educational attainment.* for rural migrant workers,
cross-classified by duration of residence in Greater
Bombay, 1%1

Duration of residence
Rural migrant
workers from

Less
than
1
year

Between
1 to 4

Between
5 to 14

years

years

2.8

3.4

Maharashtra

3.0

3.4
5.7

Kolaha

4.1
2.8

3.5
3.4
5.7

3.

3.1

Ratnagiri

2.1

All States and linion Territories**
Thalia District
Poona

3.3

2.3

Satara

4.2

3.0

3.6

4.1

Other Districts of Maharashtra

3.6
2.5
3.2
3.8

15 Years
and
above
3.5
3.4

4.2
3.7
3.5
2.5
2.6
3.8

Source: Census of India, 1961,Greatr Bomha Special Migration Tahles, Part X 11-0,
Notes:

pp. 264-309.
* The index of educational attainment roughl measures the average numher

of ears of schooling. It is ohtained h assuming 0 ear of schooling for the

illiterates, 2 for literates, 7 for primar) and junior basic. II for matriculates, 12 for diploma holders and 15 for degree holders. the index has
heen used in K.C. tachariah'S Migrants en Greater Bombay, Bointro: Asia
Puhliqiing House, 1966, pp. 163-168.

**

The figures for Goa. Daman and Diu are not included in this categor.
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Table 5. Percentage distribution of workers by
occupation before and after migration
Occupational division
I. Professional

Male

Before

After

1.5

6.9
(51)
0.3

2.

Administrati% e

(8)
0.2
(1)

3.

Clerical

0.2.

4. Sales
5.

Agriculture

6. Transrvrt
7. Craftsmen and Production
Process Workers
8.

Sem.ice

Female
Before
After
0.2

0.6
(8)
0.2
(2)
0.3
;4)

0.2
(1)
95.2
(535)

0.3
(4)
93.7
(1177)

(I)

(21

( I )

4.4
(32)

0.4
(2)

(2))

81.9
(433)

((35)

2.9
18.3

-

-

1.1

7.3

(6)

(55)

12.5

40.4
(297)

4.3
(24)

4.5
(56)

(66)

,

2.2

19.4

(143)

0.2
(1)

0.3

(121

Total

HX)

100

100

100

Total Workers
Non-Workers

Not Aailahle

(529)
(459)
(34)

(736)
(207)
(79)

Grand Total

1022

(562)
(2185)
(38)

(4)

(1235)
(1472)
(58)

2785

Source: Mrs. V. Narain and others. Rural Migration Pattern in Southerrt Maharashtra,
Bornba, International Institute for Population Studies, Romba, 1966, p. 101
(Manuscript).
Figures in parentheses indicate the number of cases.
Note:

1$ 9
12.1

Table 6, Average number of children ever.born per wife 13y her present
age, residential background and educational attainment

Rural migrants

Non.migrants

Age group

illiterate

Illiterate
r i m a ry ol

and literate

Matric,Passed

and literate

Junior Basic

Junior Basic
and above

without formal

BelN 20

0.62

20-24

1.37

15-29

without formal

Matric. Passed
and above

Passed

Passed

education

Pr,unary or

education

4.*

0.48

0.28*

0.51

0.31

L27

0.89

1.70

1.22

0,82

1.92

2,75

1.37

2,88

2.50

1,80

30-34

4.02

3.68

1.80

3,83

3.69

S.

35-39

4,87

4,32

1.82

4.46

3.99

3.31*

40f

4.62

4,10

2.80

5.08

4,69

2,94

,

Sourer JR. Rele and Tara Kanitkar: Residence Background 3nil Fertility in Greater Bombay, International Institute for
Population Studies, Bombay, 1973, p. 11.

Notes:

*

Averages are based on a small number of cases (below 20)

" There were no women in this cell

Cityward Migration and Educational Attainment

in Jakarta, Indonesia

I. Introduction

Studies of the spatial rulistribution of population have attracted
much attention although the movement within national boundaries, especially rural -- urban migration, did not receive attention as early as
international migration. Of all the components of population change,
migration has been the mostdifficult to measure and least effort has been
made to improve methods in this direction.This is due to the fact that, in
the process of migration, movers are not representative of the population
and, therefore, the composition by sex, age, ethnic groups, or socioeconomic characteristics of the population either in the area of origin"
or destination differs from that of migrants. Measuring the causes of
movement produces many difficulties, too, since migration seems to be
related to a variety of factors, such as education facilities and planning,
labour force, social conflict, social disorganization, acculturation, and
so on.

Because of its close relationship with social status or economic
productivity, education has become a more and more important factor in
the migration process. In addition, education may also be an intervening
variable to fertility or mortality differentials. Consequently, education
has become one of the most studied differentials in migration.
11. Cityward migration and the growth of cities

Generally, cities grow in three ways: first, through expansion of city
boundaries; second, through changes in the definition of urban and

rural areas; and third, because increasing numbers of people live in the
cities. It is generally agreed, however, that the growth of cities depends
largely .upon the third of these factors. In practice, a city's population
increases in two ways: Firstly, due to natural increase, i.e., the excess
of births over deaths; and secondly, due to in-migration.
Even though many cities in the developing countries today face complex

socio-economic problems due to their rapid rate of cityward

migration, migration is often regarded as an indicator of social and
by Suharso, Population Studies Center, National Institute of Economic and Social
Research, Jakarta, Indonesia.
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economic development. 1 There are two reasons for this: "First.
urbanization reflects the changes occurring in every sphere of social life.
City growth stems from all the factors that change illiterate agriculturalism to literate industrialism. It is correlated with increased industry

and commerce, enhanced education, more efficient birth and death
control, etc. Second, the city is a source of change in 'its own right.
It forms the diffusion center for modern civilization, providing a milieu
in which social fermentation and innovation can take place. City expansion therefore helps todetermine, as well as reflect, the trend towards.
more modern conditions.

III. Factors associated with cityward migration in Indonesia

Indonesia, as many other 'developing countries today, is charac-

terized by a high rate of population growthdue. to a sharp decline in mortality, whereas fertility remains more or le'ss stable. The estimated birth
rate in Indonesia today is around 40 to 45 per 1,000 population, whereas
mortality is about 15 to 22 per thousand population yearly.2 In some
rural areas outside Java, th'e birth rate is still as high as 50 per
thousand population, whereas. in Java itself it is as low as. 22 per thousand: Consequently, the rate of natural increase is higher in islands out-

side Java and it also varies from island to island. But in general, rural
areas have higher rates of growth than their urban counterparts.

Indonesia's population census of 1971 recorded that in the decade
cent per year.
1961-1971 the natural rate of increase was about 2.! per
with
other
developing
countries,
This rate is quite low when compared
Thailand
(3.3
per
cent),
Pakistan
such as Philippines (3.4 per cent),
(3.3 per cebt), Iraq (3.4 per cent), Algeria (3.3 per cent), and Moroeco
(3.3 per cent). 3 However, even with the present rate of growth of only
2.1 per cent per year, Indonesia's population will double in less than 35
years. Thus, if in 1971 Indonesia had a population of 118 million, it will
not be less than 200 million by the end of the twentieth century, if the
present rate of growth is maintained. Such high rates of growth had in
fact been experienced by many countries in Western Europe, North \
Kingle,. Das is and Hilda Hertz Goldenn, "Urhanization and the Deselopment of
Pre-Industrial Areas". Cities and Society, Nem. York, Free Press, Glencoe. 1961,
p. 120-140
2.

lskandar, -Some Compositional Differences Between the Urban and Rural
in Indonesia around 1960". In Ehonomi clan Keuangán Indonesia,
(Jakarta). Vol. XIVIII, No. I . 1970. p. 4.
Population Reference Bureau Inc., ("171 World Population Data Slieet, Washington
N.

Population

3,

D.C., 1971,
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America, and even Japan during the early period of their industrialization. In those countries, however, a fast increase of population arose
from changes in the social and -economic structure. The lnduStrial Revolution led to growing urbanization and drew an ever-increasing
proportion of the people into non-agricultural pursuits.

In contrast, the rapid rate of population growth in Indonesia is not
accompanied by such changes. Instead,
great mass of the people
remain dependent upon agriculture. Consequently, the rapid growth of
population has resulted in rural over-population, which has led in turn
to a diminution of land ownership, to an increasing number of landless
farmers, to an incipient dec1;ne in productivity, to the formation of a
class of agricultural labourers and to an increase oT poverty, malnutrition and food shortage.
In such a situation, any social organizationadjusts itself to the growing
numbers, but the social gap between the rich and the poor is widening,
A new pattern of client-patron
employment opportunities get fewer.
relationships is emerging, and people come to be paid less for their labour. In time the mode of production becomes more labour-intensive,
ihe number ..of work animals used declines and they are replaced by
"people in production. ThiS can 'even lead to what Geertz has called
agricultural involution, a situation characterised by an over-elaboration
of labour-intensive methods.1

The following are some examples to illustrate the effect of rapid
population growth in some rural areas in Java:

a) The man-land ratios in some rural areas in Central Java, such
as Adiwerno village in Tegal, Punung in Pacitan, and several rural areas
in Yogyakarta are very high. Average population density in those areas
is over 1,000 per square kilometer.

b) The average s.ize oi land holdings in many parts of rural areas in
Central and East Java is about 0.3 hectar per family, whereas the ideal
size of agricultural land is about 0.75 hectar per family.

c) The average daily salary of a worker in some rural areas in Cen', tral Java is around Rp. 75 equivalent to 0.18 cents (U.S.). Female workers,

I. Clifford Geertz,

Agricultural Involution: the Processes of Ecological Change in

Indonesia, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1963.
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on the other hand, receive daily salaries of only Rp. 35 to Rp..45 equival?nt to about 10 cents (U.S.).1

'd) Central and East Java have a typical monsoon climate where the
rainy season lasts for six, months, and the other six months are dry.
During dry months, especially August, September, and October, even grass
is rarely found in some rural areas in Central and East Java, and in

the eastern part of West Java.

The physical and social conditions that have been described above
seem to be the major reason why people are leaving the.countryside
and trying their luck in the neighbouring or other big cities. As a result,
cities like Jakarta, Bandung, Surabaya, Medan, Tanjung Karang/Te:uk
Betung, Pematang Siantar, and Ujung Pandang have population figures of

seven to nine times their size thirty years ago. For example, Jakarta's
population in 1930 was only 533 thousand, but in 1971 its population was

recorded at 4.6 million persons. Medan's population was only 76,600
persons in 1930, and it had a more than eightfold increase (535,300) by
1971. In short, if in 1930 there were only 7 cities with populations
of 100,000 or more, their number grew to 22 cities in 1961, and ten
years later the number of cities with a population of 100,000 or more in
Indonesia had increased to 27.

IV. Migration into Jakarta

0

Migration into Jakarta has long been apparent, but the first great
influx of in-migration occurred during the period 1948..1950, i.e. after
the harsh period of revolution and struggle for independence. Within
these two years the population of Jakarta increased froM 823,356 to
1,432,085 persons
an increase of well over half a million or about
70 per cent in just two years. Cleven years later, when the first national
population census was taken, the population of Jakarta stood at 2,906,
533 persons. In 1971, the population of Jakarta hail reached 4,576,000
persons. It has been calculated that the rate of in-migration during the
period 1950-1970 was around 4 per cent per year.2
The' following statistics can be used to illustrate the heavy stream of
I. Suharso, Persoalan Penduduk dan Pembangunan Masyarakat Desa: Sebuah Case

Study di Desa Jeruk Sawa - Jawa Tengah (PopulaUon Problems and Rural Community Development : A Case
- Study in the Village of Jeruk Sawit - Central Java),
LEKNAS, 1971

2. Suharso, "Socio-Environmental Aspects of Rapid Urbanization in Indonesia with
Special Reference to Jakarta", Indonesian Magazine, No. 17, 1S73.
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in-migration into Jakartl, From January to December 1970, Jakarta
Municipal Office registered. 236,826 persons as in-migrants. Ifthis number is divided by 360, it will give an aerage of 658 persens every day
who came to live in Jakarta.

Table 1. In-migration into Jakarta by last place of residence and place
of birth, 1971.

Number ..,)
Acch
Bali
Bengkulu
1r ian Ja,a

1.
_.
3.

'

4.
5.

Jakarta (DM Jakarta)

h.

Jambi
Central JaN a

7.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

-17.
18.
19.

.

Laripg

12,557

9,499
5,696

Ma uku'
Ea A Nusa Tenggara
W st Nusa Tenggv-a
Ri u,.
C ntral'Sula%esi ."

N n'th Sulasi

21

S4mth Sulav.esi

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

North Sumatera
uth Surnatera
est Sumatera

23,789
14.584
4,474
16,962
32,935
2,843
-65,484

_

uthast Sulav;esi

opakarta

57,7(X)

;

broad
1

ata:

0.40

5,757
9,116
23,789

East/ Kalimantan
Sou h Kalimantan
We. t Kalimantan

20.

,,
--

7.594
487,657
127,112
1,492

Cent a! Kalimantan

I I .

0.50
0.27
0.26

816.400

.

,,

Sourci,: 'Popülation Cerisu
sample).

-

72,873
65,264
29,919

1.846,703

.

Number

%

9,518
5,133
4,773
3,963
.

East Jaa
WestiJaa

8.
9.
ID.

Place of birth

Last place of
-residence

Province

N.

10,014
3.963
'

0 .0
"

-

25.71

6.70
43.04
0.07
0.30
0.48
1.25

0.66
0.50

i

4,73'

1.544
25.245
4.355
504,187
121,769
782.380
1,062

4,463
8,397
22,067
, 8,787
9,291

0.31
1.25

5,93

0.76
0.23
0.89

9,298
4,351 ..
19.316
3(),545

1.73

2,8:1

%
0.54
0.23
0.28

0.1r
1.36

0.26
26.61

6.45
41.31

0.08

0.50
1.19

0.53

0.56
0.39
.0.23
0.57
0.30
1.09
1.69

0.14

3233

0.24

3.45
3.04
3.85
.3.44

65.5.10
48,758
82.955

3.53
2.65
4.45

1.57

60,435
22,972

3.31
1.28

100.00

1.896,703

100.00

lc 1, Central Bureau dr Statistic.s (Computation or Ur,

With regard to the area where the migrants came from, it is found
that West Java, Central Java,and Ea,stfava are the three leading sources
of in,migration, while West,and, North Sumatera are two major sources
of long-diStance migration; followed by South Sumatera, South Sulawesi,
and West Kalimantan (see Table 1,)1
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V. Reasons for migration into Jakarta

/While migration may result from factor dssoc:uted with either
the area of origin,. or the area of destination, 1- :rorn a comparison of
factors at fhe area of origin and destination, '\ hild rat carried by their
parents" seems to be, the major component of in-migrants into Jakarta
(32.81 per cent), followed by those who are "seeking a joh" as the second (29.60 per cent),and "wives accompanying their husbands" as the
third (16.45 per cent).
Table 2. Reasons for in-migration into`Jakarta (in per cent).
4.05,

g-ansfer of work
Seeking job

29.60
5.74

Study

32.81

Follow parents
Follow husbands/wives
Others

1(3.45

9.95

Unknown

Total

I .39
100.00

Sow-ce: Pre'liminar, figures, Porulation Studies ("enter - I.EKNAS,

The statistical figures al)ove are preliminary findings of a st'udy oi
"Some Aspects of Urbanization in Jakarta" carried out by the Population Studies Cvtre of the National Institute of Econoinic :and, Social
Research, in 197f. The study interviewed-.and,analyzed about,,I5,000
respondents who were found in 3,000 households in Jakarta in 1,971. Unfortunately, the study did not include the people who are homeless,
nor seasonal migration,which can undoubtedly tJe used to illuminate the
strong importance of the "push factors" which produce. the problem

of under-and unemployment that pas come to characterize the village
economy arKVis spreading to the urban centers.

VI. Level of education of migrants

Level of education is defined as the hfghest certificate or diploma
achieved from formal schooling. By this definition, ode in every four
migrants in Jakarta has never been at school at all (25 per cent);
almost every other migrant has had some Grammar School (47.95 per
cent); one in eight has aecomplished Junior High School diploma (12.5
per cad), one in nine has High School diploma (11.07 pe"r cent), and almost one in twenty five migrants has an 'Academy or University diploma (3.48 per 'cent).
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In-migrants to Jakarta by level of education, and,province
(in percegt)

Table 3.

Junior

,

Province of origin

No

s'ohooling

Senior

GraMmar . High
School

Schbol

.High

School

..

Acch

1-3.63

2. Ba 1 i.

12.91

41.33
35.60

15.27-

43.61

I

.

3. Bengkulu,

4. Irian Ja)a
5. Jakarta (DM)
h. Jambi

.

12. South Kalimantan
1. IA est Kalimantan
14. I.ampung
15. Maluku
16,, East Nusa Tenggara
17. IA est Nusa Tenggara
18. Riau
19. Central Sulau esi
20. North Sulauesi
21. South Sulauesi
22. Southeast Sulauesi

23. \orth Sumatera

,

Total

41.60 r.

36,88

10.93

I. East hahmantan

.

.

47.53

13.9

9 lAest Ja%a
10. Central ;Salimantan

24. South St1matera
25. \%est Sumatera
26. 1 op akarta

11.88

.

7. Central Jazi
8. East Jata

I

-

100.00

46195

32.77

..

12.13

40.72
36.33
. 44.07
44.04 .
50.82
42.34
53.79
.46.54

4.89
14.78
10.25
34.54 ,
12.82
16.58

8.97
21.61
15.76

44.01
43.38

24.90

42.53
47.03 ,
42.85
33.15
50.50

18.78
15.74
18.00

'0.93

-

-

18.69
18.67
19,13
13.45

17.18
18.12
27.61
10.09
22.24

4.83
18.34

-

16.85'
27.65

24.49

2097
.
16.48
7.26
20.16
16.25
18.06

14.89

22.19
5.67
16.90

'

10.57
17.87
15.49
16.56

i 3,21
18.34
11.75

,17.-21 %

15.78

43.31

19.12
17.85

20.62
21.53
29.64
23.66
-31.77
17.06

25.00

47.95

12.50

11.07

4.99
8.18
7.53

12.09
12.'5..

42.68'

21.99
20.'22

22.57

I 5.%

,Academy/
University

.

5.32
10.92

4.78
4.68

8..3'
4.43

275
8.07
6.64
5.30
7.04.
1.71

7.77
2.81

8.55
5.6Q

5.96
5.59
5.38
7.21

6.18
7.80
4.11)

6.00
3.48

sarnrle tabulation of 1971 population census. Central.,Bureau of Statistics.

Figures of Grammar School in-tluLle Grammar School drop-outs.
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Examining the cross tabulation of educational attainment and area
presented in Table 3 above, it is found that more than 65

of origin

per cent of the migrants who came from Irian Jaya, Lampung,-Wcst
Java, East Nusa Tenggara, North Sulawesi, and Riau, have an educabackground of only Grammar School or even less. In contrast,
about one third of the migrants who came from West Sumatera, North
Sumatera, East Java,, Central Kalimantan, and East Kalimantan, have
High School diplomas or higher.
tional

VII. Conclusion

Short distance movement and especially cityward migration seems
to be the dominant type of population movement in Indonesia after the
Second World War. Unlike the urbanization process which took place in
many Western European countries and North America, Where cityward
movement was stimulated by the opening and expansion of employment
opportunities in the cities, rural-urban migration in Indonesia is not
accompanied by such opportunities.
The explanation of rural-urban movement in Indonesia has to be
sought not in the city, but rather in the physical and social conditions
of rural-areas as a "push factor", and should not be separated from the

high rate of population growth for the country as a whole.

Cityward Migration of this sort will create social and economic
difficulties in the city and also exert growing pressure on the existing
inadequate urban facilities.

Because in Indonesia "push"

appear stronger than "pull"

factors

related to the country-side

factors related to the city, selectivity of

migration by education, in the sense that people who have higher educa-

tion are more likely to move, with long-distance migration being particularly dominated by people having higher education, cannot be observed in Indonesia.
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Recent Trends and Implications
of Rural- Urban Migration in Japan

I. Significance of rural-urban migration in pre-war Japan
Regional shifts in population, from rural to urban areas in Japan,
have led to a basic and inccssant stream of people sincc the last decade
of fue nineteerith century when the industrial revolution began in Japan.
It Tuist-,-however, be noted that the rural-urban migrations before and

World War II arc very u:'..frent, both in their volume and in their
implications, be.cause a remarkable change in economic and social situations occurred between pre-war and post-war times in Japan.

----afte,

The bask process of migration in pre-v.ar times v.as that excess
population prevailing in rural areas had alv.ays been pushed out and
absorbed into the industrial sectors in urban districts. This resulted
in a steady progress of urbanization. Hov.eNer, it should be stressed
that these changes had several significant aspects peculiar to the prewar society in Japan.
First, in spite of the progress ofurbanization, the agricultural labour
force remained at the almost constant leel of 14 million for about 70
years, from the 1870's in the early stage of the Meiji Restoration to
1940 in the early war period. This could be attributed to the fact that,
on the one hand, fertility.levels in pre-v.ar titncs remained at the high
standard typical of pre-industrial societies and that, on the other, demand for labour in urban industries was not so large as to reduce the
agricultural population.

Secondly, rural people who were employed in urban factories and
services, especially young girls enga.ed in the light industries like silk
and cotton manufacturing, ,sent most of their %%ages to parents who
expected an cxtra income to supplement thcir poverty, and besides
they thennselves returned home after several years.

Thirdly, these non-agricultural workers were educated enough to
handle the modern machines in the factories, because a compulsory
primary educational system of six years had been diffused throughout
the country as early as in the 1880's, just before the beginning o' the
industrial revolution in Japan.

b Hidehiko Hama. Institute of Population Problems, Toko. Japan.
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Thus, the economic development of Japan in pre-v,ar. times was
effectively supported by an abundant and comparatiely cheap labour
force with good education.

H. Post war trends in migration and redistribution of population

Concerning migration in post-war times, it is a well-known fact that
a remarkable change in migration and urbanization has appeared both
in volume and significance, especially since 1955 when economic growth
was greatly accelerated. In the period 1955 to 1970, rural-urban migration increased very much over pre-war levels and exerted a great
influence both on rural and urbanareas, especially from the point of view
of employment and education.

The long-term trend in the volume of net in-migration is shown in
Table I. -It is clear that almost all net in-migration has been absorbed
into the four metropolitan areas through the whole period from 1920 to
1970.

However, as for the total volume of net in-migration, Table 1 shows
that there was a conspicuous increase during this period. In pre-war
times, the net in-migration increased from 1,179 thousand during the
five years of 1920-25 to 1,674 thousand during 1935-40, but after the

war it went up sharply to 3,263

thousand in 1960-65 and increased

nearly three times over pre-war levels.

ncentration of net in-migration into the metropolitan areas inevitably leads to regional differences in population
changes. In Table 2, three categories are adopted in order to divide the
population changes of the forty-six prefectures in Japan. They are:
population increasc with net in-migration; population increase with net
Such increase and

out-migration; and population decrease.

As indicated in Table 2, the number of prefectures which showed
population decrease was only three or less among the forty-six prefec-'
tures during the period from 1920 to 1935, and this number was still
low in 1950-55 after World War II, though in 1935-40 it went up to
thirteen because -of the increase in migration during war times. In
contrast with this, after 1955 the number of prefectures with population
decrease increased remarkably to twenty-six for 1955-60 and twentyfive for 1960-65, over half of the total number of prefectures.

addition to the apparent changes in %olume of migration and
substantial proportion of the
urbanization, it must be stressed that a
In
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migration in Japan consists of young migrants of 15 to 24 years. This
results. in a great difference of age composition by regions.
III. Regional differences in age distribution

According to the 1970 population census results, interprefectural
migrants during the year preceding the survey totalled 3,812 thousand.
Among them .young people aged 15-19 and 20-24 accounted for 18.4 per
cent and 23.7 per cent respectively In fact, Fig. 1 shows that net migration rates are yery high in the two age cohorts of 10-14 and 15-19
years, both in the metropolitan and local areas.
For instance, in Kanagawa, one of .the prefectures located in the
Tokyo metropolitan area, the net in-migration rates for the age cohort
which proceeded from 10-14 to 15-19 yea. s during the period from 1965
to 1970, were 53 per cent for males and 32 per cent for females. The
age cohort of 15-19 to 20-24 years also reached 39 per cent for males
and 29 per cent for female in the same period.

As opposed to this, in Shimane prefecture located in rural areas,
net out-migration rate is 30 per cent in the age cohort of 10-14
years for both sexes, and 42 per cent for males and 27 per cent for
females in the age cohort of 15-19 years. Needless to say, such ruralthe

urban shifts of young people sharply influence the age composition both
in the metropolitan and local areas. Table 3 shows several examples of
age distribution typical of metropolitan and local areas.

The location quotients of age distribuZion shown in Table 3 are
calculated by relating the proportion of the population in one age cohort
in a specific prefecture to the national average in that cohort. In this
calculation, the quotient 1.0 signifies that the age distribution in a
certain region is the same as that of the total population, and a quotient
more than or less than 1.0 means a dev iation of the age-distribution
from the nation-wide average.

As shown in Table 3, the quotients for 15-19 years of-age are 1.240
Tokyo and 1.131 in Osaka, i.e. 24.0 per cent and 13.1 per cent
respectiVely in excess of the national average. On the other hand, the
quotients for the same age group in local regions such as Yamagata and
Kagoshima are 0.842 and 0.734, or 15.8percent and 26.6 per cent below
the national average.
in
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IV. Job and education as factors of migration

The reasons for and implications of the remarkable conientration of
young people in metropolitan areas have been widely disLussed. In this
respect, it would seem uncuestionable that there are two fundamental
aspects closely related to rural-urban migration. One is a shift related

to job opportunity and another is related to educational opportunity.
First, most of the young people who graduate from junior and senior
high schools in rural areas have to move to the metropolitan areas

in ofder to get a .job, because with the rapid growth of the Japanese
economy more and more factories and services are concentrated in the

major metropolitan areas. This situation with respect to job opportunities

may not appear different from that of' pre-war times, but in post-war
times the concentration of young people in the metropolitan areas has
been so large in volume and so serious in significance that it has resUlted

in a striking decrease in the agricultural population and even in the
population of a great number of smaller cities and towns.

Second, another important motive for young people to move to the
metropolitan areas is fundamentally linked to educational opportunities.

This is one of the most serious problems peculiar to post-war Japan.
With increasing aspirations to gain access to educational opportunities, demands for higher education have rapidly expanded throUghout
the country. Advances in educational level from the compulsory education
of nine years to senior high and moreover to college and uniVersity have
.,een one of the striking features of the social and cultural changes in
post-war Japan.

The transfer to senior high from compulsory education, including
junior high, would not require, in moSt cases, any inter-prefectural

migration, because facilities for senior high education are available in
--ILSE every prefecture to meet the demand. However, colleges and
ersities are extremely concentrated in the two areas of Tokyo and
Osaka, and this results in large numbers of young migran1 5 toward
sue big cities to enter college and uriversity, adding to those migrants
are looking for a job.
ca

The relevance for migration of the distribution of employment and

educational opportunities can be clearly illustrated with statistics.

Table 4 shows how many graduates from high school migrate to the
metropolitan areas away from their native prefectures in search of a
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job. For the graduates from junior high school, the proportions absorbed by the four metropolitan areas are 86.7 per cent for 1'962 and 75.5 per
cent or about three-quarters for 1972. In the case of graduates from
senior high school, the proportions are 90.7 per cent for 1962 and 88.7
per cent for 1972. They are especially dominant in the Tokyo area.
It is very clear that employment opportunities for ne v. high school
graduates are strongly limited to the major metropolitan areas, though
the proportions are growing a very slo v. dov.nv.ard tendency (Table 4).

As for educational opportunities, Table 5 indicates a remarkable
concentration of college and universit) students in the four metropolitan
areas, reaching 71.7 per cent and 82.0 per cent respectively of the national total for 1971. The university students in Tokyo area aloncraccount
for 50.3 per cent of the total.

The actual number of universit students more than doubled to
1,469 thousand between 1961 and 1971,and among them non-governmental

university students account for a little more than 70 per cent. If only
non-governmental universities are observed, metropolitan areas account
for 92.3 per cent and Tokyo for 60.1 per cent of all students in nongovernmental universities.

Table 5 also shows several important aspects of changing proportions according to grade and educational le%el completed.

First, in the second line from the bottom in this table, graduates
from junior colleges and universities in the four urban areas account
for 65.9 per cent of all graduates, v.hile in the bOttom line the corresponding labour force accounts for onl 46.2 per cent ot' the national
total.

Therefore, it can be said that there is a great demand for people
with higher education especially in the metropolitan areas. HOwever,
while 82.0 per cent of all university students reside in the four urban
areas mentioned, only 65.9 per cent of junior college and university
graduates are counted there. This gap between unkersity students now
attending and graduates who actually lie and u.ork in urban areas would
imply that facilities for higher education are far too concentrated in
the met:opolitan areas. Likewise,' this situation indicates that educational opportunities would be most influential in the decision to migrate.
Second,

unlike

university students, the proportion of graduates
in the four urban areas is 54.0 per cent, a

rrom senior high counted
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figure much higher than that of pupils now atf,ending school of the same
level (40.8 per cent). The gap between thetti would imply the possibility

of a large inflow of graduates into the metropolitan areas to meet the
demand of' urban industries.

Third, another interesting point is that the iwoportion of pupils.
attending urban primary and junior high schools is increasing with lower

grades. The figure increases from 38.1 per cent for the,third year of
junior high to 44.9 per cent for .the first year of' primary school, and
reaches 53.1 per cent for the number of births counted in the four
urban areas. These changes show that the next generation is now grow-

ing up 'in the metropolitan areas rather fta:1 in local areas and, as a
consequence, more young people will live in the metropolitan areas at
least for a generation unless any drastic changes are introduced,
V. Population changes v ithin the metropolitan areas

Along with the conentration of people in the metropolitan areas,
another serious problem is the rapid expansion of residential districts
towards the outskirts of the metropolitan sphere.
Fig. 2 shows population growth rates for successive distances of'
ten kilometers from the civic centre of Tokyo. It is very clear that the
area of fastest growth shifted towards the outer zones during the three
successive 5-year-periods from 1955 to 1970. The highest rate for the
period of 1955-60 was some 29 per cent occurring at the distance of.

10-20 kilometers from the civic centre. For 1965-70 the highest growthrate was 42.1 per cent occurring at the 30-40 kilometer zone, while the
first ten-kilometer zone did in fact loose population.

These striking intra-urban shifts of population are especially due to
young couples with one or two children, who move out from the inner
zone of metropolitan areas in order to obtain better housing. In consequence, such moves by young couples produce an age.distribat'on
typical of suburban districts, and a rapid porlation growth.

Fig. 3 shows a populatir.r pyramid by 1*±..e-year age groups of a
satellite city located a little over 30 kilor., :ers away from the civic
center of Tokyo. In, this pyramid, males aged :5 to 39 years and females
aged 20 to 35 years represent young couples, and the broad base

of the pyramid in the age-bracket 0-9 indiciii.es the relatively high fertility of these couples.

An age distribution such as the onc
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Table 1. Volume of net in-migration

the metropolitan areas,

in

1920 - 1970

(thousand)

Year

Tokyo

Osaka 1

1935 - 41)

6:s
678
675
S(g

456
434
77S
4Ss

195o - 55

i.611

1(455 - 6n

I,5Sn

196n _ 65
1965 - 7o

1()2n - '5

19'5 . 30
1,0) - ,;c

Note:

Others

Metropolitan Areas

Area

Nagoya

Total

Fukuoka

go

__

S

76

81

57

1,17g
1.326

HO

60

10

L632

Ils

196

03

1,674

t).;g

166

4-

4,)

2.5) 2

744
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Table 2. Number of prefectures by three types of population changes,
.1920-1970

Population

Population increase

decrease

Net out-migration

Net ,in-migration
Year
,

1925-31)
P430-35
1935-4o
I950-55
i955-0o
Inon-65
1g65-7n

;7

0
q

.

34..

:6

7

n
3

13

_

3'
7

13

II

In

12

14

11 4
1 39

26
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that the demand for kindergarten and compulsory school facilities would

rise very rapidly ig such growing communities. This will place heavy
educational expenses on the local municipalities.

VI. Conclusioil
In response to the tremendous migration into and V. ithin the metropo;

titan areas, the population in rural areas is decreasing so seriously
that it may become impossible to maintain basic activities essential to
their social and cultural life, such as education and medical care. In
overly depopulated communities, primary and junior hie) schools are
already being consolidated on account of financial difficulties.

=

In addition, as already mentioned, the num'.-)er of births in metropolitan areas is becoming dominant and consequently it may become
more difficult for rural people to recover the infant population needed
to strengthen the rural communities.

Thus, both in the, metropolitan and rural areas, though they are in
opposite situations, the impact of conspicuous migration on the social
and cultural life will be serious throughout the country in'the near
future.

Table 3. Location quotients of age distribution in metropolitan and
local prefectures, 197,0

Metropolitan areas

Ag3

Tokyo

Osaka

Local areas
Yamagata

I MOO

1.000

1.090

0-14
15-29

0.879

0.998

1.240

1.131

311-44

1.021

1..044

45-59

0.883
0.783

0.85
0.803
0.636

0.982
0.842
0.992
1.190

.1' Mal

611-74

75 and oer

0.h(14

140

143

1.237
1.098

Kagoshima
.. 1.000
1.133

0.734
0.901
1.174
1.312
1.603

.

Table 4. Graduates emploied in metropolitan areas as per tent of all ,
graduates froth high school who left native prefectures
to get a job, 1962-1972

Metropolitan areas
Year

Nagoya

Osaka

Tokyo

Fukuoka

Total

Graduates fron) junior high school
1962
1963
.1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

197'

40.8
40.7

.

2K1

1.6.5

1.2

27.o

-16.9'

1.1

86.7
86.3

38.1

2S.I

17.7

1.2

85.1

39.

26.1

.17.5

1.4

84.1

39.6

25.'
25.2

16.7

'1.7

'3.(4

16.8
17.9

2.0

83.'
82.3
80.4
78.3
77 8
76.5
75.5

.6

90.7

38.9
37.7
34.5
33.4
32.0
30.7

'

..,

_.0
2.a

16.3

23.9
23.9
22.0
21.4

2.1

18.6

20.7
21_4

2.(1

I.c/

:

Graduates !'ront senior high school
1962

1963
1964
1965
196O
1967
1968
1969
'197(1

1971

1972

52.3
5 .3..'
51.S
51.5
51_8
50.9
50.6
'51.3
52.2
53.0
52.0

..,

r

'9.3

6 5

29.6

6.8

20.6
29.5

8.2

29.6
28.5
27.8

7.9

'7.:

8.3

,27.0

M.

'l.

91.4
91.2

.6
.6

90..-?,

Is

91.1

8.6

.4

89.9

M.

.9

88.5

I. 8'
..

7..8

.7

26.1'

8.2

1.6

26.4

8.8

lS
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88.6
88.9
88.7

Table 5. Births, pupils, students, graduates and labour force in menational total, 1971
tropolitan areas as percentages of

Metropolitan areas
Tokyo Osaka Nagoya Fukuoka ,All four areas

Grade
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Fig. I. Comparison of net migration ates by sex and age cohort in
metropolitan and local prefe:Aur vs, 1965-70
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Fig. 3 Population pyramid of a satellite city. (Kasukabe) by five-year
age groups, 1970.
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PART FOUR
THE NEED FOR EDUCATIONAL
INNOVATION
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1. THE PROBLEM

I. The need for educational innovation

The preceding sections of this volume have pointed to the adverse
effects on educational development of rapid population growth and ruralurban migration in Asian countries. However, educational planners should

hot look upon themselves only as casualties of population dynamics.
What is essential for them to recognize is that, education has a crucial
contribution to make in the current effort of developing countries to
solve the
sures.

social and economic problems posed by demographic pres-

Yet, caveats should be vok J against the kind of inconsiderate and
one-sided emphasis that often results from the opening up of new perspectives for action. A straightforward educational poliOf of "more of
the same" would in all likelihoodaccentuate rather than resolve the population problem.

and

Statistical studies of the relationship between educational attainment
fertility are often summoned to witness that expansion of education

is bound to lead, sooner or later, to the desired fertility decline. Certainly, numerous studies of a cross-national or sample-survey type
have found a strong negative statistical association between fertility
and educational achievement. But researchers have been quite reluctant to draw direct conclusions regarding causal background and operational consequences of such findings. David Heer is probably right in
summarizing that "most but not all...data indicate that fertility and educational attain'ment are inversely related. Yet despite the mass of,clata
very little is actually known about the causal mechanisms". 1

The main difficulty seems one of separating the influence of education in bringing about fertility decline from those of other "modernization" factors, such as health progress, better communication, increasing incomes, urbanization. Very often, statistical covariances suggest
simply that a whole cluster of inter-related socio-economic factors has
by Unesco Secretariat
fleer, David M., Educational-Advance and Fertility Change,Proceedings of the ipc.
London 1969, Vol. 3. Liege, 1.11.S.S.P., 1971

1.
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been instrumental in lowering fertility. Moreover.and more specifically,
that the positive effect of the conventional type of
there is evidence
education on limiting family -;iie is ftlt only aho%e a certain threshold, which may be as highas lOyears of schooling. Considering that the
vast majority of rural children in Asia neverget that far, the educationfertility relationship loses much.of its presumed relevance for educational planners. In addition, it has been suggested by some of the contributions in this volume that expanding the conventional educational system can, in fact, intensify population dynamics bv accelerating the process of rural-urban migration.
Therefore, educational planners w illing to meetthe challenge of population dynamics will have to explore new avenues, including major reforms of educational structures and contents. The response of education to population dynamics lies in innovation rather than expansion,

II. Educational innovation as part of general development strategies
First and foremost, it would seem imperative that educational planand innovation, in order to meet the population challenge, should
form part of integrated development strategies.
ning

the level of the individual and the community, education towards
more rational reproductive behaviourcan make little headway as long as
other vital conditions, that is, the economic, cultdral and social framework shaping individual behaViour and modernization prospects for the
community, are not being developed simultaneously. One cannot expect
responsible and informed decisions regarding family size, spacing of
children, or the question of migration, in a context of economic backwardness, traditional cultural norms and social structures perpetuating
apathy. Relevance of education for the individual can only mean that education is geared to practical development in such a way that the skills
being taught become applicable, the knowledge translatable, and the
choices genuine. Educational innovation should thus aim at integrating
education with concrete and tangible development projects at the local
level. It is only through such integration that irrelevance and lack of
motivation, the two most persistent plagues of present-day school systems, can be overcome. While this imperative is being reiterated these
days in almost every meeting and relevant publication, it becomes even
more evident and significant when educational innovation is focussed on
the population issue, because the latter combifies in itself the totality of
development tasks and problems that need solution.
At
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There 'are developing countries which have launched massive efforts
to use educational innovation as an integral part and driving force of genneral development strategies. Their experience, including both faili,res
and positive achievements, should be carefully studied by educational
and socio-economic planners to determine its relevance for other countries with different social, economic and political conditions.

Integration of development efforts at the local level must be accOmor perhaps preceded by close coordination at the macrolevel. Curbing the rates of rural-urban migration and overall population growth can hardly be achieved bs, isolated programmes of any single
government department, let alone by educational planners. It is exactly because the effects of population dynamics cut across bureaucratic
borderlines, that the response of development planners must not be confined to conventional planning within departments.
panied,

A major prerequisite ofcooperation are adequate and viable forms of
institutionalization. Reflecting on this need, some countries ai-e now in

the process of establishing new types of high-powered interdepartbodies to design and carry out integrated development promental
grammes. II would seem important that an exchange of experience concerning the structures, responsibilities and functions of such bodies
should take place.

III. Tailoring,educational programmes for different population groups
Concern with the population issue has the important advantage of
sharpening awareness amongst educational planners that their clientele
is by no means uniform. The planner will soon come to recognize that
population processes and problems differ in incidence, relevance, and
causal background, not only between countries but also between different
sub-groups of the population within his own country. Perhaps the most
significant aspect of this observation is the differentiai inC-.c!nce of
high fertility patterns amongst different population groups. Unfortu-

nately, the theory of differential fertility, particularly in developing countries, seems to be one of the less elaborate segments of demoBut there is sufficient evidence suggesting that
graphic theory 1

group-disparities in income, social status, access to information, pre-

of traditional attitudes and values, and, last but not least,
provision of adequate education, are often mirrored in fertility differv-alence

entials between groups.
1 .

see Allman, James, The Impact of Education on Fertility Patterns; An 'Analytical
Survey of Research Findings. Paris. Unesco, Social Sciences Methods & Analysis
Division, 1973. mimeo.
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Thus, educational planners face target groups whose cultural and
socio-economic characteristics, including demographic features, may be
In this situation, educational programmes run the
vastly different.
danger of being too uniform or, even worse, imply a process of groupselection which is exactly contrary to the differentiation needed if
education wants to make a specific impact on those groups which are disadvantaged in terms of high fertility and low socio-economic status.
As planners try to diversify educational provision in terms of
structures, spatial distribution, and curricula, problems of equity will
al,sume vital importance: Neither conceptually nor on the level of
practical indicators are there any objective and commonly agreed standards to determine what particular allocation of educational resources
will be the most equitable in a given situation. Clearly, equity cannot
mean uniformity, but depending on what equitycriteria are chosen, a variety of possible strategies to diversify, specialize and focuseducational programmes for different population groups can be called "equitable- 1. One aspect of this dilemma, where improvements seem possible, is the lack of basic information on how educational facilities
w ;thin a country are actually distributed and differentiated to match
the distribution of population groups which need varying types and
quantities of educational provision. Detailed school mapping related
to equally +detailed, regionalized surveys of the population should thus
become a regular exercise for educational planners.
As the concept of global ecluc;Aional planning with predominantly
economic orientation becomes more and more a relic of the past, planners
need to know much more about their target populations than they used

!arpers of income or holders of a certain
occupation. If it is the 4 Ality of their lifes that we try to improve
through educational planning, then the totality of individuals' roles
as citizens, members of a family, exponents of certain cultural values,
religious believers, consumers, users of health, transport and information Services, etc., turn into pieces of information essential to the educational planner. Tailoring educational programmes for different population groups depends on the systematic collection of such comprehensive
information. At least, this seems to be the direction into which educational planners should go.

to. Individuals are more thr

For a more detailed discussion of the equity issue in education see the follo*ing
for Educational
contribution in this volume: Challenges of the Populatiun Issue
Planners: Introduction to a Methodology..
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IV. Rural community education

Innovative educational programmes to match the needs of particular
population groups have quite frequently been proposed and, in fact, a
number of developing countries are carrying out practical experiments
along these lines.

Undoubtedly the most .significant target population group for educational planners.are rural youth. There is equally little doubt that the
thrust of educational innovation will have to be directed towards improving the quality of life and the demographic 'ehaviour of this neglected majority. With guarded optimism, it can be said that governments
and planners in many developing countries arc actively aware of' the task
they are facing. Judging from the intensity and variety of current efforts, education for rural fife is about to take on a new shape 1.
One of the most widely discussed ihnovations in educating the ruralyouth is that of environment-oriented, project-based rural community
education.

Conventional forms of rural education are often being attacked for not
only ignoring the real learning needs of the rural population, but also

contributing actively to rural exodus. As an alternative, it has been
proposed to organise rural education around practical projects that
arc relevant to the development of the rural setting. Organised at the
grass-roots level and invoking the resources, cooperacommunity
tive ,services and expertise available in the community itself, this
form of education aims primarily at an understanding and eventual mastery of some of the vital problems of' the rural emironment such as-irrigation, use df fertilisers, formation of cooperatives, improvement and
proper utilisation of health and family planning services. It is expected
that the rural youth including those hitherto neglected by formal classroom education, would thus be equipped not only to live and remain in
their environment but also to modernise and develop it.

There is, of course, a variety of Ways in which the basic concept of
rural community education can be adapted to specific national objectives,
conditions, and ecological and agricultural settings.
socio-cultural
For a surve y. of national projects, see International Council for Educational DeNelopment,.Non-Formal Education for Rural Development. Strengthening Learning

Opportunities for Children and Youth. Interim Report prepared for the United
Nations Economic and Social Council, 1973.

A comprehensive bibliography is found in: Education for Rural Life, Bulletin of
the 1.B.E., 46th Year, No. 183, 1972.
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Two of the contrio.is in thi:. volume offer practical and concrete
prototype

solutions t

put rurai community ed.ucation into practice

1

V. Beyond the mOnopoly of the formal school system

It is increasingly questioned whether efforts to affect population
dynamics through educational strategies can be confined within formal
school systems. The formal school system, in many countries, tends to
perform best. where demographic issues are less acute, i.e.., amongst
upper and middle class children in urban areas. On the other hand, its
coverage anti quality would appear less satisfactory when it comes to

those sections of' soties which act as crucial intensifiers in the process of continued rapid ,population growth. To quote the report of the
Second Asian Population Conference: "...hitherto, the major part of
the expenditures on ethication have been devoted to the formal school
sector, but large numbers were outside this sector. They were important

not only from the point of view of their contribution to fertility behaviour, but also as potential contributors to the economy of the coun-

try:12.
The fact that in many countries the share of educational expen-

.diture in G.N.P. or public budgets is about to reach critical proalso points to the necessity of' mobilizing the educational
pcirtions
potential of agents and institutions outside the formal school system 3.
In a systematic and at the same time imaginative manner, educational
planners should therefore examine, which institutions and services in society have an underutilized capacity to perform educational functions,

and how their potential could be mobilized. There is little doubt that,

population- groups and for ccrtain
skill acquisition, cognitive
care,
(custodial
functions
educational
and
services
other than the school
thf.:titutions
development, etc.)

under such scrutiny, for certain

present orm will emerge as the best agent. Where this\
is the case, educational functions should be transferred away from the

system in its
school.

It should, however, be perfectly, clear that questioning the monopoly of the formal school system does not mean a complete de-institutionalization of' education. Refuting those who have declared it dead 4,
1.

see page.s

and

below.

2. Second Asi.in Population Co,erence, Final Report. p. 41.
Commissionon the Development
3. Cf. the recommeadation madc by the International
of Education: Learning to [3:!. LIICSCO, 1972, p. 228-9

4. see Reimer, Everett. School

Dead. An Essav on Alternatives in Education.

Harmondsvsorth, 1972.
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the formal school system still exists as the only sufficiently institutionalised agent of educating the masses, available to developing countries. In trying to assign a more active role to peri-scholar channels
of education, educational planners should be aware that the organisational and administrative capabilities of non-formal channels of education are still very weak.
VI. Education as an incentive to limit family size

Another innovative response of educa6onal planners to the challenge
of population dynamics could bc the introduction of educational incentive
.

programmes to limit family size. The idea of employing educational
incentives was originally generated and developed by family planning
experts, and ethicational planners have 6nly recently begun to discuss its
relevance in remodeling the financing and adminktration of education.
Yet, a start has been made towards the transfer of innovative ideas and
experience between planners in different sectors.

The rationale for educational incentive programmes is quite clearcut.:

Surveys undertaken to evaluate family planning programmes in
'Asian countries have revealed that the desire to give adequate education

to their children constituto one of the most powerful potential factors
to shape parents' deciSions about famil> size. Amongst both urban and
peasant families there seems to be widespread awareness of the value
of education, although this insight is somewhat irrelevant as long as
'many of them are unable to bear the costs Qf education, whether they
have few or many children.

This, observation may provide the rationale for publicly administered programmes under which the decision. of couples enrolled in the
programme not to have more than a given number of children is rewarded, after a certain time period, by some material benefit, e.g., in the
form,of free secondary and higher education bonuses.

The variety of educational incentive schemes thai are now being
discussed between population and education planners seem to have a
ew principles in common:
they make deliberate use of the material importance and motivational power of the education issue for indiNidual decision making'
they employ positive rewards as opposed to negative sanctions
they are organised on a strictly voluntary basis.
1'53
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It Ghou Id be realised that, in most countries, the existing social and
already imply manifold inCentives and
disincentives with a strong bearing on family size decisions: the basic
pro-natalist effect of free educati :,;! laws has often been critically
mentioned; similarly;ipaternity and irial welfare benefit schemes provide positive incentives to have mor.: ci:i'iren; preferential treatment
of large families in urban housing schems provides another example of
pro-natalist incentives, and so forth.
educational legislation does

A number .of practical and, more important, fundamental problems
will, however, require careful considera:ni before educational incentive
schemes can possibly be adopted as an integral part of education and
population policies.

At the practical level, for instance, thorough cost-benefit analyses
should tie conducted to show whether the prospecti, benefits of such
schemes in terms of reduced population growth rates, increased enrolment at .higher levels of education, maternitc and other social welfare payments saved, will outweigh the additional public expenses
incurred, especially the administrative costs of' running the scheme.
A choice will also have to be made as to who should be the'recipient
of incentive payments. The most obvious option wobld probably be payments made to individual couples directly. However, communities, vil7
lages, or districts may also receive incentives, e.g., in the form of new

schools to be built.or better teaching/learning facilities provided,'il
average fertility in-a given community has been brought down to a desirable level.
S.

In this connection, educational planners should-also consider the
partial transfer of financial responsibility for education from the central to' the community or district level. The pressure of population
on educational provision is felt only indirectly by the communities as
long as central allocation of funds, based on reported- population figures, provides for aCiditional resources proportionate to population

increase. Once tommuf.ii.ies themselves share the financial burden, they
will become more sensitive 'to the diSadvantages of Continued high

fertility, and the incentive to ren_ort high population figures:in order to
obtain a large share of central revenues is likely to disappear.
Whatever practical solutions will be adopted, perhaps-the most ser-

ious danger to be -avoided is that of violating the equality principle.
Opportunities to utilise exi.sting family planning services are, as a
rule, unevenly distributed throughout the population, considering the
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information 'gaps and accessibility problems that still prevail amongst
the disadvantaged sections of "societie§. Educational incentive schemes
which fail to acknowledge Such problems may thus contribute to a possible deepening of educational disparities between.different population
groups.

VIII. Perspzetives for population education
Since the Singapore Conference of Education Ministers in 1971
recommended stepping up national efforts and regionai coopeFation
in the field of population education, the introduction' of population
related materials at all educational levels including teacher training
colleges has become the most immediate and important response of
educational planner; to the challenge of populaCon dynamics in the

Asian region.

Unesco, acting as executing agency for the Uniti(cI.Nations Fund
for Population Activities, is at preSent assisting six Asian countries
- Indonesia; Korea, Malaysia; PhiliPPines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand -

the preparation and execution of national projects in the field of
Other ongoing programme activities aim at facilitating regional cooperation and exollange of information relevant
in

population education.

to population education.
,
..

/.

,

Current national programmes in the field of population educationdiffer in scope, coverage, anil initial sector of emphasis chosen. Some
governments, recognising the urgency of population problems in their
countries, have decided in favour of a massive and immediate effort,
to introduce poi.,ulation education thrOughout the school system on a

tionwide scale. Others have given preference to a stepwise strategy
which foresees initial attitude survey among teachers, .educational
administrators, and communitj, leaer, tentative introduction of population education materials at certain grades,and other preparatory steps.
As uniformity of population education contents between countries would
sedm inappropriate in view of different cultural, demographic, and so-

cio-economic conditions, so would uniforfn strategies of introducing
population education probably be detrimental rather than helpful.

Looking at the likely future perspectives for population education, .
major tasks still await solution: comprehensive evaluation of what population education can achieve in terms of relevant knowledge arid rational
attitudes amongst. pupils towards population related issues marks one of
these tasks. Although "KAP"-surveys Carried out to evaluate national
family planning programmes provide useful experience, specific tools
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and procedures will have to be designed to evaluate the impact of population education on different sections of the school population.

As a second major task, population education will in due course

have to be extendedbeyond the bolndaries of formal school systems which
to date are the main recipients of population education programmes.
While the formal schcol system has provided the most obvious and feasi-

ble starting point, it nits to be stres,sed thatthe more important and
critical clientele for, population education is found outside the classroom.
If ,the challenge of rapid population growth and change is to be taken
seriously, then these groups wiH have to be reached, regardless of the
magnitude and difficulties of the task. For young married couples,
young rural workers who have.dropped out of school, nomads and other
tribal minorities, jobless young urban migrants; and so on, appropriate
ways of transmitting the Population education message will have to be
explored and put into practice.
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2. A NEW ORIENTATION TO EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
Challenges of the Population Issue for Educational Planners:Introduction
to a Methodology
,

I. Introduction
The papers assembled in this volume provide information about the
population and educational situation in the Asian region and about the
impact of population growth and migration on socio-economic and educational development. They also confront us with a range of (macro)
educational strategies and (micro) innovatR'e educational projects which

could possioly help in olviRg the population problem.
e magnitude and characteristics of thc relationOur knowledge on
ulation 9 education in the Asian region is quite substantial.
ship
r experience in testing educational solutions to the population problem

(education 9 populatioi!; is much more limited. The possible "solutions"
put forward in this volume .are still at the stage of being ci,eveloped and
evaluated and cannot yet form a sound basis for a reallocation of national
resources in this d'rea.
It i recognised in Many of the papers presented that an educational
strategy aimed at tackling the population problem should be an integral
part of an overall development strategy designed to reach this objective.
This would indicate that the role of the educational planner is vital in
helping to design such a comprehensive strategy. Since most population
programmes in the Asian region are being executed in close co-ordination
with the national socio-economic planning bodies of the countries concerned and since the educational planning offices seem to have the closest
institutional as well as functional links with such national planning
bodies, educational planning may well become the "discipline" responsible for programming and evaluating population activities in the education sector.

In the paragraphs below an attempt is made ,to arrange the various
macro and micro "solutions" into a framework which could become a
tool for decision-making in this field. Educational planners could thus
contribute to the development of innovative decisions in the education
---)population area and to the formulation of pilot programmes at the
national, regional and local levels.
by the Unesco Secretariat.
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A still more important question raised in this paper is whether a

closer analysis of the population dynamics dimension of educational plan-.

ning could not be instrumental in changing the entire "philosophy" of
such a planning process towards a more indiv dual welfare-oriented

approach.

An attempt at answering such a question becomes crucial if we accept the argument made in some of the papers containeti in this volume,
_i.e. that:
_ education should be pai c of a realistic development strategy aimed
at solving problems that are causing people suffering and dissatisfaction and aimed at creatinga society where each individual has
a way Of asserting his identity and has a meaningfullrole to play.

individual or micro-level decision-making is a fundamental
building block in the process of development, and a development
strategy which attacks the papulation dynamics.problem requircs

the

a change in individual decision-making as well asa change in those
social and traditional constraints which frustrate such a decisionmaking process.2

II. Why a change in the traditional education planning process?

A Lhange in the traditional educational planning process is required,
mai/ nly because an evaluation of the achievements of educational planning
shows a continuous discrepancy between reality allid what educational
planners say they do or are trying to do. "Manpower need§Tor develop-

ment", which was once the most prominen: efficie cy criterion introduced by the West now is widely discredited in m st Asian countries,

not 'only because few educational plans baged on ilianpower arithmetic
have ever been implemented for political reasons.: but also because it

is viewed culturally as too primitive a concept. Ar4ther efficiency criterion like the social rate of return approach has had almost no direct
impact on bublic educational in...estment policy in Asian countries and

has served mainly as an intellectual focus for scepticim about manpower
planning.
The actual development of educational systems has been mainly a
response to the structure of private rates of return ( i.e., \ 3ocial demand),
with the'p6blic authorities continuously driven to expand tile provision
of places, in educational levels and types .4, ith high rates of return.
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Yet the pressure of sOCial demand is distorted by the differential distribution of poWer. For t4se reasons, the solutions to the distribution
oroblern 'actually reached vkry Considerably in the degree to which different social groups participate in them.
Since the tyAal structure of private rates of return'is an inverse
.pyramid with the higher rates correspondjng to higher levels of education 1, the general effect of the pressure of social demand has been to
cause most public authorities to shift more and more resources into
the higher levels of education even with significantly less than complete
coverage of the lower.levels. e.g., in Asia the average annual increase
in enrolment during the period 196P 1970 has been 4.8 per cent for the
primary level as against 5.5 per_cent at the secondary and 11.7 per cent
at the higher level.

The result has been, that a number of Asian countries still have
large portions of their popuiations who are without access to any educational services at all, while simultaneousi, governments in these
countries have been prepared to tolerate high knels of unemployment
among educated pupils.

'

The operations of the market for educational services in the Asian
region have therefore led neither to a universal minimum provision of
educational services (equity criterion) nor to economically efficient solutions to t e distribution problem (efficiency criterion).
developments have contributed to the sharpening of the
problems of equity in education, as eqiressed in terms of social class
and ethnic inequalities in educational opportunities, achievements and
benefits, rural-urban and interregional inequalities, etc., and have
These..

political awareness and intensified political
pressure by disadvantaged groups. A re-thinking of the educational
resulted

in heightened

planning practice is thus urgently called for.
III

3uggesting a conceptual model

A rc-definition of educational objectives
When analysing the educational objectiN es as formulated in the socio-

economic development plans of countries in the Asian region, one
may observe that such objectives are main!), drawn from macro development goals appearing under some of the other sectoral headings
7 .

Mairil because pri%ate costs arc held down h the tendenc of puhhc policy to
rilnimize. fees.
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(e.g., agriculture, industry, services, health/nutrition, etc.) amended by
a number of more general society-oriented goals.

Educational gos thus fit almost alway s

the following pattern:

in

Education for:
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Socio-cultural,
Socio-structural
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Economic

Self-sustaining economiL Nation build*
grouth:
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ing

4r

Change :

Change production

structure:
Industrial i zat ion:
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structures;
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The indiv'lual dimension of the development process, i.e., how
does development contribute to the individual's identity, his meaningful
and socially productive role in society, etc., is hardly ever reflected
in such a macro goal setting exercise. Thus the picture we get is rather
out of balance as is illustrated in the Jiagram below, where the number
of lines indicate the relative emphas,., given to each of the development
dimensions identified.
I
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In an attempt to correct such .r.:; .icobance, countries will have to
aim at reformulating their educa..11jyrulation objectives in the following directions:

They should be directed at all the population groups in society
and not abandon that part of the population which has missed
out on education altogether or which has been rejected by the
system.
They

should

be formulated as much as possible in terms of

individual needs and potential individual roles as reinforced
by more general social aims regarding community organization,
collective participation in community effort, linkage between
various communities and ethno-linguistic groups, etc.

They should aim at an iterative process between"users" and "producers" of education.

Educational planning as an instrument for directing national and international resources towards the attainment of population-centered objectives
Educational planning should gradually become an instrument for answering the following questions:

What are the population groups at which educational efforts are
directed?

What are the present and future roles and sub-roles of these
population groups and what modules of skills, attitudes and
values would they require to perform these roles more adequately?

Which are the institutions and services in society that at present
are performing educational functions and which of the other
services in society have an un-utilized or under-utilized capacity
for performing such functions which could be mobilized?

How can w,. manage the transfer of some of the functions which
are at the moment assigned to schools (with well-known unsatisfactory results described as "unfitness") to other services in the
society and -what part,of the school technology is transferable in
this respect?
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Educational planning has never been considered in this light and consequently the devek;ment of techniques and tools required for answering
the ,above questions has hardly started.Still, it may be possiNe to explore
a number of possible tools which have a potential fbr being utilized forthis purpose.
The_total framework
In Annex I, a grid is presented in which all four questions raised above .
are put in an analytical framework.

In the vertical column the population is broken down by major socioeconomic characteristics which in most cases can be derived from
the macro datp as collected .through household surveys, economic and
population statistics, etc. Each of these population groups are then
broken down by major role(worker, parent, etc.),qnd sub-role (economic,
biological, etc.). Some of this information is a\ ailable in quantitative
terms (occupational classification, K (nowledge) A (ttitudes) P (ractice)
Surveys, etc) but most of it will necessarily be of a qualitative nature
and can only be extracted from socio-anthropological studies and surveys.

On the horizontal line, institutions or, better, services in sociey
which could perform educational functions are listed (school by type
and level, family, church, etc.) and broken down by function (custodial
care, value formation, etc.). The basic question which requires an answer is: "What type of learning module (as defined in terms of cognitive
skills and values/attitudes) is required by the performer of a certain role
(say worker) in a certain socio-economic group (say urban secondary
school graduate between 25-30 years earning between $100-$150 per
month), in order for him to perform the different sub-roles (say biological survival) better and more efficiently?" While one person performs
various rotes simultaneously (e.g., parent/worker/consumer) there are
a number of sub-roles which are relevant to all of them, e.g., a person
performs an economic function when, as a parent, he decides on sending

his child to a fee-raising school simultaneously with, as a consumer,
deciding 'on buying a transistor radio and as a worker on working over-

time. It is towards an improved performance of such sub-roles that the
learning modules should be directed.

The next question is.then: "To what extent is each service in society
(say school) contributing to this 'optimum' learning module, which func-.
tions (e.g. custodial care) are performed by such a service, and how
can some of those functions be transferred from one service to another
(e.g. cuAodial care from school to family orcognitive skills from school
162
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to factory). if there is under-utilized educational capacitY in the latter?"
One very important dimension which is not shown in this framework
is the time dimension. In order for the framework to become an educational planning.tool, it is not only necessary to make some assumptions
abbut the future development of population groups by socio-economic
characteristicS, roles and sub-roles but also about the relative changes
in societal services. Since learning and readiness to perform certain
roles takes place through experience ever time, a next step in refining
the grid will necessarily have to concentrate on tWs process dimension
of the role/service relationship over time.

The population profile

While the grid in Annex I tries to give the totai picture, it may be
possible to magnify some of its components separately. In Annex 11 the
"population characteristics dimension of the framework islifted out ant:
described in some more detail. An attempt is made to describe, as an
example, the population of Malaysia (around 1968) in various geographical, urban/rural, ethno-linguistic and socio-economic terms. This is an
initial step required in order to beable to identify the ba-ic characterktics of the potential consumers of educational services.

Roles, sub-roles and functions
Grid II in Annex 111 magnifies the relationships between roles and
potential educational services while iv Cf Itf of Annex IV a breakdown
select.-m, value forof such services by basic function (cus.:%:-,).
A iet_essary step to be
mation and cognitive education) is
can be filled out, is to
taken before the empty boxes of these
nd of educational funcundertake a stocktaking of roles
3!:.: a stocktaking exercise
tions classified by type of societal
er of populal;on groups
can be undertaken on a sample basis tor
semi-urban and urban
with different br,sic characteristics ,r;
:

env ironment.

The learning module

A learning module consists of cogn,.ive skills, values and atts.
ark basically a
invention, the different sy.;.t.matic categories and sub-categories io.-.n-

While these components or the. !earning

tified may alsc be applicable to a cias,fication of Third World fear-otg .situations, although it is recognized that the coatent of srLh categories will be completely different.
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present respectively a systematic listing of cognitive skills arkLJ s!.1:A-skills and a list of indicators
of modernization attitudes as identifil by five different sources.
As an illustration, Annex V and AG;1,i:,,

An application in the field
the above procedure. Suppose

(-Y

;7-)pulation dynamics may illustrate
.nsh to change a certain population

pattern (say rural-urban migr±, through a strategy which involves

educational measures, then it ,k-oL,'d be ..ecessary to investigate which
are the basic values, attitudes anC ognitive skills-required to change the
roles and sub-roles of differem ;.5,..,pulation groups which influence this
pattern. If we could agree on thc refinition of a learning module for this
purpose, the next step would b,:l.:-1(dentify and mobilize (possibly through

society which could best provide the
hool, in its present form, is probably
not very instrumental in chang ;ng rural-urban Ti:F.r.Ition patterns in the

experimentation) those services

components of such a module. The

desired direction; it may evf-n he a negative cflc. A. change in structure, content and process of thf- rural learnIng situation through a shift
from formal to non-formai ecinca7ion, comp ..-oented by the mobilization
of potential educational fuis:,.ins cri the farril:adult education), the rural
etc.; is likely io provide a
cooperative (community educatior:
such an overall strategy.
more effective educational
In Grid IV of Annch VII an ii;ustra',1c,,- k given of a similar argument
-:...onomic, sub-role) situated in
relating to the role of a worker

Tnrec alternative learning moa specific socio-ecOnomic envir
.:ombination
for providing the cogr't
dules can be chosen separately c.r
nitive education required for -i.ci-ving the worker's economic sub-role.
Depending on which of th.:. ...itern.ves (life-long education, functional

literacy, on-the-job trn;cii:.. are finally selected, the mobilization of
the school, factory and/or community is rethe educational
quired.

IV. Adjusting "tradititi:al" educational planning concepts and techniques
to population dynamics objectives
Pres,::nt inadequ.?:its

It would be u::ro'..stic to assume that the "new" educational planning
concerts discussed in the preceding paragraph could be applied tomor-

of research and experimentation wilt be
necessary and this i.:4uires time. In the meantime the educational
processes as we knch. than today are inadequate in attaining most of
the educatioral system's objectives, including objectives relating to
row. A ..4.ubstantial

...:.:(;7ount
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population dynamics. Firstly, formal educational services do not reach
those population groups which are the driving force behind population
dynamics (e.g., the rural poor). Secondly, the content and structure of
educational serv.r:es are hardly ever geared to absorb information/communication programmes on population growth and change. Thirdly,
oulation matters being mainly an individual and/or
decisiOn-mag
family-affar with outside influence having little chance of success in
re of participation in educational processes is crucial.
the long
However, t.:LI,..;Aitmial participation seems still a rather distant goal-in
most of the countries of the Asian region.
Simultaneously with .the development and testing of new .educational
planning concepts and tools, it is necessarY to review existing educational
planning practices and their impact on population dynamics, with the aim
of' adjusting such "traditional" practices where this impact is negative.
The supply of educational servi....es

1

There is an obvious precondition for the resolution of problems of
population dynamics by means of strategies which inelude education,
namely that the differential demauds for educational sen ices be corrected in the direction of a more equitable distribution.
Educational planners have to intensify the dialogue with policy
makers and citizen representatkes on an objectke measure of equity
in the distribution of educational services. In this connection two ques-

tion have to be asked:

Is th,: equity focus to he the distrit.ltion of educational services
per se, or the distr:bution of things outside of hut dependent
on education (income, citizenship participation, etc.)?
the equity focus to he the concept of a minimum universal
provision or some formal characteristics of distributon itself
(mean years of schooling completed, coefficient of variation,
Is

These two sets of alternative approaches can he summarized in a
matrix as follows:
I. Arguments declored in his ,ection can ako he found in John A. Smgh. Equit
criteria in educational rlanning. Internal discussion rarer, Paris. Unesco.
mimeo.
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A. Educational Services B: Education-dependent
things like income,
per se
citizenship participation, etc.
I. Minimum univer- _e.g. universal primary e.g. universal literal...
cy or incomeeducation or cornsal provision
poverty floor
pulsory schooling of
f-l5 age group
.

II. Character of dis- e.g. shape of the edu:
catiorwl pyramid
tribution itself

e.g. coefficient of
variation of incomes

As box A/I indiltes, universal primary education is the most cornmon
measure of an equitable minimum provision of education services per se
Crities of this measure, who can also be found in some Asian countries,
use two types of arguments: Firstly, in. Practice this measure means
according primacy to schooling. Schooling is ,..7onsidered an inappropriate
instrument for attaiang the goals of primary education, especially for
rural population groups which would be better served by non-formal
education. Secondly, primar:, schooling focusses on the consumption
as distinct from the investment dimension of education.
While the latter argument is rather primitive and does not justify extensive dialogue, the former argument is real. A policy which promoteS.
non-formal education for rural population groups, while such groups
demand an education similar to that provided for .urban populations,
raises equity problems of its own.
To what extent the "population message" can he better Lommunicated
by formal as distinct from non-formal education in addressing different
population groups (e.g. the rural-urban migrant) is a question which the
educational planner can help answer by prov iding different quantitative
measures of distribution of educational services.

As box A/II indicates, the shape f the educational pyramid is
166
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certainly the most commonly recognized conceptual/ characteristic of
the distribution Of educational services per se.
In most Asian countries there is pronably more consensus in favour
of pyramids with relatively wide bases, because better access to basic
education for all is certain!) more equitable than hetter access to higher
levels for few selected beneficiaries of basic education. A measure for
the degree of equity of an educational pyraMid could thus he the ratio of
total actual enrolment in the pyramid to the hypothetical enrolment if' all
students were'given an equal amount of education within the same total
budget outlay. However, one observes that gov ernment; inquite a number

of Asian countries have been giving in to the Mcreasc,! social Jemand
for secondary and higher levels of education eenjto the exicq that high
.levels of unemployment among educated per'sdn are tolerated. Social
demand criteria have, in such cases, certainly been stronger than

efficiency criteria. The effect of such a laissez-faire policy..on equay

criteria has probably becp negative in that financial resources .have been
diverted,from providing basic education toall marginal population groups.
(the rural poor, the slum dw'ellers, etc.).

Measuring the effect of such alternatve education-al 'strategies on
population dynamics is one of the primary responsibilities of,the educational planner.
In boxes B/I and B/II, the discussion is focussed on things dependent
on education like income, occupation, etc. While this "instrumental view"

of education can be heard among the praclitioners of the recently
fashionable social-distributive-justice dialogue, one should not close
one's eyes to research results which indicate that the cormection.between
education and occupation/income is rather weak in most .developing
countries.

In box B/I, the provision of services for attaining universal literacy
is given as one of the possible strategies within this category. In most
Asian countries, literacy is thus defined as one of the minimumprerequisites for meaningful citizenship participation. Despite the"efficiency"
critics who have disputed (non-functional) literacy projects because they
doubt their ultimate "economic" benefits, prov ision for universal literacy
receives a high priority among educational objectives in most countries
of the region. In the more developed countries of. Asia, the concept of a
social minimum tends to he defined in terms of a floor minimum iy,.-ome
(or poverty line). Basic educational preparation would thus he nec :ssary
for the poor to lift themselves out of poverty
167

The_above alternatii'e interpretations of the potential contribution
of, education to the distribution of socia-l-jUstice-tras-signifirant implicatiOns for the population dynamics dimension of educational planning,
depending on-whether reproductive behaviour is more positively related
to citizenship participation or to income levels.
_

Finally, box B/II focusseS on the relation of educational services
to theincome distribution as a whole. However, this relationship remains
very Unclear; recent research results from developed countries would

indicate that the connection is only "partial" and not "significant" as
was argued before.

This scepticiSm has led policy-makers to focus on more direct
means of, redistributing income (taxes, etc.). and on the distribution'of
educational services per se. Also in most Asian countries public policy
has never seriously attempted to redistribute income through education
(e.g., by differential fee systems for bearin'g the costs of education)
and consequently little can be expected from the indirect effects of such
a policy aRernative on population dynamics.

We shall not go into a detailed discussion of indicators which
can be utilized by the educational planner to measure.the effects on
population dynamics of the above alternative approaches to supplying
education services. Such a disCussion is provided elsewhere:1.. However,
it is obvious'that such approaches would be a combination of:

increasir the ayerage (e.g., of literacy, retention rate) for all
population groups as much as possible;
decreasing, the dispersion (e.g., between educaLonal opportunities for various population groups) as much Ls possible;

decreasing 'the correlation (e.g., between education and class/
sex/income/urbanization) as much as possible.
The development of innovative educational practices
.

In order to become effective, the above macro educational strategies

have to be translted into micro innovative educational practices.
We can drstinguish between 4 kinds of innovationS:

1. cf. Ro!, A. Carr-Hill.
to

Population

Sstcm of Educationa-krndicators %%ith Specific Reference

Characteristics in Doeloping Countries. Paris. Unesco.

mreo.
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1973.

Innovations corferned with the objectives and functions of the school

in its broader socio-ecOnomic ,.context (e.g. educational reform:
introduction of comprehensive schools);

Innovations concerned with the organization and administration
of, the educational system (e.g., control/finance/decision-making;
etc.);

Innovations concerna with role-definitionrfrnd role relationships
(e.g., student/teacher relationships, local /centrai authoritieg,
etc.);

innovations 'concerned. with curriculuithods, evaluatioh, material and intc
tion.,

ontent; tirlietable, merAnization of instruc-

Usually an educational.' innovation is a combination of some of the
above elements. Annex VIII provides a sample of innovative educational

programmes and projects in Asia in which the innovative elements
introduced can be easily distributed among the above four categories.
The impact of each differ(mt type of educational innovation on individual and family decision'-making regarding population issues is likely
to vary in both intensity and direction, and consequently its indirect effects
on population dynamics will,vary considerably. To give an example: the
rural "Boys Town", programme in Sri Lanka ma have 'positive" population effects such as slowing down sural-urban migration, increasing age
of marriage, introducing participation M education as well as in poPulation programmes, etc. However, it may also generate "negative" population effects such as changing the roleof wdmen through decreased labour
market .participation, with its. indirect effects on family size. An evalua-

tion of such effects* is an inter-disciplinary tak, in which the role of the
educational planner is to provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of
relationships betWeen education and migration pattehis, labour market
r.
participation, etc.

v The potential role of international cooperaticn in the field of
population dynamics and education

International cooperation in social development is suffering from a
number of basic constraints which have often .reNcoted cooperation in
this field from .becoming a meaningful instrument.for asSisting governments of the Third World attain social sector ohjectiN es. Cooperation
in the fields of 'education and population is nc exception. It is unfortu_169
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nal.ely still true that international cooperation ft,. L!xtra-economic goals

has'often.recLived lip-service only and that social arid cultural factors
have often been censidered part of the ineans" for economic "ends."

The major constraints in the Vied of cooperation in education and
population could he summarized.as tbllows:
International cooperation'has too often been a one way stream, from
the 'materially rich to the materially poor.This, in spite of the awareness
amon.g both donors and recipients that progress in areas like population
and educatiOni is very much a function of .indiv idual and socio-cultural
values, which would make a dialogue a much more suitable instrument
for Looperation (e.g., learning from the recent educational experiences
in China).

a

Aid streams in education and population have often 'been based on
misleading interpretation of reality by using rather meaningless

indicators, concepts 'and institutonal structures whicn have been developed .by the rich.

International- cooperation has mainly concentrated on formal schooling: only recently a gradual shift to non-formal education, often on an
experimental basis, can be observed.

While ..there is a growing awareness of the need for an inter-disci.plinary approach to educational and population deYelopment problems,
e.g,, through projects for integrated .child development and education
for rural development, in reality the social scien( cs have not yet been
developed to.the extent_that re'search resuRs can he translated into guidelines for channelling aid streams in such"inter-disciplinaryr directions.
Resulting from the above, the major decisiOn-ma-king bodies in the
field de e;:pment planning in He Asian region have.. up till now. rarely

hi jefflcd with balanced intcr-disciplinary aid programmes for the

and consequently there is a tendency to continue aid to
ftaditional programmes in the fields of education and popula-

;

tioo

a graphical presentation of the actual situation may
thus show the following picturo:

Tc suin

up,

Incorne!Occuration
v.:Hare
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Sclic2o1 in(

Social
("lass
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aid

Re(olinnendgd
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Occupation, income and welfare are influenced directly by social
cia:)s and ability - which, in turn, is partly a function of social class and indirectly by education. Aid streams directed only at formal
schooliiig are not likely to substantially modif y. this pattern, in which

.

,education.plays on:y a relatively modest role.
What is recommended is a gradual shift from aid to formal education
towards a two-way stream (dialogue) directed also towards programmes

.which affect the ;child and aduli. before, during, and after the formal
schooling process (illustrated by the dotted lines in the above diagram).
Such programmes could _be non-formal community- education, child
:.alth care centres, comprehensive youth programmes, self-helpmovements, literacy programmes,training programmes for rural development, etc., (see Annex VIII for- exaMples of such programmes which have
been developed in the Asian region).

Aid giving agencies have a potentially significant role ,to play in
supporting initiatives in these directions. SinCe the institutional base
for such inter-disciplinary programmes is usually still rather weak,
both at the central and local level, international cooperation in this field
should take the form of risk-sharing in the implementation of experimental pro,..;iammes.
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ANNEX 11.

Population profile of Malaysia (around 1968)
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ANNEX III.

Grid

relating roles to potential educational services
.
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ANNEX IV. Grid III; relating potential educational services to "educational" functions
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ANNEX V.

Educational module: the cognitive skill component
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ANNEX VI. Indicators of modernization attitudes
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Grid IV: Example of Grid 1, focusing on a specific popuH.,:on characteristic/role related to r e specific educational ianction.
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ANNEX VIII .
EZamples of innovative educational Strategies and projects in Asia ai.rned
at specific population groups*

I. China

Education as part of a rural.development strategy

01 particular interest in China's recent educational efforts are (a)
the breaking of the old and rigid moukl of the formal educational.syStem,

(1-)) the decentralisation of conirol and finanang of !okver levels of
education and thr: use of the common,: as an instrument for ahieving
v.idespread first-level education, (c) the reliance on mass media (radio,

lovcost printed matcrials,, posters, etc.) for educational purposes,
including literacy training and skill tr,aining lei' rural deelopment,
(d) the extensive and versatile use of. army personnel in ciVilian education, and. () the synthesising ot formal and non-formal.educational
elements in nev. Mstitutions and programMes.(e.g,,,the agricultural middle school. and the cadre schools tor in-service education).

2. Indonesia r--A comprefiensive locally initiated youth progralmine
This multifaceted youth programme in Jombax, East Java, conceived
and managed locally, serves a wide ranye.of learning needs ofirys and

girls (under age. 20) through practical actkities in iwriculture, retailing, cottage.industry, rice-processing, rural manufacturing and repaits,
home-makiig, health and cultural affairs. It also provides remedial
v.ork in primar y. school subjects. and cash-pa% ing v.ork opportunities.
The prOgraintrie demonstrates hov. a comiminity can mobilise personnel
and resources available at the local leelincluding, for example,
schools, co-operatives, scouts, held agents of national ininistrie.s, a
teacher training inshtution, etc.--ibr a dynamic' programme that serves
youth and local deelopment..The costs are comparatkely lo v. and the
prOgramme is partly self-'supporting.
3.. Republic of Korea

Training for agricUlture

The Republic of Korea has an unusually large-scale, highly devdored
4-l. t pe programme (an integ'ral compOhent of the national:program.

for rura! development) Which includes extensive training facilith...;,
*Taken Irom "Nan-formal Education for Rural Deelopment; Strengthening Learning,.
Opportunities lor Children and Youth-. Interim report prepared h% the International
f.or rdu-ational Deelopment.
F.COSOC. 8 1-chruar% 1473, pages S5 -

particularly for 'farm machinery and repairs, and makes wide use of
trained local volunteer leaders. .The young farmers' movement has a
reported total membershipof over 600,000 enrolled in about 30,0(X) clubs.
Besides training at special centres the programme includes individual
and group projects, apprenticeships under progressive farmers, specialized farm training and various communitv assistance vojects.
4. ,Malaysia

Co-ordinating youth activities

Efforts are tieing made in Maia.sia, especiallv through the Ministry
of. Youth, Culture, and.Sports;to strengthen and co-ordinate ..arious outof-school educational opportunities for youth. and to gie youth a voice
in the shaping of such programmes and broader opportuni-Lies to participate in national development.

lnduded are various .youth organizaWns (e.g., the Malavsia Association of Youth Clubs and 4-B clubs), local.. training courses (for leadership and skill training) and pilot emplw.ment-generation projects..
The ministry works with two representatke outh councils (the Malaysian..
(ouncil of Youth and the National Consultative Council on Youth) to
elicit young people's opinions and suggestions regaroing gc :ernment
polieies and programmes.
5.

Sri Lanka

A voluntary self-help movement

va .Shudili,Ama.. a communitv deelopm,mt/i,elf-help move-'
ment; inspired by Buddhist philosoph., is aimed at uplifting -the mast,
depried rural communities. The programme contains significant educational' components and extends to about 380 %Wages. The typicial
procedure is to organife a work camp in a prospectie illage where a
idealistic volunteerskOrk- with willing
number of- ,,irrodilya'Y
. Wagers for several v.eeks on a much needed construction project.
This 'osportunity is used to instill, among yillagers the idea of organizing.
for/sOfi'-;mproveinent. Specific self-help projects are deeloped and the
trie's to guide the v illagers' .acti% itie!, through its fult-, and
part-time.v;lunteers who have skills, knowledge or experience to offer.

6. Sri 'Lanka
youth

A residential vocational training progranime for rural

"

A residential, multipurpose and largely self-supporting rural ".Boys
Town" programme in Sri Lanka combines basic general education and
trairiin in agricultural and practical skills for employment:and selfemployment v ith the development of 'elf-reliance and leadership. abili-'

18.9

ties. Adolescent boys are given practical training in:producing all the
major crcps that Sri Lanka's year-round growing season and fertile
land permit, and in the common mechanical and trade skills that an enter-:ising Wlager should know 4carpentr: basic metal work, house
construction, elctric wiring, repair;ng generators and motors, etc.
Important questions here are whether and how the principles and methods
of thissuccessful small-scale programme might he appliedc..n a broader
scale.

7. Thailand

A large-scale school equivaftncy programme

This "second chance" programMe in Thailand, under the Ministry
enables out-of-school adolescents (boys and girk,)
of Education
with four years of primary schooling to complete the equialent of the
rr.At three primary grade:s.and three grades at the secondary level-and
obUlin an official ichoof I'ertificate in less than half the time and at a
fraction of the cost of regular schools.
8. Thailand

An innovative approach to functional literacy

This unusual and highly promising functional literacy experiment
sponsored by the Ministry of Education is open hi adolesoents ar-i adults
of both sexes. It, teaches literacy through a reexamination of traditional

to,c;,g concepts and practices regarding agriculture, nutrition, health,
etc., and by-improving or correcting these concepts.with scientific in,
formation. Initial,evidence suggests that this' progranime supplemented by village r.;:wspaper reading centres is effective in.motiv4ting and
sustaining the intei7est of the rural population in l,iteracy.

9. Thailand Skill training for out-of-sChool youth
The Mobile Trade Training School's programme operated by the Ainistry of Education is a relatively large, innovatke and comparative.y
low-cost effort to provide a variety of useful rism-farm oc,cupational and
homemaking skills for rural and smalMown adolescent boys and girls.
lt is directed mainly to primary-school-leavers who do not continue
in formal education.
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Approaches to educational pbmning in a
population-and societal context
.

I.

Introductory remarks

The purpose of this paper'is to explore some ideas about how educational planning can be undertaken within a population and soCietal context without too many political conclusions implicit in the approach, or
at leat with A somewhat more explicit exposure of such conclusions.
I

/snail not, in this "context, apply. any rigid definition of the planning

function, or the role- of the. planner. Whato.er definition we apply it

appears that planning will to some extent he concerned with the following

three elements of work

description of factual situations, indications

of de:;iraHe..policy directions, and development Of appropriate strategies.
with those elements c-separately,
,. The following Comments will deal
though they should hardly be seen as "stages': in a planning process. _hi
practice, they are fundamentally..interdependent, and is is in all likelihood the waY it has to be.

-

Traditional-planning theory Attempts to present the tirSt and thc last
of 'these elements, data_gatheTing and programining, as the- typically
prOfessiorral elethents of the planning proCess,.while the.establishment
of policy'directions is regarded as the political element in the process.
My thes'is will be that all these planning .,elements are highly pohtical.
Both.the selection andstructuring-of dataand the development of stridegics 'imply _political choices,'Which may' be far!more decisiN%e for the..
final outcome than 'the often.more fOrmal goal-setting operations. I ain
interested in exploring how this happens in current planning practices
and how this influences the outcoMe or such activities.

The following analysis is:4 of necessity, sketchy. I have to confine
myself- to a few examples, and to ,a few comments on each of them.-It
appears to me, however, that a more exhaustive study of such issUes
would be highly rewarding, and also useful in illuminating what planning
today yeally is.
,.
II: Approaches to descriptiOs of reality
It goes without sayir.g that reality/ can be described in an endless
:number of.ways, none of which are exhaustive. We can only. take a hasty
,t). Kjell Eide, EduL'ational pkirming !specialist, Oslo, NonAa).
/
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look

at

some of those inost frequentl used in a-planning context.

.)
tii,fic and the consey tient diqrarutioll
Data on ecOnomie
ei.lrionik resources are collected and structured wIthin the framework
'of national aecounting. Bearing in mind that conve:ntional definitions of
"economic.goods" are rather limjted, such data are still very significant,
also because the distribution of economic resources, iS highly correlated.with the distribution of resources inTh much wider sense. Yet, b ssential
aspects of stated pohcies eSC'ape.the analytical. framework provaled by
national aetount data, Even when suppleni,mted by detailed descriptions
of productive functions and..job, the -relationshipsOf such data to educa-

tional activities-are rather.dubious.
'The development of..\.orii,/ ifridicinor.,. represents a iliorecomprelien.Sive att'empt -to provide information on the situation of individuals on
many dimensions. Such measures attempt to indicate (the distribution
among individuak of resources in the widest Possihle sense, including
knowledge and insight,. ihealth, working conditions, social activities,'.
"status", access to power, 4tc. Yet, the selection of such welfare criteria'
is birsed upon'.. what "w4" think is important. It reflects the valu,
structure and the,pesforniance standards of Predominant power-groups
in society. A's in th`e ca0 of national accounting, \\,e. may even endup
with international standar6s reflecting predominant power-groups at a

global, level.

'Another approach, less frequently used on a major scale, is the,mapi'listitutious. the roles pertbrmed lm them, the extent
to which :.heir services/are being used, and h Whom. The advantage of

ping of

.datie is that they/link roles performed td"their institutional setlirg, 'which adik new, potentially operational variables to those .hrought
out by national accounting and 'social ludicators. The concept a ihstitutionar roles dr func.tions is difficult, howeNer, and.both inter-institutional and inter-personal relationships tend to escape the analysis.
comitiu,c! represents an open-ended approach, in the
sense.that tAiere is no lirtiit to the number of ,.haracteriStics of individuals

individuak' situatidns Which 'can be brought into the analysis.
Traititional demography has cOncentrated oi. ariables related .to the
and

reproduction of populations, bc:. geographic, 6ccupatonal and social data
ha ve. increasingly b, m brought into-theltamev.ork of demographic data
gathering.
hi principle, one _could imagine an extension of the typt'' .)1 stock./ 'flow-matrices which have he'en-developed forTeducation and the economy
O.
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(cf, the StoneLmodel). Individuals at any age might he classified not only
according to their location within an educational sv stem or within
the economy, bUt also according to geographic 'location, sex, familysituation, non-work roles., religious and cultural affiliations, social
groupings, etc. Transfers between groupings according to sudi classifihe recorded
cations can be mapped, and individual characteristics
relation
to
such
transfers.
in
variable%
explanatory
as
and used

Studies may' be undertaken in order to describe more accurately the
implications for indkiduak of being located Man\ one of the "boxes"
in such a multi-dimensional matrix, thus prov iding a basis for judgemdnts
about the desirability' of such locations and possible transfers.

Even in this case,, the selection of dimensions for such a matrix
can only be based upon political choice. There is no guarantee that dimensions essential to individuals will not escape the grid, and that
elitist conceptions of what ought to he the interest of others will not
predominate such a selection.

Approaches with somewhat similar aims, are timc-budgetiug and
yludics. In the first case a comprehensive recording is made of
how irldivkivals with different characteristics spend their time. The latter
approach concentrates , on recording a maximum number of "events"
OceUring in a specific community, an "event" often being defined as
something which happens when two or more people meet.
Yet, many

In both cases, the emphasis is on comprehensiveness.
will
things happen to individuals at the same time, and the researcher
of time utilifeature
of
a
particular
form
have to select the specific
lots of things
zation which, he finds most significant. Correspondingly,
operational
definitions
of
individuals
which
escape
may happen to
poMt
of
v
ev
"events" from the researchers'

In addition, the attempt to he comprehensive in such.studies has'
frequently limited them to rather small samples of' indivkinals. When
The
used on a, larger scale, substantial simplifications are needed.
outcome then resembles more the kind of data emerging from extended
demographic matrices, and the selection problems are of a similar
to innature. We may still have gained something in terms of closeness
dividual situations, but time utilization data and event studies offer little
in terms of explanatory variables.

Event studies may conceivably throw some light on the nature .of
human interactions. Other, more macro-oriented studies of this pheno184
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menon concentrate on descriptions of power structures an,,1 decisiowmaking processes. In prmciple, such studies could he extended to cover

also typical forms of interactions at the indk idual leel. In education,
this would mean interactions hetween pupik, hetween pupds and teachers,
and between teachers.

the
.

bescriptions of this kind are beset ith difficulties stemming from
elusive nature of the concept of power. Een within a strictly

hierarchic-al decision-making structure, there is genuine hargaming gomg' on at different levels. If we try to descrihe such interactions

as transactions, our judgement of the relatke gams .for the parties
involved will depend upon the scale of measurc we adopt. Such a scale
may not correspond to the scales relevant to any of the parties involved.
We are here in the middle of the complexities connected %A th the use

of such phrases as "exploitation" and "imperialism." There- is hardly
any "objective" way of describing the extent to wh:ch such pL.nomcna
occur. Even the individual's. range of choice may only be a fo. -nal criterion in this context.
Yet,

studies of this kind appear to conic close to some essential

dimensions of human conditions, which tend to escape most of the other
approaches deserihed above. In principle, it should he possit-de to
attach some descriptors concerning the nature of human interactiOns to
both a system of social indicators,and to the "hoxes" in a demographic
accounting system. As far as I know , there hae been few serious
attempts to 'do this, and we may have to regard studies of human interactions in thc framework of broader decision-making structures as a separate approach to descriptions of human conditions.
Common to' all these approacIP2s to the gathering of data concerning

human conditions is the basically political choice involved in selecting
"relevant- data. Even the most general "programme of statistics", e.g.
those offered by international organizations, invoke Such choices.
It should be noted i this context, that the frequently applied distinc-

tion between "quantitae" and "qualitative" aspects is mainly a convention. Largely, such distinctions reflect previous priorities in tcrms
of development of measures and Act:ral data gathering. Wc have usually
been able to quantify what we hac ,iaund important enough to he concern-

ed with. Thc "quantiqcation bias" is mainly a reflection of previous political choices.
The actual selcction of data in c'
185
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nptive approaches such as thosc

is usually decidcd by pre-dL.t.ermined systems of
"I
data structurraz. 1:es emerge fcom established "planning techniques",
or simply from comentional research approaches dey eloped 'Aithin the
different academic disciplines. The politicc.l L'hoices haYe already been

mentioned aboYe,

built into such preconceked thinking models of a "methodological" or
"pro!:.:ssional- nature.

The Yartous cony entional forms of data structuring ha-, e usually'
specific political connotations, and \Ain he discussed in the next section
of this paper. The only conclusion yy e YY ill dray, at this stage, is that
the basic data gathering. element in a planning procss is of fundamental
political importance. The picture of reality YYe start from, is Jecisive for
the outa'orne oi an planning anals si s, and for decisions (Jerked from such
an analy sis. But the picture of reality yyhich e ,)roduee is not in any
of the
yyay arhitrtry. It is, consciously or unconsciously, a reflection
ield
likely
to
kind of patical outcomes Allich they are

Ill. Transformations fron. facts to policy directions
Frequentls, descriptions of human conditions appear immediately to
point out some policy directior, Fey, yyould disagree Nuggestions that
people ought to he NAealthier and healthier. Problems N'ise, hmyever,
about the distribution of such benefits hely% een diffrent \groups, and
about prior'ities to he attached to different benefits.

To a considerable extent, priority decisions of this kind are left

to professional personnel operating in Yarious fields Each profession
has, in fact, established sets of norms regulating sac:- ::cisions, providing indiy idual practitioners NA ith the necessars g, ,.,sional authority
yy hen such decisions are made.

Among ecouotni.:ts the maxim of profit maxima'iii has !,c-acloally been
replaced bs the one of GNP-maximation. Such one-cif mensionai oectives
pros ide a basis for conclusion about "optimar conditions ssithin a subss stem or in society as a sshole. Esen'sshen the range of objectives is
ssidened, however, economists maintain their trust in market prices as
an "objective" measure of' alue. Without this axiomatic assumption the
sshole theoretical framework pros iding economsts ssith their analytical
tools breaks down. There ssould then he no "ohjective" information to he

drawn from rate-of-return anal ,. sis or cost-henelit analysis ba.,ed on
actual and shadoss prices.

The concept of demand is often frequends used hs economists as
a guide to policy directions. As factors determining human needs fall
186
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.

economists, their
mainly outside the set of variahles dealt with
limited
to
various
forms
of
trend
prolongations1.
is
usual technique

Such trend, prolongations may even he used as a normative hasis fbr
long-term allocations of public resources, as -veil as iiiore specifically
for predicting inflow into educational sy.stems. It is interesting to
note that sociologists, -being far more aware of the lack of' autonomy of
"demand" in relation to public policies, have rarely contributed to normativt conclusions based on "social demand."
.

The medical professions

have iong since developed their normative

concept of health which, like the GNP, has acquired.its international
definition. While such a professional health concept is still largely
accepted as "objective" in casuistic practice, it is increasingly challeng,
cd in the -field of' social medicine. The increasing realization of the
importance of psychosomatic problems also hrings out the narrowness
.01 the factor-set included in medical thinking models..

Psychologists have never quite succeeded in establishing a similar
concept of' "mental health",,though not for lack of trying. Elements of
this are discernible, however, in Piagetan psychology, and in child
development theories. The idea of a "normal" form of personal development is an active force in psychologkal and educational thinking, providing a basis for apparently professional normative decisions.
Approaches with similar aims are found in the establishment of
"taxonomies" and "hierarchies of human needs", through which policy
directions can be derived from descriptive data. The application of' ideas
from Bloom and Maslow arc illustrative example of this.
Another approach among educationalists is the well estahl.shed form

of "curriculum development", more recently emerging as a scientific
discipline in itself. Various implicit value-assumptions are applied in
this context, from assumptions about the existence of an inherent logic
in the different scientific subjects, to equally obscure adaptability
norms, human development ideologies or feedback directed programmed
instruction. Major...studies are undertaken on the assumption that one can
establish a scale of educational performance common to all nations, and
plans exist to export curriculum work based on such assumptions on a
wholesale basis to developing countries.
I. It ma% be interesting to note that the axiomatic basis ofthe demand theory even in
current economic theory was established by the classical Austrian economists,
Aho got it trom the .speculative psychology of Wilhelm Wundt, His I(X) year old
psychological tliories on human needs have, of course, long since been abandoned

by pschologists.
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More extensive ."assessments of needs" arc undertaken hy sociologisk, trying to measure preference scales predominant in various
sectors .of society. As individual preferences will Away s he the function
of conceived alternatives, such needs assessments offer wide possibi-

lities for interpretations. This is also true for attempts at "participa-

tory planning" based on the participation in goal formulation of a Maximum number of individuals. The logical extension of such activities, the
use of extensive Gallup polls, suffers, of coarse, from the same limitations and dubious validity.
Sociologists have never succeeded in es.ahlishinga"dous ex machina"

in the form of "the sociological man."1 Yet, the concept of institutional
and individual roles offers the posibility of dd'ining a set of "balance"
criteria. Adding the condition of minimizing conflict, one is again pro.vided with a mechanism whereby "professional" political answers Can
be obtained.

Studies of power-structures and interest group interplay by social.
scientistc offer similar possibilities. The tendency to use balance
criteria as a normative indicator is also present in many studies of
this nature.2
Such

concepts as

"non-exploitation" or "pon-imperialism" are

clearly normative, though widely accepted as inherently good. Yet, such
concepts can only be maintained as inherently good as long as their
meaning is subjective, based on the value-structure of the individual
using them. The moment Conventional 'definitions of inter-personal..
validity are established, the concepts loose their characteristic of
being good per se.3 Yet, various expert groups are keenly competing for
the right to define such concepts on the strength of their professional
authority.
The fight between professional groups for the right to provide the
authorized definitions of basically normative concepts i.s a typical
phenomenon in the process of transforming fact- -Jo policy directions.
,akc is provided by
An illustration of the form such competition
tk. Quitc frequently,,
current tendencies in the formulation of pol
I. Ralf Dahrendorf once tried.
2.

is interesting to note the occurrence of similar phenomena in emerging ecological ideologies, in Ahich strong normato.c assumptions arc hulk into concepts of
"halance".
The share this fate with se%cral other normatke concepts, such as "efficiency",
"peace", "non-viol:nce-;,"progress", etc.
It
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official goal statements for an operational actkity include as a separate
objectie "the efficient utilization Of resources" for the achieYem_ent
of other stated goals. Appary.ntly, ihis is 4uite redundant, since a commitment to other objectiyes logically implies their maximum achievement with available resources. The hidden meaning of this additional
element Of the goal formulation is, howeYer, real enough. It offers a

leer by which assurmM experts on "efficiency" can apply their own
notions of objectiYes, built into their efficiency concepts, as a basis for
steering the activity. The resulting mer-determination of the decisionmaking model is frequently soked by the objectk es, as seen by operative units, having to yield. Thls is especially the case when efficiency
judgements are linke.,1 to resource allocation fink tions.

The result is fairly regularly a shift in power from operational
agencies to agencies responsible for budgeting and efficiency control,
which usually means a superior position for the professional authority
.of the economists.
The

fight between professions for the right to define objectives

takes somewhat sirifilar forms on the border-line between medicine and
psychology, between technologists, economists and anthropologists, etc.
An essential dimension of political choice is, in faA, the official recognition.that various forms of expertise ace releYant to problems of political importance. Some of the difficulties encountered in developing countries in spreadinoWestern values are clearly due to the lack of corresponding prolessiOnal groups in thoSe countries,and many forms of "technical assistance" may be viewed in this light.
Built-in value assumptions also develop w ithin institutions and various

sub-systems in society, frequently related to predominant professional
groups, but not always corresponding to the latter. Public administration,
school systems, universities, social care systems, enterprise sYstems,

'develop their own internal value structures. As for the professions;
societal dynamics tends to destroy established patterns of division of'
labour, 'and institutional competition _tor recognized authority is well
known and apparently increasing. Again, the granting of such institutional
authority, is an important dimension of policy -making.

The development of techniques for .providing "objective" policy
directions is not limited to professions and institutions alone. There
exists a series of "gem.ralist aprroaclics-, ofien developed by groups
striving to- obtain their own professional status. "Systems analysts",

"evaluators", "budget specialists", "planners", "future researchers"

are varieties of this brand.
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The idea that one can develop a common welfare indicator based on
a set of social indicators is an illustrationof the techniques used. Various
forms of cost-benefit analysis and "accountability" based on pre-stated

objectives belong to .the same family. One ina also count programme
budgeting approaches, With their insistence upon attributing one-dimensional objectives to each activity,and the resulting shift of power towards
efficiency control expertise..

All these approaches accept, at least in principle, that some explicit

is necessary. There i:;, however, very little
input of political values
evidence that such inputs are really forthcoming, in a way which permits
an effective political steering. The lack of realism in the assumption
that pre-stated operational goals are an input into optimation processes
may be illustrated simply by stating what is involved:

In a multi-purpose process, politcians are expected to state the
objectives of the operations in mea%urable terms. In addition, they
will have to provide specific value weights for each of the objectives
(normal priority statements are inoperational in this context). In a
realistic case, however, value weights are a function not only of the
actual level of achievement of the objective in question, hut also of the
level of _achievement of other competing objectives. .Furthermore,
objectives .are not only competing for resources, they ar e. frequently
inter-related in a "technical" sense, being complementary oralternative.
But this is not all. A responsible politician cannot only be concerned
with the achievement of stated objectives. He must also, in fact, take into
account other actual outcomes of the operation in question, and provide
proper evaluations of such outcomes. Furthermore, he is faced with the
realitY that in most operations political importance cannot only be attached to the final "products" of the activity. Values will also have to be
attached to various possible forms of the process itself.

If a politician were able to provide all these inputs into a planning
process, the likelihood is that we would end up with an over-determined

system, which in principle cannot be programmed. The realistic as-

sumption, however, is that no politician can conceivably fulfil such
requirements, leaving in fact essential decisions to the professional expertise constructing the decision-making model.
It still remains to comment upon the use of future reward: as a means
of finding "professional" answers to political questions. The simplistic
approach to this consists of more or less sophisticated extrapolations
of current trends, in which the implicit political choice lies in the selec190
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tion of assumed "autonomous" variables for projection.
reelmohwi
A somewhat more complex technique, is the .1,oreca.qiug
cal developPm,Ht.,. When the assumption is added that such developments

determine more or less strictly othe'r features of society, a picture of the
future is- proyidect to which politicians can only find the hest way to
accommodate. A variation of this approach is the establishment of a societal typolo,,,zy. based on the assumption that "development" is an approximatively hnear process, leading all nations through the same historical phases.

Even more intricate alternatives are proyided by the application of
delpliitccladtpws, bringing out possibilities for consensus among expert
elite-groups. Somewhat similar effects are obtained through cross matrix
establishing "likely" futures as a consequence of
stu(lic of cccliN,
imputed probabilities for event correlation, as estimated by "experts".
rorecastiv 'Table dynamic_c- is another version of the same 'nature,
removing the static aspect of needs assessment techniques, and offering
at the same time even more freedom for expert interpretation of the findings.

The writing .of ".s,rios.' more explicitly offer.; chokes between
different feasible futures. Built into all forms of.. scenario-writing,
however, arc specific notions about the inter-relationship between phenomena and about incompatibilit y. between phenomena belonging to different scenarios. k specific vkion of how society operates is needed
to write sccnarios of this kind, if they are supposed to offer real alternatives. In addition, no choice can disregard the aspect of feasibility,
which again requires the normatiye judgement of the experts involved
in the exercise. There arc strong reasons to ask what is left for choice
based on explicit political premises.

Structuring of data is needed it' they are to have a meaningful usc
at all. Wc just have to realize that most of the established patterns
of data structuring haVe stfong built-in clemeilts of preconceived conclusions. Thcy stem from the selection of variables judged to be relevant,Sand from hidden value assumptions built into the thinking models
offere4 as a basis tor decisions. The fact that such value elements arc
fairly predictable if wc know the type of expert or the type of institution
charged with the structuring of data, 'indicates that such value biase.s
are far from arbitrary. Thcy stem from group interests internalized,by
1
those who undertake the analysis.

This possibility of predictable rabic biases,
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however, may also,'

when clearly recognized, offer politicians a widened range of choiCe. If
expert groups are not too firmly root.ed in the institutionahsed political
structure ot' a so&iety, politicians can to some extent choose expertise
according tb their value preferences, or they can create confrontations
between groups or instilutions with different ,.alue structures, and thus

neutralize:at least some of the value biases. This may, in fact, offer
more of a leeway for politica) decisions than any of the alternative options for policitical action offered by specific ex0ert groups.

Yet, as long as professional or institutional authority is largely
accepted by most people, the options left to politicians may still be rather
limited. If those formally responsible for political decisions are to make
this responsibility real, it will require a fairly general understanding of
the extent to which professional .1( institutional groups actually undertake
pohcy directions, and the ways in which
the ransforination of facts
this is done. With public opinions strongly influenced-by exactly those
groups whose power would ..be threatened b such a de,elopment, attempts to strengthen decision-making on explicit political premises
will certainly involve a fair amount of up-hill work.

IV. Choice of strategies
In current planning theory it is frequently assumed that when general
policy directions are given, the development ofan appropriate implementation strategy is primarily a task for ,planners and other experts.

The implicit assumption here is that a set of predetermined goals is
expressed in terms of "products" of a s,stem; while the way in which
such goals are ahieved is "neutral" in relation to such goals. Furthermore, if' the system should produce other outcomes than those related
to pre-stated goals they, too', are without political relevance.

It is extremely unlikely that-such conditions will he found in political
operations of' any significance. In a complex pperation such a-s education,
.

what we regard as means in relahon to general polic,y objechves cannot be judged per se. Quite irrespective of their impact on pre-stated
goals, our choice of means has far-reaching political implications, if
we do not close our eyes to the fact that even children and young people
are human beings, spending a considerable part a their life within the
walls of educational institutions.

Our knowledge of the actual consequences of what we do in schools
is scarce. Yet, it is easy to show that even well-established consequences
escape most official formulations of educational objectives, especially
consequences of a less desirable nature. Neither the formal nor the actual
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responsihility. Of politicians does, however, permit them to Aeglect such
consequencesand any' strategy for implementation ba.sed solely on prestated objectives is,,th'erefore, bound to be inappropriate.

The tact that

processpalities knul toi;pecitied consequeuces

:.arc

politically important, has interesting effects. It Makes the experience of
those directly involved in the, process, in education primarily pupils and
students, but also teachers, very relevant for making policy decisions.
Such experiences can be claimed_to be as releant as the expert knowledge of those running and prokramming the systems. This means,
therefore, that the undisputed authority' of systems experts is severely
threatened. Decisions cannot only he made centrally on the basis of information and strategies developed by expert groups; tho directly
involved should,.have a say in such decisions. This MO'he an important
reason. why planners, curriculum developers, and scliool administrator
find it so difficult to recognize the political importoncc o ihose process
qualities and outomes not specified in goal staternent.
'Strategies can take all sorts ot forms, and there is hard:y any hasis
strartNics. However, it might
for suggesting a more rigid typo/ogy
he possible to group strategies according to some essential features,
beartng in mind .at the grouping wiH depend upon what features are.
thought essential, and that extensive overlap is conceivable.
,

Strategies may aim at maximum consistency am( predictabilit v within

a system. This presupposes a set of operational goals accort:ing to
which behaviour within the system can be programm'ed. Only decisions

supposed to be "neutral" in relation to the stated goals are left to the
lower levels of a hierarchical system of organization. ThOse being
served by the system are external to it, those inyolved arc tooloi.- raw
material in a production process which accords to external-Prodiact
specifications. Adaptation to new circumstances can only come through

changes at the top of the decision-making hierarchy, either through
new information or new central policy ()irection.

Another cluster of strategies rely heaYily on -protcs,iorralization-.
In principle, the .assumption ma y. be that wide areas of decisions are
"neutral" in relation to the general objectiy es of the system, and.can
thus he left to experts who know best how such objectiYes can be achieved.

In practice, for reasons discussed above, such strategies may, easily
be limited to the establishment of an institutional framework within
which selective professional groups operate according to their specifi.::
.value structures. The political choice will mainly he in terms of what
expert groups to use. Should one mainly trust ordinary teachers; or
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develop a set of "super-teactTers" directing the functions of inferior
teacher categohes? Should one reh, upon external rescarJ:hbased programmers and devejopers, possibly- rooted in specific disciplines of
one's choice or should one faccept the predominance of e,spertise
general techniques of efficiency control? Whattner the' ansyver, the
implication is that any group invohed in the system. experk or nonexperts, 'will have to accept performance standards set hv others.

An alternative, however, may be to let different professional groups
control different parts of' the system, or different functions w ithM it,
accepting the ensuing lack of consistency in the functioning of the system
as a whole. An example of the latter would he aprimary'school System
dominated by child-development-oriented classroom teachers, a secondary school system dominated by discipline-based, researck-oriented
subject teachers, a vocational school system dominated by problemoriented, industry-based technical experts, and with separate, nailintegrated agencies for "school psychology", school building, audio
visual media, etc.

A third group of strategic approaches may he termed -market'

strateczie''. 'One extreme version is ,found in cases of "performance

contracting" and some of tkie ideas about voucher systems. The more
general principle of such .1-rategies is to. offer education as a' service
to those interest groups which dominate current society, and facilitate
their maximum C,ontrol over the education system. Whether this happens
through more traditional market transactions, or through more sophisticated forms.of influence is not decisive in this context.
School-community integration may he one sersion of such strategies,

provided that policies in this respect are not selective. ThT.'m sti.ength
tf-w scbool,
or weaknesses in the local community will he reflected

and in the life chabcs of those attending ill Yet, even in thi1: case eduleast implicit choices about
'cational policy cannot quite escape at
atch of, several competing ikcerest groups will gain control. Even
so-called "free competition" has its rules- of the game, which in
fact largely determine the outcome. CThallenges to set rule..s from.groups

striving tbr more accesc to power,
sures to restore "law and order."

ll normally call tbr poli

mea-

:,

Another set of strategies might be characterized by flexible use
iHstrumeuts.

An important distinction between legal, financial

School-commuhit) integration as part of a deliberate effort to raise the status of
certain communities ma), he part of strategies v;ith quite different implications.
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and informative instruments of policy stems from the degree of rigidity
by which they attempt 'to control behav iour within the system. It .should
he noted, however, that this degree of rigiditv does not necessarik
correlate well with the extent to which such instruments succeed in
Mfluencing behaviour. Yet, the range of discretion at various ley els w ithin
the system is determined fiy the instrument mix.
Mov,ing towards an extensive use or inforimUional instruments,
andratherrestricted use of legal ones, may have pi-6round implications
for an educational ':system. In the, extreme,. such a development may
approach either the market strategies or the professional trategies
"indicatedbove. lf, however, the strategy mainly aims at w idened choices

for indivjduak within the sy stem, and in particular the individual student, the instrument mix must be such as to guard against directive
authoritylrom abOve being substituted bv local tyranny. We may then
arrive at a setof strategies characteriied bv their concern for service
towardS the genuine:Clients of the educational system.

Each of the stratey .clusters sketchil y outlined above has.prolound
impli;:ations. They are likel y. to enhance the achievement
of certain] policy.obectiv es, and hamper or prohihit the achievement of
-others. What frequently happen,s", t's that expert groups advocate the
chbice of certain strategi.es which may serve fileir particulTral-poses.,
or:id.leaM.-emerge from-their professional thinking models as the "neti_tral"' solution, while being at, the 'sanle time incompatible with objec-tivcs sought- by. politicians. The choice of' strategies cannot primarily
be -based on, professional premiNes. It is a highly political element of
any plaaning process.

V. Planning functions and roles
If any leslion shOuld he dra% n frOni.the previous analysis, it would
have.,,,to be that both planning and decisionAlaking, and ractual and
normative elements of' this process`,- :.n.re so fundamentally intertwined
that an attempt to distinguish betw,c,-ii.runt:tions and roles according to
such criteria, becomes rather' Ii,:ainir,Igiess. There is no .planniQg
Function which does notrinvolve deck'on-making, there are no genuinely
"value free" fields for professic:1,31 jux;4cinent.
-

would draw the conClusion that as a function...,:planning'is by neces-

sity part of a decision-making process. A formally separate pianning
process becomes a decision-makingprocess by itself', in competition
-with tile processes taking place ithin drganitational structures formally
charged with decision-making: It follows that planning as a function
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cannot be the prerogative of a specific profession, on the contrary it
is a necessary .part of the professional execution of policy-making and
administration.

Ir_we assume that planning should not be a power base for a new

profeSsional group, but a means of improving decision-making processes
for whatever purposes, the planning function must avoid the dominalce

of any specific professional group Or research discipline. It must also
avoid top strong adherence to specific: techniques, which again usually

,emerges from specialized disciplines. There must be no a priori
restrictions to the set of variables to be brought into a planning analysis, and the're must be no standard approach to the structuring of data
found relevant.

Which .data to be found relevant,, and what structuring to be found
fruitful, must depend upon the general concerns of the sYstern for which
planning is being undertaken. Beyond that, and also as an expression
of loyalty to the system, there must be a constant search for the unexpected and latent consequences of th: system's operations, and for its
impact upon the operations of other systems, even if such data would
raise doubts about established system policies. Such effects are likely
to cause backlashes for the system in any case; it is better then to
have them explot=ed and examined in time by the system itself.

Forms of .data structuring are related to approaches to pedagogical
tasks. At the one.extreme, a successful educational situation brings the
student to a preconceived conclusion. At the other extreme, a fruitful
educational situation triggers off thought-processes within the student,

the outcome of which is quite open except for the increased Understand-.
ing accjuired by the student.
which
The latter approach does not simply. correspond to cases in
solution
planner's present policy-makers with more than one alternative
to their problems, with indications of their respective consequences.
The outcome of a planning process should be a more profound underthey are formally termed
standing among decision-makers, whether
conditions
involved, of the existing
politicians or not, of the human
conditions,
and
of the variety of implipossibilities for changing those
Above
all, it should be made
Cations connected with possible changes.
alternative is chosen.
not"wen
in
hand"
if
'a
sPecific
clear that things are
the stated intentions
The responsibility for= decisions is not limited to

decisiononly. The function of planning is not to sbive the problems of
them-

can
makers for them, it is a means by which decision-makers
based on a more

selves find solutions to their problems, and solutions
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profound under standing of the

i

fivolved.

nore deeply into the question of the
In other contexts, I have
In
this
conne,..n,
1 only want to point to the logical
.role of planners.
function
as
defined above. A planner cannot
conclusion of a planning

then be someone monopolizing the function of planning. On the contrary,
his task will be to assist in the proper functioning of planning at all levels
within an organizational system. In all hkelihood, the performance cY this
task presupposes the lack of prescriptive authority for the planner over
others within the organization. Whatever advice or information he has
to give, will then be accepted by others only to the extent that they feel
their own purposes served by it. If thev do not, the planner should have
no means of enforcing his views.

Sudi a conception of the planners' role precludes combinations with

controlling roles, or staff roles involving access to central decisionmaking points for imposing advice upon sower levels. On the other hand,
it presupposes integration within an organizational system, it is not
compatible with external agencies operating in their Own right, or
with the occasional consultancy role. It implies loyalty to the general
objectives of the system, and precludes simultaneous loyalties to external instances. This, incidentall>, seems to nile out a substantial part of
so-called "technical assistance" from this definition of a planner's role.

2 0 (3
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Population Groups and Educational Provision:
A Challenge for Planners

I. The idea behind this paper is neither new nor startling: it is
possible to provide education to diverse population groups by making
use of a variety of educational resources. Put another way, by adjusting
educational systems, broadly defined, it is possible to meet the educa-

tional needs of different population groups. The paper -itself grew from a
short journey to Indonesia in July 1973, and an attempt to consider the

feasibility of the idea when applied to an Asian setting, to examine
even to defineits component parts in the face of Asian realities.

2. What follows is more or less specific to Indonesia anda fact to
be noted from the i.)utsetit may be impreckely so. Despite a wide
variety of help ..>iven by many individuals as well as inStitutions, the
factual base in son1.2 instances may he incorrect; the impressions based
on misunderstandings and hence misleading. Secondly' no assumptions
should be_ .made concerning the extent to which any of the content is
generalisable to another. Asian setting. What follows then is doubly
tentative, and the writer accepts full responsibility for errors of perception as well as of fact.
3. Undoubtedly, Indonesia does p:-.3vide an opportunity to discover many

of the difficulties inherent in the basic idea and to senseif not fully to
graspsome of the complexities involved. Some of the conceptual difficulties are familiar. It is difficult to determine what is an educational
provision and what is not, what is an educational resource and what is
not, and whether or not the limits of the definition are best established
in terms of their relationship to certain stated goals: More difficulties
cluster around the concepts, of need and demand, difficulties familiar
to anyone who has giv en serious thought to the question of in whose interests an education system is meant to operate and for what specific
purposes its energies should be harnessed, if indeed they should be
harnessed at all. The literal difficulties; those not only of definition
but of listing; those of articulating a goal structure and relating it to
the means of fulfilling it; those of developing an organisational system
adequate for realising and maintaining it, may become more familiar
once the conceptual difficulties are overcome.
h Susanne Ntowat, OECD Centre for Educational Research and Inno%ation, Paris,
Franco.
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4: In Indonesia, the rhetoric appropriate to a radical restructuring
of an educational system is never far from the surface. Concepts of

formal, informal and non-formal education are discussed with familiarity
,and frequency. Articles elucidate the implications of implementing a

system of life-long learning. Sensitive observers refer in conversation to the family as an existing educational institution in Asia. They-

think seriously of whether it is necessary to replicate the education-asformal-schooling equation of Europe and America and, if" not, what risks
are being taken with the lives of citizens and where responsibilit y. will
be accepted for the necessary social manipulation. Plans are afoot for
the development of "learning centres" which, at least in the descriptive
and very non-specific literature (Icaling with them, promise to put into
prati;:e the LoilLepis of educational provision related to individual need
that are elsewhere only contemplated by educational reformers.

5. The talk is exciting and is convincing to the extent that it reflects
a realistic appraisal of exi.sting needs and provisions by a people committed to education and concerned about its future. What is harder to
determine is whether the ideas can ever become realities. The extent
to which the government is committed; the extent to which thoughts of
education in terms of schooling are not sodeeply ingrained as to make the
next or alternative step literally it" not mentally impossible; the extent
to which agencies and institution-s alread y. involved in educational provision since independence can rearrange or reallocate their-existing
-responsibilities and work together in a new and untried scheme; the
extent to which there is a willingness to depend on people rather than
on equipment; the extent to which the nece.ssary managerial capabilities
and personnel skills can he found or developedall are imponderables,
and all give cause for serious concern.So does the question of economic
feasibility, of cost and of cost-benefit.

6. None of this is sw-prising considering just the geographic and
demographic aspects of the situation involved. The bare facts are familiar enough: a population of more than I20.million spread out over
a land area of 2 billion square kilometres. of which some 12 per cent
overall is under cultivation but some 72 per cent of the employed population is working in agriculture. It is estimated that the annual urban
growth rate will be 4.6 per cent for IWO-75;1 in Jakarta. as elsewhere,
the thousands of people who leave the country to search for something
.
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FederatIon, Situation Repor! - Indonevia, London,
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1972.

better in the city are a physical and unavoidable presence. The overall
density of population is 62 per sq. km of v..hich some 82 per cent is
rural; the population density in Java, where it is heaiest, is 580 per sq.
km.1

7. The population growth rate is estimated variously at 2.6 per cent 2
and.2.8 per cent:3 a san.pe census conducted in 1970 indicates a growth
rate of 2.68 per cent in i970-71.4 The age structur.,7 of the population
in 1970 is also significant:5
6 years
- 13

0 -

24.4 million

7

7.9
6.7

6.0
8.8
32.0

..

14

- lo

17

- 19

20 - 24

:5 - 29
60+

4.1

'Ile dependency ratio (number of persons of dependent age per 100
pel ., ins o( working age) is estimated ai 79.6
8.

Figu:ts vary, but achievements in terms of school enrolment are

impressive; 78.5 per cent of the 7 to 13 age group are enrolled in school
(ordinary and religious); 19.4 per cent of the 14 to 16 age group; 9.8
per cent of the 17 to if; age group.7 At first glance this is reassuring,
as are projections of future enrolment. The temptation must be strong to
concentrate available energies and resources on strengthening the
existing school system and of g.ving it sole responsibility in Indonesia
as elsewhere for the vocational, social, and cultural advancement of
individuals and the nation.

Then reality of another sort intrudes. Even leaving aside drop-out
rates, and very real doubts as to ho v. effectively the enrolment rates
translate into quantity of hours or quality of currculuni and teaching.
9.

I. Other figures in this paragraph are taken from Statistik Pendidikan. A publication
of the OfTice of Educational Deelopment (BPP),Ministr of Education and Culture,
Jakarta, 1972.
1971.
2. Population Council. Country Profiles - Indonesia, New York,
cited
in
Planned
Parenthood FederaUnited
Nations
Demographic
Year
Book,
(970,
3.
tion, op. cit.
1970-71 (mimeo.); based on material
4. Unesco, Educational Profile, - Indonesia,
collected t) a project preparation/appraisal mission. May-June. 1972
5.

/hid.

b.

Population Council, op cit.

7.

' nesco,,
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There are 3 million 6 .to 14 ear-olds not in school, 12 million 14 to
19 year-olds not in school, 45 minion adults bcyond the age of 20flot
in school. The matter can be put'ev en more bluntly: "GO\ ernment expenditure allocated for education amounts to 20 per cent of the entire
(and) is enjoyed
is distributed in an departments
State budget
and
15 per cent of the entire Indonesian people, i.e. children
There
are
also
dose
to
25
million
children
who
slying."1
adults
have not yet entered schoo1. In this context, talk of restructuring
by

nai i-rovision becomes more than a luxury.

so
man!,

planning, the significant question ma y. well be not
ten1
t
h where the non-school population is not, but where it is. How
reached or reachable by any of the information-disseminating

networks that exist? Some hundreds of thousands of people are touched
by

the existing out-of-schocl activities of the Ministry of Education

and Culture as well as of the six other Ministries engaged in extension
activities of rine sort or another; some private organisations are also
active, part v.,,L,.rly in urban areas. Information seemingly does not
exist, howevir , -bout who reads newspapers, who hstens to radio, who
H is in another organisation that could be utilized for
does neithe
specific educLikonal purposes, who is not in any system.
The dilemma thus posed is illustrated hy some current problems
11.
of population education. Recently a two-week seminar with representatives from several private organisations and government departments
agreed that the urgent target group for immediate population education
are those 12 million men and women between the ages of 14 and 19 who
are not in school. It was further agreed that the existing infrastructure
would be used to conycy the appropriate messages to them. For instance,
a youth magatine is planned, under the auspices of the Ministry of In
formation, to include population education information: the Agriculture
Department has undertaken to use its networks, etc.
i.e.'population educaThis too is an instance %hire the need
12.
has been clearly enough defined, even if detaik of curricula and
tion
teaching methodology' are not yet settled, and where th target population

group has been identified. The situation becomes more complicated if
Sudarmadi, S. "Lifdong Educa l. ln and Doelopment". In Prismci Magazirw. April
197: (unofficial translation). Elsothere, (e.g. Chapter II, "Description of NonContributions of Out-of-School Education tb. National
Formal Education Act i% it ie
Dcrelopment, Jakarta, Office of Educational Deelopment. Ministr% of Education
and Culture, IW72) it is stated that the number of primarx
hool .1-orouts is as hr.th
as RI per cent. and that those studerit.s +ho go on to Junior and Senior secondar

school arc I() per Lent in number respecticl.
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no less urgent when the realms of the undefined need and the undefined
target group are entered: in brief, v.hen one considers the overaH goals
of education in a country hke Indonesia, ho% they are translated into
individual demand or need, ho v. they are then translatA into the objec-

tkes of particular programmes or projects.
HI

Education has a clear purpose in Indonesia. It is closely linked
%kith national deelopment goals, meant to suppert these goals and.to
13.

make their realisation possible. The goernment's commitment to education is equally clear, as Article 31 of the Constitution of the Republic
of Indonesia indicates:

citizen shall have the right to obtain education.
1: Ec'er
Sect. 2: The Government shall establish a sy stem of national education provided by lay...

Sect.

14.

But v.hat does education for deelopment mean? Generally it is

inteipreted by Indonesians to include not only"the teaching of basic skills

such as those of agricultural or vocational pursuits, 'but also (and at
:cast in the literature emphasis is placed on thic ceconit anlect) the
deelopment of individual character, the deelopment of skills and attitudes suitable to a changing society, the formation of alues. The Asct of.
Educational Principles enacted in 1946 sets forth this dual purpose:

"The objectives of education and instruction are to turn out men
v.ith character and capabilities, and make democratic citizens
v.ho are responsible to promote the %vellar: of the community and
the country."

The explanation given for this- is that "deYelopment" is not only
a .question of the Gross National Product and arious economic indicators, but also a question of changing of attitudes and thinking patterns so
as to enable people to participate in development, to enable development
to be felt by the people. The basic difficulty' is teat ultimately the,
descriptions seem to run around each other in circles: there appears
to have been little articulation of exactly' what these attributes of character or attitude are. Perhaps the task is impossible, but it seems
necessary that the attempt be made hefore any serious attention can be
given to the question of educational means by which the objectives can
be realised.

An instance of the confusion inherent in the skill vs. attitude
IS.
dichotomy is to be found in the literacy. programmes. One result of the
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emphasis placed on education by the founders of the Republic is that
the-Ministry of Educati mi and Culture (now in particular the Directorate

of Community Education) has been deeply imolved in "non-formal"
education, i.e. adult and out-of-school education, ever since 1946.
In the early years, emphasis was placed on extension of basic literacy.
Here again the achievements have been impressive; in 1964 it was possible to announce that illiteracy had been virtually wiped out in the 13-45

year old sector of the population1, althodgh enthusiasm was tempered
somewhat by later revelations of how manr one-time "literates" lapse
into illiteracy once their training is over.
16. Nevertheless, it is hard to determine what exactly is meant by

literacy. Soenarjono gives at least some indication of the causes it
may be.called upon to serve. Objectives of literacy work are :
(1) to enable illiterates to gain skills in reading, writing, and.simple
arithmetic;

(2) to use the literacy campaign as an educational programme to
organise .and stimulate the communitr for further activities;
(3) to develop incentives for people to work hard, in co-operation

with one another, in productive activities for the development of
both themselves as individuals and the community.2
If these are the objectives of literacy work, does it follow that the ob:jectives of literacy itself are to establish the cOnditions necessary to
.allow the development of (2) and (3)? If so, can so much be asked of
literacy? One cannot help but wonder whether literacy all by itself is
the key to a better world; depending on the priorities used to define such
a world, it is conceivable that illiteracy can be functional too. Perhaps
revealingly, the same document states:
"The main difficulty in Indonesia seems to lie in convincing people of
the advantages of and necessities for reading and writing".
17. An attempt to make the relationship between literacy and development more explicit can perhaps be seen in the pilot experiments conducted since 1970 in Jakarta. In an attempt to overcome deficiencies of
past literacy work, literacy training is linked "with a vocation or a subject of interest, with the understanding that the student could learn to
read and write at the same time as he or she was learning the vocational
subject". At least one can sense that such definitions of functional
I. Soenarjono Danoev.idjojo. "The Contributions of the Ministry ofEducation and Culture to Non-formal Education". Working paper distributed by the Directorate of
Community Education. p. 303°. The same information is gken in many other
sources

2. Soenarjono Danoewidjojo. "Adult Education in Indonesia with Special Emphasis on
Literack Work". n.d.
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literacy are made with development objectives in mind rather more than
with those of accepted methodology. Ultimatel howeverone senses much
that is obscure and much that wobld be difficult to translate intoAeachable
content.
18.

One example frequently cited of what education for development

means is Jombang, the by now deservedly world famous educational project organised in the district of Jombang, near Surabaya and existing
largely through the energies of the local bupati and those of its own selfsustaining activities. The enterprise was begun by the bupati (i.e. adminktrative head of the district) a few years ago as a reflection of his con-

cern about "drop-oUts", local boys from the local villages who did not
complete primary school and whose future, aside from its certain unemployment, was in doubt. Courses were organised with one objective in
mind: to give the boys the specific skills and attributes necessary to
enable them to return to the local villages and lead productive lives there.
It was also realised that the villages would benefit as the specilic skills,
e.g..better rice-growing techniques, were djsseminated. What is. interesting to note is that the necessary attributes;appear to be primarily a .byproduct of the skills; also, in this instance, the undoubted enthusiasm and

concern for each .boy., which are two of the bupati's chief attributes,
would be a factor as well.
The Jombang venture has by now broadened its original scope, and
19.
is consciously-and deliberately training cadres of young men to participate in the government's transmigration programme. i.e. to move, somewhat like the pioneers of another age and place, to uninhabited or lightly
inhabited areas in order to develop them. Again, these boys are given
skills: rice-growing, animal husbandry. radio mechanics, sewing. hemp
weaving, etc. And indeed one wonders, in general as well as from a development point of view, whether or not desirable character attributes
do not usually arise from a person's secure knowledge of his ability to
exist in his environm(At and to manipulate it at least enough to ensure an
eLonomically self-supporting life.

To summarize: if education is connected to development. which in
turn is connected to attributes of personality and _character, where does
the task of articufating educational need begin? Perhaps emphasis should'
instead be placed on what people say they would like. The only survey
done so far in Indonesia concerning "Social Demand for Education" concentrates only on the in-school population and seems to indicate that in
as elsewhere, people would like education to give them a
Indonesia,
better job, which is not very helpful in terms of defining population
groups. At the same time, Indonesians concerned with the question of
determining needs for the out-of-school population are careful to point
20.
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out the difference between felt or expressed needs on the one hand and
those which are not yet recognised on the other, i.e. the difference between subjective and objective demand. A further problem is raised from
a potential conflict of interest between indiYidual or community need-as
opposed to national need. In any event, the attempt actually to articulate
needs - individual, community, national: personal, inter-personal, socioeconomic - has not yet been made.

Iv
When attent)on turns to the question of educational provision, problems of definition are again immediately encountered, not least of them
being one briefly mentioned earlier in this. paper. Specifically, it is
arguable that an educational resource can he definedonly in terms of the
educational purpose it is intended to fulfil, i.e. unless something has a
specifically educational function in relation to specifically stated educational objectives, it cannot in ap justice be considered a means of.educational provision, In the absence of objectk es (in this case the absence
of clearly defined need or demand)thediscusion of educational provision
must to a large extent bc conducted along somewhat unrealistic Hnes.
21.

2-2.

As a beginning, however, it is useful to look hriefl y. at the establish-

ed out-of-school educational activities of %.arious ministries and government agencies. As stated previously, there are seen of the former1
and numerous of the latter deeply involved in this work, not to mention
private organisations. According to the Decision of the President of the
Republic of Indonesia, No, 34 (18th April, 1972):
"The Ministry of Education and CuRure shall haYe the duties towards
and shall be responsible for oerall educational and training development carried out by both private bodies and goYernrnent."
Although it is difficult to determine the extent to which coordination
is an existing problem, nevertheless some difficulties of the present system can be indirectly identified. To do so is instructive if only to cast
some light on the probable difficuRies of coordinating more complex
networks, were such networks to he established.

IThe Directorate of Community Education understandably does not
emphasize co-ordination of its ov.n and other actiYities as a particularly
pressing problem. Instead it cit-:.s lack of funds, geographical difficulties,
diversity of languages, lack of proficienc y. among volunteerteachers,and
the high drop-out rate in literacy and adult education classes as major
problems. It is careful to define its functions in terms that seek neither
to duplicate the work of other agencies nor to gie to itself anything but
23.

I.

12cl

Education 'and Culturc, thc Intcrior, Social ffair, Tran'imigrat:an and

Cooperation, Dcfcnce, and Information Manstrics.
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the major role it has traditionally held. The role of Community Education, it is..stated, is:
(a) to induce people to adopt new attitudes and values.

(b) to equip them with the required knowledge and basic skills, so as
to prepare them to be more receptive and responsive to, and to

benefit fully from, the information provided by the Extension
Worker. 1
In practice this means that the local Community Education Workers
24.
or districts
(who are said to exist in most of the 3,500 Ketjamatans
of the country) are assigned the tasks of organising and supervising the
adult edi :atiort activities at the village level and may also help to
coordinate and integrate educational programmes undertaken by different
agencies. Directorate of Community Education activities alone might
include literacy and post-literacy .work, special courses for women in

family planning or home-making, village library provision, work with
youth groups, community leadership, training courses.

Despite the existence of committees and coordinating bodies at
the central. level, there seems agreement that coordination is in fact
a local matter. At first this is not caus: for wor.v Indonesian observers
also note that a certain degrce of Lic%-znivalisa.ion of decision-making
25.

and administration is necessary if people at the local le$,e1 are to be
actively involved in development acii*;ities. However, there are two
serious disadvantages. First, extension activities seem to be successful

to the extent timt the character, personality or capabilities of
the local leadership permits it. Secondly, the dissemination system is
admittedly weak. At the present time, there is agreement that muchtalent
exists in the field, but little communication horizontally or vertically.

only

What works in one place might work in another, gi% en the chance, but it
appears the chance is rarely given.

Another picture is 'given of the difficulties inherent in past and
present community education activities by an article written-1n 1970 by
Santoso S. Hamijojo. Making the point that agreement was first reached
26.

in 19.'.8 between the welfare ministries to secure a coordinated approach
to village development, he argues that committee after committee has
been created "with.insufficient regavd to sound human relationships and
the new philosophy of school administration." Specifically he cites the
"failure" of the experimental villages programme launched by the
I. Soenarjono. Danocuidjojo.

"The Contributions of the Ministp of F.Juation anti

Culture to Non-formal F.duc.ation", op. cit.
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Ministry' of Internal Affairs in 1951 as resting large:: ith the. fact
that trained..personnel wci-e missing from the field and that no training
Vbas given to the appropriate officers in understanding the philosophy or .
concepts of community development, nor in the skills necessary to working with people or groups. Citing other programmes whose effects have

.minimal, compared at least to original expectations, he notes a
similar pattern1.

been

It seems probable that the difficulties would magnify once the
factors of informal _education enter the picture, i.e% if the
incid.mtal factors were to become part of a planned ;!.-stem. Or the potential of these factors, little is..k9own. It has been mentioned elsewhere
that in Indonesia it i.s still possible for someone to state that "the family
27.

unknown

is an educational institution." At the same time, concern is evressed
over the breakdown Or disappearance of traditional culture factors,
such. as' the family, facing industrialisation and urbanisation. Indeed
this second observation is connected, in turn by some speakers to a
growing reliance on schooling as-the means to perform educationaktasks
no longer performed elsewhere, or to a sometimes expressed feeling that
"schcoling is all we have." The potential of harnessing industry as
an educational force is being considered and it is perhaps revealing
that fairly 'rzcent articles have appeared.discussing the necessity of

coordinating vocational education, with industry, and even giving some
vocational education responsibilities to industry. The Office of Educational Development says it is about to launch a massive investigation
of the fit between vocational education and labour market needs, which
would be an irvestigation perhaps significant in terms of assisting in
the definition of delimitable population groups. Before such groups can
be seen in relation to the existing or potential modes of educational
provision, however, much work remains to he done.
V

A paper dealing with edueational provision, to population groups
in an Indonesian context cannot close without reference to what appears,
to one observer at least, if not to the hidonesians, as an educational
actievement of massive proportion. Indonesia is a land not Only of
thousands of islands but also of more than 400 local languages, most if
28.

all of them mutually unintelligible. Bahasa Indonesia, the national
language (closely related to Malay), is now spoken if not by the entire

not

I. 1.11111116o, Santoso S. -Int rodudor% Notes on Communit% DLtselorment Programmes

Indonesia: A Stnth of Some Prohlems of Inter-departmental Coordniation".
str of Education aiR) CulJakarta, Office of Educational Deelorment (BPI' ).
in

ture. 1%4- I 97i
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population, at least by millions of people and in eery geographic area,
even the most remote. The magnitude of the achievement rests in the
fact that this language-leaching and language-learning programme has
been conducted almost entirely since Independence. When pressed about
this accomplishment Indonesians treat it fairly lightly-. They point'almost
apologetically to other factors: it was declaret; a unifying element and a
national s;mbol at the Youth Congress of 1928 and thus was closely connected to independence aspirations; it developed from Malay which had
been a lingua franca in the archipelago for some centuries; it became the
only practical official language (other than Japane'se) when Dutch was
kinned during the occupation. Nevertheless the fact remains that millions
of people have learned to speak it in less than 30 years since Independer.ctr. Onc is told that the formal school system was the ctief N,chicle for

doing this; one also bears that representatives of other Mhnstries and
agencies participated heavily in the effort. One imprestiion remains:
that at least once in Indonesia's:recent history. available educational
facilities have somehow been marshalled in the serY ice of a well-defined
task, and succeeded1.
In brief, it has b..en done before, and one senses it can be done
29.
again. Undoubtedly., the., parts exist. One hesitates to,ask too much of
planners. Nevertlteless, one senses the.parts are there, and are waiting

to be assembled. The questions are when, and how?.,

I

I UL d d N,LINNI(Th t thIN ant] other ladors is pro\ 'Lied h Effendi. S. "The dc clopat;ona I anguagc PohL%". [japer subincnt ot Bahasa Indonesia in relation to
and Language lkdopment
mitted to the Contcren,..con the National Language I'oIi
ot sian Countries. Vlanela. Phihrru1.s. Eke...ember 1S-22. 1072.
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3. EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION: FROM GENERAL STRATEGIES TO
CONCRETE PROPOSALS

/

Population and Education: Development Strategies

I. Individual and Mai:ro decision

A ,certain amount of undei-rowth needs to be cleared away if we..

are to arrive at, the heart of the mattois which I perceive'to be the
concern .of this paper and hopefully this seminar. The terms used in
titling this paper are themselv.es part of,this undergrowth.

In a development context (when we talk about developing societies or
countries) the word's education and planning are used most commonly in

a macro sense. We use the term education, for example, to connote
an educational or sOhooling system. We use the word Planning to indicate
the usually 'large scale attempts by nations and societies to order priori-

ties and organize those processes.which will bring about desired.social progress. All this is proper enough, w ithin this context. But there is
another context in which 'these very same terms also ha.e saliency, and
our macro level concentration frequently inhibits our analysis of this
other focus. In a m icro, individual or family context, the words education,
planning and development are seldom used in a macro Way: But thiS

does not., mean to say that these processes do not operate. In most societies indMduals do plan, learn, and order priorities. Their methods
of doing so may be less sophisticated, the end results less predictable,
but there is.,no reason to ignore this micro level actkik....In fact what
is becoming increasingly clear is that a knowledge and understanding of
these .processes. in individual or family terms is fundamental to macrolevel planning for development.
,Another part of the undergrowth invokes our seeming inability
to perceive in each-of these terms a common essential quality. Each
term describes a process concerned with decision-making and .the ex-

pansion of options and choices This is valid for both macro and.rnicrolevels. of action. Whatever else might be the goals of development
improvement in living standards or quality of life or ideas of that ilk

these kinds of ends are dependent upon expanding a nation's or individual's range of options or choices. The process of planning in essence is simply a systematic means of rationally and objectively assess-

ing alternative choices: In much the same way it is possible to view
J.A. Johnston, IaL.quarie Ini%;:rsit, Australia
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education as a proc.ess aimed at equipping individuals w ith the knowledge

and skills of rational. decision-making.)

What is being suggested here is that a wedding of these first two
poilit.s reveals the notion that individual or micro level decision-making
is a foundational building block in the process of' development.
.

From' the poptilation viewpoint this notion or approach appears to
have some relêvarice. The so-called population problems of' the developing world

,rapid population growth, high rates of' rural-urban mi-

gration and ottler maldistributions.of population area direct outcoMe
of individual decision-making,'or of decisions made en masse by individuak in response to cultural or traditional forces in operation within
their particular societies. It also follows that if social development is
impeded by the operation of these factors, as considerable evidence suggests., nations in developMent require strategies which attack the po-

pulation dynamic in terms of affecting some change in individual decision-making, or some change in those'social and traditional constraints
it
which frustrate that process. Whae it is a statement of the obvious
in most-societies, developed and developing, the:
WarrantS repeating
school has' become-the basic agency whereby a sOciety socialises its
young. This does not make the school an agent of, change as so many
non-educators imagine, 'but it does force the conclusion that under
certain conditions' it is one of the few agencies which could be used to
'cultivate and shape the decisionmaking process.2
.11. Education and population; past and present progress

Before c,,xarnining strategies which make tfie school, or more broadly

the educational proces, more effective instruments of social change,,
.vis-a-vis their operation upon the populationdynamic, it is worthwhile
looking at past and present attempts oforganisations and governments to
educate: a:people in'matterstelated to population. There arc four issues
which warEantattention:
.

.

Hitherto -most prOgrammes,'which havebeen planned to educate.a
I.
mass of people in populatiOn-related mattershave focussed upon. the adult
age group. By, and large ,such programmes have been oriented- towards
women who are marr'ied and within,the reproductive cycle. The-content
of, the motivational Message directed at them has been limited to the asI. Johnston. J.A. t'Population and Development". .ANZAAS Cs.mtcrcnc,

Proceedini!s.

S%drie. Australia, i972."
'. Hanson. J. & Bremhecl. C.. "Education and the Development of Volions". Fruzle.

%oód.ClifTs. r<4.1.. Prentice WM;
z 1965.
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sets Of the small family, and the informational backup to such messages
has largely involved a knowledge of the means of famil limitation. The
paradox here is that the majorit of decisions..e+hidi can practkally and
theoretically be made by individuals, which hae an impact upon the population dynamic, arc made by a much younger age group, or are intbenced by others who lie outside this particular target group. I will return to thiS point later in the paper.

These so-called att. ' ! oriented programmes ha% e in most instances
within the Asian Region been instigated by oluntary welfare organisations. The general objective of such bodies has been to improve individual or family quality of life through the planning of family size.
It is a paradox that in a number of cases neiJier :h 'se organisations nor
governments have grasped the importance ofthee activities in a:developmental sense. The further paradox, more tragic in its implications,
is that where governments have perceived the relevance of family planning programmes they have sought to incorporate them into government
infrastructures without undue modification. In this way, for example,
family planning clinics have been absorbed into government maternal
2.

..

and child health programmes. In almost all instances the locus and
framework of efforts to educ'ate a populace has remained medical.
In a developmental sense the paradox here is that the populationfamily size and quality of life set of interrelationships are essentially a social and not simply a ,medical set of issues. When it comes
to educating a mass of peork in population rnatters,of motivating large
numbers to make non-traditionLi decisions, the medical context tends
to inhibit the deelopment of mass-oriented communication strategies.
A related paradox in mtiny developing nations of the Asian region
stems from the development of governmental population policies. In too
3.

many

instances policies appear unrelated to overall developmental

strategies. In .some cases policy appears to take little cognizance of

culturaj and traditional constraints which operate to the detriment of
the policy. For example, there are governments within thp region with
population policies designed to limit population growth through the education of the female in the reproductive age group. At the same time these
governments pursue policies in other areas which continue fo depress

the status of women in the society. This kind of incongruity is eyen
more marked in the case of one nation, where official population policy

favours famiiy limitation, but where housing policy gives priority to
parents of large families.1
Reriew of Population Policies in tlie ECA FE Region". Bangkok, FCMT, 1972.
(mimeo)
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has been

A final paradox. At macro leAel rapid population growthThis is not
perceived by most planners as the ko and crucial issue.
of the population Llnamic with
disputed. But there are other aspects
In Indonesia,
impact upon the quality of.hfe which also merit attention.
In Thailand
classical
rnaldistribution
problem.
for example, there is a

4.

the growth of the primate city of Bangkok presents

planners.% ith problems

primate cities in the
of some magnitude. And this is true of most other

Asian Region.. While we can point to educational programmes designed
understanding of growth
to acquaint anadult population with an elementar!, educational programseeks in vain for mass

issues, by and large one
in terms of their migratory
mes which attempt to educate a people
betuviour or in terms of their choice of living place.

III. In-school strategies
-Enough has probably been said in the Seminar to make redundant
population growth,
the notion that in the developing world of Asia, rapid
of populalarge-scale rural-urban migration and other majdistributions of school
tion inhibit social development and in particular the expansion
which we possess
systems. It is sadly ironical that the bulk of the datasize
with schooling
correlate
fertility
or
family
from the region which
In the light of
relationship.
1
as a quantum indicates a clear inverse
of school facilities,
contend
that
an
expansion
this evidence some would
opportunity
and a greater measure of distributive justice in terms of
in combatting
strategy
(albeit
long-term)
for schooling is a priority

rapid population growth.

Unfortunately we know very little about the schooling business and
demographic
the way in ,which it operates upon. fertility. Some of the
raises

data we have from the region suggests that the schooling process
social aspirations, and provides a set of rewards which, in the eyes of
of the urban
the recipients, can best be capitalised in the literate setting
perceived
to be one of
market place. In migration terms the school is
parts
of
the
developing
a number of push factors. Evidence from rither
"activates
the
world further Suggests that the process of urbanisation
there
is
less
clear
evidence
effect of education on fertility." 2 While
indicate that rural-urban
from the Asian region, Thai and Indian data do
educational
attainment,
achieve smaller
migrants, with high levels of
than rural norm family size. 3

No Yor.

MacMillan, 1970.

"Me Sociologr of lertilitj",
11.!horn,
J.M. -Human lertilitr in Latin ,Ilnoritu-. Ithaca, N.Y., Corn11 Uniersit!.
S/
l't ,,s, 1968.
,Jstein. S. "Fertility and Ali,qraiion in Thailand". HaniAok, Institut,. of Population
Studies, 1973.
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Some studies in family planning communication from within thc
region suggest that the schoolinr process widens opportunities for
increased intormation flow. Thus it is claimed that the educated individual in some societies is provided with greater access to a knowledge
base about fertility control and its benefits. Reasonably sound studies
from a number of countries in the rcgion clearly demonstrate that where
the school enrols a sizeable proportion of' girls, and retains.them to thc
upper levels of the school system, age of marriage tends to be delayed
with consequent decreases in the number of children born to the adolescent agc group. 1

What seems abundantly dear is that, whatever the relationship
between schooling and fertility, it appears to be significantly indirect.
It is neither thc contcnt (what is taught) nor the method (how it is taught)
which appears to be of much import. Rathcr, the important elements
would seem to be the period of exposure to schooling, and the way in
which the proccss may expand social options over time.
There are three implications of all this; and they can be couched in
question form:
I. Is it possible or desirable to expand school systems so that the
process of schooling might continue to operate indirectly upon the

growth aspect of population?
2.

Is it possible to infuse into the content of schooling an educational

programme which will bcar more directly upon population issues
and problems? In short, is, it possible to in-school educate large
numbers of children to make more rational and responsible decisions
about their population-related behaviour?

3. Is 'it possible, without modifying thc traditional content of the
schooling process, to utilise School systems to positively affect
development through impact upon the population dynamic?

IV. Expansion of school systems
In the last decade school systems within Unesco's Asian region have
efforts hive been
been characterised by expansion at all levels. Imm
made to improve enrolment ratios, and to inc, .ase the number of

1.Fernando, S. & Ja.a%ardene R. "Fertility Differentiul. in Ceylon." Proccc!dings
of Il SSP Conference. SOno, Austraha, 967.
2I
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children moving through to higher levels of education. While the efforts
are commendable the prognostications for continued progress areto
say the leastgloomy. The most optimistic projections of school enrolments indicate that in the year 2000 a majority of primary-aged school
children in the developing nations of the region w ill not be recek ing seven years free and compulsor y. primary education) And thk situation
w ill prevail largely due to the continued rapid growth of population.
From a population standpoint it is difficult to argue expansion. It iS
at the upper levels of education (secondary and tertiary) where the in-

verse relationship between schooling and fertility is most

marked.

Thus in arguing expansion we are also arguing extension. Bitter past
experience would indicate that these are not always simultaneously
possible. Furthermore to advocate expansion and extension of schooling
as a variable affecting population growth is to argue for a high cost
long-term strategy, the working mechanism of' which k indirect and
imperfectly understood.
None of this, however, presupposes that the expansion and extension
of schooi systems is not desirable or indeed nece.ssary on other grounds.
Nor is it to advocate the disestablishment of these institutions. The

nations of the region have bought into schooling as part of a general
strategy of development. While schools may be seen to be ineffective

and dysfunctional in a developmental sense, this does not infer that they
have no population development role. The fertility behaviour of school

survivors, the demographic data on migration are testimony enough.
The real question here is: can the school he Made a more effective
development tool in terms of impact upon the population variable?
V. In-school population education
Attempts to educate adults in some limited population matters have
not been unqualified successes as some of the paradoxes earlier indicate. R is not therefore surprising that those with a stake in the
population field should see in the captive audience of school-aged
population a target. group of promise. Today within the region there
are some half dozen population education programmes infused into
school curricula (usually at post-primary level). Active planning for the
introduction of similar programmes is underway in a number of other
nations. In essence the major objective of' these programmes is to proy ide pupils with a knowledge and understanding of population issues
1

G. Carceles "Educutionul Projections for I/u
(mimeo)
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(growth, distribution, migration, etc.) as they hear upon the national
and individual quality of life. The long-range hope is that an awareness
of these popuiation issues will assist the learners in adulthood to make
more rational decision-- about their population-related hehaviour.1

Let us be very clear about the nature of these programmes. Firstly
they are targeted on an in-school group. At secondary levels within the
Asian region the in-school population is ty pically oer-representative
of' the middle and upper social economic classes. The children who
survive the process of schooling..are those who t), and largo, and by a
complex of' circumstance, are destined to lower than norm future
fertility patterns. Thus to some degree in-school populatii-n education
is preaching to the already converted. In a population-deelopment scn.ie,
the children most in need of awareness in this area are the majority,.
of youngsters who are unenrolled, or who hac terminated school enrolment before reaching secondary leels of education. It is these
generally lower class children who, by a converse set of circumstance,

are destined for the traditional high fertility pattern. The corollary
of' this would seem to be that if school systems cannot he expanded
to include the great majority of' the school-aged population, and if we

wish to bring about changes in the population hehaiour of the out-ofschool group then we need to develop non-formal educational strategies to reach and educate this majority.
Secondly, the content of in-school popUlation education as developed
to date has, in a somewhat typically academic form, concentrated upon
the causes and consequences of a narrow range of demographic phenomena. This may bc adequate to the needs of an in-school group, who
might be perceived as the future leaders and decision-makers within
a society, but this content has a curious lack of' relevance to the basic
population questions confronting most individuals in any society. What

decisions can an individual make (practically or theoretically) which
will have an impact upon population? It is here suggested that there are

six crucial areas: when to leave 'school, when 'to marry, when to have
the first child, when to have subsequent children (spacing), what should
be the completed family size, and whether to migrate. In most societies
these decisions are the prerogative of' the youth age group. They may
be influenced hy an older age group, hut they are typically matters decided early in life. If the process of decision-making in a population
sense is important developmentally, then it is the above kind of decisions which should lie at the core of' in-school and out-of-school cur-

ricula or content. Such a focus would also permit an analysis of' the
1. Scc tor c \amplc. -Poptacthorl and runith taw
Aorkhor. Ban:Aok. t ic.', ,o, 071.
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traditional and customary constraints which operate within specific
societies upon population decision-making.

Thirdly, the objective of in-school programmes of population education is a long-term change in population-related behaviour. Unfortunately, much of the educational evidence Which we possess indicates
that an increase in awareness and knowledge dOes not always initiate
change in behaviour. riis in their inception stages in-school population education programmes operate blindly. It is vital that longitudinal research studies be commenced immediately to assess the comparative and relative behavioural merits of programmes already devised.

But again none of this negates the possibility of in-school population
education as a strategy seeking to effect, through the process of schooling, a greater measure of influence upon the population variable in

development. A sharper focus On content, and applied research on
effect, would help forge a more useful tool. In answer to the question
posed earlier, there is a single one word answer. Is it possible to
infuse into the content of schooling an effective population education
programme? The one word is at this stage... "perhaps".

VI. School and non-school strategies
One last.question remains for consideration. In answering it and
in dealing with the implications which flow from it I wish to examine,
in particular, two educational systems which havc developed school
and non-school strategies that appear to have some .relevance to the
population development problems facing the Asian region .today. The
educational systems are those of the People's Republic of China and

the.United Republic of Tanzania.
It must be pointed out, prior to this analysis, that the paper does

not advocate the adoption of these approaches in whole or part. The

educational strategies developed in these nations function within a specific
context. They cannot be uncritically borrowed. But the strategies are
suggestive, they have implications for what we are about.
Is it possible to use school systems to positively affect development
through impact upon the population dynamic?

The timing of education

Prior to the Cultural Revolution in China the educational systein'
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was constructed in the usual hierarchical fashion. For a variety of reasons this revolution initiated a break in what had become the traditional
sequence. Entry to tertiary level education no longer takes place directly
from secondary levols. Secondary school graduates presently spend

three years working in communes as a prerequisite for election to
tertiary level studies. Whereas once tertiary level institutions graduated students at age 20-21 this has now become a common age of
entry. 1

The break in time strategy has both population and development
repercussions. From a population point of view it should be recalled
that delayed marriage has been the most consistently advocated means

of fertility control within the People's Republic. While there is no hard
data upon the effect of this change upon nuptuality or fertility it seems
reasonable to suppose that this break is a factor fostering delay for
many youth with further educational aspirations. From a developmental point of view this strategy yields entrants with a practical background of experience and greater maturity, factors which have permitted
a shortening of courses, yet an extension of content. Some cost savings
have accrued.

In Tanzania all school graduates are expected to spend two years
in National Service. Indeed all young men and women between the ages

of 18 and 35 are eligible for such service, although facilities have, to
While this National Service involves
date, restricted admissions.
some physical fitness and para-military training in its first five months,
the basic purpose of this programme is political and developmental.. Na-

tional Service Corps are taught the skills of modern agriculture, road
and bridge construction, carpentry, smithing and the like and are given
opportunities to put this learning to practical use in government development projects. National Service camps and the corps themselves
are expected to be as self-sufficient as possible and to educate others in
the skills they have acquired.2.

Recent data from the Tanzanian census (1967) indicate a delay of
small magnitude in the average age of marriage. While most National
Service trainees are unmarried, it would be unwise to contribute this
demographic shift solely to thiS programme. What is, however, clear is
that National Service programmes are educating ever-increasing numbers of women and girls. The educational stress placed upon service to
the community, the values of planning and independent and cooperative
1
J.A. Johnston, "Education in the New China". SOno A.11. St A.W. Reed, 1971.
2. J.K. Nyerere. "Education for Self Reliance". Dar es Salaam, Ministry of Informa-

tion, 1967.
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decision-making appear to be positive factors likely to eventually foster
more responsible attitudes to population-related matters.

The implications which these strategies have for us involve the
timing of education. What is the current conventional wisdom which

dictates that the Asian child begins formal schooling at age 6 or 7 and
completes his promised 7 years at age 13 or 14? Or, as ;is more usually
the case, has dropped out of school before age 12?

From the standpoint of population and development it may well be
that a retirning of elementary education has considerable merits. Let us
presuppose a beginning to formal education at age 10. If we could then
retain children for 5 to 7 years we appear to have a twin attack on both
the population variable and development. The retention of girls to, say,
age 17 would tend to delay marriage and decrease adolescent fertility
with a consequent lowering of overall birth rates. At one and the same
time we would derive short-term benefits in the employrbent situation
and in the long-term create a more mature workforce. Furthermore the
strategy suggests that with an older in-school group we have the possibilities of linking school and vocational training in much more realistic
ways.

This may seem a radical strategy.Yet Tanzaniahas already raised
the age of entry to elementary schcols from 5 to 7 years and is considering a further shift upwards. There are modifications of this strategy
which the case examples already quoted also infer. Given the present
dropout or withdrawal situation in the Asian region, there may be some
asset3 in regarding this as a temporary schooling break and attempting
to offer vocationally linked training facilities to an older age group
without prejudice in terms of prior education. Or it may well be that we
can offer half-school-half-work programmes (and the Chinese model is
again instructive) using an apprenticeship strategy more widely, both
to give schooling greater practicality, and to increase the educational
time span.

The question raised aboN.e would seem to have a positive set of
answers.

The transmission of education
In his critique of the Rresent-day school Ivan Illich argues that this
institution operates to monopolise knowledge. Perhaps Mark Twain
said it better in one phrase "My education was interrupted by my
schooling". Too often in Western societies we continue to confuse these
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two and to regard the school as the only viable and practical means of
educating a mass of people.

In the People's Republic of China it is relatively commonplace still

to dis.cover whole villages of people who have been brought to smile mea-

sure of literacy, due to the fact that in the early days of the Republic a
child scholar possessed these skills and imparted them to the others.
Similarly it is possible to meet semi-literate but nevertheless highly
skilled individuals teaching at tertiary levels, in fields such as applied
mechanics, machine tool operation and so on. To borrow the Chinese
phraSe, the strategy is: "Everyone can teach one, everyone can learn
from another".
In both Tanzania and the People's Republic primary and secondary
schools have practical curriculum components which link school and the
world of work. In Tanzania many schools function as almost self-sufficient cooperatives with their own farm and their own cottage industries.
Urban schools in China are matched with urban and rural communes,
and all children spend some time each week, month and year learning
practical vocational skills from workers and Peasants in factory and
field. In both countries it is not unusual to find skilled workers teaching
in classrooms.

In a developmental sense a strategy such as this widens the pool of
ability and, if soundly devised, materially assists in overcoming shortages in skilled manpower supply. Furthermore there seems also to be
a subtle psychological advantage which can have in these societies positive developmental results. The strategy devalues, or tends to underemphasise, the prestige so often attached to formal schooling and the

certifkate rewards proffered. Cooperative development is thus not
impeded by individualised rewards. The kind of problem characterised
by the educated unemployed iS to some extent mitigated.

The population 'educational 'aspects of strategies such as these may

not appear highly relevant in the Asian context. Yet there are inferences of sOrne import. If there be'a need to develop non-formal education strategies, the lesson to be learnt may lie not in the construction
of a new institutional base, but in the mobilisation and utilisation of
hitherto untapped pools of ability. To quote but one example, let us imaginethat we wish to bring to out-of-school youth a programme ot population education. There are.already (often,in a diffuse and uncoordinated
way), an array of personnel with some educational function in contact
with youth. In many Asian societies there are social and political

organizations with a youth division, in many mraI areas there are
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health officers, government officials and teachers, in urban areas trade
union officials, and management personnel to some degree or another
involved with a youth segment of population. It may well be that at
little financial cost a population education directed at this intermediate
audience might have significant transfer benefits.1
The context of education

The large primate cities of Asia continue to grow at rates which
outstrip even ,those of national population growth. And there is little

evidence that the rate of rural-urban migration is in any way slackenstandards
ing. Furthermore urban-rural differentials in terms of living

shanty town slum of
are tending to widen, the exception to this being the
the recent rural Migrant fbund typically on the periphery pf the urban
complex. But in terms of quality of life the Asian city is now beginning
to throw up problems such as traffic congestion, pollution, inadequate
sewerage disposal and water supply which raise very real questions
migration and urbanisation in development.

about the processes of

In Tanzania less than ten per cent of the population live in urban

developplaces of ov.er 5,000 people. Thus in that nation the proc'egs of
urbanization or
in
essence
as
a
process
of
ment has not been perceived
industrialisation. Rather the philosophy has been that development must
he applied to the mass of people living in the nation, especially since

which will
that mass is engaged in an economic activity (agriculture)
national income,
remain
the
principal
source
of
for some time to come
is thus to aggreand the principal avenue for employment. The strategy
and develop
cooperative
village
communities
gate rural dwellers into
level the
this base in somewhat Ghandian-style. At a macro planning
such
strategy is to provide village communities with essential services
But
this
in
cooperaas roads, electricity; hospitals, clinics and schools.
in the construc-

tion with the communi;,ies, who are encoueagedtoassist
create attractive
tion and provision of these amenities. The notion is to
environments
which
will
hold and give
conditions of rurar living, or

opportunity to educated rural youth.
to
Education, both in-school and out-of-school, has a significant role
primary and esstrategy.
The
curriculum
of
play in this development
improvement
pecially of secondary trade schools is oriented towards the
the
growth
of
cottage-based
of farming skills and techniques, and
industries such as weaving, carpentry and metal workingsFurthermore,
1.J.A. Johnston "Populalion - Family Life
Youth". London. IPPE, 1971. (mitlico)
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'schools are encouraged to take part in community building in an active
way. The oritntation of eduCation is towards cooperative rural village
living.
1

In the People's Republic of China the ends are similar. The aim is
to strengthen the Tural commune base and to decentralise some light
industrial plants into rural areas. As already mentioned, schools art
actively encouraged to participate in both agriculture and local industry.
But the movement to develop the rural base is given added impetus by
the out-migration of the urban intelligentsia, civil servants, and urban
youth who are encouraged to undergo a kind of rural therapy and to
re-educate themselves to live and work like peasants. Further grist to
the ruralisation mill is given through the purposeful location of semi-

tertiary level educational facilities such as poly-technical colleges
in rural areas. Thus the cities donot become the reservoirs of educated
manpower difficult to dislodge.
It is significant that in both nations quoted rates of urban growth are
considerably below those for other nations at similar stages of development. In both instances schooling and the educational process have played

important roles in inhiCiting over-urbanisation and high rural-urban
migration rates. The strategies are again instructive.
VII. Conclusion
The above discussion of strategies could be considerably extended
to discuss the very specific ways in which these self-termed "socialist"
societies educate their people in population-related matters. But enough
has been said to answer the question posed. These strategies indicate
that there are indeed ways to use school systems and more importantly
broader mass educational techniques toaffect the population development'
What is clear, however, is that an overall theory or philosophy
complex.

of development action is fundamental if education is to become an instrument of social change.

What seems clear also is that within the Asian region there have been

attempts to educate adults in<population matters, and these attempts
have not always been as successful as they might. All too often these
programmes have operated outside of a framework of overall social
development, with the consequent result that people have not clearly
seen the benefit or trade off between a change in population behaviour
and quality of life returns.
1. TANU. "The ,4rusha Declaration", Dar es Salaam, Publicity Section, TANU, 1967.
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We have perceived the vake of a. population additive in school curricula in the region. What weThave failed to perceive is that schools do
not exist in vacuo. The strategy of in-school population education must
be related to general population pohcy and more importantly to ovcrall
strategies for development. Again Children and youth must see, in terms
meaningful to them, that the quality of lifc will improve attendant upon
a change in population behaviour.
But let me return to the opening paragraphs of this paper. The major
inference to be drawn from the strategies outlined above is simply this:
If we wish to bring about an improvement in a people's quality of life,
that is if we wish to foster social development, and if we wish to do this
by means of educating people in the population matters which make an
impact upon development; then we need to create an environment in
which decision-making is-possible and alternative choices are genuine.
This comes first. And this we have not done.
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Rural Population Growth and Migration: Can Radical
Rural Educational Transformation Help Prevent
the Impending Catastrophe?

I. Introduction
.

The nineteen-fifties and early nineteen-skties was a period of unbridled world-wide optimism. Everywhere people became increasingly
confident ;hat the solution to the problems of poverty, ignorance, and
diSease, and the unsatisfactory' quality of life faced hy the majority of
the world's population lay within man's...grasp, as long as the threat of
nuclear annihilation could be r:.moved.. These were the years'of the
economic and technological dream. The economist assumed that all
prohlems had material causes, and showed with increasingly (.:omplicated
models how theoretically all development problems could he solved with
the aid of 'technology, whilst thee technologist prcipagated the myth that

with sufficient resources modern science and technology could provide
a

solution for any specific problem. Neither oNer really stopped to

consider The real .nature of man, for they assumed that with economic
development and the creationvf eser inore complex machines,the disL
satisfaction of the mass of th:. population, the flagrant inemualities in the
standard of life of different .people and thc lack of harniony between man
and his environment would automatically (Lsappear.

The first kerious .cracks
thk dr.eani began to appear in the mid
1960's with the realization that population growth was getting out of
control., that the world's resources were not unlirnited, that the hiosphere
did not haye an endless capacity to absorb all the filth produced by industrial societies:and that all the technological and economiC advances
did not seem to be bringing man (even in the most "developed" countries) any closer to satisfaction and happiness.
,

.

Des01.4-4he fact that during the past few years .these cracks have

become increasingly wide there arc still large I lumbers of.people, ikolated in their specialistic compartments, v,lio remain compla4nt and
believe that if we copinue to do what we have been doing a little bit
,better, and a little more rapi.dly, the cracks can he closed and we can go
back to oul-- old, dreams. There is however at the same time a growing
krou0 of "prOphasedoom" who believe that there is nothing to be done,
for the- situatiOn,is otiV,of the control of man, and the world is.accelérating towaNs impendinecatastrophe,',
l'rie<;p Educdtional
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.

Though I myself share many of (.he fears of this lat(er 'group I do not

believe that there are no solutions, and unlike, the first group I do not
feel .that the solutions are either timple or can he found within any one,
particular specialist field of activity. Beibte we can even hope to discomust first.be
ver the directions in which the solutions might lie,
problems
.and
their
human
and inaware, accept, and understand the
..
stitutional causes..
We .must also be aware of the limits within' vihich any
.
future human society will* have to operate so that at least we can have
some idea of where.our development efforts should lead us.

I certainly do not have any ready-made.. solution for the mass of
interrelated problems that are facing the world, and more specifically
the rural area, of developing countries..1 do however hac'e some ideas
that I will .pi ...ent at the end of this paper. Nevertheless, there is
one point on which 1 am-absolutely certain; the structural and deep-rooted problems facing- humanity at the present time can only be solved by
structural and radical. solutions. If policy makers 'throughout the world

do not accept that the entire dire'ction of development has to be changed
then the catastrophe will be inevitable.
11. The problems
Population growth_and migration arc not new phenomena, for throughout man's- history populations have grown, and peoples have migrated.

. Now however, not only are these phenomena taking place on a much

larger scale than ever before, but...they are occurring on a world-wide
basis, and are also tending to intensify other serious 'contemporary problems.

For example, it has been eStimated that current world population
growth rates are a thcitisand times higher than the growth rate during the
first few hundred thousand years of man's existence. Migration also
is taking place on a Much larger scale than ever before, with tens of

millions of people in every region of the world migrating from rural
areas to the towns each year. In the past migrations not only involved
.relatively small numbers of people (thousands, or at the most, hundreds
of thousands of people), but also took place gradually. For example,
Moses wandered in the Wilderness with the Israelite tribes for forty
years before reaching his promised land. Now however high numbers of
people are migrating in a very shortfitime, leaving their homes one day
and a few days later arriving at their destinations. For example, during
"the great leap forward" in China more than 10 million people a year
Were migrating to the towns, whilst after the cultural revolution, forced
rustication of urban educated youth produced a reverse movement of
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more than 5 million people a year.

The growth and migration of population are not by themselves problems, it is their implications which are serious. For example, at present something like 60 percent of the world's population do not have their
basic minimum needs of adequate food, housing, and medical care satisfied. As the. growth rate of the population of the poorest countries
is more rapid than that of the rich, and as within atly country the poorer

people have a higher fertility rate than the richer, by the end of this
century it is quite possible that as much as 7040.percent (depending on

what steps ate made to equalize the distribution of essential goods
and services within countries) of the world's population will not have
their basic minimum requirements satisfied.
Already, despite the green revolution, widespread famine, even with
the present world population is not far. off. For example, the Director
General of the FAO announced at the beginning of this year Vat he did not
see there being a great probability of widespread famineduring the following six months, but after that he could not be certain-With the present

population of the world doubling in the next thirt or so ears, where

will the food come from, particularly in the poorest countries where the
people are already hungry?

Food is not the only resource that is in short supply. Quite obviously
wah an exponentially increasing demand for .e%erv mineral the limited

amount of resources in the world will only last for a finite period.
Already 'signs of an energy crisis arc appearing as oil reserves are being exhausted. The more rapidly the world's population increases, and
in particular the more rapidly urban populations increase, the sooner

the world's finite mineral resources will be consumed, and the less
time we will have to work out viable alternatives.

Similarly with environmental pollution (which is also increasing
exponentially) the more rapidly total and particularly urban population
increases, the sooner we will reach a point at which the biosphere can
no longer absorb all the various types of filth produced by modern
civilization and technology, and thus the less time we will have to find
ways of dealing with the wastes, of industrial society before they reach
crisis proportions.
There has always been a gap between rich countries and poor coun-

tries, and betWeen rich people in a particular country and the poor
people, but what is different now is that with education and modern
communications, the poor are becoming increasingly aware of these
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differences, which because of population growth and Dares fa,:tors are
becoming wkier and more apparent. Unless these inegahtarian trends
can he reversed, there are likely to he social and pohtical disturbances
the like of .which the world has never seen. In addition, the existence

of these inter- and intra-national inequahties will effectively prevent.
any limits to individual materialistic consumption from ever being
established. Without the imposition of such limits,lhere are strong
arguments to suggest that within a relatively short period the world
IA ill face an insoluble economic crisis which will further speed up the
process of' social and political disintegration.

With population growth and migration and all its related effects,

if

we

wait

until a crisis point

is

reached hefore we start trying to

apply solutions (because of the Time lags inherent in most dynarnic
processes) things will probahly get worse before they get better. For
example, if tomorrow all were restricted to having only two children on.
average, the population in most countries would continue to increase
for another 50 or 60 years. Or if' the use of D.D.T. were banned, the
D.D.T. content in the human body would continue to increase for a further
10 or 15 years, etc. Thus, we cannot wait for the crisis to occur before
v.e take serious and radical action, hut must take'such action now to try
to prevent unmanageable situations occurring, caused Ivy rapid population growth and migration, and unlimited development through shortages

of food, exhaustion of the world's resources, env ironmental pollution,
a breakdown in the economic systerns and a chain reaction of social and
political disturbances.'
However, before we can even hope to try to fnid solutions to these
problems, we must try to understand their causes. Though there is no
single cause (for example, economic determinism), the answer must lie
somewhere in the nature of man and-_the interaction of man with his
phy sical, social, cultural, and economic env ironment.

III. Causes

Man is an animal, though a very special animal, and like all animals,
is the result of several hundred minion years of evolution. All animals,'
particularly the more (noRed species (which include man), have certain
instinctive drives, with these drkes modified to some extent and partially controlled through learning and society.
1.
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With man however there .has not only.been rapid physical evolution,
but also a social evolution made possible through the invention of language. The physical and the social evolution haYe taken place together,
mutually reinforcing each other, and increasing the survival capacity
of the species, and thus the instinctive drives found in more developed
species of animals almost certainly still exist in man, and are only
partially controlled (and partially supported) by social :actors.

The modern literature, on the instinctive side of man suggests
that man ha:closely relate j

t

I.:ast the following instinctiye drives in common with

i) Sex and reproduction
ii) Social status
iii) The need for territory'
iv) Aggression
It is important to realize what instincts are inherent in man, for whikt
socially and environmentaHv induced characteristics can he changed by
changing the _social and physical environment, the inherent characteristics cannot be changed. They must either he redirected to productiye ends
or suppressed continuously.

In a modern, industrialized urban society the sexual and reproducjve
urge is often suppressed by. social moralit,and economic necessity, and
redirected in sevei-al relatively harmless suhstitute activities. The
drive for social status is encouraged and expressed through the neverending conspicuous consumption of mater.31 things, with each man desi-'
ring to "out-have" his neighbour. As tar as urban man is concerned, his
instinctive desire for territory is usuall frustrated and has been redirected towards possessing an automobile which pros ides its owner with
an inefficient form of transportation at high cost, but also provides him
with the sensation of having a large and moYable torritory (which he
can inspect from the safety of his own propert); it is thus not surprising that many people spend considerah ly. more money on their cars than
they do on their homes. The aggressie drive is aHowed to express itself in many ways, from cut-throat organizational infighting, through
sports, movies and books, to nationally induced patriotism and even wars.
1. I or
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Man is not the only animal that faces population pressures, but unlike
most other species does not seem to have instinctive population growth
control mechanisms..For example, many species (particularly amongst
birds, but also with other animals. including some fish and deer) physically cannu ;. mate unless they control.enough territory to provide suf-

ficieri

fc,od

for thcir offspring. Other species periodically commit

mass suicide when their numbers become too large (for example, lem-

rrings and_s_erfain species of American Deer). Whilst yet others become
strilcin conditions of acute overcrowding (for example rats).
However, though we are not genetically endowed with instinctive me-

thods of population control, this does not mean that in attempting to
work out solutions to our population problems we can ignore our basic
genetic make-up and instinctive drives. This is firstly because any
policy that is consistent with our instinctive make-up has a much
greater chance of success, and secondly because an y. policy that is not

with these basic drives must provide at the same tirne substitute outlets if it is to succeed at all.
If any stable society is to be created from positive developmental
and population policies, such policies cannot ignore these four basic
drives, and others that are currently being studied. For example, the

consistent

for young people to challenge the values of society during adolescence and early adulthood before being absorbed into the mainstream of
society; the need for people, again particularly the young, to wander
away from their "home" to seek new experiences; and perhaps also the
need for continual psychological stimulation through ritualized social
conflict. For though these drives can be suppressed in the majority of
people- l research of modern psychologists (for example R.D. Laing)
has shown that such suppression can lead to serious mental disturbances.
Few people are eager to create a repressed and mentally unstable society.
need

Turning

now more specifically to population problems, what are the

instinctive and environmental factors that are producing the world's

serio 3 population problems, both in terms of population growth and ruralurban migration?

The desire to make love and to reproduce are two of the most basic
drives existing in any bisexual species. Fortunately, the success of
any population policy is not dependent upon the control.of either of these
two drives. With modern birth control devices, people can c tinue
Thc ererimcnts of Parlor ith dotts shov.eil that 05'; of dors ouIJ h ontlitioncd
to at .4tainst c%,:n tIhtir most hasiL drixes, hut 5r; xtk.-r,.. thhonJitionahlc. Brain
v.ashunt ot humans has rrotlitcoil similar results.
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to make love when they so desire. Nor is there i.ny reason why a woman's
maternal instinct need be denied. At the moment(we hae not yet reached
a crisis point in world's population), it is not whether women should

hae children or not...that is the issue, but how many they should have.
There is not indication that women hae a continuing instinctive desire
to have as many children as possible. The fertility rate in any traditional
societ y. is almost certainly the result of social eNolution, and the deelopment of a traditional demography which ensures that enough children are produced to maintain the "breeding group", but not so many
as to destroy' the harmony between man and his eii ironment.

Every culture has a traditional demography that determines when
people should get married, whether there should be polygamy' or polyandry, how frequently women should ON e birth to lit. children, and so on.
Different societies have developed different ways to ensure that (given
traditional survival chances) the "breeding group" (tribe, village, or
kingdom, etc.) will be maintained. For example, in many parts of
West Africa, not only 'was polygamy the norm, with the wife, after giving
birth, moving to anOther house and not sleeping with her husband for

two years, but also twins were killed at birth. In this way population
growth was kept to a minimum by reducing female fertility and preventing multipL: births. In parts of East Africa, clitorectomy was the
norm thus making it unpleasant for women to make love and again effectively reducing fertility. In parts of Central and South Africa, late
marriage's were the social norm, and homosexuality was not frowned
upon.

Though these traditional ciL, lographic beliefs and social customs
differ widely from culture 'to culture, until quite recently thf:y all
had one thing in common. They allowed different groups of people
to live in reasonable balance with their environments. Thus however
alien these practices might seem to modern civilized man, tliey could
be considered to be more rational than many modern beliefs. Of course,
from time to time a technological breakthrough would make the traditional demography unbalanced for a particular group and this would be
followed by a period of migrationand war, and after many generations of
gradual social evolution, new values would develop which would restore
the balance. But now virtually all traditional demographics throughout the
world are out of balance, mainly through a rapid and dramatic fall in
the death rate due tothe introduction of a few simple medicines, but also

through the rejection by modern civilitatior of many of the traditional
values that tended to restrict fertility. Because this imbalance is worldwide and because of the existences of nations with clearly defined borders, the traditional safety valve of large-scale international (national
in termS of modern borders) migration has been closed. Thus the
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solution to the population growth problems rests in updating, not
replacing, the traditional demography (which has other important social
functions besides fertility control) rapidly, so that it is consistent with

the realities of the present situation.
The

traditional demography

was successful insofar as it enabled

each woman to produce slightly more than two children who would survive
until reproductive age. Now it enables each woman to produce many more
than these two children. In time the traditional demography will readjust-

to the realities of the present situation, but the process of social evolution is such that it takes no account of individuals. Instead, the changes
take place .gradually through generations of starvation, a breakdown of
the existing social order, and wars. With such a process, many individuals
die unnecessary deaths, many societies :isappear, and only the Fittest
survive. In other words, the social evolution of millenia will not change by
itself in a few short years, and as such a change is needed, drastic
measures will have to be applied.

Thus, if population is to be controlled by man humanistically instead of by war, natural catastrophes, or a complete breakdown in the
ecial order, immediate and drastic measures will have to be taken.
All national policies, from education through employment to taxation,
should be designed to change the particular traditional attitudes which
would need to be altered if population equilibrium is to be restored. It is

absolutely essential that the present inconsistencies in government activare changed. For example, at present mass media campaigns
ities
might be directed towards family size control, but at the same time,
taxation and school financing encourage large families. In addition the
efforts must be concentrated on those groups of the people with whom
rapid population growth produces the most detrimental side effects, i.e.,
those who are already very poor. At present, most efforts at family size
control have much greater impact on those who need to limit their number
of children least, i.e., modern sector families.
Only in the poorest areas of developing countries is population
growth and the resulting poverty one of the prime causes of rural-urban
migration. In other areas, the problem is much more deep-rooted, and
is partly caused by a modernization and redirection of instinctivedrives,
and partly caused by changes in the socialrcultural, economic, and educational en% i ronment.
On -the instinctive side,

with the expansion of an individual's geo-

graphical horizons, it is difficult forhim tofind his identity-in his traditional society, particularly as this society is disintegrating. Similarly,
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new methods of achieving social status are replacing the traditional
methods as the values of' modern society spread to the rural areas; for
exarhple, success in the school system is becoming more important than

hunting prowess, western dress more a boost to status than dancing
ability,and materialistic possessions more important than cc,mmunity
involvement. Most important of all the ways ofachieving status is where
the person has been successful outside his "home" (or claimed to have.
been successful). Someone who has shown his ability on a world scale
(i.e. studied overseas) has the highest status, followed by those who
live in the capital, followed by those who live in other big towns, with
those left behind in the village having an increasingly low status.
Where the younger children of' large families do not inherit or own
land, or where the land ownership system does not enable individuals to
feel that the land belongs to them, such conditions are also an inducement

to migrition, for without the pull of a territory there is little incentive
to stay in a rural area.
Though the close knit extended family has always existed in most
traditional societies, in the past, before the athentof modern communications, there was no way in which the young people could escape from
the claustrophobic atmosphere and assert their independence. Now of
course, they can leave and go to the towns. in addition many societies
had complex initiation ceremonies which had the effect of reinforcing
the values of the society on the instinctively protesting adolescents, but
increasingly these initiation ceremonies (which often are very similar
to moder7 brainwashinE, techniques) are being stopped, thus leaving no
way of bringing the young back into the mainstream of traditional society.

Finally, the urban environment is particularly attractive as it can
provide nit.h greater psychoiogical stimulation than the rural environment, and at the same time provide more outlet for instinctive aggressive drivr If someone wants peace and quiet, he is likely to remain
in the rura areas. If he wants excitement and action, he must gE) to the
towns. Social-biological research suggests that in many species of animals, inc;ud'ng man, there is an inherent need, particularly amongst
the young

excitement and action.

;ly all these instinctive drives are only able to find new me-

t. i t Noréssion (through rural-urban migration) because of the dis-

intratio;i of traditional society and values. A large number of factors
are all tending tosspeed up the destruction of these values, thus negating
the mechanisms for controlling and redirecting instinctive drives for the

"social good" developed over several centuries of social evolution.
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Of the factors that are producing this disintegration, the school
system is central. The following are some of the way s in which the rural
school tends to help destroy rural society w ithout producing any viable
and workable alternative:

teaches children that their success in life dePends on their
"intelligence" and hard work in school, and is- nOt dependent
on any of the traditional social status attributing mechanisms

I) It

(birth, community service, etc.).
teaches children that academic work is something to be
respected, and rewarded, and physical work is something that

2) It

only unfortunate failures have to undertake.
3)

It teaches children that if-they want to be successful, they have
to get out of their community.

4) It teaches children that the problems faced by their parents and

their community are not important, and do not deserve serious

attention.
5) It

teaches children that the symbols of development are more

important than real development.

teaches children to rely on "outsiders" for the solution to
problems, and destroys any self-confidence that the community
has of their ability to solve their own problems.

6) It

7) Finally and most seriously, it creates aspirations and expectations that for the majority can never be achieved, and thus leads
to frustration and a feeling ofpe-rsonal failure amongst most rural
people.

Most of these "messages" are of course not the conscio6s expression

of the objectives of rural edueation, but are the "hidden messages"
of the structure of the present educational system, and its interaction

with other modern sector social and economic influences. What is most

worrying, however, is that most of these messages are either untrue,
or counter-productive for rural development and harmony.
For example, though the school sy stem says that social and materialistic status is dependent on ability and hard work, in fact the child from
rural areas has an infinitesimal chance of reaching the top levels of
education (let alone the top positions in society) compared with his..
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middle class urban brothers. In Thailandonly about 6 per cent of university students come from peasant family backgrounds.

The child learns not only from school that non-physical work is
rewarded, but also from the government personnel in his village (teachers, agricultural officers. policemen, etc), all of Whom do not
usually do physical work, and who nevertheles have higher incomes,
greater power; and often also higher status than the mass-of the population oF the village. In addition, the mass media continuously emphasize
the high material and social status of desk-hound bureaucrats.
Because the education system is a continuum, v. ith w hat is being taught

bearing little relevance to local conditions, the student soon learns that
its only Function is to prepare him for the next higher level of education,
which inevitably means education outside his community. Thus it autonfatically leads to an alienation of the child from his community.
instead of teaching children and adults to co-operate and work together
to try to solve community problems it teaches them to c^mpete in the
school lottery ;with i(s own irrelevant rules)through repeating the words
of the teacher more accurately than anyone else. Those who succeed in
rural schools, and are rewarded, are'neither those who think most for
themselves, nor those who are most conCerned with their community
,..probIems, but are those who are most prepared to cut themselves off
from reality, and to repeat accurately things that they don't understand.
Thus the school encourages a conformity to outside values that arc not
really understood, and thus encourages a crasing after the symbols of
development without any real development. It is not surprising therefore
that the villages of Thailand (and Asia) are full of school dropouts, who
ar-, unprepared to work on the land, who look down on their parents and
community, who dress in western clothes, and who are merely Marking
time waiting either for the opportunity of a job in an urban arca, or for
the courage to move to the towns to look for a job. Throughout the rural
areas of Asia these youths can be seen, spending their time on railway
stations watching the trains go by, waiting outside cinemas, listening
the symbols
to the latest songs on the radio, and trying at least to

of status (western dress, no manual work, lack of :espect for traditional institutions, knowledge of many different t):: of material
the mass
consumption items, etc.), that they learn from the
media, the example of their leaders, and of gove!-nment officials.

As commurtications are opened up, so rural peopl,- bec )me incrcaS-

ingly aware of the gross in,..qualiti,:s that exist in t--:.t-v oc'ety. Why
t .:nonvt
should they spend long hours eVery day struggling to r:duc.
to keep themselves alive, when those in the urban are.: .;
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through the educational system only have to work short hours to have
all the material things, which according to the advertisements bring
instant happiness and satisfaction.

Just at the time when the adolcscent is most susceptible to brainwashing influences that will permanently affect his lifelong outlook,
his parents tell him to work hard in school to get out of the village,
the school tells him that the village's problems are "not important",
and the mass r.iedia create demands for material things that can only
be obtained outside his community:

The promises of the school cannot hov,ever be achieved. Only a
very small proportion of those children who are filled with a longing

for a materialistic and modern lifestyle can eNer make it to the top levels of .education. Increasingly now, only a small proportion of those who
make it to the top level of education get the type of job or the things
they hoped to get. Though of course when they return to their village
they make their urban lives
on visits, in order to enhance their status,
sound fantastic. The school thei efore creates aspirations that cannot
be achieved for the majority, and thus turns the majority of people into
"failures". Rather than remaining as failures in their village amongst
their friends, anyone with courage and ambition (just the people who are
needed for the development of the community) is likely to move to the
anonymity of an urban area to try their luck (at least then they can claim
to be successful).
I

am not saying that the education system is the only instrument

producing counter-productive rural-urban migration, but it does occupy
a central position in this migration, reinforcing all the other influences
such as the inequalities in income between rural and urban areas, the
boring and backbreaking nature of farm work and the small rewards
this work produces, the colonial relationship of' rural areas to the
urban areas, the frustration produced by corrupt and insensitive government officials, the deterritorialisation caused by land shortages
or by the concentration of the land in a few hands, etc. If education did

not carry the message that social status and wealth depended on the
student's ability, and his hard work in academic subjects, but instead
tried to modify the existing traditional order so that youth could find
status in their own community, then the problem would not be sqlved

(the solution can only be found through a complete transformation of the
values of modern society; with rewards, both social and economic, going as much to rural people as urban desk-workers), but it would at least
be considerably reduced.
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IV. The direction of change ric...eded
I spent some time at the beginning of this paper discussing the
infeasibility of present development strategies, because the. design of
any new rural educational system cannot just aim to solve certain shortterm- problems in a basically rotten system rushing 'headlong into its
own inevitable destruction, but must aim .at producing the necessary
preconditions for a society that has the chances of long-term viability.

A society aiming for never ending growth, nev er ending urbanization,
and never ending consumption of material things will inevitably collapse.
A society which places increasing emphasis on technology, efficiency,

large-scale operations, and specialization will not be able to provide
individuals with meaningful and satisfying roles to play. Thus a rilral
educational system should not just be designed as a temporary solution
filling the gap until the rural populations are able to join in the materialistic, technological dream. It should aim at creating an environment, a
culture, and a society in the rural areas that can satisfy the basic needs,
and the basic instinctive drives of man. Rural development should thus
provide not just .a second-best and bearable sotiety, but an environment
which in the long run is more likely to produce happiness and satisfac-

tion than existing materialistic, technological urban societies. Only
if this can be done can rural-urban migration be reversed, and the
growth-production mania stopped before it destroy s the institutions on
which it is founded.

In designing any new rural development strategv it, is necessary
to have at least some idea of' some of.the basic necessities of any viable
society, and in order to do this, it is necessary to have some idea of

the underlying nature of man, including th: most important of his instinctive drives.
Any realistic development .strategy should have at least the following

characeristics:
1)

It should aim to solve problems thatare_causing people suffering
and dissatisfaction, not at maximizing various meaningless indi,
cators.

2) It should only a!low the exploitation of technology where the scale

of:operation does ,not preclude each individual involved having a
meaningful role to play,and where in the long term that technology
can be shown to be for the social good.
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3)

It should create..a society where each individual "has a -way of asserting.his identity (through pride in his community for example);
which has meaningful and socjally producti,e ways of-attributing
social status; which provides roots forall indi% iduals,and a senSe

of ter.ritorial belonging (this'sould be done wittiterritorial substitutes); which provides pSychological stimulation and chal-'
lenges; and which creates non-destructive outlets foraggreSsion,
the desire, for -power, and the sexual and reproducti.ve,dqves.
,

4) ,Finally; it *should not be built on the continuous creation of new

.and unsatisfiable desires for materialistic things, but.'-shobld

.

instead encourage the development of the spiritaal side of man,
and the satisfaction of existing (though often dormant) spiritual
desires.
Education in its broadest sense involyes the..traAsmission of re--

'levant skills; knowledge,,attitudes and ideas, through-a participatory

process between teacher and learner, so that the individual is better
able to cope with the realities of his en% ironment, and live a happy and
satisfied life, Such education obviously must occupy an absolutely cen-.
tral role in any cevelopment strategy, for eventually th solution to
all pcoblems, and the creation of a new societ%, depend-on what each
individual man does.

development-oriented edu tional process, it
In designing
should be realized that the :.sxisting s6ciety, and ts inStitutions (e.g.
:radio and T.V,),and the existing physical environmen , have a continuous
lifelong impact: Thus, if any formalized educational ocess is to have
a real impact in changing the direction of social, cultura1anii4ividual
development it cannot- be a "one-shot" affair (virtually a li formal ducation schemes cover a._ finite time period), but ..must provide felong..
learning and teaching experience for the members of the comt nity in
which it is situated.
.

oCess, one
Obviously, before designing any new rural edUcationa
not only has to study in depth what is wrong with existing rural education systems,, but a:so the experiments that have been carried out in

other countries in order to 'achiee similar objectives. As l'have
written on these topics elsewhere.' I will not discuss these two very
important issues here..
amrIc in "T/u, !Veed for Fducational Trunsforalution: from thr Yarginal
to the Utopian" and in -Education for Rural Development: The 411i,mpts of Many
For

Countries".
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Meaningful Tural dev.efopment can oriTy take pla,:e. -if the preent
compartmentalilationsOf di!velopment aJtiviti tamong,st haft a dozen or:
More different agenciesj'is?repf4kedwith a,co-oi:dinate;:i approach cen tred'around educational ictivitY,in'the'climmunity..The process shoOld
be centred on educational a?tten,lor all developmenris dependent either
oh changing people so that they-are more in harmony with their environ-.
ment, or on changing pcople so that theyean change the.ir environment..so
that it is...more in harmony with their basic needs. In both case's, peo- ple's attitudeS, ideas, skills, and knowledgt Inust be changed, and thuseducational. action is absolutely essential. It -shouid be ..centred on the
cominunity, and to some extent isolate each coinmunity fro.n each dLher,
s6 that indiYiduals are given a feeling of identity, belonging, involvement, and pride, and so that the dominant sdcial structure, be6z)rhes corn-.
munity:eentred (thus prdventing migration for. status reasorM.
-1

In order that the new education PrOcess, really produces suH a feeling of' community identit',' and pride, it:

y Should involve adults as well as children in a lifelong procesS Of
teaching and learning.

2) Should, have a' curriculum and activities designed -mainly by
members Of tho community in order to sOke the most .pressing
problems of the community,

3) Should' involve all participants in physical work as much as
mental academic work, so tfilit the produets of the systein are
not alienated frOm the inevitable activities of their coMmunity.
4) Should not use ordinary "teachers- but Should use, on a full
or part time basis, members of the community, each trained for
a short-time in the solution of one of the problems facing the
community. These new teachers should not be products of

formal secondary and higher education as people from such
aCademic elitist institutions cannot but help-carry a message
inconsistent With commuoity harinoily and pride.' T,41)--selection

of the teachers from the community could .in fact/develop into
a new soCially productive way of attributing/Social status within
the community setting.

-;

5) Should be designed not only so that k shows people how they
can improve their quality of life and satisfaction by staying in the
rural areas, but also by its very existence should make rural
life more stimulating and attractive.
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6) Should at least he partially financed and supported by the coif-earnnity.

Obviously, however, any new system, though aiming to develop the
community, and make people feel that their existence and satisfaction
centres around their cc...nmunity, cannot ignore the nation, the need for
some inter-community communication and even migration, and the fact
that central and local governments not only must provide many' of the
resources needed for rural development, but also many of the new ideas
neededto- solve existing problems. Therefore, the system in the community must be a part of a larger national system. Thus:

I) There should be a special cycle of compensatory education, to
prepare a few individuals for effective competition in further

secondary and higher education. This compensatory cycle should
not insist on any specific achievements from the students from
community schools, but should take the children from where they
are, and give them the skills necessary for them to cope with
further modern sector orientated education.

2) Section for this compensatory cycle should not he on the basis
of examinations (which inevitabb emphasize the importance of
academic and literary skills), but should be on the basis of other
criteria such as participation in community activities, responsibility, and achievement in verbal [I'm-learnable aptitude tests.
3) Governmi_nt should providc financial asSistance for any new
schemc at east to the extent it is presently supporting rural
elemetitai.: education. It should train the new teachers, and
frequently offer retraining in the changing problem areas. It
should help elaborate curricula, organize systems of technical
assistance for the community schools, and ensure that the
mass medf^ and- advertisers do not create aspirations and expectations tltat can never be achieved.

Though any new process should primarily be an educational process,
it r-ed not nece:,.sari'v be anything like the schools that exist at present.
For example:
1

I) Adults will participate as !latch as.children.

2) There need be no fixed "class size." Sometimes thc "teachers"
might give advice to one person on one problem (for example,
whether to take birth pills or have an I.U.D. fitted). At other
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times, they might be ykorking with a small group on a particular
project (for example, the relationship between infant and maternal
mortality, and the spacing between births), and at other times
might discuss a given problem with the whole commvity.

31 Most activities need not take place within the four walls of a
classroom, bt:t can take place anywhere in the community,
using the rich educational environment that exists in every CMI1munity.

4) The teaching of literacy skills is nOt a necessary part of the
process. Only where the environment is literary, and where peo-

pie wan: to learn to read and write should high priority be attached to literacy training. If the government feels that literacy
is essential .hen before literacy is taught the environment should
be made literary, and the people motivated to want to read and
write.

5) As already mentioned the teachers should not be traditional
teachers, but should be community members, each trained in
one particular skill (for example, ykhy family planring is necessary for the community, and how can biiths be prevented?) of
direct relevance to the problems of the community.

Obviously, with the above guidelines a large number of different
types of community centred educational programmes could be designed,
for there are many questions relating to the design of a new system which
cannot be answered at present.

Certainly there is no one idedl system, but a large number of
possible alternatives, some more suitable for some societies and cultures, nnd some for others. Thus in designingany new system for implemeiliation there are three further basic criteria:

I) The system should be as flexible as, possible, so that it can be
relatifely easily redirected if it appears to be going in the
wcong way.

2) At the outset automatic evaluatin procedures should be built
into the design of the new syst\em or systems, both so that
mistakes can quickly be identified and corrected, and also so
that many of the unanswered questions we have about the educational process can in fact be answered.
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The new system must be realistic (though not pessimistically
..,)liservative) and must take account of the existing realities,
both educational and other.

This last point is very important. In turning the theory of the previous
pages into implementable practice many compromises will have to be
made with the existing situation. None of us are working in "virgin
societies" with no schools, no tinfulfillable aspirations,nodisintegrating

social structure and no political hierarchy often blinded to the real
problems. Thus none of us will et.er have a chance of implementing
an "ideal system" even if such an ideal existed (which it probably
does not). All we can do is remain continuously conscious of the direction in which we want to move.
.1n the final section of this paper I will outline one community centred
educational system which might be feasible in certain circumstances.lt
is designed b help solve the f-roblems of the rural areas, to reduce
rural-urban migration (thus freeing .ncreasing resources for rural development), and to create community pride and identity. As it is a pro'posal chsigned to be implementabiz, it does not meet all my theoretical criteria, for many compromises.with reality have had to be made. It
should also be emphasized that this isonl one of many alternatives, and
that I am describing this alternatke merel to show in concrete terms
the type of scheme that might bede%eloped to achiee some of the objectkes I have outlined above.

V. One alternative

In most educational systems, the...lower levels have to adjust their
activities so that their graduates will meet the intake requirements of
the higher fevels. Thus in virtually all cases the system does not really
benefit the masses who participate 'for only a few years, but only really
benefits the minority who go on to further education. In the scheme outlined below, however, it has been assumed that it should be designed
entirely to meet the real needs of the mass of the population that will
participate. It is considered that it is the job of the further education
system to make the necessary adjustments in their programmes so
that they can effectively operate with the few continuing beyond mass
edu..,,,.on. They should no longer expect a product designed to meet
their partisan needs.

In order that the children from fte new rural community centred

system have a chance to compete with children from urban elementary
schools (which inevitably will offer an education more suited to the in240
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take requirements of furtner education) a special compensatory cycle
will have to be developed. This compdnsatory cycle would admit just
the number of children from rural areas w ho could be expected to succeed

in further education, and find modern sector emnloyment in either the
rural or urban areas. It should concentrate entirjy on preparing rural
children with whatever skills and knowledge they got from the community school for effective competition in further education. It is likely
that by the time the rural child has to compete with his urban counterpart, he will have had one or two years more education. The compensatory cycle need not be of' the same length in all parts of' the couhtry. In
Lertain more 'developed rural areas where the curriculum of' the rural
community school is not too different from that of urban schools the
compensatory cycle could be relatively short whilst in really remote
and dePressed Areas the compensatory cyCle should be relatively long.
Thus instca.
:lying a unitary educational system, the structure would
vary from a:
arca, depending on the needs.
For every fifty or so schools in each locality (see below) there should
be at least two compensatory schools, preferably situated in urban areas
and not associated to any particular community. These schools would in
general be copies of' the schools in th,e towns except that they should be
better equipped, and have higher paid staff' than urban schools. The curriculum shouldconcentrate on improving language, literacy and rumerical
skills, and on familiarizing the children .with the complexities of' the

modern sector, increasing their role expectations and their self-confidence.

The intake 'into these compensator) schools would be absolutely limited, and only those rural children who passed through the compensatory cycle would be able to continue their education. Thu,s this cycle
would be a barrier isolating the rural community-centred system from
the urbari, modern sector oriented system, and also preventing exces-

sive migration for educational reasons, and discouraging rural-urban
migration in general. Selection of the small proportion of children going
into the compensatory cycle would be on the basis 0t- participation in
community activities, social responsibility, and performance in verbal
aptitude tests.
The existence of such a barrier is absolutely essential for the success
of' any attempt at ruralizing rural education. Without the barrier "teachers" will be pressured to teach for the intake requirements of further
(modern sector) education, as a slight chance of a first prize in a national lottery is more attractive than the certainty of a consolation prize.
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Returning now to my basic proposal in its broader terms, the scheme
for mass rural education being suggested inyolve the establishment
of a community centre (actually situated in the centre of a community,
both geographically and spiritually) to replace the existing elementary
school. The centre will have four basic functions. First, it will be used
for certain periods of the day as a school, v, ith a releN ant, not an academic curriculum. Secondly, it will be used as a place from which extension advice will be giVen in, for example,agriculture, hygiene, nutrition
and family planning, or on whatever problems are considered most
important both hy the community and by the government. Thirdly, it will
be used as a place from which v-actically oriented adult education
courses will be given. Finally, it is hoped that it v, ill really he able to act
as the centre of the comm!mity, with people going to the centre to meet
their friends, read newspapers or books (if they are lii.erate) or listen
to tapes and the radio, plan joint activities, form clubs and so on.

There would be no universality throughout the country of curriculum
he covered in any centre (for children,'
or even in the fields of stud :.
adults, and for the extension services) but these would be decided on the
basis of a detailed in-depth survey ofthe major problems facing a particular locality (10-15 kms. in radius) in which both local community
members and trained community development workers would participate.
It is possible, however, that problems of universal importance might be
identified, and thus covered by every centre. For example, there might
be a need tdchange traditional demographic concepts and introduce family
planning ideas in all parts of a country.
Four or five people would be employed in each centre, as "teachers"
or "agents of change", and the particular skills that these people would
have would be determined on the basis of the priority problems identified in the survey. For example, in one locality there might be an

agricultural worker, a co-operative organizer,a nutritionalist and health
adviser, a fisheries worker, and a family planning mobilizer. In another
locality there might be a veterinarian, a medical assistant, two literacy workers, and a family planning mobilizer. Even if the titles of
the personnel are the same in different localities, they might have slightly
different fields of interest and functions, since as much as possible the
training given to these people would bedesigned to equip them for solving

specific priority problems in a particular locality.
As it generally proves very difficult in any country to get products of
secondary and higher education to remain in rural areas, and if they do
it is not usually by choice (and thus they are unlikely to he motivated), at
least half the staff of each centre should he chosen from existing pro242
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gressive elements within the community.This is also likely to encourage
greater community involvement in the centre than if all the employees
were outsiders. These people, once chosen, would be given one or two

years practical training in one of the most important problem areas
identified for that particular locality. Another alternative would be to
employ a larger number of community members on a part time basis,
and not to give them long-term training whictrwould prevent them carry-

ing out their normal activities, but to give them two or three months
training a year during the dry season for two or three years.
Each locality (of 10-15 kms. radius) would contain about 50 separate
communities (in sparsely populated areas a large radius and a,smaller
number of communities would have to toe aimed for), and at the geographical centre of the locality would be establisheda group of five or more
supervisors (one in each of the specialties catered for in the community centres), and also a short range radio transmitter which would be used
both as a supervision aid, and as a tool for interesting the population in
their locality, and drawing attention to.individual and community successes within the locality, thus giving Iotal residents some idea of what
really can be done.

Children would participate in the activities of the centi-e each morning for four or five hours (say from 7 a.m. to mid-day). The age that
they would start and the number of years they would participate for
would obviously vary from country to country, and depend on the resources availabre and other factors; however ideally children should
start as late as possible (perhaps not until they are seven or eight years

old), and they should continue for at least four or five years. There
would only be a small amount of classroom instruction, with the emphasis of the programnie being on practical imolvement in the activities
of the community, experimentation, and discussion. In other words, the
curriculum would be organized on a project or problem solving basis.
For example, the children might work in groups with different farmers,
discuss the variety of methods used and the consequent differences in
yields, and carry out various e7.periments to prove specific theoretical
concepts (e.g. the effects of usir g organic ferti 1 izers, new seed varieties,

irrigation).

The school day would not be divided into periods as is

presently the case, but most of one morning, or even most of a week or
a month, might be devoted (for one group of children) to a particular
subject.

Literacy classes would not be given unless there was already an
adequate supply of simple entertaining and informative reading materials available in the locality. Again only part of the literacy training
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would take place in a classroom situation with the other part devoted
to literalizing the environment (labelling ever- thing in the community,

e.g. putting a sign on each tree with the name of the tree, children sti+.ching their names on their shirts, hanging signs round animals necks),
and explaining and demonstrating the need for literacy. Thus the main
efforts on literacy would bc devoted firstly to making the children and
the adults aware of written symbols, and secondly on motivating them
to learn the meaning of the symbols. Only Olen the majority of children
in a particular group are motivated and aware would a concentrated
attempt be made to teach them the actual skills of reading and writing.

Children would not necessarily be divided into groups according to
the length of time they had participated in the system, and certainly

whatever method is chosen the children in their final year .should not form
a separate group, but should be divided fora large portion of their school
day amongst the other groups so,- that they could assist the "teachers"
or "agents of change" with the other 'children. Selec.tion of those who

might proceed to further education should certainly at least be partly'
dependent on a child's success in this activity.

After lunch the staff of the centre would be available at the centre
either to provide extension advice (in the case of agricultural workers)
or to carry out particular services (in the case of family planning
mobilizers, medical assistants and literacy workers). For example,

the agricultural worker might provide advice on what quantities of fertilizers should be used, what seeds should be used, what is the best way
to plant a particular crop and so on. The family planning mobilizer
might discuss wifh individual women,advisethem on particular methods,
and fit them with IUD's or give them contraceptive pills. The medical
assistant might use one room in the centre for examining patients,
diagnosing, and prescribing medicines. Finall, the literacy worker
might read and write 'letters for illiterates, help people fill up application forms, advise people on what they could read, and peris also
give special courses to children (or adults) Who are motivated to read
but are still having reading problems.

From time to time in the evenings special courses might be held
for adults by the "agents of change" at the community centre. These
might be held in conjunction with a radio programme from the locality

centre, either based on a particular success story from one community,
or as part of a centralized campaign to solve a particular problem, or
might be held on the "agent of change's" or the community's own initiative. Such courses would obviously involve discussion and dialogue, as
is done for example with the Indian radioclubs, as well as an exaMination
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of some of the experiments being carried out by the children. Literacy
classes for adufts might also be undertaken if a sufficient number of
adults expressed an interest in such courses. Texts either prepared by
the literacy worker or by the children might be used in such courses, so
ihat the relevance of what is being read would automatically be apparent
to the adults.

These periodical evening classes for adults would only be likely to
be successful if the "school" orcommunit.y centre or whatever the institution is called really does become a centre for the community where
people of all ages and both sexes gather to gOssip, to discuss, to read,
to listen to the local radio and prerecorded tapes (and 'even to record
tapes to send to the local radio for possible transmission) and to drink
tea or beer (depending on 10Lal customs). Only if the centre is situated
in a central and convenient location, and'provides facilities and activities that attract the local inhabitants, is the whole sch--:,ne likely to suc-.
ceed. Unless the centre is seen by community' members as belonging
to them and serving their interests-, it will soon become an alien institution and like most alien institutions will be likely to have-as many-negative as posiGve aspects.

This alternative invOlving the isolation of rural educational pro-

grammes from the modern-sector-orienicd further educational system,
and the creation of community centred educational institutes, staffed
mainly with community members and concentr. ng on providing the skills
and knowledge needed to solve specific probierns for both adults and chil-

dren, though not specifically design..'d to solve problems of:migration
and population growth is likely to hAve a significant impact. This is
firstly because in mostrural areas.ot 1 the most common problemS
needing solution is likely to be that of nigh fertility and rapid population
growth, thus in most villages there will be a community member trained
not only to teach people why they shouldlimit their family size, but also
trained to prescribe birth pills and fit IUD's. Secondly, because the
existence of a problem solving, Community centred educational process
is not only likely to significantly imr-ove the quality of life of rural
people, but is also likely to increase their pride in their community,
thus reducing the pressures fOr rural-urban migration. And thirdly, because of the fact that only the limited number of'students who go to the
compensatory cycle will be able to study further, elementary education
will cease tO carry the hidden Message that schopling is a continuous
process leading from the rural areas to eventual modern sectOr employment, and in addition large numbers, oistudents will no longer be able
to migrate to urban areas to seek further educational opportunities.
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'Obviously, a large number of operational and administrative problems
will be faced in implementing a scheme such as the one outlined.above. 1

will almost certainly not be possible to implement such a scheme
throughout a country in a short period of time, and thus it should be
started first in the most., backward rural regions, where the present
formal ,system is least useful, and where the population and other problems are most serious.
It

VI. Conclusion

'The alternative described above certainly involves a radical departur.: from most existing educational systems in terms of objectives,
structure, participants, teachers, curricula, and administration. powever, if we are to pi-educe a society that has some chance of survival
we have to break away from the constraints of the past, and if we are to
create an educational system which:
I) Takes account of, and gives scope for the expression of the basic
nature of man;
2.)

Is a powerful tool for the achievement of realistic development:
objectives;

3) Will play an active role in reducing population growth, and ruralurban migration;

4) Will give all citizens a chance of playing a significant role in the
affairs of the nation;
5) Is feasible and implemeittable;
1

we cannot jus.t tinker with existing systems and make marginal changes,

but must have a radical transformation. The aboe alternative is only
one of many possible schemes, all of Which will hae at least one thing
in common- they will involve a complete change in existing rural educational practices, and thus they- will require a high degree of political
Motivation and support if they are to have any chance of success. Though

other alternative schemes will differ in detail, if they are to fulfil the
five criteria mentioned above they are likely to share many of the following basic characteristics of the scheme I have outlined:
.

These prohlcms and the operational steps that Aould need to take place in implementation arc de scrihed in rn "A seluvne for Improving Ow Quality of Rural Lift
through Conununity Centred Education".
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a rural sys!.ern is to be designed to meet
1) Rural-Urban Continuum;
the needs of the rural areas, iCrnust be Separated from the modern
sector system. However, opportunity for progress into elite i,ositions
cannot be denied .to rural children, thus after completing their rural

education a few. children (no more than' could find places in ......!condary
schools) should be admitted to a special compensatory cycle defigned

specifically to prepare rural, children to competeiin further education,
2)

Institutional: After the result of a careful survey, a commUnity

centre should be established in a c9.ntral and convenient location. This

c:entre would either use the existing school premises or feplace the
school. It should be open all thc year round all day and in the evenings
also.
3) Employees: Each centre should employ at !east four or five
"agents of change" or."teachers". Each of' these would have skills designed to be useful '-for solving the most crucial problems facing the
community. Wherever possible, these "agents of change" should be
drawn from the members of the communit and given one or two years

specialist training in specific subjects to build on their traditional
background and skills in the same subject.
4)

Participants: In the morning for four or live hours the "agents

of change." should work with children (the children would spend at least

five years participating in the activities of the centre on a half-time
basis). In the afternoon any community member could go to the centre

either to receive extension adVice, or for particular services (letter
writing, I.U.D. fitting, curing certain illnesses). In the evening, the
centre.would be opened as a meeting place fbr all community members. ,
Reading, radio and tape listening, and drinking facilities might be

available, and in- addition, certai:. special adult courses might take
place.
5) Curriculum: The precise problems that would be dealt with in
any community should be decided on the basis of a survey to be carried
out prior to establishing the centre. Very little emphasis would be
placed on ordinary classroom work, hut the concentration wOuld be on

practical work, experimentation and discussion.

If'

literacy is to be

taught, very great emphasis should be placed on making the community

a literary env.ironmenf, and on motivng people to want to become literate.
6) Organization and Supervision:

For each fifty or so community

centres there sbould be one central supervision centre with five or more
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supervisors who would visit th.: centres with reasonable frequency.
There could.. also be a short range radio transmitter which would be
interest,
used for broadcasting certain prerecorded tapes of general
action
to the
for mounting specific campaigns, and suggesting particular
pride
in
the
lohigh level of interest and
centres, and for developing a

of individuals and
cality and, more particularly, in the achievements
communities within the locality.
of teachers need be
As only .slightly more than the pref. nt number
than

employed in any new scheme, and somc of those could be paid less
be much higher
present teachers, the costs of such alternatives will not

terms of in-,
than the costs of the present system, and the returns, in
for
creased rural productivity and satisfaction and reduced pressure
expanding secondary and higher education, will be very7 much,higher.

syistem
Only if the developing countries really design an educational
to
help
create
a
to meet their needs, to solve their problems, and
the
pitfalls
that
potentially satisfied society, will they be able to avoid

of strug-

the developed countries are rushing headlong into after decades
happens to people's attigle. The future of humanity depends on what
the type of
tudes and ideas, and thesc in turn are largely dependent on
should
-education (in its broadest sense) they are receiving. Surely we
education
to
try
and
use the massive resources that are available for
and
society,
solve some of the myriads of problems facing individuals
decaying system, whose
instead of using them to expand an already disintegration
of society.
very expansion is likely to speed up the
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Rural Exodus and Growth of Shantytowns: An Asian
Educational Alternative?

Almost everywhere, attempts hay been madc to set up an educational system which would be valid forallgeogra0.ical zones, all human
groups and all situations: but, in airamber of gvlan countries, the
sults obtained by uniform and ufidifferentiated educational curricuia
have failed to live up to exPectaVon.
Thus we haye to see whether there exist- in relation to the zone, the
human group, the economic and social situation-educational priorities,
and how they could be taken into account.

The starting point, then, would no longer be an abstract culture,
more or lesS encyclopedic and universal , but a milieu to be transformed;
training would become inseparable from development action.

I.Some characteristics of migration departure and arrival zones Rural
exodus

It is true that there are various economic and social causes underlying the migratory,flows which originate in the Asi-.n countryside. But
it can frequently be observed in these areas that conventional education
does not provide children with sufficient means to understand and de-

velop their environment. On the contrary, the school often accelerates the rural exodus.

The adion of administrative service centres in rural areas to limit;
out-migration and ensure real development has not been ve'ry successful. Consequently, many experts and researchers have come to think ,
that it is futile to expect a far reaching development of Asian rural
areas unless the peasant grour. themselves undertake it. But what
training should be envisaged to ac.nteve this?
Only in a 'few countries has migration_hcen organized on a large
scale, and in still fewer has specific training been given to those migrating: usually, educational efforts have been unrelated to the situation of
Would it not have been possible to design a type of
the migrants.
training 'for migrants leading both to a greater awakening of the mind
by Jacques Bugnicourt. African Institute for Economic Planning and Development.
Dakar, Senegal.
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and to the practical adaptation to new ecological and human environments?

Urban growth and disparities
Rapid urban growth, an increasing gap hetw.:.en the number of those

looking for work and .the job omortunities in modern activities, the
extension of slums, shantytowns, old. overpopulated and dilapidated
districts, are characteristic of post.of the large Asian towns.
Not only is the overall situation often acause for concern but serious
internal urban disparities arc to he found - which often tend to become
worse., Almost everywhere there are significant inequalities between
wards' as regards ckmographic structure, occupationat structure, employment. incomes, infrastructure, edia.atio.nal level, health, etc.-

Unequal geographic distribution of illiteracy hi Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Island
1.

Age 10-34:
2.7";

- Male,
- Fev.ale,
2.

All
Kowloon
Tsuen New
and
-Wan Terri- Marine Ar'eas
tortes
CP
'New Kowloon
4.7,',
22.6";

57.2e;

I 6.5';
!)8.6c,

20,5ri

77.4e;

23.8';

31.6'7

5.3%

4.5%

12.8',

Age 35 and
ON,Cr:

- Male,

3.

51;

- 1-emales

51)

All

15. 5`,.

Source,: Ilan!! horw

10.4';
(Jr;

1'1..1`.,.

4

1

97.0";

((),Qc;

75.3(7

21.77

\ crnment, 1066, 13-Cerhu, Ref-Null, and Da%id Podmore, 1971

-Lven-- if the etoriomy ih 'expanding and the whole population can be'easily'
Teached because it is gathered withina small radius, there remain large
educational disparities - as can be seen in the, above
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The most striking differences between wards occur with respect to'
town planhing and housing. In Bombay, for instance, there are shanty_towns nestling in the heart of the city whereYer a little land is still
available, and formerly respectable districts are turning jnto slums. I
In Hong Kong -not to speak of the sampans the zones where the housing
is the most dilapidated are usually also those with the highe.F.t density.

n

Although the authcrAies of tn.: vP.r!ou countries have.madc many.
efforts tO try and solve'Vhat.---is called the shantytown prOblem, they
are doubtless various reasons for tHeir only hmited and partial success. The first reason-lies in the illusion that the "beautiful town," the
one being- planned and built and a'dministered in Western fashion, wil

rapidly spread and that the shantytowns will be absorbed: this-isa
mistake and the fact is that. in many Asian towns it is the precarious__
housing which spreads more rapidly than the modern urban infrastruc:
ture. Similarly, it is a mistake to think that !he "makeshift"'economic
-Whereas theyacfi$4ities are going to be regularized within-a few
,constitute the mode oflife and survival ofa large proportion of the urban
population.-

Another. problem is th".e proYision of really cheap housing which'is
within financial reach.of the majority of the inhabitants of theshantytowns... Even in Tokyo, the infrastructure or certain wards leaves much
to be desired, and in tfi' income bra.cket 40-O0 Yen per month betwee,n
one-third and- one-half of the families Ike in.rentedwooden shaCks. 2
If a country aS developed .as Japan ha_s not et.been able to solve
the probh:m it is not surpr:Sing that, for poorer countries, some people
have come to doubt,the very possibility of proY iding the under-privileged
strata with ,:eptable housing. 3
I. .i'lle progression of the 'Idinisit in some 1U,inhaN wards is rilther s gniricant:
-...

Bhuletiv.ar
Market
.

2.

7

1951

1961

"812

640

1,366

1.520

473

42'1

67.3

1.7i4

de la ConferiIwe

:

Density per Acre (40 Acres)

1941

,

Pop. in 1961
65.681

c.

see Masahiko Honjo.."1.11rhanilation en Asie: Duiihsme
fn ii;.Cte,

3.

'

1931

58.399",
_-

le DeNeloppement-.

August 1971. mimeo.

lc! Calcutta, tht:' mjnimum cost of popular hoiNing is estimated.at Rs. 8.000 Ythich
eorrsponds to a monthl rem:iyment of 109 rupeos' for 10 years. Now. an estimate
of the incomedOribut ion ol iamilies in the metropohtan district of Calsutta shows
that even if the h.tiildliw cost were haked.,and hence also the monthl payments.
these houses would %till he beyond the mons of two-third% of all families.
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We are thus faced with an objective need for training, first in order
to extend the ability to innovate and secondly- to reinforce the professional skills needed for the supply of goods and serv ices demanded by
the popular urban strata, and, in particular, everything connected with
the physical planning and functioning of the wards as well as with the
improvement of the housing and its environment.
Both in the urban and rural areas it would certainly Seem that it is
through the action of the popUlation itself that development must be
expected. i3ut the conventional school often seems incapable of.meeting

priority needs or of fitting into the development prospects of the various
groups of the population in their particular environment.
What alternatives could be envisaged?
To face the

specific problems of departure and arrival zones:

an educational alternative
What should the alternative be based on?
Although the need for an educational alternative no longr has to be
proved, its profile, its characterktics, are not easy to define.
We may perhaps venture to outline a comparison:

The Present "Solution"
Structure

An Alternative
varies locally. (Function of
groups, age grades, cornmunities ...)
decided hy those concerned

conventional
standardized

Curriculum

(the school)
decided in the
ministries

Basic tool

the book

Financing

costly, borne hv the
State

Use of products bureaucratic jobs,
urhan unemplov ment

workshops
maui borne by
cheap,
those concerned
imprOvements and production at local level (rural

or urhan)

This means that the possible alternative makes use both of the
community, development movement ("animation") and of technological
education, provided that the latter is given its true significance in the
context of Asian under-development. It should penetrate and impregnate
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the various methods of training and information, provide support for
administrative action and he a vector of development.
There iS no lack of sketches of an educational alternative of this t oe,
and in many Asian countries one feels that there is a certain convergence

of arxiety and of research. We must stop gluing our eyes to the textbooks and to the conventional 'school and simply look, irz each place, at
what the population ?weds to know. That is the fundamental question.
They do not need to know either .the metamorphoses of the frog, or the
so-called basic concepts as invented
the educational planning offices.
What they need to know first of all, and what they want to know, is what

can lead them out of their under-development, their difficulties of
today, tomorrow and the next fL,w

ears. Start with the essential Pro-

blems of each zone and the delopment prospects - that is a clear
guideline for training.

The profile of an alternative
In trying to design a method of training which will not be liable
to the reproaches levied at the conventional educational system it is

important to concentrate on a single, dominant prOblem of a given zone,
leaving aside, in the 'initial; phase, many interesting hut secondary aspects. In sub-arid zones, for instance, efforts are nceded to improve the

breed of cattIL, or pest-control to improve the quality of hidesfor
marketing. But ,such actions would be meaningless it' they wereinot first
considered in terms of basic dominimt constraints such as shortage of

water. Similarly, in most cities, it is important to construct-4.wers but
the most important effort should he to provide jobs and shelter for the
masses. Depending on the (ase, priority should ;)e given to bne or the

other. Although this requirement ma seem rather simp4tic, it is
essential to focus sensitizati9rz, training and development ac 'on orz a
major theme which, although possibly not definitive, appears essential
tor,

let us say, a decade, atter which another theme ma,he given

priority.
Identifying the essernial nekls of a zone requires careful thOught by
everyone familiar with the zone, and the usual cellular divisions ',should
be eliminated. The outcome should be a considerable decrease in the
dispersal of efforts deployed tor development and training prograMmcs.
Their various media and channels - education, radio, 7ress, educatiou
movements, actions by religious leaders, etc. - should focus on a single
matter. If the population in the zone is won over quickly the effort
can be successful. Once people concerned feel unequivocally that certain
methods are of benit to them, they will apply for training. If the popti253
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lation to be trained does nO see the value of the programme, the chances
of failure are so high that it ould be better to shift efforts onto another

The training zone determined according to the main problem and
not vice-versa
Geographic, economic and other land divisions are only meaningful
if they reflect regions united by identical problems. Regions having
the same development problems can be served by the same educational
sequences. From the Maldives to the China sea there are coastal strips
exposed to the monsoons which have identical characteristics. Thedevelopment prospects for woodlands, be they Burmese or Indonesian,
seem relatively similar. PolicieS towards shantytowns in madY Asian
cities can be very much the same from one country to the next. Vast
zones, we see, have the samc orders of priorities. This justifies largescale production of training programmes and means for use across
large portions of the continent. Techniques for pumping water, for
example, provide both concrete solutions and food for thought for the
cattle farmer, be he Afghan, Iranian or Pakistani.
Even though orders of priorities may extend across vast geographical zones, they cannot be dealt with jn the same manner everywhere.
The framework may apply to large areas, but the exact training curricula must be adapted to the various sub-zones and to each special milieu.
The mct obvious adaptations concern language and, related to this.
the modes of presentation.

Plans for different countries should provide for different progressions through the programme, and the sequence must of course follow
he lines set out by the respective national leaders.

A "sequence" is suggested to solve the main problem of each zone

,)ur efforts must be deliberately diverted from the partial solutions policy and its "piece-meal" system. A different approach should

be used wherein efforts fit into a specific line of action. It may be useful
to dig a well on a pasture but this well would only be fully exploited
if it was part of a programme for pastureland organization and rational
use. A self-help housing society may render service but its impact will

be limited and its actions hindered if the city concerned does not have

proper planning. The same applies to new plantations of tea for example.
They certainly bring in retur...i but, without antl-...i.osion actions,
parallel organization of food crops, installation of equipment for drying
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and packing, marketing programmes, etc., the conditions of development
will not be decisively and durably improved.

We must also stress The interdependence of actions. A new water
point in a nomad zone does not only serve.to water existing herds but
makes it poSsible to increase the herds. This latter possibility should
be taken into consideration when working out well specifications and

when drilling. Similarly, to guide young "ftople towards the type of
leisure-time activities desired for their deMopment,,tbe urban plan
must be designed with large sports fields, open spaces, youth clubs, etc.

Through systematization we can find the logical sequence. For
instance, to increase the fisherman's revenue a motor must be added to

his boat, which, in turn, makes it necessary to: (a) establish groups
(and make them operative), (b) calculate interest and amortization
rates, and (c) teach introductory maintenance and repair skills.

A logical succession of operations of this sort is called a sequence.
One might think that what we have in mind is technical training which
closely resembles that provided in specialized schools,or what agricultural extension workers dose out. Quite the contrary, there is no question of teaching a gesture or a procedure without, at the same time,
explaining the main reasoning involved, the "why". We are concerned
with real technological training based on a too/ or a technique: the
pullev, the chain ant, scoop, pump buckets in the sequence of "water
use" - or the district lay-out, the measuring chain, water levels, etc.,
for the "town planning and housing" sequence. Furthermore, the tooltechnique duo is always taught with training t;-gets in mind. More than
just an attitude is transmitted. Efforts are rni.c.to stimulate the imagination, draw up comparisons, experiment with new combinations. The
application point is chosen because it can serve both as a necessary
ingredient for development and a thought stimulator.
The thought involved is not exclusively technological. It automatically
sparks off thought on thF: general conditions of the society and opens up

perspectives on other forms of existing or possible societies. The
technological vtquence is in no way the negation of general culture often seen as;the negative corollary of modern western civilisation. The
true general culture which can serve as a durable foundation for development sinks its roots in technical and economic actions. The technology/
general culture dichotomy does not exist in a number of Asian civilisations.

The form, efficiency, liaison with other techniques, history and mythical value of the tool are perceived inseparably. Technology means
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the mind,developing rational

reflecting about techniques and ti;k:

mechanisms and culture; it is in,- aqiiientic culture of those who use
their tools to transform their inihk,u.
Technological training through sequences is thus based on the milieu.
This means that techniques or processes should not be grafted onto rea-

lity or taught disjointedly as imported messages. Quite the contrary,
they should first be presented to show that they arc the direct reply to
the problems caused by the milieu. Wherever possible, they are.to be
located in the technical sequences which have already been used. The
technical skills of farmers, artisans and shanktovn dwellers in certain
fields should thus be increased, developed and oriented.

Secondly, these techniques can probably- more easily be introduced
into the milieu if they have been "domesticated" through, for example,
demonstrations by the authorities who have prestige, such as politicians,
trade unions or co-operatives, administrators, religious chiefs. One of
the most important factors of success is probably developing the proper
terrminology in the local language for these new techniques.

But the decisive test is whether it becomes possible to combine
popular awareness, training and action. If we take the example of the
insufficient returns on fruit production around several large Asian
towns, we see that the awareness of a problem (such as poor yield,
confiscation of profits by middlemen), the explanation of processes
(the sap, purchasing from each peasant separately ) and of instruments
(shears, association) are inseparable from action such as the sale of
the tools neededthe improvement of the pruning method and formation
of a group.

How to construct a priority technological sequence for development
What was said above may give some ideas as to how sequences
should be constructed. Not that our methodology is old and weathertested. We are .nerely putting forth proposals, endeavours, hypotheses.
Their critftale,..duation is seen as something desirable and welcome.
In any case, the division ..into successive phases, which facilitates
the prssentation, is arbitrary. The spir't of the operation is such that
zonal sequences are constantly reviewed, and local applications arc only
valid if adapted to the problems and pt,ssAlities. A pedagogic sub-

sequence can be changed from top to bottom if the operation coming
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just before was different than expected and casts light on some social,
economic or technical requirements that were originally underestimated.

How to set up priorities and choose techniques

There.isprobably no optimal method but, rather, processes which
are more or less convenient, depending on the subject of the sequence.
Two examples illustrate this: one for a group of fishermen, the other
for arid and sub-arid regions.
For a group of fisherman
It

would be interesting to try and identil the type of planning,

technical improvements and education which would h useful to the
development of one of these fishermen populations, Si i;umerous and
varied, from thc Yemen coast to Irian and the Kurile isiands.
The thought process (Fig. I) is based on the objective of increasing
the standard of living. This requires to increase incomes and make
best use of what is and will become available. If we take the first part
we see three sub-divisions: improved healh can decrease the absenteeism and allow for longer work days; rtoduction can be increased
by more fishing and by agricultural activities- but the former possibility prOves to be by far the most interesting. Lastly, proceeds which
hitherto had gone to middlemen, can now be obtained from marketing.
If we start by taking one of these three elements, we see that exploring
the pure "fishing" activity entails both irnproNing the work conditions

(boats, nets, lines), fitting out small ports, and increasing ichthyological understanding.

The mechanism of the operation is unquestionaNy the most interest-

ing part. The vectors linked in the algorithm are at times "action" intensive and at other times "training"- intensk e.
Training is based on economics k thoughts concerning income, the price

of fish, the market profile), or on management (administering the
lorries, the reli igerated storehouses), or on group dynamics (how
groups operate), or on mechanics (maintenance, repairs).

The bond between these various types of education is not only that
all such education strives towards successful completion of given
priority sequences, but also that like the actions themselves it is subject to cimments, criticisms and thought. Since loans ill have to be
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contracted, this is the time to learn about
interest rates, instead of leaving this "pris

and how to calculate
to children who are

not very much concerned with the reality awl who are. told, "Today we
will put interest rates on the blackboard"- i.r exercise which is completely divoreed from realities. If, Op
other hand, a fisherman
agrees to pay interest on a loan contracted , purchase a motor and his
production is doubled or tripled sooner, tk : a inter of fact which the
fisherman will learnand rememberWe see that most fishing
sequences have a related edikational act:!.,-,. The planning and development diagrams cannot be dissociated fror:' tile educational and training
diagrams; they are interwoven with ea.:h ther.
f

The algorithm does not spring fulk "cli-:ssed" from the brain of the
thinker. The persons concerned, in this case the fisherrnn. are themselves invited to join in the thinking .7-iro....f7ss. The outlioc ..;,.es not end

at the paper's edge... other ramifi:.:xtior:, are conceivable. The dotted
lines go beyond the algorithm; mc:m. ,5-eams of ttought lead to the
need for credit, the mechanics
use credit well.
and how

This brings out important economic ariC pedaFci.:ic aspects which
could be used as the starting point for a nc-A algc

For arid and sub-arid regisns
Processes applicable to fishermen obs
to many other groups. Among the grou:ps
,we

..:an be transferred
ding special attention,
find the shepherds and the farmers %;.lio.ie crops are subjected to

.ihe

risks presailing in zones of

r,

and irregular rainfall.

In all such zones, whateve:
ational context, the same broad
development targets can be
creating new water resources,
using them for certain crops, i7,.cr-oving livestock. The first step is to
.find the right direction. Every(-:- must admit that water must be put to
better ose. Our line of thought 1,, first, we need more water, second,
we have to be sure to waste less and then v.e, want to improve the quality. (Fig. 2)
e<

To obtain more water,
ral possibilities must be r:onsidered:
rainwater, seawater, groun..1ter, risers, lakes, etc. Obviously, up to
the present, most attention has been directed to groundwaters. First
of all, the cla..;sical drawing. from the groundv.ar tables could be
cobsidered. Little thought, hov!,,..r, has been given to the possibility
of .affecting the table itself
for instance, reinjection or inferoflow damming technic;,es and ui:derground construition to prevent the
table frOm flowing into the sea or into a saltwater region.
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Fig 2. Thoughtprocens for a priority technological sequence of development
and physical planr.ing in arid anti sub-arid zones
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If the target is to "waste less water", an expensive solution would
be recycling. But there are other solutions which are more readily
available to the farmers in Asia, e.g. decreasing the evaporation on
the ground and the table. To avoid evaporation on the ground, farming
techniques could be improved or the earth covered with vegetation.
Some current methods of hoeing strip the earth far more than methods
'used in traditional farming, and hence the water evaporation is much

greater and the main crops suffer far more from the water shortage
than from fife intrusion of high grass. In traditional farming, to curb
loss of surface water the lirst possibility is to control plants which
absorb water usek.ssly. If reed growth spreads, the reeds pump water
all day long and then lose the water to the atmosphere. By cutting
them, health conditions are also improved since reeds offer a hospitable milieu for several pathogenic agents. We also have the modern
iethod of the monomolecular film spread over the ybaters of a small
dam.
A by-product of petroleum is. spread as a carpet, one or two
microns thick, and considerably reduces evaporation.
This is how a sequence such as the one on harnessing water for arid
zones can be developed. Diagrams depicting algorithms can serve to
compare the value of extremely modern systems such as the inferoflow dam or induced rainfall with archaic systems such as the chadoufs

which existed ip the times ot the ancient Assyrian Kingdoms. The
monomolecular film is discussed along with the control of plants which
waste water. This shows the spirit of technological research which
does not necessarily faVour the most modern methods but bears in
mind the gamut of so-called archaic practices as well.

Two attitudes appear harmful and should be avoided at all cost.
is to be satisfied with what the a'ncestors preferred. The
second is to think that progress means indiscriminate emulation of

The first

what is being done in highly industrialized countries.

At this point we might ask. where the end of the sequence to be
constructed can be found. Perhaps the answer is that there is no end.
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The sequence should go on and on sirk:e development and education,
which is an ,ingredient and perhaps even the other facet of the same
If we adopt this perspective we See ifit educaprocess, never stop.
tors and development specialists should count on working hand in hand
for a long time to come.1

How to implement a priority technological sequence
When it cOmes to the question of how ito implement certain techno-

logical sequences, we are more knowledgeable than at the designing
stage. So many experiments have been carried out in rurtl regions
to stimulate the population, to launch community develov.,-tent

all self-

help plans, to get new techniques accepted and make chauges. There
has been ample time to think about the causes of failure.
Fulfilling prerequisites
It is wrong to make a clean sweep and adopt a standard method without,
acquiring prerequisih: knowledge of the ecology, technology and human
aspects. It is also essential to have an anchoring point in the zone comprised of people who are willing to regard physical planning action and
its underlying sequence as a matter concerning them, and to serve as a
bridge between the sequence team and the population.

Staging the right initiators

The success or failure of the project will depend on the choice of
sequence team-members. The "right man" does exist, but his title
cannot be found in the nomenclatures of governments or international
assistance bodies. The main point is to have an "initiator" who has a
deep respect for -the people and to whom they listen, who can suggest
a method and find the support and credit needed to back the villagers
or sIUM dwellers projects.
I. %hat will the population hae learned alter the first ear of the. s:quence?. Much

more than during stneral ears of primar education. The farmer %ill not ha%e
studied a language other than his own hut he will hzke acquiredThasic ideas of

mathematics. plk sics, natural science. drawing and ahose all of logical thinking.
inductke and, deductke reasoning. Actualk'. none of the actions can he separated
from explanations and reasoning which will mato,: the person understand what he is
dcing and thus make him do it much better. After thinking about the slope and drainage. the farmer ma decide to expand his farming plots a bit. After learnirm how to
think about periods of scarcit and how to calculate the maximum earryin; capacit
for the pasturelands. the farmer fna..-A.tecide to grow a ce.?eal crop which has a
shorter %egetatke ccle. so Zhat the irrigated plots can he used to grov fodder h,
feed cattle during the most critkal period.
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Finding .the right interlocutors
It is usually difficult in the beginning to get a dialogue going. Dis-

cussions must be sparked off on questions which are vital to the population. In this manner a general concensus will sooner or later emerge
on operations ..of obvious interest. It .would be dangerous, however, to
try and bank ekclusively on the so-called known leaders who, perhaps,
are vested with traditional power. They can sometimes be of great"

assistance during the contact and discussion stages but thereafter a
very specific problem arises: ,who is the "interlocutor" for development actions in an\ Asian society?

The impatjent yOung or ..he learned students have not yet been accepted while the eiders, who may still command respect, are too oldfashioned. 'The soundest criterion seems to be observation during the
early operations, e..g., while digging a, well, smoothing the ground,
setting up a plantation, or installing a sewerage system. The most dynamic people will show up during the action phase. These leaders and
innoVators must become the backbone of the operations during the next
phases. Since the whole group will recognize their talent, the community will not object to their being taken a few miles away to attend what

we can call "thought meetings" where people from several wards or
villages discuss ongoing actions and outlined plans. As an offsbot of
these meetings, the best participants might be given, the opportunitY
to undergo specialized training which will make them more effective,
in their home communit% or even to join the ranks of students for further studies. This wi. give us a new process for selecting elites
based on a man's awareness of the collective interest, his capacity to
lead his fellowmen and be inventix,e, rather than on his capacity rerely
to imitate.
Ensuring local participation
Using the-.zonal priority sequence, there are numerous possibilities
for working out variations based on local conditions. If the inhabitants
of villages E, F and G realize that they need a well and that simulta-

neously many things, such as hygiene, troughs for cattle, irrigated
plots, could be improved, the \time has come for the initiator to take
the village representatives to see a village where installations which
fulfill similar needs have been made available. Exactly the same applies
to.,a groups of town-dwellers who want to install a sewerage system;
they could go and see wards J and K where this has been done.
If discussions held there are conclusive, an agreement can be worked
4)3
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out' between the village4wellers or ward-dwellers and a governmental
,organization or evetrai private undertaking. The basis would be a "give
and take" system in .which a bit-of cement or teiihnical advice is bar-

tered against the farriter's or slum-dweller's partkipation in the project execution'. In many Asian countries experiences of this kind havx
met with success.

There have also been many failures. Most of these

were due either to the 'fact that the operation did not seem really de-'
sirable, or to the fact that the village dwellers thought that they contd
obtain what they wanted, e.g., the well, irrigation, the dispensary, without.

providing the full counterpart required.

When the contract has been concluded and all. thearrangements
hat the -.educator calls
completed, the work -begins, 'together wit'
stance, and this' has
"the first lesson". ..The well tlas to be site
:oil,
.,he
depth and size of
to be done considering the structure of thc..
which
the
well will serve.
the groundwater table and the Many purposes
"initiator",
armed with
At this stage the choice is decisive. Either the
cohfines
himself to a
his technical skills and assisted by a specialist,
leaders,
or
he
tries
to
pin-point
and
vague disCussion with the local
,

enhance local knowledge- of the various elements which come into play
and then, when the ingredients of the problem have been analysed,' to
make various combinations Showing the advantages and drawbacks of
each, finally leaving the choice to the people directly concerned.with
the. project. In the first 'case the main concei:n is speed, efficiency and
ihdrt-term results. In the second, the mainconcern is permanent training and broadening horizons.

III. By way of conclusion

Certain critical rural areas and certain "infra:urban" neighbour:,

hoods cannotovercome their relative underdevelopment without radicallY
new types of education.

Having said this, either the reajer thinks.we are on the right track
and should go further, explore other possibilities, get the first experiments going quickly, or he thinks that this sort of innewatrdn probably
cannot succeed, or should be .remodelled or that resedich 3hould be redirected. If the former is the case, three aspects shOuld be emphasized.
First of all, the outlook adopted here means that social and economic
development and training shall henceforth be woof (,`' the same fabric,
woven together, "thought" and "done" together. ff we embark on this
path it can take us far. Then, an approach using priority technological
sequences requires broad cooperation between-Asiap countries having
26$
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the same ecological zones,' siMilar humangroups and comparable development problemls. It is iiideed up to the national autherities alone to
institute sequences, but several States cou!d work together in the designing and preparatory stages: Finally, we must not lose sight of the fact
.that the "training-actioe angle' using phority te.chnological sequences
means thorough participation in development by the grassroot communities themselve, which may be incompatible with 'certain tyyes_of
socio-economic structures.
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Educational Incentive Approaches
in Population Planning Programmes

Some of the most immediate and extensive rewards which accrue to a
society as a result of reduced fertility come in the area of education. If
Asian families averaged only two or three children instead of four or
five, better quality free public education could he provided in excess of
the present levels which now rarely exceed primary school. If each
family had, on the average, two children instead of the present average
of --four or more, the same education budget could provide for universal
free secondary schooling without additional classrooms and with better
teacher-student ratios and better teaching materials. Thus, 'education
departments have a stake in, and an obligation to, fertility reduction
which may go beyond the provision of population education.

The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to exPlore some of the
possible contributions that educational Planners could make to .. reduce
fertility. Throughout the paper, it is assumedlhat readers subscribe in
general to the sort of integrated population planning culled tor in the
Conference Declaration and Recomniendations of the S:Nond Asian Population Conference'. The ideas presenti:Li in this .iisk_iissio-1 paper are

intended to build 'on the resolutions of that landm:1rk meeting, and

quotations from the conference recommendations int] oduee each major
section1.

"The governmenti. of developed and developing countries should.
..encvarage and sUpport small family norms taking into account
the demographic situation and policies of each country."'

Now that universal free primary edpcation is available virtually
Ahroughout Asia, many governments are searching for means of providing free secondary education as well. However, projections of potential
.;thh..nt enrolimmt over the next 15 years, based for the most part on

Lhildren alrcady born, indicate .that the cost of' adopting.a universal
free secondary schooling programme would be todsmuch for most governments to bear. As a result,thesegovernments are looking for means
to gradually introduce free secbndary schooling over a period of a decade or more.
The point has been made by many scholars that higher education is
phihnnino,
ht, ()liver
quotations are from the Conference Recommendations of The Second Asian
1)
1

Population Conference. Tokvo. Japan. 1-13 November. 1972
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seen as a family investment in Asia. Thus older children will devote a
portion of 'their earningF to keep a younger brother or sister in school.
Families often borrow money and parents suffer exces.sive hardship in
order to keep a bright child in school as long as possible. On the other
hand, once educated, these children are .,xpected to support their parents and siblings, especially in old age.
It is no wonder 'that family planning programme "target couples"
often rcact strongly against the suggestion that they should have small
:families of three\vr fewer children. Surveys labour to confirm what pa'rents know already
children are a form of okl-age security and an
investment in the future. Up to a point, each additional child brings a bit

more security to an otherwise,insecure situation. Thus, ideal family
size hovers around four children, and actual numbers born generally
approximate this ideal, when contraception is readily available.

"That, if family allowances are given, the system should be designed
to avoid encouraging large families"
In most Asian countrie,s respondents in social science surveys cite
econbmic reasons for choosing a family of about four children. Both

small families of three or fewer and larv families of six or more
children are seen to provide disadvantages from an economic point of
view. A small iamily provides less assurance of old age support and
less income or labour for the family. A large family costs more to
maintain, especially in regard to education costs. Thus the ideal of

four children reflects one of the most viable and proven framcs of
reference in the world

peasant logic.

Without providing for alternative pathways to economic sccurity,
will
be difficult to convince As;a's families to reduce their fertility
it
to the levels now be.ng called for by national leaders and by cconomic

planners. One possibility would be to relieve families entirely of the
cost of educating their children by providing free education for each
child as far as he or she could go. Not only would this he prohibitively
expensive given prcscnt economic situations,.. but fertility might not
fall as desired since each family would still want to get its "fair share"
of free education for a moderate number of.children. In other words,
not only is universal free secondary education no panacea for population
problems, it might.even help encourage high fertility if not promulgated
as part of a broader social programme.
WP can, thPreforP, seis thnt expanqionoffr,'e education in the present
is hampered by failure to.adequately reduce average family size in the
269
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past. Since expansion of free education in the future depends on a nation's ability to reduce family size averages today, it is suggested that
a system be established which gives rewards in the form of expanded
free education to couples and communities that act in a responsible
manner with regard to fertility.

,"That some suitable for:n of social security should be designed so as
to provide an incentive to have smaller families"
Because Asian families generally see their children as a form of
social security, and because they perceive higher echication as the
appropriate route to success for thcir childcen it is suggested that provision of free higher education might be an appropriate reward for
small family size. Such a programme could he designed to provide for
the,gradual extension of free secondar) schooling toall yoing people in a
predictable phased manne: which promotes smaller family size.
In general such a plan would-work as follows:

All children would continue to receive sfree primary education,
I.
which is their right as citizens.
All families with four or fewer _hildren would be permitted to Feceive free education at the same value as that given ,,,,r.roally to a fourchild family. In other words, if the cost of sending four children through
primary school were $2,j00 and a family had only two children, they
would receive free primary schooling for their children, plus credit
fir an additional $1,000 in secondary education, giving them a total of
$2,000. For a 1111 oescripfion of the financial implications of such a
proposal, see figures I and 2.
2.

Sec:mdary level schools would remain open to the especially
gifted children of large families and to those who could afford to pay
3.

tuition.
Such a system would be quite inexpensive and might even be designed
to provide a good deal of savings to the education budget. It is attractive
in the Asian system where the family is the smallest social unit (and
often the most viable), since it provides rewards to families rather than
solely to individuals. Under existing systems, those children fortunate
enough to have been born into wealthy families get higher education.
Under the proposed system, children born into families which have

adhered to government population policy .ould receive first, priority
higher education, as compensation to the family for the economic disadvantage of few children.
270
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In general, such a programme would onft spend money for results.
other words, if averAge family size did not fall, no.appreciable
amount of money would be expended; but if fertility did fall, expenditures'
would be approximately propOrtional to the decl'n-. Anóther economic
advantage of such a programme is that actual government expenditures
Would not have to begin .until 10 years o: more after the fCrtility decline
began. In other words, in order to avoid any accusation th,.* such a programme was discriminatory against children already born rn:ght oniy
be offered to newly married couples. These couples
be given
no
coupons, or entries in a savings book, for each year that
more than two living Children: By the time their fii-st-born chik.
ed
the free government primary :.chool,' he or she should be
3
years old; and the couple shout
iuthorized to redeem the
or savings book for free seconth.;
e:nobling.
rnent primary education budget wotpd 'Hve been smaller bet:21.
family had only two children rather
lur. In other worth
vernrnent would spend on the oldest
Tht money that it haa
begun to save because he did not have ti st ral younger siL:riL,.s that
might normally be anticipated.
In

c.

Of course many modifications could
'c in such a progromme in
order to accommodate local variation. T-o;'. insance, a cornmitn-...e could

he set up in each community to adjudicate clsputes over eligibility. An
insurance company, a bank, or the postal ,y'j.!.111 could be used ac the
agent for holding "savings books" or for issuing ,...oupons. In fact, where
people's faith in the government is high, such "savings" systems
might be unnecessary. The government might be able to announce simpty

that "as free secondary schools are opened, first oriority for enrolment
will be given to ::hildren from small families since these families arc
at an economic disadvtaee, and have complied he .t with the government's family planning effort-ts". Finally, such a sy!,tem need not pronlote
traditional academic edn.:ati(41. It Aould be tiosible to offer vocational

courses, trade schoolingt c. commercial eduCation as a reward for
reduced fertility.
It must h.. firmly statel that this sort of programme does not
curtail an., :;xisting rights, it merfly extends a helpin...; :)and to those
families veil), at their i;overnment's urging, have put the1;Iselves at an

-economic (,1,,Avantage L: having fewer children than sound logic wou:d

suggest. This sort of reward might be made eve- more acceptable by
offering it first to those couples for wth.,m additionaf ct.:1,,iren arc most
likely to be seen as investments in I.L.2.idit.re - th;. economic:2"y disadvantaged 1
I

For a description .of an onpoing pilot project to tLst this proposal, readers are
referred to referenc'e nti.n1,..:r 6 in the hiIliograph foHov.ing this paper.
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"That the responsibiNy of providing educational facilities should be
distributed between central government authorities and local and
regional agencies in such ways as w: enable individuals and local
authorities to realize the implications of rapid population growth on
the cost of educatio:tal provisions"

One of the reasons Oat couples continue to have high fertility, and

that communities do not aggressively pursue reduced family size
averages is that the population p:oblem, if perceived at all, is seen as
quite abstract. This is because the need for reduced growth rates felt

at a national level is difficult to translate into a local burden of responsibility. In fact, if cei:tral goverriment funds are distributed to local and
regional levels based on r-erirted need, inflateJ population figures and
continued high growth rates can be seen by local leaders as advantageous.

In other words, if taxes collecteri at the local ;evel are turned over
to a national treasur z:;d are later redistributed on a per-capita bask,
it would pay an area to have many :..itizens since they would then pay
in less, but would receive more. Thus redistributive tax structures
can give to local leaders the impression that high population growth
rates mean more revenue.

.

Of course the same fac:or% Lan iplv to taxes which flow back to
n.ay result in low
a community to support edueation. Past
per capita income; but this may seem, to :Jcal leaders to be.offset by
the increased tax flow-back which re.ults from having large r,umhers of
school-aged citizens.
If communities had to efillcc! their own educatio.i.-1 taxes and had to
support their own school sysi.ems v..th those ',axes, it might be more rea-

listic to expect local le'aders to support locai fertility declires. TI;us it
might be n.meficial to try. to :rr,nsfer th, responsibility for p-r.;iding
secondary e other ede..ation to local schoo .iistrictS which wouid then

be obliged to consider present anC .uture .ertility in their planninf:.

Anoi.her approach to the same probierr would be for the national

gOvernment to provide local governci....nt:. vith schools and other

tional resources based on ongoirg rertilio d,...7lines. Thus a commtmy
n 5 years might be siveii
which was able tO reduce its feAility b I
continuing
drop in fcrtitIty
funds to construct a new secondary school. A
would then ensure that the facility would not become overcrowded in the
future. As long as the decline continued th:: natonal government mighi
provide staff salaries or some ,other maintenance coq... If fertilityfose,
local leaders might be required to begin paVin7 these maintenance costs
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out of their own community budgets, thereby efkctivelytransferring the
cost of high fertility back to the community.

Summary

There are basically three separate ideas presented in.this discussion paper. Adopted individually or in an integrated fashion, programmes

based on these ideas might yield significant results in terms of fertility
reduction. They are: I) that families with few children are at an economic disadvantage and should be compeosated for compliance with government population polLy - this compensation to small families couki
be given in the form of government supported schooling ab%ve existing
levels 'of free education;2) that by transferring authorit., for collection
and disbursement of education taxes from the national vel to the community, local leaders and residents can better feel the impact of high
fertility on public finances and wit! act in a more responsible manner
with regard to parenthood; 3) that an alternatke method of transfe7rring
the cost of high fertility to the local level would be for the central
government to offer to support local secondary school construction or
maintenance, based on the capabiUky oflocal leaders to encourage reduc-

ed fertility.
These three possiple policy alternatives are not presented as panaceas for excessive population growth. Neither is it contended that they
,vould fit every situation. It is hoped, hov.ever, that the, will be discussed
tensively and tested for possible adoptirn.

A final note

Before field trials are undertaken, or policies are adopted, the
ideas presented in this paper should be rigorously reviewed by persons
from the country or area where they are being considered. M a minimum
this review should include.discussion of the ethical and political acceptability, the economic and adminktrative feasibility, and the presumed

effectiveness of each alternative. If a particular policy,or programme
,idea is felt to be unfeasible, before it is discarded, it should be scrutiMzed carefully to ensure that it cannot be further modified in order
to become acceptable.
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Figure 1. Per family and total education costs (to government) under assumption that average education
rist for primary school is $500 per pupil, and that family size is 4.2 children without
educational incentive programme
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Figure 2, Per family and total education costs '(to government) under assumption that average family size is reduced
to 'approximately 2.6 children with educational incentive programme
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